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Abstract
How and Where to Make a Fortune: Mapping the Fictions f Economic Mobility through Work
in British Literature, 1719-1809
By
Heather A. Zuber
Chair: Carrie Hintz
This dissertation traces the literary history of a particular plotline in eighteenthcentury British Literature—that of a poor individual who climbs the economic ladder through
hard work (as opposed to marriage or inheritance). This plot features prominently in the
earliest novels (written by Daniel Defoe) but quickly fades from that genre, only to reappear in
others such as children’s literature and life-writing. This dissertation collects for the first time
the wide variety of eighteenth-century texts that contain this economic mobility through work
plot and analyzes them using a variety of methodologies, including single author studies, genre
studies, multi-genre studies, engagement with current social science data and research, GIS
software, data visualization, and quantitative calculations. This analysis focuses on two
questions. First, how do these characters actually increase their income? Second, do these
texts make this path to upward mobility seem likely or possible? In other words, would the
path to greater economic fortune described be replicable for a reader, offering self-help, or did
these stories merely entertain? This dissertation argues that literary, socio-historical, and
quantitative data suggest that intra-generational economic mobility through work was rare and
difficult for a poor individual to achieve both in literature and in the world outside the text; few
individuals successfully moved from poverty to the “middle class” and those who did were not
likely to earn enough to afford to purchase novels. This argument unsettles the seminal critical
narrative of “the rise of the novel” in the eighteenth-century, first advanced by Ian Watt, which
iv

maintains that the novel emerged primarily as a result of the growth of a “middle class” whose
members bought, read, and saw their socio-economic experiences reflected in this new literary
product. (Spreadsheets in Appendices A-E offer quantitative support for this assertion).
Because the characters who achieved the greatest economic success often worked
abroad, this dissertation takes on a third, related question: What is the relationship between
economic mobility and geographic mobility? This question is tackled using two different
approaches: traditional close reading and the use of GIS software; the latter produced
interactive digital maps of the places each upwardly mobile character travels in her/his
economic journey. These maps are part of a digital project which develops and supports the
argument that the more miles a character travels in her/his story, the more money s/he earns
by its conclusion. This digital project (which is part of this dissertation), also discusses some
fascinating questions generated by the process of using this digital tool in a humanities context,
which forced into conversation the opposing epistemologies of the humanities and social
sciences. Together, the literary map of the upward mobility through work plot, the social
science data that illuminates its socio-historical context, and the digital maps of the travels of
upwardly mobile characters comprise an initial “mapping” of the literary discourse around
economic mobility through work in the eighteenth century.
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Introduction
This project began with my reading of Maria Edgeworth’s Ennui; or, Memoirs of the Earl
of Glenthorn (1809). This fascinating novel tells the story of a lazy, bored, unhappy English
nobleman, who in the final years of the eighteenth century blows his fortune, credibility, and
health on gambling, women, and wine. Upon returning to his estate in Ireland, the novel’s plot
turns sharply when the hero discovers he was switched at birth and his birth mother is an
impoverished Irish woman who was his childhood nurse. He returns his fortune and title to
their rightful owner and must learn to earn a living. He decides to pursue a career in law. This
new career promises a sizeable future income and preparation for it improves his character,
wins him friends, and earns him economic rewards. The short novel closes with this now
morally robust young barrister poised to embark upon an economically and socially valuable
profession in Ireland.
Penned by an Anglo-Irish author at a time when English colonial policies were crushing
Irish aspirations of political and economic autonomy, this story of a poor, disenfranchised, Irish
youth’s road to becoming a barrister and in the process achieving economic autonomy, social
mobility, and personal empowerment, struck me as odd. The novel was written and set in the
wake of the Irish Rebellion of 1798, a failed attempt to win political independence from
England, led by young members of the Irish bar. Even though Edgeworth’s audience was
largely English (and wealthy) and Edgeworth explicitly aimed this text at inspiring
languishing aristocrats to make use of themselves, it seemed to me to model the process of
economic upward mobility through work in a world that closely resembled the world outside
the text.
Indeed, on the surface, Ennui appears to offer some lessons in autodidactic legal training,
implying that Irishmen without social rank or connections might have within their power the
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ability to acquire economic autonomy without the support of wealthy families. Upon closer
examination, however, the hero’s story actually suggests that such a rise would be impossible
for any poor Irishman. The narrative itself undercuts the realism of the storyline by rendering
the hero’s economic climb contingent, fantastic, and out-of-reach for any impoverished young
man in the real world. Because the upward mobility journey depicted in this text is not viable,
its potential function as a self-help tool for readers desirous of achieving upward mobility in the
real world is all but eliminated. These observations about this and other Edgeworth texts
made me curious about upward mobility stories in general. I wondered: are there other stories
of upward mobility in eighteenth-century British novels?
I set about identifying and collecting all the novels from the genre’s beginnings through
its development in the eighteenth century that, like Ennui, had a central plot built around the
main character’s economic upward mobility. I quickly found that I needed to clarify exactly
what I was collecting and turned to the fields of sociology and economics for help in defining
my object.
The stories I’ve chosen to collect and examine depict what economists would call
individual, intra-generational economic mobility: the change (improvement or deterioration) of
an individual’s finances over the course of her/his own life (rather than in relation to the
economic status of her/his parents or grandparents). Economic mobility is typically measured
by looking at an individual’s profession and income, data that I have for the most part been able
to piece together in each story. Looking at these concrete details in the context of an
understanding of eighteenth-century cost of living offers the possibility of a meaningful
assessment of the change in an individual’s economic situation over the course of a story.
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Although economic mobility today is often considered in conjunction with vertical
mobility (changes in one’s social rank or status in society), I’ve moved away from questions of
social rank, later referred to as “class,” for a number of reasons. The heroes of the eighteenthcentury texts I found most often pursue upward mobility because they are seeking freedom
from want; these characters begin their professional journeys in poverty and are not primarily
concerned with social class, sociality generally, or belonging to a group but with meeting their
immediate needs. Their stories are focused on the process of achieving economic autonomy: how
the character moves from one job to another, descriptions of the coins collected, numbers of
bruised pears sold, the method of weaving twine into mats for sale, etc. Rather than showing
the hero happy and fat at the end, these texts often close on a note of contingency, despite the
economic success of the main character, leaving the reader to wonder a bit about the fortunes of
the characters down the road. Although a major focus of Victorian literature and culture,
discussion of “class” (either from within it or in terms of the desire to enter another) was not,
from my reading, a major component of the stories told by first-person narrators of eighteenthcentury literary texts. By contrast, discussion of rank (and the very different common
understanding of social structure it implies), one’s material circumstances (whether affluent or
impoverished), and the hardships associated with such circumstances (or working one’s way out
of them) are. Obviously, such material details and discussions are also a part of Victorian
literature, but in the nineteenth century they are often bound up with ideas about social class,
and the middle class, in a way that they are not in eighteenth-century literature.
Last, I have chosen to look only at stories of economic mobility through work, as opposed
to through marriage or inheritance. I focus on stories in which the individual creates new
wealth in order to move from poverty (and its attendant burdens of anxiety, dependency, and
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lack of control over one’s future) to economic stability (and its attendant benefits of economic
and personal independence and psychological ease).
My object now clearly defined, I began my search for novels built around the upward
mobility through work plot as I’ve just defined it with Daniel Defoe, the author most frequently
credited with popularizing the still inchoate novel form, or at least with publishing texts that
contained many of the formal elements that came to define the new genre. I found that five of
Defoe’s nine “novels” are stories of economic mobility through work: Robinson Crusoe, Colonel
Jacque, Captain Singleton, Moll Flanders, and A New Voyage ‘Round the World by A Course Never
Sailed Before. Even those driven by different plots remain focused on showing how the
desperation and uncertainty that attend poverty are cruel and the benefits of wealth
tremendous.
Next, I looked for novels published in the years after Defoe’s and found that while this
plot remained centrally important in some novels published on the continent (e.g. Gil Blas,
Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship), it all but disappeared from the novel in Great Britain. Where
this plot appears in British novels, it does so only in the storyline of a supporting character, or
outside the main action of the novel. In my search for other novels that meet my criteria, I
stumbled upon texts in other genres that were built around this plot. These texts, which lie at
the intersection of the genres we now label travel/adventure and life-writing, made clear that
this plot was indeed alive and well in eighteenth-century British popular literature, but only in
genres outside the novel.
Also, I found that Edgeworth wrote many other texts in various genres built around the
upward mobility through work plot. These additional texts were largely written for younger
audiences. The prices of these texts, however, ensured that they were indeed purchased by
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adults—wealthy adults—and certainly read by them as well, either to their children, or not.
Taking a cue from these two observations, I expanded my search to include the body of texts
that we now label Children’s Literature. Here, I found a number of additional stories of upward
mobility through work, some offered at price points below novels.
My original question was whether there were other eighteenth-century novels about
individual economic mobility. Because I found that this plot retreats from prominence in the
novel while it persists and even thrives in other genres, I found myself tracing a larger literary
history of this plot than I first set out to uncover.
My dissertation, thus, aims to answer the following questions of this multi-generic
collection of texts containing the upward mobility through work story:
(1) How does upward mobility operate in these stories? (i.e. How do these characters
actually increase their income? What new jobs do they get and how do they get
them?)
(2) Do these stories make upward mobility through work seem possible or
impossible? (i.e. Would the path to greater economic fortune outlined be replicable
for a reader? Did these texts offer self-help or simply entertain?)
In the process of answering these questions, I noticed something that led me in yet
another direction. All the stories of economic mobility seemed to entail geographic travel. I
began asking a new, third question of the texts I’d collected. What is the relationship between
economic mobility and geographic mobility?
I began thinking about the career paths of the main characters not only as economic
journeys but also as geographic journeys. While re-reading Defoe’s A New Voyage ‘Round the
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World by a Course Never Sailed Before, I began highlighting in blue all references to geographical
places and tracing the narrator's route in pencil on a paper map of the world. I stored all the
geographical data in Excel spreadsheets, one for each text. I also began highlighting in green
every bit of language in which the main character’s finances/income/job were discussed and
storing all that information in Excel spreadsheets, one for each text. These early efforts to link
the text to the material world grew into a larger digital project and became an integral part of
this dissertation; the project is housed on ESRI’s Story Maps platform and should be viewed in
conjunction with the written portion of this dissertation. I also began calculating the amount
of money each character earned over the course of the novel. After all, how could I claim to
discuss the main character’s economic mobility without knowing exactly how much money
s/he made?
Unfortunately, marking in pencil on a paper map all the places where each character
travelled on his economic journey and trying to add up the mileage involved in different legs of
journeys did not really do justice to the data I sought to represent. The calculations were
inaccurate and there were vast differences in scale in the maps required to record the
movements within each story. Some stories referred to tens of very specific places in London,
as well as cities or islands in the Pacific Ocean. Detailed descriptions of certain places seemed
to demand a level of precision too high for a paper map and pencils. Using a map of the world,
small, local movements of the characters were completely lost—street corners, towns, and
rivers became grey dots on a tiny country. Yet, I needed a small-scale world map to capture
the global movements of the same characters who travelled great distances. I needed large and
small-scale maps for each story. And, I needed them to hold the same information and interact
with each other. What I needed was a more sophisticated tool for mapping, so that I could
create more representational maps.
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Around this time, I heard about Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software that
enables the collection, modeling, management, display, and interpretation of spatial and
geographic information. The science behind these programs is referred to as GIScience
(Geographic Information Science), and is its own interdisciplinary academic field that lies at the
intersection of a number of other academic disciplines such as geography, information science,
and computer science. GIS enables one to view, understand, question, interpret, and visualize
our world in the form of maps, globes, graphs, and tables that reveal relationships, patterns,
and trends not otherwise visible. Using GIS, one can build a custom, interactive map that
shows any collection of geographic locations. One can also attach to each location other pieces
of information about the place, or its significance; this information is stored in a database in the
program and can be used for subsequent analysis. For example, one can later sort the
geographical points on a map using their descriptive details to reveal additional relationships
among the places. A map made through GIS is interactive so that one can vary the scale of the
map by simply clicking on the map itself—i.e. zooming in to view a city street corner, or
zooming out to see all the Caribbean islands at once—so that the same map can capture a
character’s tiniest movements in an Irish town as well as sea voyages around the Cape of Good
Hope.
To place a point on a map using GIS, one must enter its precise geographical
coordinates into the program. Thus, to build a map of the geographical movements of the
upwardly mobile character in each story, I had to translate every narrative reference to an
eighteenth-century geographical place that the main character travelled into numerical
coordinates that represent that place on a current map of the world.
The first step of this process was to use any bits of description about the place that I
could find in the text itself. Using these clues, I sought the corresponding place in the real
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world to which the author may have been referring. Historical maps and other historical texts
that described the place I sought helped me to track down places that no longer exist or were
inaccurately or vaguely described. Sometimes the textual description of a place pointed to
several possible places; in these instances, I used more concretely identified places in the texts
to help eliminate places that would have made the story events impossible. After identifying a
place to which the author was likely referring, I relied on historical maps and google maps to
identify the precise location of this place on today’s map. After assigning each place a pair of
real world geographical coordinates, I entered these numbers into GIS, and then (after many
more steps) that point appeared on a map of the world today.
This process of translating narrative place descriptions into the numerical language
demanded by GIS generated many new questions, as many as it answered. It has been
unexpectedly arduous, time-consuming, rich, and generative. Through it I developed a new
kind of intimacy with each text. It felt like finally going to the places I had only been reading
about.
Mapping aspects of the plot of literary texts is generally associated with the work of
Franco Moretti and what he calls distant reading (analyzing literature by looking at the
features of many texts at once), but I began using GIS as another tool for close reading
(analyzing literature by looking at the features of one text), the traditional method of literary
studies. Moretti’s work is part of what many have labeled “the spatial turn” in the
humanities—increased attention to “space, place, and landscape” not to mention and movement
and mobility (Murrieta-Flores “GIS and Literary History” 1). Humanities scholars of late have
taken an interest in using GIS to map the worlds of fictional texts. The questions their varied
projects have generated replicate my own: how do we represent, on a map, places that are part
real and part imaginary? What do the mapping process and the maps themselves contribute to
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our study of literary texts? What do these maps contribute to our understanding of the places
we identify?
As many have pointed out, GIScience and the humanities are built on distinct and in
many ways opposing epistemologies. GIScience is a social science built on generating
replicable results and finding rules and generalities that always hold true, while the humanities
explore possibilities and can focus on a single instance of something, regardless of its frequency
or common-ness. Attempting to answer the questions I posed in this project, I found that
perhaps for this reason, relevant knowledge generated through work in the social sciences does
not reliably make its way into the humanities or at least English Studies. Whether this is due
to the difficulty of “translating” the language of one discipline into another or other realities of
academic life, ignorance of this knowledge compromises the value of the work done in English
Studies. Literary scholars working in the Digital Humanities force together at least two ways
of framing our understanding of information and the ensuing collision has enabled us to
approach in a fresh way questions about the meaning and use of genre, the relationship between
the text and the world it purports to represent, and the role of place in texts and in the reader's
world.
A variety of mapping projects have been undertaken and their results published in the
last 10 years or so. These projects vary widely in scope and purpose. For example, MurrietaFlores used advanced computational theories and GIS to compare three mid-century travel
narratives about the Lake District in England. She determined the degree to which the
itineraries described and the writers’ experience of the places visited were influenced by the
arduousness of existing travel routes. Barbara Piatti and her interdisciplinary group of literary
scholars and cartographers at The Institute of Cartography in Zurich have been working since
2006 on “A Literary Atlas of Europe,” which maps all the places referenced in an enormous
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corpus of twentieth-century texts set in Europe, in hopes of shedding new light on a core
question of the emerging field of literary cartography, “What happens when the ‘literary world’
and the real world meet or intersect?” (Piatti “Mapping Literature” 180). Many of the scholars
involved in these studies have focused on generating viable methods for standardizing various
aspects of the mapping process in the hope of making these disparate projects and their results
speak to each other and build on each other more clearly and easily.
I have certainly grappled with the very same questions as those driving and plaguing
these other studies, but the aims of my study have varied from those I have read about thus far.
The aim of my project is to reflect upon the narrative choices and features of the texts
themselves with an eye towards fresh thinking about the cultural work of these texts. Other
literary cartography projects are focused outside the texts, aiming to enrich the understanding
of real-world places through the lens of literature. As such, most of the suggested forms of
standardization for mapping techniques and symbology were not useful/deployable for this
project. I have, however, gleaned from these accounts many ideas for how I can take my
project further. I hope to continue what I have begun here, using GIS and other quantitative
analytical tools to look outside the text at the global political economy through the lens of
eighteenth-century literature. In which places do characters make the most money? What is
the relationship between job type and geographical location? Fuller answers to these questions
await, when I turn the data I’ve gathered in my GIS-driven close readings into the first tranche
of a larger data set that will enable a complementary distant reading project.
Entering the economic and geographical data from each story into GIS also made
possible several calculations that enabled me to consider quantitatively the relationship
between literary economic mobility and geographical travel, including the total number of
miles travelled and the farthest distance a character travelled. These and additional
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calculations, such as the income associated with different jobs and the nature and quality of the
place descriptions in each text appear in my digital project and various tables in the written
text.
Put simply, creating maps using GIS offers something that traditional textual analysis
cannot. It produces an image. Not only did looking at the same data in visual form make
possible all kinds of new observations about my topic but also it helped me to develop and
support arguments about the way economic mobility works in these texts. Zooming in on
places where the fictional world and the physical world outside the text overlap and dance with
each other kept me focused on the questions at the heart of thinking about the cultural work of
these texts in the real lives of eighteenth-century readers. What parts of these texts are real
and what parts are imaginary? Are these self-help texts or do they simply entertain?
Thus, this dissertation seeks to do several things, each of which could certainly have
been a dissertation itself. First, I sketch the literary history of the upward mobility through
work plot across multiple genres in eighteenth-century literature. Second, I look closely at
some of these stories to analyze how the character actually achieves the economic climb and
how this process is presented in narrative, in the hands of a particular author or within a
particular genre. Third, I argue that these narratives make upward mobility through work
seem impossible or unlikely. Fourth, I look at the connection between economic mobility and
geographical mobility in these texts using both traditional close reading and GIS software. At
times, these seemed like different projects, but at others they felt like inextricably linked fibers
of a single thread—the thread of understanding the cultural work of upward mobility stories in
the period. How could I talk about how these plots operated in a few texts without having a
sense of where those texts fit into the larger literary output of the period to which readers (and
authors) had access? How could I collect and read all these texts without seeing some patterns
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emerge—namely, that these texts share in common the fact that they all in different ways
present upward mobility as something very unlikely or impossible and that every story of
upward mobility involves geographic travel. I could not. Thus, my own methodology, and the
tools of analysis I selected, oscillate between kinds of close and distant reading. Even the
chapters themselves vary between close readings of single authors and overviews of entire
genres.
Taken together, the texts collected in these five chapters demonstrate that stories of
upward mobility through work were consistently present in eighteenth-century British
Literature in different genres at different times and had the potential to reach readers of
varying ages, interests, and income levels. The appearance and disappearance of this plot in
various genres opens up innumerable questions about the cultural significance of this story to
different readerships at different times. In what we now call fiction and nonfiction alike, these
narratives make the process of economic mobility appear unlikely or impossible within the
existing economic system because it appears to be ultimately outside the control of the striving
individual. One way in which economic mobility is out of reach for many characters is that it
demands geographic mobility. In the texts I’ve collected, I argue that the relationship between
economic mobility and geographical travel is that the more miles one travels and/or the
greater the distance travelled from home, the more money one earns. Any significant and more
permanent increase in income demands a degree of travel from home that would have been
simply unthinkable to the characters in these texts. GIS made this relationship more visible
and enriched my consideration of this issue.
To date, there has not been any literary study of upward mobility or even the broad
rubric of work in the novel in eighteenth-century Britain. Literary attention to the topic of
upward mobility through work is limited to its treatment in the traditional literary narrative of
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the rise of the novel in the eighteenth century. Beginning with Ian Watt, and continuing with
Michael McKeon, Nancy Armstrong, Patricia Meyer Spacks, Lennard Davis, and others,
narratives of the novel’s emergence adjust but generally rely on the argument that the novel’s
“rise” was in significant part a function of the increase in the number of “middle class”
individuals, who bought them and demanded that their stories reflect their own lives. Without
specifically engaging texts with a focus on upward mobility (in other words, in a kind of
summary manner only), these accounts generally maintain that stories of upward mobility were
prevalent because they reflected the real desires, experiences, and values of their newly minted
“middle-class” readers, who had themselves just worked their way up the economic ladder.
Because I found that these stories were not, in fact, common in the novel but were
present in other forms of popular literature in the period, I began to wonder about Watt’s
assertions and research the socio-historical reality of economic mobility, the growth of the
middle class, book-prices, income and cost-of-living, and the book-buying habits of the literate
population in eighteenth-century Great Britain to develop an independent understanding of
why this happened. What I found was that the most current historical-socio-economic research
and data on these topics, some of which was not available to the literary theorists above,
demands some adjustment of the accepted critical literary narratives of the period. In short, it
appears that the number of people who actually joined the ranks of the middling sort was quite
small, smaller than literary scholars have suggested. (Most moves were also intergenerational, not intra-generational like stories I have collected here.) To the extent that the
ranks of “the middle class” did increase, most of these individuals still did not generate an
income sufficient to afford the purchase of novels. One extensive new study lead by economic
historian Gregory Clarke even argues that the rate of upward mobility did not increase at all in
the eighteenth century (or any century for that matter) and occurred at an extremely low flat
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rate. Other recent research suggests that increased publication and sale of newly written
novels over the course of the eighteenth century was in fact due to an uptick in interest in and
spending on books by the already wealthy upper classes. Last, discussion and identification of
“middle class values” in these eighteenth-century upward mobility texts—a common trip in
critical work of eighteenth-century novel scholars--reflects a presentist or at least a nineteenthcentury understanding of the middle class as a large, unified body of individuals with much in
common; this understanding is simply out of step with eighteenth-century reality. Current
data and research on the history, economics, and sociology of the eighteenth-century “middle
class” and its book-buying habits destabilize the notion that the novel (and the upward mobility
stories therein) was popular because it reflected the shared values and experiences of “middle
class” book buyers. This collection of data thus makes room for a new understanding of why
this storyline “fell out” of the novel but persisted in other popular genres of the period. It also
demonstrates the ways in which literary study benefits from more active understanding of and
engagement with the data generated by scholars in the social sciences. In this study, I aim to
bring some of this work together.
My readings of the texts I’ve collected here only add fuel to the fire ignited by the
sociological and economic research on the period. These literary texts present upward mobility
through work as ultimately unlikely or impossible, challenging the idea—let alone the reality—
of working one’s way out of poverty and into “the middle class.” In this way, these literary
texts seem to function more as a discouraging critique of global political and economic
conditions that impede moves up the economic ladder, rather than an uncomplicated reflection
of the experiences and beliefs of a cadre of people who accomplished this feat.
Thus, this dissertation participates in four interrelated discourses that are explored in
each chapter. As discussed above, this project engages (1) literary critical narratives of the rise
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of the novel, and (2) current socio-economic-historical research and data regarding economic
mobility, the nature and size of “the middle class,” and the income and spending habits of “the
“middle class” in the eighteenth century. The third and fourth discourses with which this
project is deeply engaged arise from my own interest in the geographical data contained in
these texts. The third is the discourse around narrative and place. The process of mapping
each location described as part of the main character’s journey up the economic ladder has
demanded the assessment f each place description on three distinct spectra: realimaginary,
specificvague, and accurateincorrect. Research into the knowledge of the authors
regarding the places they wrote about has generated interesting observations about the
function and effects of authorial choices around the specificity, accuracy, and degree of
correspondence to the real world of the places used and described. Looking at the same story
line across genres which claim different degrees of referentiality to the real word and make
different claims to truth has in turn generated interesting questions about the line that now
divides fact from fiction. Fourth, this project participates in the discourse around the
possibilities for and fruitfulness of using GIS in literary study and is part of the growing
community in the DH world of literary cartography and its possible applications and rewards.
Chapter Summaries
Chapter 1: Novels Part I: Daniel Defoe, 1719-1724, and
Chapter 5: Children's Lit Part 2: Maria Edgeworth, 1798-1809
Chapters one and five are single-author studies that constitute the beginning and end of
my project. These two chapters, like all chapters, address in turn the questions driving my
project: (1) How do the characters actually achieve upward mobility, (2) Do these texts make
this path to upward mobility seem likely or possible, and (3) What is the relationship between
the character’s economic mobility and her/his geographic mobility—a discussion begun here
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and continued in my digital project. Despite their profoundly different personal and
professional lives, Edgeworth and Defoe each wrote numerous stories that focus on a young
main character who is able to rise from poverty to a level of economic comfort beyond what
would have been achievable if s/he had kept the employment s/he was destined for by birth.
Interestingly, the upward mobility stories of both these authors were widely popular at cultural
moments one hundred years apart, and chronologically mark the beginning and ending points
of traditional narratives of the novel’s rise.
These chapters reveal that across texts that vary in genre, plot, and setting, Defoe and
Edgeworth each depict a single (signature) route to upward mobility. In addition, I argue that
in different ways, each author crafted her/his narratives in a manner that makes even the sole
path to economic mobility that s/he describes appear to be unlikely or impossible.
Digital Project
The texts considered in chapters one and five are the basis of my digital work; in my
project, I continue discussion of the relationship between upward mobility and geographical
mobility begun in these chapters. Here, I offer the maps I made for the upward mobility texts
by Defoe and Edgeworth, along with some of the most intriguing observations that arose from
the mapping process and the maps themselves. For example, I created maps for different
professions that visualize the relationship between certain places and certain occupations.
Time did not permit mapping all of the texts I collected, but it is my hope that mapping these
and other texts will form the basis of a subsequent digital project.
Chapter 2: Novels Part 2: Novels after Daniel Defoe, 1731-1809
Chapter two is a survey of what I found in my search for economic mobility novels
published during the years between Defoe and Edgeworth. While upward mobility stories are
central in most of Defoe’s novels, I found that authors working in the genre after him seem to
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move this plot off center stage, in varied and interesting ways. The novels of the currently
canonical novel authors—Samuel Richardson, Tobias Smollett, and Jane Austen—do depict
characters who work and increase their fortunes. The story of the struggle for upward
mobility through work, however, does not dominate the plot in these texts either because it is
relegated to a character’s backstory, belongs only to a minor character, or the character
ultimately makes money due to marriage or inheritance. In general, these authors use the trope
of upward mobility to comment on another area or subject of primary interest for her/him.
Smollett, for example, focuses on the identity provided by one’s birth and the difficulty of the
well-born who find themselves cash poor. In Smollett’s view, the temporary problem of the
landed aristocrat without money is not one that can be remedied by work; work merely fills
time and ensures one’s circulation in the world—a world in which the well-born are always
ultimately led back to family and fortune. In Richardson’s hands, working is used to enable a
seemingly culturally impossible, sexually charged inter-personal relationship that tests the
worth of a female servant. By the time Austen writes, the presence of characters with humble
origins who earned enough money to circulate among the small social units of the gentry that
are her focus is a fact of life whose impact is felt by all.
In the second half of this chapter, I review the grand narratives of the rise of the novel,
present the fruits of my social, economic, and historical research on social mobility and “the
middle class” in the eighteenth century. I then take on the socio-economic assumptions
underlying the arguments of Watt and his progeny, in particular, challenging the notions that
the novel was a genre consumed primarily by the new “middle class” and that it reflected values,
experiences, and tastes of this group.
Chapter 3: Travel/ Life Writing, 1719-1809
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While the economic mobility through work plot all but disappeared from novels, it
remained a constant presence in popular literature. In texts that lie at the intersection of travel
literature, adventure literature, and (auto)biographical writing (a.k.a. life-writing) we find story
after story structured around an individual’s rise from poverty to economic autonomy. While
my effort to collect all these texts has only just begun, I have included this brief chapter as a
placeholder for subsequent study because it is an important part of the literary history of the
upward mobility through work plot. These texts were sold alongside novels and were often
indistinguishable from them in form and content, without the guidance of a bookseller or
librarian. Priced well below novels, however, these travel/life-writing texts were much more
for and about the ranks of society below the super-rich. Here are stories that truly reflect and
were written by those whose economic fortunes landed them somewhere between the poor and
the wealthy.
As a representative text, I have chosen to discuss the autobiography of Mary Lacy,
entitled The Female Shipwright (1773) because it resonates beautifully with The Female American,
Moll Flanders, and all of Defoe’s stories. Here is a “real world” example of how integral disguise
and dissembling are to the economic mobility and working life of an upwardly mobile character,
especially a woman. The complexity of Lacy’s dissembling becomes the fascinating and
implicitly titillating centripetal force of her story and affords further exploration of the
transformative power of work with respect to personal identity that we began to consider in
chapter one. A story verified by historians as accurate in nearly every detail, this
autobiography adds an interesting layer to our thinking about the cultural work of upward
mobility through work texts as objects for entertainment or models for self-help.
Chapter 4: Children's Lit Part 1: 1719-1800
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This chapter, like chapters two and three, is a genre study of the economic mobility through
work plot. In it, I trace the presence of the upward mobility through work plot in eighteenthcentury literature for children, noting the varied narrative and textual forms it takes. A close
look at the means by which these child-heroes manage to achieve upward mobility illuminates
the degree to which these texts render this feat nearly impossible. Also, I address the overlap
between existing scholarship on the history of children’s literature and the “rise of the novel,”
exposing the ways in which children’s literature scholarship has relied to its detriment on
aspects of Watt’s study. Seeing everywhere evidence of “the middle class,” scholars of these
early texts for children have produced somewhat distorted readings of upward mobility stories.
As a whole, this project charts the course of a single story across multiple genres—the
story of an individual working her/his way up the economic ladder through work—and in so
doing, offers a figurative “map” of the literary history of this proposed micro genre. This
project also generates and relies on cartographic maps that reflect the places the upwardly
mobile characters go in their climb, maps which enhance our thinking about these texts and the
social mobility they describe. Together, these figurative and literal maps constitute an initial
mapping of the literary discourse around economic mobility through work in the eighteenth
century.
The meaning of the word “fictions” in the title of my project, “How and Where to Make
a Fortune: Mapping the Fictions of Economic Mobility through Work in British Literature,
1719-1809” is twofold. First, all the stories make claims to their truth; whether they would
today be labeled fiction or nonfiction, these narratives contain a mix of jobs, places, and
seemingly impossible happenings that make climbing the economic ladder seem fantastic. Last,
social science research suggests that all these stories were written, printed and read in a world
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in which the actual prospect of an individual journeying successfully from poverty to wealth
through hard work was itself largely a fiction.
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Chapter 1
“tho’ I have no relation, no friend, no acquaintance”: The Upward Mobility through
Work Plot in the Novels of Daniel Defoe, 1719-1724
My project began because I noticed that upward mobility through work stories
dominated the novels of Daniel Defoe and Maria Edgeworth, whose work chronologically
marks the beginning and end of the novel’s “rise” pursuant to traditional grand narratives of
the period. Writing in London in a completely different political and economic climate over
one hundred years before Edgeworth published her first volume, Defoe, like Edgeworth, was a
prolific writer, who wrote in many different genres: political and economic pamphlets, treatises,
economic treatises, how-to manuals, poetry, short stories, religious tracts, letters, and
periodicals, among others. Only a small fraction of his literary output (in terms of pages)
consisted of novels. At the age of 59, he published his first novel, The Strange and Surprising
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (1719), which went on to be one of the most reprinted, reread and
well-known stories of the modern age. In this novel, as critics have oft noted, Crusoe went
from a young man of the middling ranks, to a middle-aged man of jaw-dropping wealth. After
two sequels to Crusoe, Defoe published seven other novels. Four of these are also stories of
upward mobility: Captain Singleton (1720), Colonel Jaque (1722), Moll Flanders (1722), and New
Voyage Round the World (1724). Thus, five of the nine novels Defoe published in his lifetime are
stories of upward mobility through work.
Now over sixty years old, Ian Watt’s The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe, Richardson
and Fielding (1957) remains the controlling narrative of the blossoming of the novel as a genre
over the course of the eighteenth century. In it, Watt discusses Defoe’s novels as stories of
upward mobility, a manifestation of the birth of individualism. Watt argues that in the years
following the Glorious Revolution of 1688, the seeds of capitalism were sown; to him, this
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meant “a great increase of economic specialization,” “a less rigid and homogeneous social
structure,” and a “more democratic political system” (Watt 61). He goes on to explain that
these changes “enormously increased the individual’s freedom of choice” and meant that the
individual—not the church, guild, or other collective unit—was in control of and responsible
for her/his own economic fate (Watt 61). Watt argues that the commercial and industrial
classes who had themselves recently achieved greater economic and political power through
new jobs and higher incomes, were “the prime agents in bringing about the individualist social
order” (61). This newly acquired power of these “middle classes,” and ostensibly the means of
its acquisition, were “already being reflected in the domain of literature,” which now “began to
view trade, commerce and industry with favour” (Watt 61). Thus, Watt’s rather famous
analysis of Defoe commences with his proclaiming Crusoe “homo economicus” (a term first used
by John Stuart Mill) and arguing that like Defoe’s other heroes, the character of Crusoe
represents this new individualism in the economic arena (62-3). Watt maintains that this
economic individualism, in that it makes monetary gain the primary driver of an individual’s
life, “increased the mobility of the individual” (67). Thus, it seems that for Watt, the novels of
Defoe are built around the plot of an individual’s pursuit of economic gain that results in that
individual’s upward economic mobility. For Watt, this plot line reflects the same phenomenon
in the world outside the text—increased economic mobility, and a larger middle class. Having
already established in the first chapters of his book that this larger middle class was responsible
for the novel’s rise as its primary purchasers and readers, Watt maintains that they also shaped
the content of this new genre (namely the presence of the upward mobility plot), not only
because it reflected their lived reality, but also because they desired to see their own
experiences, values, and dreams on the pages of their favorite new reading material. Thus, the
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dominating presence of this plot is part and parcel of the novel itself. Defoe’s novels are simply
the prototypical examples.
Despite its domination in the novels of Defoe, touted by nearly every literary critic as
the first novels, critics did not associate this plot with novels generally or inquire into its fate
after leaving his hands. This scholarly omission is curious, considering the incredible amount
of attention that this period of the genre’s development has received, particularly in the context
of Watt’s formulation of the genre’s rise.
Most subsequent critics who have formulated grand narratives of the novel’s
development in the period, such as Nancy Armstrong, Patricia Spacks, Catherine Gallagher, J.
Paul Hunter, and Lennard Davis have omitted direct consideration of the upward mobility
through work plot. Michael McKeon, in The Origins of the English Novel, 1600-1740 (1987),
however, challenges and expands discussion of the underlying socio-economic shifts that Watt
cites as causes of the novel’s “rise” and offers a greater context for thinking about the upward
mobility stories under consideration here. McKeon argues the novel came into being as a
vehicle for working through the lived experiences around the discrepancies between birth and
worth; questions and observations around this topic are worked through dialectically from
original order, to rejection of that old order in favor of a new progressive one, to some return to
the old order that peacefully incorporates the critique. In McKeon’s formulation, the subgenre
of novels built around the upward mobility through work plot that I have collected—in which
people of low, middle, and high birth move through various levels of economic worth—are a
powerful literary template and tool for this cultural work. The breadth of McKeon’s study did
not accommodate a close look at these novels, but he highlights that they are worthy of further
scholarly attention.
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Even recent economic approaches to literature have neglected consideration of the
upward mobility plot as such. These smaller scale readings of eighteenth-century novels have
attended more closely to the representation of various economic ideas and the ways these
fictional texts are engaged in theoretical debates around economic issues of the day. With
respect to Defoe specifically, attention has been paid to the ways in which Defoe’s texts of
various genres celebrate the work of the merchant as critical to the success of the nation and, of
course, as a lucrative avenue for the individual as well (Abunasser; Hansen; Lee). To the extent
that Defoe scholars have discussed the social mobility of Defoe’s characters, they tend to view
their social, economic, linguistic, and even sartorial transgressions as forms of social disorder
within the larger frame of an order/disorder binary. For example, John Richetti, focusing on
the linguistic dimension of this mobility, labels it “a modality of resistance to order” (52), a
force that undermines the fixity of social and economic relations. Several critics have noted the
ways in which the social, economic, and geographical mobility/flexibility displayed by these
characters open up space for illicit activity, compromised morality, and threats to safety
(Hansen, Shinagel, Lee). All these critics have focused on advancing various reasons why Defoe
intentionally or unconsciously made these choices for his characters (e.g. contemporary
economic debates, the malleability of the social order, his own personal experience with
financial ups and downs) and offered analyses of how he accomplished this feat linguistically
(Hansen) and narratively (Richetti). Thus, my foregrounding the economic aspect of this
mobility, viewing it as a vertical move up the economic scale, and framing the discussion in
sociological terms offers a fresh critical perspective on this material.
The first step of our literary history of this microgenre of the novel, I will answer the
questions: how does upward mobility operate in the novels of Defoe? Specifically, how do these
characters achieve their climb up the economic ladder through work? What jobs do they get?
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How do they get them? How much do they pay? Where are these jobs located? How much
money do these characters end up making? I will look at four of Defoe’s upward mobility
through work novels here: Robinson Crusoe, Moll Flanders, Colonel Jaque, and Captain Singleton.
On the surface, these stories and the work they describe vary widely—surviving shipwreck on
an unpopulated Caribbean island, thieving in London, servitude on a Virginia plantation, and
piracy at sea—but varied as the plots of these novels appear, Defoe’s narrative choices suggest
that there is only one way to achieve economic mobility, and that achieving financial stability
brings about a significant personal transformation as well. Looking at these stories together,
with a focus on the plot elements they all share gives a sense of how upward mobility through
work operates in the novels of Defoe.
For readers intimately familiar with the plots of Crusoe and Moll, but perhaps less so
with those of Singleton and Jaque, here are brief summaries. Singleton is an orphan who
endures a rough, impoverished childhood and as a young teen signs onto a sea voyage as the
lowest level servant to an officer. He is passed from master to master, each crueler and more
abusive than the next, none of whom pays him the wage he has earned. After seven years at
sea, he joins in a mutiny plot which gets him, and his compatriots, left on the shore of
Madagascar. This group manages to make it on foot across the whole of the African continent,
collecting great riches along the way. Singleton returns to England a wealthy man. Friendless
and family-less, however, he soon spends/is cheated out of his fortune and must set sail again.
He quickly finds his way to the helm of a ship and into a life of piracy, which he feels is his true
calling. He and his crew make an ungodly sum of money, which he ultimately increases further
as he leaves the sea and travels across the Levant on foot as a merchant. After many years
abroad, he returns to England to marry and retire.
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Jaque, who critics often call a male Moll, is also an orphan raised by a foster mother in
London, where despite receiving early attention for his smarts, he falls into a life of
pickpocketing as a youth. Although he is not himself caught, he finds himself trapped aboard a
ship of transported convicts headed to America. Sold as an indentured servant, he works his
way up on the plantation and ultimately starts his own plantation which makes him a fine
living. At the end of the novel, he undertakes some trade voyages to Mexico, which
exponentially increase his already sizeable net worth. Thus, Singleton and Jaque, like Moll,
manage to move from impoverished orphans to wealthy adults, over the course of the novel. 1
They do so by means of their own labor, not by marrying someone wealthy or inheriting a
single pound. It is that labor—its variations, settings, successes, dangers, surprises, and
hardships—that occupies the majority of pages in these novels. The moment these heroes
retire, their stories end.
Unlike Moll, Jaque, and Singleton, Crusoe begins life in a middle-class family with the
possibility of a career in law. He heads to sea not out of economic necessity, but for adventure
with some money already in his pocket. He turns that seed money into more money through
trade and uses that sum to purchase land in Brazil and start a plantation. On his way to Africa
to purchase slaves for himself and fellow plantation owners, he is marooned on a deserted
island for 28 years which is enough time for his plantation to take off, making him a very
wealthy man upon his return to civilization. He, too, retires from work and after a long voyage
home settles in England. 2 As you will see, Crusoe’s climb up the economic ladder is different

Moll also begins life as an orphan. She moves through a series of husbands in an attempt to marry money and
ultimately manages to amass some considerable savings through various sorts of theft in the streets of London.
Eventually convicted and transported to Virginia, Moll starts a plantation that after a few years makes her enough
money to retire, return to England, and live a gentlewoman’s lifestyle with her husband.
2 Even though the first volume of Crusoe ends with the beginning of a new voyage back to his island and even
further onward in the sequels, I’m looking at just this first adventure, in which he achieves a significant increase in
his net worth and is able to comfortably retire in England on his income.
1
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from the other three but contains most of the same plot elements, albeit in a different order or
to serve a slightly different aim. For this reason, considering Crusoe alongside Moll, Jaque, and
Singleton, which are more obviously similar, enriches my discussion; where Crusoe is different,
the similarity of the other three is sharper, and where it is the same, its nuances are likewise
generative. Even though Crusoe has money invested in his Brazil plantation and a supportive
family at home in England, when he arrives on the island he is reborn into a position of poverty
and social isolation; for my purposes, his living conditions mirror the economic deprivation
faced by Moll, Jaque and Singleton, who know not where their next meal or place of rest will be
found.
Each of these novels begins with the hero’s account of her/his personal history and
identity, signaling the importance of this information in the story to come. Other than
Crusoe’s, these accountings demonstrate a total lack of social connectivity which has a profound
impact on the economic and professional future and prospects of these young heroes. Moll was
born in prison to a mother who soon after abandoned her to serve her sentence of
transportation in America. Jaque knows of his parents only from what his nurse has told him;
his father was a gentleman and he wanted Jaque to know that. Singleton was born to wealthy
parents, but kidnapped while out with a babysitter in the fields near Stepney Green, in London.
He confesses on the first page of his story, “I can look but a very little Way into my Pedigree"
(1). Only Crusoe possesses complete knowledge of his pedigree. His family history is long, and
detailed:
I was born in the year 1632, in the city of York, of a good family, though not of that
country, my father being a foreigner of Bremen, who settled first at Hull. He got a good
estate by merchandise, and leaving off his trade, lived afterwards at York, from whence
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he had married my mother, whose relations were named Robinson, a very good family
in that country, and from whom I was called Robinson Kreutznaer; but, by the usual
corruption of words in England, we are now called—nay we call ourselves and write our
name—Crusoe; and so my companions always called me. (1)
Crusoe’s description of his ties to people and places, and even occupations that reach backwards
and forwards in time highlight the degree of social detachment that characterizes the personal
history of the other heroes, as well as his own once he lands on that island.
The lack of family not only means social isolation but also a lack of social and personal
identity. Jaque’s name is a joke, really; his foster mother/nurse names each of the three boys in
her care the same name—Jack—only distinguishing one from another by prefacing the proper
name with a title: Captain for the eldest, Colonel for our hero, and Major for the youngest.
Singleton’s name is a bit of a joke too and certainly not a name given him by family. A gypsy
tells him that his name is “Bob Singleton,” a name whose literal meaning says much about this
boy’s profound social detachment. Last, the first words of Moll Flanders are a disclosure that
Moll Flanders is not her real name, and that she will withhold this information (and likely
much else) from the reader:
My true name is so well known in the records or registers at Newgate, and in the Old
Bailey, and there are some things of such consequence still depending there, relating to
my particular conduct, that it is not to be expected I should set my name or the account
of my family to this work.… (9)
Without a name, these characters lack even the possibility of reconnecting to their family,
personal history, and possible economic support, each having been born a “Singleton,” who can
but “Bob” up and down on the seas of life, unless s/he can find a way to steer a course.
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This lack of a given name and family is not just indicative of the humble origins of these
characters; the lack of a family of origin poses a number of practical and economic problems as
well. Unlike Crusoe, whose father offers to set him up with an apprenticeship in a trade or a
career in law, Moll, Jaque, and Singleton are completely without family or friends with
professional connections. Employment for youths was customarily set up by one’s family and
the family was responsible for the economic support of the individual during childhood. Even if
a family was poor, their reputation as honorable people often enabled them to obtain some kind
of position for their children. If one’s family did not set up an apprenticeship or a position as a
domestic with a stable family, the only opportunities likely available were odd jobs like
sweeping sawdust or day-labor in the fields that did not pay enough to live on. Without a
family, these orphans fall outside the social career network that existed. No one found them a
position, and no one could vouch for their character to get one.
The lack of blood relatives also means that they were without a home in geographical
space and in concept—a place where they can take shelter from the financial hardships and
vicissitudes of life. Singleton’s explanation to fellow sailor William of why he considers the sea
his home captures the profundity of the isolation these characters experience. For Singleton,
the feeling of social abandonment extends beyond the family to his country as well:
Why, man, I am at home, here is my habitation, I never had any other in my life time; I
was a kind of charity school-boy, so that I can have no desire of going anywhere for
being rich or poor, for I have no where to go. Why, says William, looking a little
confused, art not thou an Englishman? Yes, says I, I think so, you see I speak English;
but I came out of England a Child, and never was in it but once since I was a Man, and
then I was cheated and imposed upon, and used so ill, that I care not if I never see it
more. Why hast thou no relations or friends there, says he, no Acquaintance, none that
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thou hast any kindness for, or any remains of Respect for? Not I, William, said I, not
one, no more than I have in the Court of the Great Mogul. Nor any kindness for the
Country, where thou wast born, says William. Not I, any more than for the island of
Madagascar, nor so much neither, for that has been a fortunate island to me more than
once, as thou knowest, William, said I. ... and tho' I have no relation, no friend, no
acquaintance in England, yet I do not say I like this roving, cruising Life, so well as
never to give it over…. (317-18)
Like Crusoe after he is marooned on the island, Singleton and Defoe’s other heroes are without
the support of others with respect to their economic and basic physical safety because they are
not meaningfully integrated into a social network. An eighteenth-century life without family
or friends had a financial impact in terms of present well-being and life-long prospects.
Watt notes the “absence of conventional social ties” for Defoe’s heroes and dismisses it
as a narrative prerequisite for adventure stories (65). Sure, the orphan state is convenient
narratively, in that it clears away the encumbrances of social relations that might keep an
individual from leaving home for adventure, but this explanation is undercut by the fact that
such a plot device was not necessary for Defoe in writing adventure stories. Crusoe, for
example, was born into a family and had a father who pushed for him to stay home, lecturing
him persuasively against the dangers and unhappiness that would ensure from seeking fortune
and adventure. The choice to give Crusoe a family does not seem to have affected the range of
adventures Defoe thought available to such a character. Instead, Defoe’s novels suggest that
freedom from social encumbrances can be achieved by a simple change in geographical location.
Even walking down an unfamiliar street in London can be far enough to untether one from
her/his social network.
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If not a convenient plot device to open up the possibilities for adventure, then why are
these three heroes orphans? I would argue that their disconnected social status drives the plot
in several different ways. These heroes had a practical need to work; they needed money. It is
the need or desire to work that opens the door to adventure and the possibility of accumulating
wealth in the novels of Defoe. For Moll, Jaque, Singleton, and Crusoe on his island, the
experience of brutal poverty for a human being—hunger, exposure, physical danger—has a
lasting psychological effect that shapes the drives of that individual forever after. In this way, a
personal history of extreme deprivation unites these characters, and gives them a psychological
cohesiveness that critics have overlooked.
According to Watt, “[a]ll of Defoe’s heroes pursue money” and this quest for greater
funds is tracked by an attention to “book-keeping” which he identifies as a hallmark of Defoe’s
narrative style as well as the hallmark of modern capitalism, in the estimation of Max Weber.
Watt notes “the primacy of the economic motive” for Defoe’s heroes, but does not attribute it in
the cases of Moll, Jaque, and Singleton to the physical and psychological need to escape severe
poverty (64). Watt maintains that “the primacy of the economic motive” drives these
characters more than any other—love, power, religion, etc.—which reflects the primacy of
economic bonds among people which were replacing in importance those of church, family,
village, and guild (64). This re-prioritization of economics over all other ties that bind is, for
Watt, the expression of the ways in which the socio-economic structure was shifting as
industrial capitalism flourished. Likewise, he attributes the desire of these characters to leave
the place and situation in which they are born as “a vital feature of the individualist pattern of
life” (65). Whereas Watt reads the single-minded economic motivations of Defoe’s heroes as an
abstract expression of new values taking hold in society, I read them as a manifestation of an
interiority—a consistent one—the trauma around poverty.
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Watt focuses on the incoherence of Moll’s character, noting her “freedom from the
probable psychological and social consequences of everything she does which is central to the
implausibility of her character” (114). Reading her in the context of her impoverished
background, her solitary focus on earning money unifies her character; her drive is not the
individual manifestation of an abstract social change Watt believes existed in society, but the
impact of the personal history of economic deprivation that Defoe has given her. Like a real
person who has suffered such hardship, the fear of further suffering dominates every aspect of
her life and decisions.
The kind of brutal childhood poverty that Defoe’s heroes suffer is a psychological
trauma that explains why these characters appear compelled to chase money, as if by some force
within them (as opposed to a social force outside them), and offers a strand of psychological
cohesiveness to these characters that Watt and others have seen as missing. The American
Psychological Association defines trauma as an event or experience that threatens injury, death,
or the physical integrity of oneself or other that also causes horror, terror, or helplessness when
it occurs (Bloom 2). These heroes’ experiences of abuse, neglect, and starvation are traumas.
The impact of such experiences can cause difficulty in interpersonal relationships, increased
social isolation, and chronic anxiety (Caruth 31). In many ways, the rest of the individual’s life
is driven by a psychological need to avoid experiencing a similar event (Bloom; Caruth). Thus,
when faced with a potential threat, emotional dissociation (think Moll abandoning numerous
children) and high-risk behavior (think Singleton’s decision to sail right into another boat) are
common behaviors; these may not be driven by rational thought, but they certainly make sense
as choices made by a survivor of significant childhood abuse (Bloom, 3-7). Jaque describes the
need to pursue money when poor as trumping ethical and all other considerations (206). He
calls it “the fear of want” that drives on until one has enough to be stable financially in the
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moment as well as some guarantee that the stability will continue in the future (200). He
describes this psychological phenomenon as the way that “the terror of punishment works
strongly upon the mind” (212).
This history of trauma also explains the careful accounting that each character
frequently makes of her/his net worth, a narrative habit that Watt sees as characteristic of
Defoe’s writing, which reflects his own life in a society in which economic individualism is the
cultural norm. Such obsessive behavior, however, is also a common consequence of
psychological trauma.
The antithesis of the pains of poverty is the comfort and ease of having enough money
to live a safe distance from the jaws of poverty. Crusoe’s father reiterates what I have been
suggesting: that poverty shakes you up, scars you, and fills your life with a painful
vulnerability. While Crusoe’s father maintains that the very wealthy also suffer more intensely
life’s vicissitudes, his persuasive argument in favor of the middle station compellingly states the
difficulties of poverty:
He bid me observe it, and I should always find, that the Calamities of Life were shared
among the upper and lower Part of Mankind; but that the middle Station has the fewest
Disasters, and was not expos'd to so many Vicissitudes as the higher or lower Part of
Mankind; nay, they were not subjected to so many Distempers and Uneasinesses either
of Body or Mind, as those were who, by vicious Living, Luxury and Extravagancies on
one Hand or by Hard Labour, Want of Necessaries, and mean or insufficient Diet on the
other Hand, bring Distempers upon themselves by the natural Consequences of their
Way of Living; *That* the middle Station of Life was calculated for all kinds of Vertues
and all kinds of Enjoyments; that Peace and Plenty were the Hand-maids of a middle
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Fortune; that Temperance, Moderation, Quietness, Health, Society, all agreeable
Diversions, and all the desirable Pleasures, were the Blessings attending the middle
Station of Life; that this Way Men went silently and smoothly thro' the World, and
comfortably out of it, not embarrass'd with the Labours of the Hands or of the Head, not
sold to the Life of Slavery for daily Bread, or harrast with perplex'd Circumstances,
which rob the Soul of Peace, and the Body of Rest; not enrag'd with the Passion of
Envy, or secret burning Lust of Ambition for great things; but in easy Circumstances
sliding gently thro' the World, and sensibly tasting the Sweets of living, without the
bitter, feeling that they are happy, and learning by every Day's Experience to know it
more sensibly. (3-4)
All but Crusoe are victims of childhood poverty, but even his labors produce an improvement in
his quality of life: "I had now brought my state of life to be much easier in itself than it was at
first, and much easier to my mind, as well to my body" (53). Though he does not generate an
income, like the other heroes, the fruits of his labor directly ease and offer relief from his
material suffering.
Another common feature among these four upward mobility stories is that the hero
works at many different jobs in her/his career. The bulk of the pages in these upward mobility
novels are devoted to the experiences of the hero’s working life. The narrative texture of these
work histories is rough patchwork; the hero’s job description is constantly changing and no
single description applies for more than months. Singleton has several different titles aboard
ship before he is left on Madagascar then various roles within the group of mutineers with
whom he traverses Africa until he assumes the role of their leader. Even in his long subsequent
career as a pirate, his tactics never stay the same for long—new ways to deceive and thieve
present themselves. Jaque likewise has numerous jobs: delivery boy, pickpocket, indentured
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servant, plantation overseer, plantation manager, plantation owner, gambler, army soldier, and
merchant. Even Moll’s work life, which might be divided into two primary occupations—
husband hunter and thief—must be divided into a greater number of segments, representing
the different sorts of schemes she uses to perpetrate her frauds. Her career as bread-winner
ends with a whole new professional venture (farming) though her experiences doing this work
do not appear in the novel. Crusoe’s text is devoted to his working life on the island where his
labor is solitary and unpaid, but he moves through a wide variety of jobs as he works his way
up from exposure and hunger to a comfortable lifestyle. Due to his circumstances, the jobs he
takes up vary more widely across the spectrum of existing occupations. At different moments
on the island he devotes himself to the following occupations: tool-maker: “I had the next six
months to apply myself wholly, by labour and invention, to furnish myself with utensils proper
for the performing of all the operations necessary for making the corn " (40); potter: "I arrived
at an unexpected perfection in my earthenware, and contrived well enough to make them with a
wheel, which I found infinitely easier and better; because I made things round and shaped,
which before were filthy things indeed to look on" (70); miller and baker: "in the meantime to
employ all my study and hours of working to accomplish this great work of providing myself
with corn and bread" (38), "It might be truly said, that now I worked for my bread. I believe
few people have thought much upon the strange multitude of little things necessary in the
providing, producing, curing, dressing, making, and finishing this one article of bread" (39), "I
baked my barley-loaves, and became in little time a good pastry cook into the bargain; for I
made myself several cakes and puddings of the rice" (45); livestock producer: "in about a year
and a half I had a flock of about twelve goats, kids and all; and in two years more I had threeand-forty" (86); dairy farmer "after a great many essays and miscarriages, made both butter and
cheese at last, also salt (though I found it partly made to my hand by the heat of the sun upon
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some of the rocks at sea). And never wanted it afterwards" (74); hunter and trapper: "eleventh
year of my residence, and, as I have said, my ammunition growing low, I set myself to study
some art to trap and snare the goats" (71); tailor: "so I set to work, tailoring, or rather, indeed,
botching, for I made most piteous work of it. However, I made shift to make two or three new
waistcoats,…as for breeches or drawers, I made but a very sorry shift indeed till afterwards"
(58); farmer: "now, I had, as I may call it, two plantations in the island" (78, 89); candle-maker:
"I made very good candles now of goat's tallow, but was hard set for candle-wick, using
sometimes the dried rind of a weed like nettles" (90); stone cutter (43); umbrella maker (59);
carpenter (67); charcoal maker (108), basket-weaver(109), fisherman (80), shipwright (143), and
missionary (140).
Watt offers and explanation of why the many occupations Crusoe takes up fill the pages
of the novel. The appeal of reading about these jobs is their uncommonness in contemporary
society; the rise of capitalism and the division of labor that attends it have left readers with
narrow, boring, and repetitive jobs and made what was formerly grudge work seem “varied and
inspiring” (Watt 71-2). In Crusoe, Defoe “sets back the economic clock” and takes his hero to a
time in which there was no division of labor and every man had to do all tasks himself; in
addition, Watt argues, the Puritan belief in the dignity of labor made the witnessing/reading of
others laboring a divine and pleasing thing (74).
Aside from the fact that Defoe’s novels were published before capitalism was even
theorized (let alone the dominant economic system in England), this explanation does not
explain why Defoe found the details of the working lives of Moll, Singleton, and Jaque,
laboring in contemporary London equally fascinating and worthy of filling the pages of these
novels as well. Further, it does not explain why Defoe’s subsequent heroes undertake a wide
range of jobs too. Moll, Jaque and Singleton all make their living for significant portions of the
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novel by means of theft and dissembling, hardly an expression of divinity. What’s more, the
sorts of labor they undertake are not traditional handiwork but occupations that exist as a
result of the growth of London, American colonization, and overseas exploration.
Each hero holds a staggering number and variety of jobs, and the number and variety
are even greater when taken together. Interestingly, however, all the characters end up
making the bulk of their money in only two jobs. In the worlds of Defoe’s novels, the
occupations of plantation owner and international merchant/trader are the only two jobs that
have the power to propel an individual into the ranks of the wealthy—whether they start in the
lowest ranks or in the middle (see table 1).
Table 1
Jobs Held by Heroes in Defoe’s Novels
Character

Jobs Held

Crusoe

Trader/merchant, plantation owner, slave, (on
island: tool-maker, potter, miller, baker,
livestock producer, dairy farmer, hunter and
trapper, tailor, farmer, candle-maker, stone
cutter, umbrella maker, carpenter, charcoal
maker, basket-weaver, missionary, shipwright,
and fisherman)
Domestic servant, husband hunter/con-artist,
thief, plantation owner
Errand boy, pickpocket, con-artist, indentured
servant, overseer, plantation manager,
plantation owner, gambler, army soldier, trader
Sailor, pirate, trader

Moll
Jaque
Singleton

Job that contributes
most significantly to
increase in economic
status
Plantation owner

Plantation owner
Plantation owner &
international trade
International trade

Crusoe, Moll, and Jaque all make money through starting tobacco plantations in the Americas.
Crusoe’s is in Salvador, Brazil while those of Moll and Jaque are near the Maryland/Virginia
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border a few miles apart. Crusoe makes a large fortune from his plantation which starts out as
tobacco and is later diversified to include sugar (and its products, rum and molasses). The
fortunes of Jaque and Moll which are limited to tobacco are more moderate but still generate
enough income to live as gentlewomen/men for life. Jaque exponentially increases his
plantation income by undertaking several voyages to trade manufactured English goods
purchased cheaply in New England and sold at a high price for silver in Mexico—Spanish
territory which due to the War of the Spanish Succession, is cut off from trade with England
and starved for its manufactured goods. Only six months of this trade exponentially increases
his net worth. Singleton, who makes by far the most money of Crusoe’s heroes (so much that it
is described as “uncountable” in a text and within an oeuvre preoccupied with accounting), does
so through the same kind of international trade over a period of years. 3
The job of plantation owner is self-explanatory, but the way Defoe describes the work of
an international trader or merchant is quite specific. There are three core elements of Defoe’s
professional trade model. First, the goal is to offer goods in places where they are scarce or
absent. These absences may exist for political reasons (e.g. the places controlled by a particular
country are off limits to British trade, due to wars in faraway places, or for other reasons), or
because the place is difficult for Europeans to reach due to its geographical situation. While in
Defoe’s novels European presence in faraway places was fairly widespread considering the
technology of the time, some places were rarely if ever reached and the locations of others not
mapped. Other places, due to port locations, weather, and other logistics were often reached by
ships that had followed the same routes. Thus, these places were accustomed to seeing the
It is also interesting that although the bulk of their career is devoted to criminal activity, Moll, Jaque, and
Singleton all make the largest chunk of their money at one of these two legal endeavors. While some of the
activities of an international trader stretch (or break) the laws prohibiting trade in various places, neither party is
harmed in the transgression (in fact they both appear the better for it) and the text gives the sense that the
political feuds that generate these laws are always shifting and not fundamentally meaningful.
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same goods from the same places that the ships had travelled before they reached them. In New
Voyage Round the World (another of Defoe’s upward mobility novels, which I omitted from
discussion here because the first-person narrator only moved from rich to richer), the hero sails
East around Africa, instead of West, and therefore has new and different goods to trade in
every place he stops. Here and in his other novels (as well as his economic works), Defoe
suggests that fortunes may be made by simply sailing a different route—thus changing the
goods one has to offer at each stop. It is a form of arbitrage; wherever a commodity is scarce or
different it is valuable. One need only circulate around the world with different goods to
capitalize on these value differentials. The second rule of trading represented in Defoe’s novels
is that there are many commodities that are free, available, and unwanted (due to their overabundance) in various places around the world. Some of these commodities are of great value
in Europe and elsewhere such as gold, ivory, spices, silks, pearls, and precious gems. One must
simply go to these places to pick up these goods that are there for the taking. The last core
element of international trading Defoe-style is geographical mobility. One must travel great
distances to reach the places where these riches and would-be trades lie in wait, places that can
only be reached by ship.
Common to the jobs these heroes work in on their way up the economic ladder is that
they demand some sort of disguise. The different occupations that the characters take on
require them to dress, speak, move, behave, and socialize differently. Moll actually dresses in
costumes and plays different dramatic parts in order to carry out various robberies. For
example, she reports: “I had dressed myself up in a very mean habit, for as I had several shapes
to appear in, I was now in an ordinary stuff-gown, a blue apron, and a straw hat and I placed
myself at the door of the Three Cups Inn in St. John Street” (265). Another time, she explains:
“I went into the Mint too, took lodgings in a very private place, dressed up in the habit of a
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widow, and called myself Mrs. Flanders” (77). To extract a settlement from a shop owner she
planned to rob until he falsely accused her of theft, she plays the part of a wealthy, grieving
widow:
My attorney gave me notice to come to this meeting in good clothes, and with some
state, that the mercer might see I was something more than I seemed to be that time
they had me. Accordingly, I came in a new suit of second mourning, according to what
I had said at the justice's. I set myself out, too, as well as a widow's dress in second
mourning would admit; my governess also furnished me with a good pearl necklace,
that shut in behind with a locket of diamonds, which she had in pawn; and I had a very
good figure; and as I stayed till I was sure they were come, I came in a coach to the
door, with my maid with me. (275)
She inhabits different outfits and personae, behaving like the characters of various social ranks
that she portrays. To be successful in these criminal jobs, she must become a different person,
at least on the outside.
Singleton likewise uses disguise and dissembling, shifting outward appearances to pull
off the capture of loaded ships at sea. He regularly flies different flags aboard his ships so that
he can enter areas forbidden to English vessels, and when there, uses men of different nations
to act as spokesman or mock-captain to complete the deceit. Singleton does not dress in
costumes, but he plays different roles when doing different kinds of work. He was subservient
and combative in his service positions aboard various ships, but he is suddenly a skillful leader
once he is cast away among his older shipmates on Madagascar for their involvement in a
mutiny. Not only does he dissemble, he displays a set of personal qualities that were hidden in
other positions.
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Singleton notices that, despite his youth, he has a “presence of mind” that others lack.
His repeated good ideas and decisions pay off, even when others argue a different course,
making him and his fellow mutineers wealthy many times over. These qualities—nimble
thinking and creative problem-solving—account for much of his success as well as that of Moll,
Crusoe, and Jaque.
Jaque thinks nimbly and manages to create opportunities where none exist. In other
words, he lies. Specifically, he repeatedly spins or misrepresents different things he has done to
give a particularly favorable, albeit inaccurate, impression of himself to those with more money
and power whom he views as in a position to help him. When he walks away from a theft with
£94 of ill-gotten money, he humbly approaches a wealthy man he had observed from afar, and
asks whether he would hold his cash and give him a note. This wealthy man is surprised. He
admires this young poor boy who has managed to earn so much money and desires to save
rather than spend it. Jaque senses and encourages this inaccurate read of his character. Later
in the novel, he repeats this practice—giving the impression of fine character, when he has not
demonstrated such—by suggesting to the Maryland plantation owner who buys his indentured
service contract that he is a man of some means, showing him the note for £94. He later spins
an incident around punishing a slave who committed a crime into a promotion to plantation
manager. Last, he manipulates the plantation owner again into buying him land to start his
own plantation: “I was too cunning for him, now, indeed, for I remember’d what he had
promis’d me; and I had too much Knowledge of the Honesty of his Principles, as well as of the
Kindness he had for me; to doubt his being as good as his Word; so I turn’d all this Talk of his
upon him another way” (188). Reading and manipulating the personal qualities of those he
encounters, Jaque is successful in appearing different—virtuous and impressive—to different
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individuals in different situations. By this means, he turns his own crimes and the crimes of
others into professional opportunities for himself.
These many jobs the characters hold keep them in constant physical and geographical
motion. My digital maps of these work histories show that Moll travels miles and miles around
the streets of London, extending around England, and eventually back and forth across the
Atlantic several times. Due to her criminal activities, she must constantly change lodgings and
move her body to stay ahead of anyone who might recognize her. Jaque likewise runs many
miles through the London streets, pursued by his various victims. Singleton, who is a pirate,
spends years at sea, logging in more nautical miles and more remote destinations than any
other hero, not to mention his journeys on foot across Africa, and the Middle East. Even
Crusoe for much of his time is in constant motion, involved in various projects on the island.
He also travels significantly before and after he is on the island.
Perhaps the most important geographical move that each hero makes in her/his work is
the one that gets them to the place where they begin to operate as a plantation owner or
engage in international trade—the most lucrative part of their career. There was a steady flow
of immigrants to the New World in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: 378,000 people
in seventeenth century and 270,000 people in the eighteenth century (Horn 31). The cost of
passage overseas on merchant ship was not affordable, however, for most who would consider
leaving. Contemporaries guessed that less than 5% of the population “had the means of
conveying himself and his family to a land of plenty” (Horn 39). Defoe’s novels, however,
details three different ways a poor person can overcome this cost hurdle and obtain passage
abroad: transportation as a convict, indentured servitude, and shipwreck/mutiny.
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Interestingly, each hero finds her/himself overseas by accident, as a direct or indirect
result of some kind of criminal activity. Moll is transported to Virginia from Newgate
pursuant to the terms of her sentence (like the majority of British emigrants to America during
the eighteenth century, perhaps 70%), but she manages to avoid servitude (Horn 35). Jaque is
kidnapped, loaded onto a boat to Virginia, and sold as an indentured servant against his will.
Singleton signed up for a life at sea, but found himself unexpectedly left in Madagascar, where
he discovers the lucrative possibilities that trade offers. A shipwreck maroons Crusoe on an
island where his work adventures really begin.
These novels make clear that the places where jobs have earning potential high enough
to move one permanently out of the class into which one was born exist outside Great Britain,
and one can only get these jobs by going there. Even the most lucrative jobs inside Great
Britain (e.g. larceny in London) demand their own sort of travel to and from (un)familiar places.
My map of Moll’s travel to and quick escape from the scene of a crime near London’s
Bartholomew Close brings into sharper relief the surprising number of miles she covers on foot.
All of Defoe’s upward mobility novels, geographical mobility is inextricably linked to earning
money. The greater the distance one travels from Great Britain, the greater the possibility for
finding wealth.
Each of Defoe’s heroes manages to earn significantly more than s/he did had s/he
stayed in her/his first job. In fact, all the men earn at least as much money as the lowest sort of
gentleman, which would start around £300 a year according to historians (see charts in
chapter two). Moll earns the least, at about £130 a year, an income, however, that would place
her near the top of the middling sort. Crusoe and Jaque, who travelled more and did some
trading, ended up with very similar ending incomes, which should finally lay to rest
Maximillian Novak’s claim (based on revisions removing a zero at the ends of all the sums
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Crusoe earned beginning with the seventh edition) that Crusoe earned a modest sum but was
not filthy rich. Both men earn money that puts them in the top .5% of the population. And
Singleton’s income, which Defoe described as an uncountable sum, must have been higher than
those of Jaque and Crusoe, which Defoe managed to carefully track. Thus, Singleton, who
travelled the most miles, earned the most money of all Defoe’s heroes, supporting my
hypothesis that geographical mobility is critical to upward mobility in Defoe’s novels. The
path to upward mobility in Defoe’s novels demands cycling through many different jobs (most
of which are criminal), one of which will accidentally land one abroad where one can start a
plantation, engage in international trade, or both. Last, the bigger and older the plantation and
the more one trades, the more money one makes (see table 2).
Table 2
Starting and Ending Jobs and Incomes of Defoe’s Heroes
Character Starting
Net
worth
Robinson
Crusoe

Middle
class

First Job

Last Job

Sailor/trader Plantation
owner

Ending New Worth

5,287 Spanish Moedas (which Crusoe
says is worth more than £5,000)
accrued income from his plantation +
320,000 pieces of eight from the sale of
his plantation (32,800 pieces of eight in
the 7th edition (Hume 408)) + £1000
annual income from plantation until he
sells it + £70,000 from sale of
plantation = 5,000 pieces of eight,
£1000 available income + £70,000
TOTAL = £75,000 (or annual income
of £2,250 at 3% on £75,000)

Moll
Flanders

£0

Domestic
servant (£3
per year +
room &

Plantation
owner
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£700-800 in bank in England
(deposited before she is transported, at
3% this would have increased to about
£1000 by the time she returns, and

board)

generate an income of about £30 a
year, or continue to compound) +£246
cash + 2 gold watches (est. value of
£250 (£600 per ounce of gold x .1-3 oz
per watch), diamond rings, some plate
(est. value £50) + annual income of
£100
TOTAL = £1250 + £250 watches +
diamond rings in savings (which could
also generate an annual income of £75
a year)

Colonel
Jaque

£0

Captain
Singleton

£0

Pickpocket

Sailor
(lowest level
crew)

Plantation
owner/Me
rchant

£87,000 + annual income of £500-600

Merchant

“I have been two or three times going
to give a Detail of our wealth, but it will
appear incredible…” (337-8)

TOTAL = £87,500 (or £2,625 annual
income at 3% on £87,500 + £500-600
annual income = £3125 annual income)

TOTAL = >£87,500

For Defoe’s heroes working one’s way up the economic ladder is also a process of
personal transformation. The lives of these characters are fundamentally different at the
beginnings and ends of these novels. Some of these changes occur while doing the work itself.
Other changes occur only after (and I argue because of) achieving financial security.
Through working, these heroes form new social relationships which help them to leave
behind the social isolation into which they were born. Specifically, during their working life,
each hero forms one significant attachment to another character s/he works with that comes to
function as a makeshift family member. This relationship begins each hero’s transition from
total solitude to membership in a family of her/his own making. Moll, for example, develops a
relationship with a woman she calls “Mother” (who interestingly, herself works in many
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different occupations and achieves upward mobility through her partnership with Moll).
“Mother” is at once a friend, nurse, trader of stolen goods, banker, and co-conspirator for Moll.
Likewise, Jaque establishes a special relationship with the plantation owner he works for in
Virginia. This man he calls “Master” takes an interest in him when Jaque distinguishes himself
from his fellow servants and slaves by his possession of a note for £94. “Master” helps Jaque to
greater wealth by promoting him to overseer and eventually buys him land to start his own
plantation. When this “good friend and benefactor” dies, he is “disconsolate” over the “great
loss” and explains to the reader, “he had been a father to me, and I was a forsaken stranger
without him” (187). Singleton, likewise, forms a close bond with one of his fellow mutineers in
Madagascar, William, and comes to call him “Brother.” And Crusoe, while mostly alone, settles
into a relationship with the one local he encounters, naming him “Friday” and treating him as
servant, companion, and child. These new relationships are the first trusting ones these heroes
have, and they are formed on the basis of the shared experiences of working life. (Interestingly,
thinking about these labels, I notice that Crusoe, the only one who had a family, took on a kind
of dependent family member (in his mind, anyway) acting more like a parent himself, whereas
Moll, Jaque, and Singleton remained in the position of a child in their new relationships,
adopting foster parents, and a brother).
In Upward Mobility and the Common Good: Toward a Literary History of the Welfare State
(2007), Bruce Robbins argues that upward mobility stories (he considers texts ranging from the
nineteenth-century European bildungsroman through twentieth-century films such as “Silence
of the Lambs”) are not, as traditionally thought, stories of individual achievement. Instead, he
argues, these tales are built around the story of a special relationship between the hero and a
mentor/benefactor. He argues that the cultural work of these texts is to inculcate in readers a
sense of responsibility for fellow citizens and teach them that the key to upward mobility is the
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helping hand of another from above. He claims that these texts accomplish this work by
modeling on the smallest scale the effectiveness and necessity of such helping relationships not
only for those working hard but for the entire society, which benefits from greater aggregate
success.
While Defoe’s heroes do establish special relationships with another character with
whom they work, these would-be mentors are less in a position to help and indeed offer less
help than those in the nineteenth-century texts Robbins discuses. The primary relationships of
Crusoe, Moll, and Singleton were with perceived equals in work situations in which the hero
undertook the creative and risky lucrative labor her/himself, without even financial support
from the other. Although Jaque does receive a gift (albeit for valuable work services provided),
or rather a bonus (a piece of land from the owner of the plantation where he works), the sense
we get is that he got it through a series of artful manipulations of fact and of his mentor as
opposed to the generous help of this “Master.”
In the course of these novels, each of these heroes achieves a level of financial stability
that affords relief from the pains of deprivation: a life that is comfortable and free of the burdens
and dangers of poverty. These characters manage to accumulate a lump sum of saved money as
well as secure an annual income. At the end of each novel, each main character has retired from
work (except Crusoe, who has the means to retire, but chooses to begin another adventure) and
continues to make money. The nature of the work they did (planting) allows them to earn
income on an ongoing basis from their property (Moll, Jaque, and Crusoe) and/or stockpile and
store an amount of money greater than they need to survive (Singleton). So, the economic
status they achieve at the novel’s end is secure for life. For each of these heroes, achieving
financial stability brings about some additional kinds of personal transformations.
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First, from their nameless orphan beginnings, these characters, through work, begin to
develop an identity that is more stable and within their control. For example, Singleton is
given a new name later by fellow sailors when he assumes a leadership role in the trek across
Africa with the other mutineers, "From this day forward they would call me nothing but Signor
Capitano; but I told them, I would not be called Signor. Well then, said the gunner, who spoke
good English, you shall be called Captain Bob, and so they gave me my title ever after" (72).
This name reflects his character and what he can do—garner the respect and trust of his
compadres based on his competence at work. Even more significant, he is not just given this
name, he has a say in what this name will be.
As their stories close, these heroes also look different. They are older, partially
disguised, and anxious about holding onto their new wealth. Their behavior suggests that
their money will not protect them from harm or attack and might even draw it. Moll,
Singleton, and Jaque are all to some extent in hiding at the end of their stories. Although they
have worked in legitimate jobs—plantation owner, merchant, and both, respectively—for some
time, they are aware of and afraid that they will be discovered and held accountable for the
crimes they committed earlier in their working life. Moll will not reveal to the reader the name
of where she finally settles in England, calling her new home just “England.” Her withholding
is in keeping with her exclusion of all precise geographical data about the location of her farm
in Virginia: “It is not proper here to enter into the particulars of what part of the colony of
Virginia we settled in, for divers reasons; it may suffice to mention that we went into the great
river of Potomack, the ship being bound thither; and there we intended to have settled at first,
tho' afterwards we altered our minds" (340). Jaque likewise chooses to settle quietly. Perhaps
most dramatically, Singleton chooses to live in disguise for the remainder of his life with his
friend William and his new wife (William’s sister). Singleton has four conditions for returning
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to live in England with William: (1) they will not disclose their true identity to any relations
but William’s sister, (2) they will not shave their mustaches or beards and will wear long vests,
so they can pass as Grecians or foreigners, (3) they will never speak English in public except
with William’s sister, and (4) Singleton and William will always live together and pass for
brothers (343).
Yet, despite the disguise and dissembling these characters undertake to protect
themselves from the outside world and to some extent from the reader, they have settled on a
single identity. The constant changing of work and shifting of personae to do that work has
ceased. Likewise, the constant geographical movement that their work demanded has also
stopped. Each of the four heroes retires to England, and other than Crusoe, gives the
impression that s/he intends to remain there indefinitely. Moll describes this more secure
phase of her life as follows:
We are grown old; I am come back to England, being almost seventy years of age,
husband sixty-eight, having performed much more than the limited terms of my
transportation; and now, notwithstanding all the fatigues and all the miseries we have
both gone through, we are both of us in good heart and health. My husband remained
there some time after me to settle our affairs, and at first I had intended to go back to
him, but at his desire I altered that resolution, and he is come over to England also,
where we resolve to spend the remainder of our years in sincere penitence for the
wicked lives we have lived. (358)
Second, after achieving financial stability, these characters considered new ideas and
desires beyond mere survival. These characters have in common a lack of personal or spiritual
integrity and only with the luxury of financial stability do they (re)consider the idea of personal
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ethics. Moll begins her career as a husband hunter, who tricks men into marrying her, by
deceiving them about her virginity or the amount of her fortune. In this course, she commits
adultery, bigamy, fraud, and conspiracy. When she ages and lacks the financial resources to
present herself as she had before, she must resort to theft. Perhaps the most compelling chunk
of the novel is devoted to her criminal career in London. She picks pockets, steals goods in
plain sight, and lifts watches from strangers all while disguised in clothes that enable her to
pass for other women a variety of social roles such as a wealthy widow or a beggar. Like Moll,
Jaque begins his career as a young pickpocket; his escapes from crime scenes through the
alleyways of London are recorded in detail and at great length. Singleton begins his career as
the lowest-level servant on a ship but soon becomes a pirate, who does not hesitate to murder
and steal his way to wealth. Even Crusoe, whose work was never criminal, believes himself to
be at odds with God and undergoes a spiritual conversion on his island, which has been
discussed at length by critics.
Like Crusoe, Defoe’s other heroes also undergo some kind of spiritual or ethical shift,
for the first time thinking about the role of God in an individual’s life. They begin their upward
mobility journeys thinking little about God, with the assumption that luck is responsible for
most of the ups and downs in their lives and no further explanation of causality is available. At
some point, they begin to consider that there may be an explanation for the events in their
lives—God. Jaque succinctly describes his old way of thinking:
I had hitherto gone on upon a Notion of things founded only in their appearance, as
they affected me with Good or Evil; esteeming, the happy and unhappy Part of Life to
be those that gave me Ease, or Sorrow, without regarding, or indeed much
understanding how far those Turns of Life were influenced by the giver of Life; or how
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far they were all directed by a Sovereign God, that Governs the World, and all the
Creatures it had made. (215)
Jaque explains that he “had hitherto liv’d, as might be truly said, without God in the World”
and only “began now to see farther into all those Things, than I had ever yet been capable of
before,” after he had made a fortune. Only then did he conclude that “an invisible overruling
Power, a Hand influenced from above, Governs all our Actions of every Kind, limits all our
Designs, and orders the Events of every Thing relating to us” (397). While such a realization
seems to suggest that one is completely powerless to direct one’s fate, the shift actually delivers
a greater feeling of agency to its new believers. This new way of thinking represents for these
characters a deeper, clearer understanding of the wild events in their own lives; it offers
causality tying these events together. The notion that God judges and controls everything
gives them for the first time some feeling of control over their lives; God’s decisions are
somehow an outgrowth of their own actions and faith, which can be controlled. Jaque, again,
explains:
It occurr’d to me presently, that if none of all these things befall us without the
direction of a divine Power … That not a Hair of our Heads shall fall to the Ground
without his Permission; I say it occurr’d to me, that I had been a most unthankful Dog
to that Providence, that had done so much for me; and the Consequence of the
Reflection was immediately this; how justly may that Power, so disoblig’d, take away
again his Wool, and his Flax, with which I am now clothed, and reduce me to the misery
of my first Circumstances. (218)
This spiritual or intellectual shift only occurs after these characters have achieved a level of
economic stability that permits them to turn their attention from the threat of impending
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doom. As Jaque explains, such thoughts awaited a time when he had “the leisure to repent”
(398-9). Even the actual work that they do only becomes legal after they are well off. Jaque
explains that without money one cannot be concerned with morals: “It was a sad thing to be
under a Necessity of doing Evil, to procure that subsistence, which I could not Support the
want of, to be oblig’d to run the venture of the Gallows, rather than the venture of Starving,
and to be always wick’d, for fear of want” (200). In retrospect only was a life of crime “a sad
thing” for these heroes.
Only after he has stockpiled a significant amount of booty, does Singleton become
receptive to the influence of his friend William, a Quaker who often advocated for a more
peaceful resolution of their conflicts at sea. William suggests that they conduct their piracy
without resorting to violence: "And wouldst thou, says he, rather have money without fighting,
or fighting without money? (200). He argues that the risk of harm to themselves and
gratuitous harm to others is just an unnecessary bother, so the reader never knows whether
William (who has not shown himself to be a pillar of God’s work) suggests this course because
it is more ethical or because it is self-serving.
[I]f I mistake not your business is money: Now I desire to know, if you conquer and kill
two or three Thousand of these poor Creatures, they have no money, pray what will you
get? …perhaps in doing this, you may chance to lose half a score of your own company,
as 'tis very probably you may, pray what gain is in it ... he convinced them that it was
mere murther, to do so; and that the men had a right to their own, and that they had no
right to take them away: that it was destroying innocent men, who had acted no
otherwise than as the laws of nature dictated; and that it would be as much murther to
do so, as to meet a man on the high way, and kill him for the mere sake of it. (269)
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William succeeds in adjusting the ethics of the now very wealthy crew: "we were rich too, and
resolved to be richer, and took this for our Maxim: That while we were sure the Wealth we
sought was to be had without fighting, we had no occasion to put ourselves to the necessity of
fighting for that which we would come upon easy terms" (231). Singleton feels a shift in his
thinking too. He begins to think and feel different about the vast wealth he has accumulated
and his relation to it: "I really began to have other thoughts of my self, and of the world, than
ever I had before . . . as to the wealth I had, which was immensely great, it was all like Dirt
under my feet; I had no value for it, no peace in the possession of it, no great concern about me
for the leaving of it" (328). These feelings of emptiness or dissatisfaction only come into being,
however, after Singleton and his crew have amassed enough money to make them all rich
enough for several lifetimes. He listens when William tells him that there is something beyond
this life—repentance. But, when Singleton suggests that they give away their money to help
those in need, William, either self-serving or practical, suggests that that would not help the
people they robbed; instead, they should just hold onto their fortune: “who knows what
opportunity providence may put into our hands, to do justice at least to some of those we have
injured, so we ought at least to leave it to him, and go on, as it is, without doubt, our present
business to do, to some place of safety, where we may wait his will" (328-330). Singleton
agrees to hold on to this money. Like Moll’s somewhat unconvincing conversion, the shift in
thought that Singleton undergoes is limited, and suspect as well.
Last, the attainment of financial security also brings about a personal transformation for
these characters in the arena of their personal relationships. At the ends of their stories, each of
these four heroes is in a stable marital relationship. Only after these characters have achieved
financial stability do they find a lasting spouse. Moll, in Newgate, finds James after she has
accumulated well over £1000. For Jaque, a comfortable, steady income from his plantations
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unleashes a longing for family, a home, and a partner: “family life was the thing I Lov’d” and
thus went after finding a good wife (300). These characters ultimately create for themselves
the family they lacked when they lived in poverty. Moll has reunited with one of her earliest
romantic loves, as well as her son in Virginia. She describes the reunion with her son in
emotional terms that set it apart from every other meeting described in the novel. She sends a
written message to her husband/brother via messenger and is surprised by the resultant turn
of events:
Let any one judge the consternation I was in when my messenger came back, and told
me the old gentleman was not at home, but his son was come along with him, and was
just coming up to me. I was perfectly confounded, for I knew not whether it was peace
or war, nor could I tell how to behave; however, I had but a very few moments to think,
for my son was at the heels of the messenger, and coming up into my lodgings, asked
the fellow at the door something. I suppose it was, for I did not hear it so as to
understand it, which was the gentlewoman that sent him; for the messenger said, 'There
she is, sir'; at which he comes directly up to me, kisses me, took me in his arms, and
embraced me with so much passion that he could not speak, but I could feel his breast
heave and throb like a child, that cries, but sobs, and cannot cry it out. I can neither
express nor describe the joy that touched my very soul when I found, for it was easy to
discover that part, that he came not as a stranger, but as a son to a mother, and indeed
as a son who had never before known what a mother of his own was; in short, we cried
over one another a considerable while, when at last he broke out first. 'My dear mother,'
says he, 'are you still alive? I never expected to have seen your face.' As for me, I could
say nothing a great while. (351)
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This reunion is also remarkable within the text in that it is entirely mutual in the intensity and
sincerity of the emotions. This meeting blossoms into a relationship, which promises to endure
even after Moll’s return to England.
Singleton also finds his way into a family. His work and travels with William have
created a bond between the two men akin to brotherhood. When they retire, Singleton
mentions his assumption that he and William will part ways. In response, William’s tender
declaration of allegiance to Singleton echoes Ruth’s pledge to Naomi: “William look'd very
affectionately upon me; nay, says he, we have embarked together so long, and come together so
far, I am resolved I'll never part with thee as long as I live, go where thou wilt, or stay where
thou wilt … there is not a Penny of [our fortune] but what is yours too, and I won’t have any
thing but an equal share with you …. (343). These two pirates have become a family. When
Singleton begins to think of marriage he naturally casts upon William’s sister. He marries her,
making this brotherly relationship more formal. William’s sister not only proves to be a safe
and discreet repository for their money when they are abroad, but also a faithful wife, who
gives him a home for the first time. He describes her as “something of a refuge for my self, and
a kind of centre, to which I should tend in my future actions; for really a man that has a
subsistence, and no residence, no place that has a magnetick influence upon his affections, is in
one of the most odd uneasy conditions in the world; nor is it in the power of all his money to
make it up to him” (343).
Most intriguing about the new families that these characters create for themselves in
conjunction with their climb up the economic ladder is the fact that the relationships on which
they are based are an outgrowth of their work. Moll’s husband is one of the men she tried to
seduce, Jaque’s wife is a former wife from his marriage hunting days, and Singleton marries the
sister of his business partner. Had these characters not taken the many jobs and followed the
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many schemes they came up with to make money, they would still be alone. These
relationships also provide the emotional and financial support they lacked when their stories
began, support that will help to protect them from life’s vicissitudes in the future.
Watt resists the idea that these novels resolve the original tension created by the main
character’s social isolation, finding instead that these endings defy resolution, demonstrating
Defoe’s “total devotion to the disorderliness of life” (106). I would argue that the continued
social disguise of Moll, Jaque, and Singleton does not materially undercut the resolution of this
central tension. If anything, these continued outward deceits highlight the degree to which the
new family relationships provide an intimacy and comfort that these characters lacked:
It must be observed that when the old wretch my brother (husband) was dead, I then
freely gave my husband an account of all that affair, and of this cousin, as I had called
him before, being my own son by that mistaken unhappy match. He was perfectly easy
in the account, and told me he should have been as easy if the old man, as we called him,
had been alive. 'For,' said he, 'it was no fault of yours, nor of his; it was a mistake
impossible to be prevented.' He only reproached him with desiring me to conceal it, and
to live with him as a wife, after I knew that he was my brother; that, he said, was a vile
part. Thus all these difficulties were made easy, and we lived together with the greatest
kindness and comfort imaginable. (357)
Singleton, likewise, takes refuge in William’s sister, the only other person who he trusts with
his true identity, and with whom he will speak in his native tongue.
These characters are only able to enter into sustained loving relationships, contemplate
their ethics and turn their attention to philosophical questions about agency and God’s role in
the world after they achieve financial stability. Kant argues in “What is Enlightenment” that
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enlightenment is freedom of thought: use of one’s own reason without dependence upon
another. If this is so, such freedom of thought could only exist for an individual who has first
achieved freedom from want. One’s mind is only available to contemplate anything freely when
one is certain of one’s bread today, and for some time after. Viewed in this way, I argue that
achieving a state of enlightenment in the eighteenth century had a much more material
foundation than Kant’s essay let on.
What is the relationship between economic mobility and geographical mobility?
I take up this question at length in my digital project, but here offer a few observations
on Defoe’s narrative choices. Singleton is born into a wealthy family from whom he is
kidnapped while playing in the park; his whole life is changed by his geographical location at
that moment. Thus, the novel opens with the idea that geography can be turned to the
advantage of anyone (even, or especially, a criminal) who is motivated and clever enough to go
different places and find people and things to be taken. This precisely describes Singleton’s
modus operandi as a pirate.
Jaque makes clear that Virginia is a place where anything is possible (221). In Virginia,
one is “effectually deliver’d from a life of a flagrant wickedness, and put in a perfectly new
Condition” and “in Virgnia” one who works hard is “sure (Life and Health suppos’d) both of
living Well and growing Rich” (221-2). The American colonies are a place where one can
control one’s economic fate. Land will respond to hard labor with bounty and land can be
purchased for little. One needs only to get to Virginia—no matter how—to avail oneself of this
opportunity to make a fortune. The possibility to start a plantation does not exist in England.
These texts also suggest that many unexpected things are also possible if one circulates
in the world. No matter where these heroes travel, they are always able to rely on some
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assistance from other Europeans who already travelled to these places. Crusoe recovered tools
and supplies from his shipwreck that were of infinite assistance and Singleton and his crew find
not only the wreck of a Dutch ship, but amazingly a small ship-carpenter’s yard on the shore of
Madagascar. Using the tools there, they are able to build a small vessel of their own and sail
the next leg of their journey (53-4).
Not only have Europeans left tools and supplies behind, they have left settlers. Moll
and Jaque also rely on the assistance of already established English settlers to help them get
their plantations started. Singleton and his crew of mutineers run into an Englishman in the
middle of what is now the Democratic Republic of Congo. This character, who had worked as
“a Factor for the English Guiney trade in Sierra Leon” (161), showed them the wealth of
natural resources in the region available for the taking (e.g. Elephant teeth, gold powder, etc.)
and even worked with them to amass quite a sum. There is an English settlement of 160
persons on Madagascar (218). Singleton even heard that there are 13 Englishmen in Japan,
while trading near China (246). These episodes give the impression that one might not have to
be as well prepared as one might think to survive in remote places because one will certainly
happen upon European help. These European outposts make the world seem a bit smaller and
less intimidating to a would-be-adventurer. The world is a place for Europeans to make money
and one can stand on the shoulders of others who have literally gone before to do it. Srinivas
Aravamudan and others have discussed the ways in which the global reach of these texts
operates in service of an Imperialist agenda. These critics concur that Defoe presents the world
at large as the next natural frontier of mercantilism/capitalism. Aravamudan poignantly
articulates the dark underside of these lucrative adventures abroad, completely ignored in
Defoe’s novels in which: “[a]dventure is not just about self-aggrandizement through financial
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motives, but the sadistic pleasure that can come from the wanton destruction of other people
and places” (61).
A less insidious effect of these mini-stories of Europeans stranded or settled abroad is a
rich narrative intertextuality created among the stories of these and other adventurers. All
Europeans stranded all over the world—fictitious or real—have a story that inextricably links
geographical places with human stories. Defoe peppers his texts with insertions of chunks from
other travel narratives and historical accounts of places, adding yet another layer of
intertextuality that weaves together fiction and nonfiction, place and narrative.
In short, geography is essential to upward mobility in these stories. For Defoe, the road
to upward mobility is paved with trade. To trade, one must simply acquire non-European
goods, which one can do by simply getting one’s person to a foreign place and either collecting
the goods that are there, or creating them (i.e. tobacco) with one’s own hands. Geographical
mobility means the prospect of making a fortune. The greatest obstacle to making this fortune
is simply the journey to these faraway places, a problem to which Defoe offers several cheap
solutions. Criminal transportation, indentured servitude, shipwreck, and mutiny cost not a
farthing and each can land you in the middle of nowhere—which is exactly the sort of
somewhere where a fortune awaits the nimble thinker. Yet, while serious money-making
always occurs an ocean away from Great Britain, such adventurers always come home, and that
home is always in England, somewhere near London. Aravamudan likewise makes the
connection between social mobility and geographical mobility. Discussing Crusoe’s island, he
connects the idea of a remote locale (in discussing Crusoe’s island) to the “new paradoxical
location of the new bourgeoisie” (65), but goes no further.
Do these stories make economic mobility seem possible/attainable for a reader?
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At one point in Colonel Jaque, the hero is captured and held in a Cuban prison for
ransom. He does not have money and is completely cut off from anyone else who does (363). It
strikes me that Jaque’s imprisonment is an especially apt metaphor for the situations in which
Defoe’s heroes are born. Money is the only key to freedom from the prison of deprivation and
powerlessness, but Defoe’s heroes are disconnected for anyone who might help.
It seems unlikely from a psychological perspective that any individual would have the
resilience necessary to withstand the emotional, physical, and economic hardships these
characters endured to stay alive, let alone the skills they needed to succeed financially. It seems
more likely that, like the other similarly situated characters in these novels (e.g. Jaque’s
brothers, Moll’s criminal colleagues, etc.), these heroes would have folded, died, or been
hanged. Thus, upward mobility in Defoe’s novels seems possible but very unlikely. However,
aside from seemingly super-human resilience and creativity, these heroes have a background
common to most British citizens in the first quarter of the eighteenth century—low birth,
limited education, and little money. And broadly, they achieve upward mobility not by
fantastic means (magic beans, a wealthy benefactor, a guardian angel) but by doing work that
anyone could do. In several places, Jaque and Moll invite the reader to compare her/himself to
these characters, largely in the context of repentance. The suggestion that theirs is the story of
a life that the reader can identify with and perhaps learn from (either by doing what the
narrator has done or avoiding it) opens the floodgates of empathetic identification. By this leap,
the (im)possible paths to wealth that these characters follow are posited as possibilities in the
lives of readers.
This is the template for the upward mobility through work plot that I expected to find
replicated in eighteenth-century novels published after Defoe. I expected to discover many
novels in which the socially isolated main character made a sizeable fortune, despite being born
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into poverty, and did so without charity, through her/his hard (often criminal) work, ultimately
in a location outside Great Britain. What I found, however, was that this plot all but
disappeared from the novel and where it did appear, it did so in a much different form.
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Chapter 2
“The Middle Class” or “The Middling Sort”: The Upward Mobility through Work Plot
in Novels after Daniel Defoe, 1731-1809
As I discussed in chapter one, most Defoe novels, which mark the beginning of the
novel’s increase in appearance and popularity in the eighteenth century, were built around the
plot of the main character’s struggle for economic mobility through work. Watt’s narrative of
the novel’s emergence, which remains the seminal critical theorization of the period, argues
that the reason stories with such plots were abundant in the work of Defoe was because the
new genre reflected the values and experiences of the new middle class whose numbers rose
steadily over the course of the century. Based on this explanation, one would expect that
because the number of individuals who worked their way up to the middle class increased so
would the number of texts that reflected such a journey. What I found instead was that British
authors who wrote what we now call novels between 1731 (Defoe’s death) and 1809
(Edgeworth’s Tales of Fashionable Life), seem to have abandoned the economic mobility through
work plot that dominated Defoe’s early generic prototypes. The prominence of the microgenre
of upward mobility through work stories is supplanted by other subgenres: the sentimental
novel, the utopian novel, the gothic novel, etc. In the first part of this chapter, I demonstrate
that in the few novels that do appear to contain this plot, the main character ultimately achieves
economic success by means other than employment. I also show how the upward mobility
through work plot sometimes appears at the periphery of the novel as part of a character’s
backstory or an event outside the action of the novel. 1 In the second part of the chapter, I
address the question of why the upward mobility through work plot all but disappeared from
the novel. In light of Watt’s explanation that the rise of the novel tracked the rise of the middle
1While this plot fell out of the eighteenth-century British novel, it became quite popular as a subject of American
novels in the closing years of the century, some of which of course made their way into the hands of readers in
Great Britain: The History of Ambrose Gwinnett, The Life and Surprising Adventures of Captain John Avery, History of
Somebody, and The History of Jobb Nott, to name a few, were all stories of upward mobility through work.
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class (its readers), this phenomenon simply does not make sense. For this reason, I look at the
most current social, economic, and historical research with respect to the growth of the middle
class in the eighteenth century to investigate (and as it turns out to challenge) various
assumptions underlying Watt’s formulation. Work done in the social sciences urges a revised
understanding of the notion of “the rise of the middle class” and its contribution to the growth
of the genre in the period. This new understanding means leaving behind some significant
elements of Watt’s argument, and revising the common general scholarly understanding of the
socio-economic/historic context of the novel’s development.
Unlike Defoe’s orphans who are subjected to a hardscrabble life of brutal deprivation
and hard work, the orphan characters that populate the pages of novels published after his
death such as Roderick Random (1748) or Tom Jones (1749) only lose their wealth temporarily,
and are ultimately reconciled with a life of financial ease and social stature following a rather
light-hearted series of fairly pleasurable escapades. The heroes of sentimental novels may for a
time have an uncertain income or prospects, but nowhere do these texts focus on how they
work their way out of these situations, nor is hard labor ever the ultimate cure for their
economic ills. Likewise, utopian novels like Millenium Hall (1762) have aims that move them
far away from the gritty materiality of poverty and wages. Satirical travel to real or imagined
faraway lands like that in Gulliver’s Travels (1726) or The History and Adventures of an Atom
(1769) analyze contemporary politics and social attitudes. The pages of gothic novels, starting
with The Castle of Otranto (1764) do contain lower class characters, but their economic status
functions more as a superficial identifier and the plot turns away from scenes of work towards
flawed love-matches, murders, imprisonments, escapes, rescues, etc. The scenes or discussion
of the material realities of economic hardship or working for a living to escape this deprivation
are simply not there.
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In the few texts where the economic mobility through work plot does appear, the stories
differ significantly from those of Defoe. For example, in many of these stories, although the
plot generally follows the main character’s experiences in her/his working life, the central
tension that drives the action is something other than the main character’s economic
desperation. Details of the main character’s working life take up space in the narrative because
they are entertaining, not because the reader is worried for the hero’s survival. In other texts,
even though the main character is earning money, s/he ultimately makes her/his fortune
through marriage or inheritance. A number of these post-Defoe upward mobility stories also
contain miniature upward mobility through work narratives, but these plots are generally
given short shrift, relegated to the backstory of a character other than the hero. I will now
discuss the handful of eighteenth century novels published after 1731 that contain these new
and different forms of the upward mobility through work plots. I’ll begin with Roderick Random,
which contains all three of the new forms I mentioned above.
Roderick Random is a fascinating example of the variations on the upward mobility
through work plot I discuss above. Like Defoe’s heroes, Rory is an orphan of sorts. Born to a
poor mother (who dies soon after his birth) and a father of the Scottish gentry (who disappears
in his youth), Rory is raised by his paternal grandfather. Like Tom Jones, his elder care-taker
casts him out after an episode of misbehavior which he mistakenly believes reveals the child’s
dishonorable nature. Rory’s sudden and complete loss of familial and economic support renders
him destitute and compelled to earn his bread and everything else beyond through his own
work.
Rory’s story differs from the upward mobility tales of Defoe’s heroes, however, in a
number of ways. Unlike Defoe’s heroes, Rory received a gentleman’s education and made a
number of social connections in his youth that prove useful to him as he moves about the world
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professionally and geographically. Rory moves from job to job, however, he is unable to master
his own economic future by maintaining employment and amassing any capital. First, although
the reader follows him through many jobs, he never manages to convert his work into steady
economic gain. Nearly the entire plot of the novel is concerned with the various jobs that Rory,
a gentleman, takes on while he is without an income. A doctor, an apothecary, a surgeon's mate,
a ship’s surgeon, a servant to a gentlewoman and her mother, a marriage fortune hunter, a
gambler, even a would-be appointee in the foreign service (a post he is unable to attain due to a
lack of social connections)—Rory cannot achieve economic and/or professional stability in any
of these occupations. He is powerless to turn the skills of his body and mind into cash and thus
to climb the economic ladder, even though he started with more social advantages (education,
relatives in the gentry, a family, etc.) than any of Defoe’s heroes. Bred as a gentleman, his
education, family connections, and even professional skills (as a surgeon) are inadequate or illsuited to win him success in the labor market. In fact, these advantages seemingly render him
incapable of working for a living. Like Defoe’s heroes, forces greater or other than himself
often defeat his efforts to achieve financial solvency, but unlike Defoe’s heroes, Rory lacks
resilience and persistence; as a result, he does not find a way to foil the powers of chance and
never manages to work steadily or improve his economic lot.
Interestingly, however, despite Rory’s failure to make money, he suffers no material
consequences of his increasingly protracted impoverishment. Thus, the reader is never under
any illusion that the purpose of Rory’s many employments is not economic necessity, but
narrative entertainment. The lack of truly serious consequences from his professional failures,
as opposed to the hunger, abuse, and exposure faced by Defoe’s heroes, is absent from the novel.
In their place, are repeated examples of his economic support by others—his grandfather, Strap,
his uncle, and at last his father—which together render apparent that earning money was never
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really necessary for Rory to survive. Even before he reconnects with his father, he never needs
to resort to physical labor or hard work and no one he encounters seems to expect him to do so.
His poverty is more humorous and silly due to its disconnect from his childhood and breeding
than it is harrowing and sad like the experiences of Moll and Jaque.
Although he is broke, his socio-economic situation is fundamentally different from that
of a character born poor. Rory already has a social identity and economic prospects for wealth
by birth, good ones, too. His problem is that he has no money right now. This problem puts
him in a fundamentally different position with respect to work than the heroes of the tales who
do not have such prospects or social connections. The novel’s epigraph describes Rory’s odd
situation: “”Et genus & virtus, nisi cum re, vilior alga est—HOR.” Horace’s words (obviously
only comprehensible to readers with a gentleman’s education) may be translated as follows:
without money, birth and virtue are worthless as seaweed. The text undercuts this message,
however, suggesting that birth does have value in and of itself. For those like Rory born with
social rank, birth has far greater value than any amount of cash in hand, for within it is access
to a wide web of social connections and thus the potential for an infinite number of different
possible future income streams. For Rory, the asset of the socio-economic circumstances of his
birth ultimately translates into a huge payday. Lack of cash is merely an intermediary
inconvenience, never a destiny.
In fact, Rory finally reestablishes financial solvency not through his own work, but
through inheritance. Like Pamela, Rory spends much of the novel working and ends up with a
fortune which is not directly the fruit of his labor, but the result of a connection made through
work. A surgeon aboard a slave-trading vessel for his Uncle, Captain Bowling, Rory finds
himself in Buenos Aires and eventually Paraguay near the novel’s end where he encounters a
wealthy trader, Don Rodrigo. As luck would have it, Don Rodrigo is in fact his long-lost father,
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a man who made a fortune himself through trade. The two reconcile and Rory returns to
Scotland where he lives with his new wife Narcissa, whom he can now marry because he is a
wealthy man, on the estate that his formerly disinherited father buys back from his bankrupt
uncle. Thus, Rory assumes his rightful position as a gentleman, on a gentleman’s estate, with a
gentleman’s wife and a gentleman’s fortune.
Rory’s employment history, which this novel records in detail, ultimately shows that
Rory is not able to get his career off the ground because he is simply not cut out for work. In
fact, the text undercuts the notion of work itself as a source of personal agency. Unlike Defoe’s
heroes, Rory finds no agency through working. The text also undercuts the very idea that
work is the chief way or even a meaningful way to achieve upward mobility. As Jerry Beasley
writes, Rory “does not actually earn his reward, as he receives it” (218). Paul-Gabriel Boucé
concurs that money in the text is bound up with morality rather than labor, maintaining that in
the end, the money goes to the “goodies” and is stripped from the “baddies” as punishment (xx).
The main thing that work is supposed to do for the worker is provide money, but here it does
not. Critics have long discussed the picaresque form of Roderick Random, as well as its defiant
resistance to demonstrating logical causality in the experiences that make up a human life
(Beasley; Bunn). With respect to work, the text disconnects work from its logical fruit—
money—undermining the basic notion of labor’s utility. Even the money Strap earns does not
end up mattering or improving Strap’s socio-economic lot in the end. And Don Rodrigo, who
has made a fortune, is never described as working, nor is the work he supposedly did ever
specified. Perhaps, most interesting is the way in which Rory’s story suggests that for elites
with a cash-flow problem, intentionally not working, simply waiting and continuing to circulate
in a world where you have known and unknown friends and relations with great wealth and
willingness to share it, is actually a legitimate method of climbing the economic ladder. If
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Rory’s story suggests anything about work, it suggests that it is useless, whereas simply
roaming the world in hopes of bumping into one of your wealthy relations is an effective way to
wealth.
Frequently, the advice Rory gets regarding his chronic lack of funds is just to have
patience. When Rory despairs, Strap schools him: “’where is your patience?—Durum patientia
frango [I overcome difficulty by patience]—you are but a young man—there may be many
good things in store for you—accidit in puncto quo non speratur in anno [what you could not
hope for in a year, could happen in a moment]….’” (Smollett 370). The text seems to suggest
that for gentlemen who cannot/will not successfully labor, their best shot at returning to riches
is to wait and allow the power of the traditional system of social rank to put the social and
economic fates of its participants right again. There is no need to change himself, work around
the system, or try to change it because by birth, he is already a winner in the socio-economic
lottery. Only his immediate circumstances are unlucky. Thus, the wheel itself is not the
problem in Roderick Random; quite the opposite, it spins and brings good fortune to Rory
through no effort on his part. The novel opens with his mother relaying to Rory a dream she
has had about him. She dreams that he is born a tennis ball that is hit by the devil and lost;
eventually it comes flying back and lands, later sprouting a tree with beautiful blossoms.
Whether riding the wheel of fortune, or flying around as a bouncing ball hit by others, Rory is
no agent in his upward mobility story.
Although Rory does not end up earning his fortune like Defoe’s heroes, he must still
travel to the Americas to find it, even if in his case that fortune belongs to someone else. In this
regard, Rory’s story does resemble those of Defoe, whose heroes always found ways of making
money outside Great Britain that did not exist at home. Rory’s chance encounter with his
father in Paraguay echoes another recurring Defoe trope: the near certainty of encountering
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fellow Britons in every corner of the earth. Don Rodrigo is just another one-man British
outpost in South America available to support subsequent adventurers.
In Defoe’s novels, the main function of work, aside from generating income, is creating a
new social identity for the hero. For those whose family lineage and rank offer no social
identity, or at least one that might be improved upon, the text suggests that this identity is
very much bound up with one’s work. In the same way that the lucrative position Strap
acquires in France gives him a new social and economic identity—underscored by his adoption
of a new name there—the text urges that the link between one’s work and one’s social identity
is powerful. Each professional is described as possessing a particular social identity that is a
function of his work; occupations define not just what a character does, but what he is. Innkeepers are unethical and unkind, and many make their appearance in the novel. Rory
describes a playwright as one who suffers—talented but destined to remain poor; this character
is the only one whose brief storyline affirms the truth of the novel’s epigraph. (Certainly, none
of the other characters in the novel have any marked talent.) Doctors in the novel are mainly
unskilled and useless; even Rory is not attached to being a surgeon and seems to have forgotten
about this option by the novel’s end. Apothecaries are cheats, but tailors seem to be morally
intact. Rory’s grandfather, a judge, is unforgiving, unkind, and drew inaccurate conclusions
from the evidence before him, in other words, incompetent. Traders (like Captain Thomson
and Don Rodrigo) are both former lost souls, who somehow make money, thus presenting
trading abroad as a professional option for British misfits in need of cash, a new life, and a new
identity. The military is run by officers who are abusive and incompetent, losing many men's
lives unnecessarily. Even though Defoe’s heroes are anxious about their criminal pasts and
choose not to fully integrate into society, they possess an improved social profile at the end of
the novel. Rory, by contrast, begins and ends the novel with exactly the same social identity.
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Unlike Moll and Jaque, Rory did not need to upgrade his initial level of material comfort or
social identity and he did not need work to do it. He did not need what work offered the way
that Defoe’s heroes did and could not make use of work itself.
Roderick Random embodies another new form of the upward mobility story. The novel
contains two additional mini-upward mobility through work stories within it. First, Rory’s
faithful servant Strap, who accompanies him on all his professional adventures, manages to
actually work his way up the economic ladder and elevate his social rank as well. In a period of
separation from Rory, Strap moves to France, where he gets himself a position as the servant of
a wealthy nobleman. He quickly earns his favor and inherits a large sum of money from him
when he dies. Now, feeling like a man of some means Strap adopts a new name, Monsieur
d’Estrapes. Strap’s relationship with work sharply contrasts with that of Rory. As a trained
laborer--a barber’s assistant--he can always get jobs (not to mention keep them) and earn
money no matter where he travels. Unlike Rory, he is “built for work” and has lower
expectations of compensation, treatment, and achievement, and thus, more resources and
choices in the economic/professional marketplace. When the pair is in dire straits financially,
he explains the difference in their situation to Rory, “’On my own account’ said he, ‘I am quite
unconcerned; for, while God spares me health and these ten fingers, I can earn a comfortable
subsistence anywhere; but what must become of you, who have less humility to stoop, and more
appetites to gratify?’” (Smollett 370). Strap uses his earnings to take care of Rory, at one point
giving him pennies when he, himself, is in a workhouse.
Strap’s climb up the economic ladder, however, has no ultimate impact on his own
storyline or on his social or economic position in Scotland. At the novel’s close, Strap abdicates
the higher rank and status he has achieved through his own independent work in France in
favor of acting as a servant to now-wealthy Rory back in Scotland. Despite the fact that Strap
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financially supported Rory during most of their travels, they both choose to revert to their
original relationship in rank, wealth, and employment. Because these social relationships and
fortunes end where they began, Strap’s rise (and the story of it) pose no threat to the existing
socio-economic system of rank which determined their original roles. Strap’s story seems to
appear within the novel mainly to entertain its Rory-like readers. And, at the price of 6s for
two volumes, this novel would have been purchased by them. Let the poor rise, it seems to
say—they will have to do it elsewhere, and upon their return, it will be of no consequence
because their sense of obligation and loyalty to the aristocracy will always trump the pleasures
of their new material gain. One might argue that this thorough treatment of ensuring that in
no way does Strap’s rise ruffle the feathers of any members of the landed gentry perhaps
foreshadows some growing anxiety about the potential impact of such stories and individuals
on the wealthier classes, who as we will see, constitute the bulk of novel readers in the
eighteenth century.
The fates of Rory and Strap lay the foundation for a pattern that emerges in the work of
Edgeworth and other authors later in the century, namely, that the good-hearted/hardworking
poor are able to move up economically, but for a variety of reasons, not to an extent or in a way
that would enable them to stand on equal social footing with those born rich, even those who
are experiencing an unexpected (but often temporary) reversal of fortune. Built into this and
later stories seems to be some awareness of the precariousness of the socio-economic position of
elites like Rory, in that for them, there is no direction for their original socio-economic
standing to go other than down, while for most others, the only way to go is up.
Don Rodrigo’s is another upward mobility story embedded in the text that appears as
the back story of a minor character and takes place in a country other than England. Little is
said of exactly what work enabled Don Rodrigo to make his fortune. The novel only states
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“that he had lived fifteen or sixteen years in these parts, was reputed rich” (412). Bred as an
elite, but later disowned, Don Rodrigo is successful at making a fortune through work but not
within Great Britain. We do not know, however, whether he arrived in South America with
seed money or made his fortune from nothing. Like Strap, the impact of his climb up the
economic ladder has no socio-economic impact inside Scotland. At the end of the story he is in
the very position in which he was born and owns the same estate that has been in his family for
generations.
The omission of details regarding how any of the lower sorts make their way up
eliminates the possibility that this novel offered much in the way of self-help for lower class
readers. What’s more, as I’ll discuss later in the chapter, 6s is a price that all but a very few
wealthy individuals could or would spend on a new novel in 1748. The text is explicitly
concerned with solutions to the problems of upper class people—specifically the interim fate of
a gentleman with a cash-flow problem. For Rory's father, who lost his social identity upon
being disowned by his father, geographical mobility and work bring riches. For Rory, who
retains his social identity, patience, good luck, and geographical mobility do the same. Rory
could not create the life he wanted by his own exertions; only by chance did he get there at last.
Taken together, the fates of all the working characters in this novel might suggest that if you
are basically a good person and keep putting yourself out there, you will end up with a fortune.
This lesson is quite the opposite of that of Defoe's texts, in which heroes are morally
compromised, and achieve financial success through dogged persistence. Although
interestingly, while Rory ends up well-taken care of and heir to a fortune, he does not actually
possess a personal fortune that he controls at the novel’s close.
What is the relationship between geographical mobility and economic mobility in the
world of Roderick Random? Rory travels a lot of miles; he begins in Scotland, then travels to
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Edinburgh, London, the Caribbean, South America, London, Sussex, London again, Guinea,
Buenos Aires, Paraguay, London, and back home to Scotland. Rory’s geographical mobility
was the key to his economic mobility; without moving around the world and bumping into
different people, he would not have reconnected with his father. If he had stayed home, he
would have remained poor and disowned. For the other upwardly mobile characters in the
text—Strap and Don Rodrigo—geographic mobility was likewise the key to economic mobility.
When these characters wanted something that they did not have at home—a higher social rank,
money, work—they found it only outside Great Britain.
Although the plot of the novel moves Rory through various kinds of work and ends
with his economic success, his journey operates differently from those of Defoe’s heroes and, as
such, makes different arguments about work and economic success. Ultimately, Rory is only
able to obtain money in two ways: family connections, and the kindness/charity of others.
Even though laboring and saving money is clearly a successful model for improving one’s
finances (demonstrated by Strap and Don Rodrigo), this route seems somehow not available to
Rory. This novel is not really concerned with impoverished people or middle class people
working to improve their lot in life. It is not concerned with the welfare of lower and middleclass individuals, their problems, or solutions to those problems.
Another post-Defoe novel that contains a significantly modified version of the upward
mobility through work plot is Samuel Richardson’s Pamela; or, Virtue Rewarded (1740). Pamela
tells the story of a young woman who rises from lowly servant to wealthy gentlewoman, and
the tale is built around the working and earning life of the main character. Pamela’s story is
not, however, a story about upward mobility through work. Like Roderick Random, Pamela does
not document the ways in which the main character develops skills, knowledge, and/or
experience in her work that translate into increased earnings in the economic marketplace. We
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can estimate that Pamela’s annual salary was in the range of 2-3£ (plus room, board, and
clothes), a sum which would not even support a pauper’s life outside the B—'s estate. Had she
continued along the professional path on which she began, her professional aspirations would
have been limited to attaining a small increase in salary which would not have risen above
perhaps 15£ per annum if she became a lady’s maid after many years of service. Through her
meager entry-level job, however, she acquires access to Mr. B— (and vice versa). By means of
this new social connection, she is plucked from her nearly flat economic trajectory and dropped
onto a sharp curve. A professional relationship turns personal and this personal relationship
completely changes her economic prospects. Thus, technically, she does rise as a result of
holding her professional position as a servant but not because of the nature or quality of the
actual work she does.
Critics as far back as Fielding have noted that much of the first volume of Pamela is
devoted to the minutiae of the experience of the working life of Pamela the household servant.
Her diary-like letters to her parents certainly chronicle the duties and initially the valuable
gifts and material rewards from Mr. B—'s mother; the letters give a detailed portrait of her
daily tasks, financial situation, and occupational prospects as a young domestic worker, as well
as the odd/comic/terrifying/titillating sexual encounters with Mr. B—, who is determined to
rob her of her virginity. The theatrics and peculiarity of these sexually charged scenes and the
narrative suspense they generate are the main source of entertainment in the novel. Readers do
not turn the page because they wonder whether Pamela will get a raise or strike out on her
own selling her plain work. It is the image of Mr. B—dressed as a woman, lying in bed with
Pamela that steals (and saves) the attention of the reader from the mundanity of her work life.
What’s more, the text was mocked as a “how to” text in the very way we are discussing. Henry
Fielding’s Shamela (1741) and the flurry of other texts published in response to Pamela,
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suggested that while a young woman might intentionally solicit the affections of a young
eligible master through lewd behavior as a means of improving her economic prospects, such a
woman was certainly no model of virtue, nor was her path to success one that should or even
could be emulated by readers.
Like Rory, it was not the work Pamela did but the physical/geographical places where
her work put her, and the social connections she made there, that enabled her economic rise.
Her presence in the house resulted in contact with Mr. B--, creating a social situation that
resulted in their profitable marriage. Thus, her rise cannot be completely divorced from her
work, for without it, she would not have ended her story a wealthy woman. Yet, unlike Defoe’s
heroes, her work itself does not generate her increased income. So far, none of these novels
depicts a Great Britain in which there is certainty of a direct relationship between the quantity
and quality of one’s work and the amount of money one makes; such a relationship seems to
only exist outside Great Britain. Taken together, the ultimate economic success of the heroes
in these novels remains largely a function of chance. The prospect of upward mobility in these
novels might be best assessed by asking: does the main character’s work (or drifting while not
working) put her/him in a place where s/he might make a social connection that will turn out
to be lucrative?
This question is also addressed in John Cleland’s Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure (17489), another novel that contains a new form of the post-Defoe upward mobility plot. The novel’s
hero, Fanny Hill, starts out as a destitute orphan and ends up a young wealthy woman who
marries her first love, the man to whom she lost her virginity. Until the late twentieth-century,
the text was generally read in the context of the history of pornographic literature and its
reception. Since then, however, it has been considered in the context of the history of the novel,
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in terms of its engagement with Pamela (and its literary spin-offs) and the marriage plot more
broadly, testing its eighteenth-century conventions and bounds (Haslanger 164).
The majority of the novel is dedicated to descriptions of Fanny’s working environment
and life during the four years that comprise this economic transition. During these years she is
a prostitute, selling and re-selling her virginity, exploring her own teenage body and sexuality,
and engaging in various short and long-term relationships with men. Of course, each
relationship or series of sex acts produces income and by the time she parts ways with Mrs.
Cole, Fanny has amassed “a reserve of eight hundred pounds” (292) as well as some clothes,
jewels, and plate, worth at least another £50. In 1748, £850 would have supported Fanny in
relative comfort if she used £50 a year for perhaps 15 years, assuming no other unanticipated
expenses arose. Alternatively, she could invest the entire sum of £850 and earn an income of
£25.5 a year (at 3%), do some work to supplement her income, or some combination of these
three. As a result of these working years, Fanny is aware of her financial situation and plans to
join her friend Mrs. Cole in her country retirement but only after she has added to her nest egg.
She explains, “I had seen a little more of life, and improved my small matters into a competency
that would create in me an independence on the world: for I was now, thanks to Mrs. Cole, wise
enough to keep that essential in view” (291). As she pursues this aim at a house in Marylebone,
she encounters an older and very wealthy man who perishes within a year of their kindling a
loving relationship. He leaves her his considerable—although unspecified—fortune. It is this
fortune that enables her to marry her first lover, Charles, whose family’s fortune has since been
lost in the South Pacific.
Thus, Fanny Hill does in fact achieve economic mobility through her work and, indeed,
the text is focused on her experiences as she works as a prostitute alongside her friend and
madam Mrs. Cole. Yet, anyone who has read the novel will not likely recall the amount of
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Fanny’s nest egg or her new focus on her finances near the novel’s end. The text obscures any
possible focus on Fanny’s road to upward mobility in several ways. First, the text names the
specific monetary amounts Fanny receives for only three of the many transactions she enters.
For the other transactions, the text mentions that she is paid but only details the sex/work, not
the amount of her compensation. In fact, the words “shilling,” and “guinea” are used only five
and eleven times, respectively, in the entire novel and more than half of those uses refer to her
life savings when she begins with Mrs. Cole (8 guineas and 17 shillings). These 16 references
to currency are a tiny fraction of the number of times words like “body” (61 times) and “hair”
(55 times) are used in the text. Haslanger has also noted the dearth of economic discussion in
the text and argued that Cleland depicts Fanny’s sex work as “pleasurable if not elective” (169),
so that Fanny measures the success of her work in terms of “pleasure and not pounds” (169).
She further argues that the language of pleasure and love that Fanny uses to describe the
goings on in the brothel and her relations with men “conceal[s] the bonds of economic
necessity” (Haslanger 169).
Second, stating the obvious, readers are distracted from Fanny’s economic mobility
journey because they are inundated with the detailed descriptions of the sexual encounters of
Fanny and her work colleagues in the house of Mrs. Cole. The story of Fanny the orphan
working her way up the economic ladder is obscured by its burial within a genre now called
erotica and was in its time only in circulation a year before its author and publisher were
arrested and the text banned. Of course, the text continued to circulate widely in pirated
editions and readers were shocked and captivated by its explicit sexual content. Critical
treatment of the novel, not surprisingly, has been concerned with the complex ways it engages
with male and female sexuality, representations of the body, and issues around gender. Peter
Sabor did recently note the novel’s inclusion of Fanny’s financial status upon retirement, albeit
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as one of a number of “realistic” details in the text such as clothes, food, transportation, and
time (Sabor xxi). Nonetheless, not even the most recent round of feminist critics such as Janet
Todd, who have taken an interest in the novel, have framed discussion of the text around
economics.
Third, the story does not conclude with Fanny’s achievement of economic stability
through her work in prostitution. Instead, her own financial achievement is obscured by a
much larger inheritance. In addition to dwarfing her own earnings, her new fortune gives her a
socio-economic identity far above the one associated with the £850 fortune she amassed
through her own work. Even though hers is a story of upward mobility through work, that
story is contained within the frame of a greater story of upward mobility through inheritance.
Like Roderick Random, Fanny Hill also contains a mini-upward mobility story within it.
Fanny’s unnamed lover/benefactor has his own rags to riches backstory:
As to his birth and condition, his parents, honest and fail'd mechanicks, had, by the best
traces he could get of them, left him an infant orphan on the parish; so that it was from a
charity-school, that, by honesty and industry, he made his way into a merchant's
counting-house; from whence, being sent to a house in CADIZ, he there, by his talents
and activity, acquired a fortune, but an immense one, with which he returned to his
native country; where he could not, however, so much as fish one single relation out of
the obscurity he was born in. Taking then a taste for retirement, and pleas'd to enjoy life,
like a mistress in the dark, he flowed his days in all the ease of opulence, without the
least parade of it; and, rather studying the concealment than the shew of a fortune,
looked down on a world he perfectly knew; himself, to his wish, unknown and unmarked
by. (294)
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Like Fanny, this character started without money or family and made his way up the economic
ladder through work. In the profession of accountant, as opposed to prostitute, he had the
opportunity to make much more money, and to persist in his career for many more years, at
less personal risk and expense than Fanny. Interestingly, he made his money outside of
England, as opposed to Fanny, who like Edgeworth’s local strivers, earned less money from
engagement in a smaller, more local economic traffic.
What does the burial of Fanny’s successful economic mobility story in a morass of
sexual exploits say about the economic mobility through work plot? What exactly is the
appeal/power of this plotline? Must it be buried in titillation to make it appealing, or is it so
subversive it must be buried? Why does Fanny’s male benefactor get an upward mobility story,
and a more socially honorable one, and why is it described only in miniature? And, what does
it mean that the only man from whom she inherits is one who made his own money, someone
outside the traditional social structure of rank? The novel seems to raise more questions than
it answers, questions that we will continue to address in subsequent chapters.
As I have demonstrated, the upward mobility through work plot that so dominated the
novels of Daniel Defoe does not appear in this form in novels published in the mid-eighteenth
century. A few novels that at first appear to contain such a plot (e.g. Roderick Random, Pamela,
and even Fanny Hill) draw the reader’s attention to other aspects of the story and are in the end
stories of upward mobility through marriage or inheritance. True upward mobility through
work plots appear only infrequently in these novels, as brief episodes or backstories of
secondary or even less important characters. Taken together, the novels at mid-century seem
to suggest that this plot has somehow moved out of the core of what the British novel is all
about. The plot seems to somehow have fallen out of the novel, or been pushed to the side.
The one mid-century novel in which I found that the upward mobility through work plot
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remained center-stage took on new features and characteristics so as to render it nearly
unrecognizable.
The Female American; or, the Adventures of Unca Eliza Winkfield (1767) was first
published in London. On its title page the book claims to be an autobiography written by Unca
Eliza herself, but it was printed, sold, and circulated by Francis and John Noble (each ran a
lending library), who were known for the publication of novels. The text received little critical
(and no favorable) attention at the time of its publication (Burnham 192). A two-line review in
The Monthly Review described it as “[a] sort of second Robinson Crusoe” and a short piece in The
Critical Review called it “disagreeable,” the reviewer regretting the “six hours” spent reading it
(Burnham 192). These early reviews refer to the text as a “memoir” and direct their comments
to the titular author. Whether these early reviewers were knowingly playing along with the
novel’s conceit, I do not know, but the text is now treated now as a novel, whose anonymous
author remains unidentified, for reasons I have yet to discover.
After this inauspicious beginning, the text was ignored or dismissed for the entirety of
the twentieth century until Broadview Press reprinted it in 2001 with a thorough introduction
and Appendices compiled by Michelle Burnham. This text has received some critical attention,
especially from feminists, which has focused mainly on two questions. First, is this an
“American” text, by an “American” author, about “American” concerns (a rich query as
scholarly positions on what is “American” evolve). Second, in what ways is this text engaged
with and (un)like Robinson Crusoe (a question that draws attention to the ways this text may be
read to supplant, revise, reimagine, or fill lacunae of that text) (Burnham 9-12).
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I will argue that this novel, like Robinson Crusoe, might be read as a story of upward
mobility through work, though of a different variety. 2 Although Eliza was raised in economic
comfort, when she is cast away on a Caribbean island, her net worth falls to zero. She lacks
food, clothing, shelter, and the support of a social network. From these impoverished
circumstances, Eliza finds her way to a life of material comfort and ends her story a far
wealthier woman than when she was born.
For those unfamiliar with this novel, Unca Eliza begins her story, like the narrators of
many eighteenth-century novels, by recounting her family history. After briefly recounting the
history of the settlement of the American colonies, this fictional heroine claims as her
grandfather an actual historical figure, the first president of the Virginia colony, Edward Maria
Winkfield. Her father is a fictitious English settler later captured by Native Americans; Unca,
a Native American princess (also apparently fictitious), however, saves him from execution.
These two leave the tribe together and produce Unca Eliza, their first and only child. Shortly
thereafter, Unca is killed. Winkfield returns to England with Unca Eliza where she is raised
and educated as an English woman. Winkfield soon returns to Virginia without her and Eliza
joins him at age 18. Shortly thereafter, her father dies, and she decides to return to England.
On her voyage back, she rejects the marriage proposal of the ship captain’s son; in retribution,
the captain leaves her on a deserted island and sails off with all her possessions. On the island,
Eliza finds a temple and a large hollow religious statue. She climbs inside and speaks in a
disguised voice to the local “Indians” as if the idol/her voice is a God. Eventually, she
transitions to life among the locals (whom she convinces she is a semi-deity), teaching them
Despite the fact that it was first published and sold in London in 1767 and not printed in America until 1800 (a
second American edition appeared in 1814), the novel has most recently received attention from Americanists and
Transatlanticists touting it as the first “American” novel. Just what makes this novel (or any novel) “American”
eludes consensus. Is Eliza American because her mother is Native American? Is it because her genealogy is
transatlantic? Is it that she is a descendant of one of America’s first settlers? Is it because she is born in America?
Is it because the place in which she ultimately makes her home is in the Americas?
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Christian doctrine. After some time, Eliza’s cousin comes to rescue her. Finding her content
and unwilling to return to England he takes all the gold and treasure she has acquired back to
England, adds it to her existing assets (which he recovered from the evil ship captain). Later,
he then returns to the island where they marry and live a comfortable life as holy, religious
figures.
How did Eliza manage to go from shipwrecked, bankrupt, and homeless to a life of
comfort, ease, and increased material wealth? She does so by creating a job that did not exist
for her in Great Britain. In particular, she works her way into the role of what one would at
best call a missionary, and at worst, a theocrat. What draws her to this work is in no way an
innate desire to share the joys of her own spiritual life. She recognizes that she has the chance
to be revered and catered to by others, whom she perceives as weaker than she, and she takes it.
From its inception, her idea to take on the project of converting the inhabitants of the
island to Christianity was motivated by the kind of lifestyle she wanted for herself, as opposed
to the kind of spiritual awakening she would bring about. Of this idea, she reflects:
… a very strange thought arose in my mind. It was nothing less than this, to ascend
into the hollow idol, speak to the Indians from thence, and endeavor to convert them
from their idolatry … it might not open a way to my return to Europe, yet it might to
my living a much happier life, and give me an opportunity of doing abundantly more
good, than I had the least reason to think I should ever effect during the whole course of
my life. (83-4)
She decides to take up missionary work because even though it won’t get her back to Europe, it
might make her “happier” and give her the satisfaction of doing good. Neither here, nor
anywhere in the text, does she make mention of any person living on that island who
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experiences a benefit from her work. She has no passion for God or religion but recalls that
missionary work is praiseworthy to others, having been taught that “an attempt to teach the
knowledge of the true God to those who know him not” is “laudable” (83-84).
She undertakes “deliberate consideration” of her idea to become a religious leader
among these people, assessing the ways in which she can leverage her British education to her
advantage. She decides that she knows enough about the language (“my education had afforded
me an opportunity of learning several of the Indian dialects”) and religion (“I was tolerably well
principled in the theory of religion”) to do the job (83-84). Then, she assesses whether she has
the power to pull it off; she decides that the locals are “docile” (“[w]ith respect to the Indians, I
very well knew that they are generally of a docile disposition, and that if you once convince
them that you are friendly, no people are more grateful nor are there any in whom you can,
safely, place a greater confidence”) and that she can trade on her brown skin (“my tawny
complexion would be some recommendation”), passing herself off as somehow more like them
than like the British educated woman she is (83-84). This undertaking, which she tellingly
refers to not in sacred or holy terms but as a “business” (98, 118) and an “enterprize,” is
undertaken for its potential benefits to her in carrying it out. She never describes the benefits
of her work for the people she will supposedly serve.
In pursuit of her goal, Eliza fraudulently manipulates her new neighbors. She first wins
the trust of the people by speaking to them while concealed inside the idol, making them
believe that her voice (and its instructions) come from a God. As she plans this first step, she
envisions not so much the holy messages she will disseminate from this position of authority,
nor the spiritual change she might bring about in the lives of these individuals, but instead this:
“I imagined hundreds of Indians prostrate before me with reverence and attention, whilst like a
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law-giver, I uttered precepts, and, like an orator, inculcated them with a voice magnified almost
to the loudness of thunder” (86). Are these the dreams of a missionary or philanthropist?
Winning the power she envisions for herself does not happen easily. It requires
considerable labor and calculation. For example, the Indians resist her initial instruction to
report to the idol for weekly lessons. To the first scheduled lesson, only the seven high priests
show up, insisting that they will transmit her lessons to their people. Quickly realizing that the
devotion of only seven members of this community would be insufficient for her to assume the
leadership role she has in mind, she makes a power play:
‘Why has none of the people attended you?’
High-priest: ‘It is our business to instruct the people, and if you will please to teach us,
we will inform them accordingly.’
Answer: ‘Why?’
High-priest: ‘Because we live by teaching them, and if you only should teach them, they
will not give us those good things which they now do.’
Answer: ‘But I will not teach you only; I will teach them also. Nor need you fear losing
your subsistence. I will take care it shall be continued. Hear me then, and if you fear
me, observe my command.’ (106)
She sees that the existing religious leaders limit her access to the majority, so she scares these
priests into giving up their livelihood, in exchange for the promise to continuing their income.
Once the seven high-priests cede their power to her, she replaces this senate with only herself.
For the remainder of the novel, she does not mention the existence of these priests, either to
indicate that she kept her promise to them, or that she did not.
When she wearies of living in solitude, Eliza takes her plan a step further, preparing the
congregation for her arrival among them. To ensure she retains the power she has obtained so
far, she convinces the congregation that her embodied self (whom they have yet to see) is a holy
being, who must be treated as such. From inside the idol, she teaches the islanders the story of
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Jesus Christ, instructing her pupils to prepare for the arrival of such a savior, which will of
course be herself (111). She insists upon complete obedience and submission to this incoming
deity: “You must be sure to show the greatest respect to her, do every thing that she shall
command you, never ask who she is, from whence she comes, or when, or whether she will
leave you.… You must all believe and do as she shall instruct you, and never … do anything
that she forbids” (111-112). The professional role she designs for herself among the locals is
similar to that of a cult leader, or theocrat.
Burnham and others have labeled Eliza’s new job a “persona” likening its duties to that
of a “prophetess” (17). I find these labels generous in light of her intentions and the foundation
of lies and deception on which her relationship with the community is based. She dreams of
power, plain and simple, the power of “a law-giver,” not a spiritual leader. She craves the rapt
attention given an orator, an audience “prostrate,” under her complete control, deafened by her
thunderous voice. She maintains that “the purity of my intention” and “the goodness of my
design” render her means of achieving these ends immune from rigorous ethical investigation,
but her clear focus on herself and her own happiness—not to mention her fantasies of being
served, revered and adored--casts sufficient doubt on the “purity” of her intentions and the
“goodness” of her plan (87). She continues to dissemble among the locals long after her
integration into their community, without plans to desist, or remorse about her lies. She
muses: “by keeping them ignorant of who I was, or how I came to them, I might preserve a
superiority over them, sufficient to keep them in awe, and to excite their obedience” (110).
As part of the dissembling and fraud that enables her to rise to power as a theocrat, she
manages to steal a trove of sacred jewels from her subjects and ship it back to England where it
is added to her own personal fortune. In the temple attached to the idol she finds: a vest,
“formed of gold wire, or rather narrow plated gold curiously folded, or twisted together like net
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work”; a larger cloak “sprinkled over with precious stones, and here and there a large diamond”;
a “golden staff or rod”; “gold rings”; bracelets; and a crown (79). Acknowledging that these are
“sacred vestiments” (80) she wastes no time trying them on, for they are the costume of the
very role she wants for herself. “In looking over the gold rings, I found one which was set
round with precious stones, with a very large one in the middle, which shone with a lustre
equal to that on the top of the crown, as I supposed the high-priests wore; this I put on one of
my fingers, and two of the richest bracelets, beset with precious stones, on each of my arms”
(80). This scene of her instant captivation by riches and immediate instinct to possess it, strays
far from the missionary work to which she pays lip service. She later smuggles these sacred
treasures off the island and onto the ship with her cousin, who ferries them back to England,
unbeknownst to the islanders. These valuables contribute significantly to her own personal
fortune, which is safe and awaiting her in England, should she tire of island life.
Michelle Burnham, Betty Joseph, Eve Tavor Bannet, and others see The Female
American as a story that transforms a Robinson-esque castaway story into one of female selffashioning. Burnham describes the work Eliza does in terms that contrast it with the work of
Crusoe on his island:
The Female American gives an early novelistic account therefore not of an economic man
who practices venture capitalism and political colonialism in order to make a New
World island a small England, but of an apostolic woman who practices missionary zeal
and religious colonialism to make a New World island a cross-racial Christian utopia
that remains deliberately isolated from Europe. (20)
Burnham sees Unca Eliza’s story as concerned with the fantasy of “female power” exercised by
an “apostle” in the service of creating a “Christian utopia”—peaceful, spiritually focused, and
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interracial in its leadership (19). She sees Eliza’s island employment (characterized by peace,
altruism, and utopianism) as representing one end of a spectrum on which Crusoe’s island work
(characterized by violence, capitalism and traditional politics) represents the other (Burnham
19). Other feminist critics similarly argue for a reading that mitigates the violence of Eliza’s
methods of missionary colonization. Scarlet Bowen does not read Eliza’s dissembling and
manipulation of the local population as self-serving but as illustrative of the flexibility (and
transportability) of Anglican doctrine. 3 Bannet compares Eliza’s story to the life of Sampson
Occum, a beloved Native American preacher. 4
Although Burnham does acknowledge that Eliza “benefits both economically and
spiritually from her island experience,” and notes that these “benefits” are attained at the
expense of the natives—stealing the jewels from the idol, supplanting their ways of life and
religion with her own, even her ultimate destruction of the religious idol itself (20-21)—these
feminist analyses, to my mind, minimize Eliza’s colonial, political, economic, and even spiritual
violence against the local population.
Exactly how far up the economic ladder did Eliza move? Aside from increasing her net
worth by stealing the islanders’ sacred treasures, she achieves a life of what she calls “ease and
pleasure” (131). Living among her religious converts, she boasts that she is “attended by a
whole nation, all ready to serve me; and no care upon me but how to discharge the important
business of an apostle, which I had now taken upon me” (118). This “ease and pleasure” is
obviously more intangible than the pounds that one can count in Defoe’s upward mobility

In “Via Media: Transatlantic Anglicanism in The Female American,” Bowen focuses specifically on the ways in
which Eliza manipulates the idol and ultimately the understanding of the locals. She highlights the
transportability and mutability of Anglicanism (as opposed to the more rigid Puritanism and Catholicism) in
different geographical locations and in cultures outside Great Britain (Bowen 189-207).
4 In Transatlantic Stories and the History of Reading, 1720-1810: Migrant Fictions (2014), Bannet discusses the
unusual employment that Eliza takes on, arguing that The Female American was modeled on the life of native
American preacher Samson Occom (1723-1792) (180-6).
3
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stories, yet, there is no question that she created for herself a lifestyle that was by her own
account a significant improvement over the one she would have had, if she had not been left on
that island:
The lives of women being commonly domestick, the occurrences of them are generally
pretty nearly of the same kind; whilst those of men, frequently more vagrant, subject
them often to experience greater vicissitudes, many times wonderful and strange.
Though a woman, it has been my lot to have experienced much of the latter; for so
wonderful, strange, and uncommon have been the events of my life, that true history,
perhaps, never recorded any that were more so. (35)
Eliza is aware of the limited possibilities that existed for her in England, in a life purely
domestic. She is motivated to tell her story not only because it has been so “strange” for a
woman but also because it has been so “wonderful.” Thus, the fruits of Eliza’s upward mobility
through work include an additional kind of wealth: a lifestyle improvement measured in
happiness instead of pounds.
Burnham maintains that Eliza is “able to indulge in a kind of ‘rambling’ mobility and
‘extraordinary’ adventure precisely because she is, as the title declares, an American female”
(24). I find it difficult to see Eliza’s “adventure” on the island (and especially her sense of
entitlement to it) as anything other than British; she is a British subject, who was raised and
educated in England, deploying proto-Imperialist ideas and practices in a foreign land. My
reading of the text also diverges from Burnham’s in that I do not see her gender as a factor that
enables her free mobility (Isn’t a man even more free to travel?) but as a prison whose rules of
confinement drove her to this new life’s work. Eliza’s awareness of the limited possibilities for
an “American female” at home motivated her to remain on the island and tell her story about it.
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Eliza is acutely aware that the socio-political power she finds/creates for herself on the island
exists only there and that a return to Great Britain would mean its relinquishment. For this
reason, she elects to stay on the island rather than return to a life of greater material luxury as
a wealthy wife in England. Although her arrival on the island was serendipitous, her story (like
Defoe’s novels) links America to a new set of professional work and possibilities for British
subjects who for a variety of reasons are starved for them at home. Like Defoe’s heroes, though,
Eliza’s new wealth comes at some cost. Although it does not seem to be an issue for her, she
has had to leave behind her personal identity and live in a permanent state of dissembling.
In nearly all the eighteenth-century upward mobility through work novels I have
discussed, the upwardly mobile character earns his fortune outside Great Britain. This mobile
character, however, always returns home to Great Britain with his/her fortune at the novel’s
end, assimilating, to some extent, into the very society s/he left, without disturbing it. In The
Female American, we see for the first time a story in which the main character’s employment
adventures do not end back in England. Although she sends her stolen treasure home, at the
novel’s conclusion she has chosen to stay on the island indefinitely, outside the traditional
socio-economic system at home.
The upward mobility through work plot reappears in greater frequency in novels of the
1790s and early 1800s. Published after the French Revolution, these novels feature a major or
minor character with an upward mobility through work backstory that occurred outside the
action of the novel. Despite the relegation of such plots to the background of the novel, the
characters who have moved up economically play a significant role in shaping the social and
economic fates of the main characters in the novel world. Often these journeys up the economic
ladder occur in a fictional past, before the action of the novel opens, giving these characters a
new kind of socio-economic identity that proves disruptive to the traditional social order.
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These texts seem to pick up where Defoe’s novels end. They begin in the wake of the
recent reintegration of these characters with new found wealth into British society. This
(re)integration into the gentry worsens or improves the social (and economic) marital prospects
of the landed gentry. Attention to the ripple effect caused by the presence of these strivers
reflects a degree of anxiety about their impact on British society that is less easily resolved than
it was in texts at mid-century. This variation of the upward mobility through work plot (the
encapsulated, embedded backstory) is frequently in the novels of Jane Austen.
In Austen’s novels, descriptions of the work a character does to earn her/his fortune are
absent except by reference. These stories have generally taken place before the novel opens but
still constitute a defining feature of each character who has one. The entry, or re-entry, of
these characters into the small social networks that Austen writes about has a significant
impact on the events in the story that the novel does cover, changing the social trajectories of
nearly all the other characters either directly or indirectly.
In Emma, the impact of Mr. Weston’s re-entry into the social world of Highbury sets
the events of the novel in motion. Mr. Weston, who was born poor, accumulates “a small
independence” before the novel opens, retires and purchases Randalls in Highbury. An older
widower with new money earned through trade, he makes an excellent match for Miss Taylor,
who has spent her youth working as a governess, and is likely destined for a spinster’s life. Her
transition from Miss Taylor to Mrs. Weston is the shake-up that frees Emma’s time and
energy to focus on match-making, the novel’s central tension. The baggage that Mr. Weston
carries as a result of his former poverty (that his first wife was wealthy, that her parents did not
approve of him, and that when she died his wealthy in-laws adopted his son, who comes to visit
for the first time shortly after his marriage to Miss Taylor) brings Frank Churchill to
Highbury. His presence temporarily alters the marriage prospects of most of the main
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characters, and generates much of the plot of the novel. Likewise, in Pride and Prejudice, the
entrance of Mr. Bingley into the Meryton social scene, with an income of £4,000 -5,000 a year
shakes up the Bennets and ultimately settles Jane in a marriage far more favorable than she
could have anticipated. Their romance is an important source of tension in the plot not only in
terms of whether or not they will end up together but also through the misunderstanding
between Darcy and Elizabeth over Darcy’s advice to Bingley. Austen gives the Bingleys and
their fortune a backstory. This family moved up economically and socially through the work of
Bingley’s father, who made his money so recently and quickly that even though “he had
intended to purchase an estate, he did not live to do it” (21-22). The Bingleys fortune was
“acquired by trade” (21) and because they hail “from the North of England” the implication is
that they made their money through work in the cotton textile industry that was dominant
there at the turn of the century (Slothouber 51). Sanditon, of course, is grounded in the
business enterprise of Mr. Parker and Lady Denham who aspire to develop the seaside town of
Sanditon into a booming bathing destination for tourists. But, again, the text hardly puts the
work done towards this end at center stage. On the contrary, it focuses on the social
maneuvering and relationship-building that occurs among the few residents and tourists in the
town. The twelve chapters that Austen completed before her death seem to suggest that the
real money to be made in England is made through marriage.
Persuasion is most completely about the impact of the re-entry into society of an
individual who worked his way up the economic ladder. Austen’s pages are free and clear of the
descriptions of the daily labor and hardship that must have been part of Wentworth’s climb
through the ranks of the navy but this personal history of upward mobility through work is the
basis of his character. The money (though he spent it freely) and stature he earned in the navy
enabled him to propose to Anne seven years before the novel opens but his lack of more
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sizeable fortune and social rank was the reason others dissuaded her from accepting him.
Wentworth’s financial circumstances do not much enter into Anne’s thoughts and his own
working life is absent from the novel except by the briefest mention. However, one might think
of Persuasion as a story of the gentry’s process of accepting the resume of an upwardly mobile
person as adequate for a husband. 5
Although the stories of individual economic mobility through work occur outside the
frame of the novel, they are critical to the shape and nature of the relationships that these
novels track and explore. The making of money takes place off stage, as Said noted many years
ago, and these novels do not focus on the material quality of life of the strivers before they
make their money. Instead, these novels pick up where Defoe’s leave off, analyzing the effect
these individuals have on their communities when they return fat and happy. In the novel
worlds Austen creates at the dawn of the nineteenth century, characters who made fortunes
through work were not many, but were always present, and their presence changed the social
relations of everyone they touched.
A contemporary of Austen, William Godwin, approaches the prospect of upward
mobility from a different angle. Offering several texts that may be seen as focusing on the
working life of the main character(s), broadly construed, he shows the difficulties of working
life for those who have not been blessed with the benefit of financial security by birth. Like
Defoe, he explores the struggles and fates of strivers as they fight to survive “by their own
5

Of course, the backstory of Mansfield Park’s Sir Thomas Bertram, who works for his primary source of income, as
a plantation owner in the Caribbean, is hardly one of rags to riches. He is born into wealth and maintains it
throughout the text because he is clearly unable to earn enough money from his land in England to prevent his
social and economic descent. Like Defoe’s Moll, Crusoe, and Jaque, he crosses the Atlantic and enters the same
line of work that made these strivers their fortunes. Bertram’s income is used to “stay up,” rather than move up
but his backstory posits another interesting way of imagining how strivers enter into new social relations, even
relations of parity with the wealthy, in the world of work.
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exertions,” acknowledging explicitly in The Enquirer (1797) and implicitly elsewhere that this
group is quite large and growing. Unlike Defoe, however, Godwin’s stories of these strivers
dwell less on their material suffering than on their psychological suffering, suffering caused by
the futility of trying to make their way in a world controlled by the very few rich. His stories
suggest a lack of any real possibility of economic mobility; the heroes are bounced around by
fortune, good and bad, and their outcome is determined by whether they happen to bump into
the concerns of the rich. In Cloudesley: A Tale (1830) and Things as they Are; or, The Adventures of
Caleb Williams (1794), work is just another set of encumbering relationships that we end up
having to enter into with the rich. Arguably, his biography of Mary Wollstonecraft, Memoirs of
the Author of The Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1798), is about how all Wollstonecraft’s
experiences in life contributed to her talent and identity as a professional working writer; yet
she dies in “labour” per his report. He does not shape the story of her life as one of upward
mobility through work, although she did achieve such a climb. His rendering of her life story,
like his novels, is less about the kind of empowerment associated with an individual striver than
about one’s immobility within society. For Godwin, one’s work and the social relations arising
from and around it are simply another bit of cement that holds even a striver in his original
place.
Do these novels after Defoe make upward mobility through work look impossible? For
the most part, yes. First, the number of novels that contain even in miniature an upward
mobility through work plot are few. Second, in the novels in which the upward mobility story
is not the main plot, we see little of how the climb is achieved, rendering it of little potential use
as a self-help text. Third, where the work is described in detail, it has a sensory and sensational
quality that is more about entertainment than self-help: Fanny Hill’s work is intensely erotic to
say the least and Rory’s work as a ship’s surgeon as physically brutal, gory, and nauseating for
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Rory as it is for readers. Fourth, in these two texts that detail the gruesome physicality of the
work done—Roderick Random and Fanny Hill—the work is not ultimately the source of the
main character’s increase in cash; work fails as a means of economic mobility. The futility of
using work as a tool to increase one’s finances is only echoed in Godwin’s texts. Taken
together these stories suggest that neither the poor, nor the middling sort, nor those of high
birth are able to increase their fortunes very much through work. Last, those who do manage
to climb the economic ladder do so outside England: Wentworth at sea, Strap in France, and
Unca Eliza on a remote island.
How do we explain the disappearance of the plot from the novel after Defoe?
The disappearance of the upward mobility through work plot from the eighteenthcentury British novel after Defoe is surprising in light of the most widely read and taught
critical narrative of the rise of the novel, Ian Watt’s The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe,
Richardson and Fielding (1957). In brief, Watt argues that the increasing popularity of novels
over the eighteenth century was due to their purchase and consumption by a steadily growing
number of individuals who had newly entered the middle class, and that these individuals drove
the form and content of these novels through their desire to see in them a reflection of their
own experiences and values. As the anthem of a middle class who had only recently climbed
the economic ladder themselves, one would expect to find the pages of novels littered with
characters successfully undertaking similar socio-economic journeys, mirroring the most
significant socio-economic event of their lives. As I have shown, however, the upward mobility
stories that populated the pages of Defoe’s novels seem to abruptly disappear from the novels
published by other authors after his death. After Defoe, this plot moves off center stage and
can only be found in brief in the nooks and crannies of later novels. If—as Watt says—the
novel reflected the values and experiences of an economically mobile middle class, why does
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this plot fade out of the genre? To answer this question, let’s first take a closer look at Watt’s
argument.
The full expression of Watt’s argument is a bit more nuanced than its summary. He
actually argues both for and against the notion that the new middle class was the primary
reader/driver of the novel. First, he argues that it was the addition of readers/book-buyers
from the “increasingly prosperous and numerous social groups concerned with commerce and
manufacture” that constituted the audience of new novels published in the century (Watt 40).
The increase in the size of the reading public from this “intermediate class” was “most marked
in the towns” where the number of smaller farmers “is thought to have diminished during the
period” and the incomes of “shopkeepers, independent tradesmen and administrative and
clerical employees” rose during the century (Watt 41). He reiterates that it is “probably” this
group, as opposed to the impoverished majority that constituted the greatest addition to the
book-buying public (41).
Interestingly, he hedges against this claim, conceding that prices of novels were high
and, as a result, novel readers were limited to a small elite of wealthy individuals. He also
attends to the fact that the reading public remained small due to the price of reading materials
themselves (Watt 40). Relying on Defoe and a social table from 1696, Watt concludes that for
the vast majority, “[n]one of these incomes would allow a large surplus for book-buying … but
some money would be available among the richer farmers, shopkeepers and tradesmen; and it is
probable that changes within this intermediate class account for the main increases in the
eighteenth-century reading public” (40). He also suggests a number of other factors that kept
all but leisured individuals (and perhaps their household servants) from finding their way to
reading books in the first place: long working hours that took up daylight, the high cost of
candles, and a dearth of windows (Watt 40). He even notes that most of the books that readers
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had to choose from were religious in nature. These texts constituted the great majority of
material printed, bought, and read throughout the century (Watt 49). Watt also notes the high
cost of novels. He makes clear that, “The price of a novel … would feed a family for a week or
two. This is important. The novel in the eighteenth century was closer to the economic
capacity of the middle-class additions to the reading public than were many of the established
and respectable forms of literature and scholarship, but it was not, strictly speaking, a popular
literary form” (Watt 42). He notes that Robinson Crusoe’s first edition was 5s, but maintains
that novels in the duodecimo versions (not the fancy folio versions) were in the “middle price
range” at 3s bound or 2s3d in sheets per volume (Watt 42). Yet, he concedes that these prices
are “still far beyond the means of any except the comfortably off” (42). “For those on the lower
economic fringes of the book-buying public,” Watt explains, there were cheaper printed
materials such as ballads, chapbooks, criminal biographies, pamphlets, and newspapers available
for purchase, which would have made more economic sense (Watt 42).
Although Watt seems to argue rather persuasively that the novel was in fact a cultural
product that only a very small elite could have availed itself of, he ultimately concludes that the
newly minted middle-class readers accounted for an uptick in the production and popularity of
the novel as well as its formal content. Referring to “middle class taste,” “the middle class way
of life,” and “the power and self-confidence of the middle class as a whole,” (59) Watt retreats
from the points he made above and concludes that while relatively small, this new group was
still large enough that it “altered the centre of gravity of the reading public sufficiently to place
the middle class as a whole in a dominating position for the first time” (48). This shift in the
“centre of gravity of the reading public” resulted in a change in the style and content of the
texts published, from those that catered to the tastes of the educated and professionals whose
interests lay in classical texts, to those who “desired an easier form of literary entertainment”
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(Watt 48). Thus, despite exploring these contradictory threads, Watt ultimately holds that the
reading/buying audience of the eighteenth-century novel was “the new middle class,”
inextricably linking this group with the novel. It is this summary of Watt’s arguments—that
the rise of the novel was a consequence of the rise of the middle class—that haunts the field of
English Studies, and continues to control our understanding of the social history of the period
today. Although Watt’s full explanation of his argument was more wide-ranging, it is this
distillation, this myth really, that we have all been taught and reteach today. 6
In the sixty years since Watt published The Rise of the Novel, numerous scholars
working at the intersection of sociology, history, and economics have looked at the social
changes that occurred during the eighteenth century to interrogate the notion of “the rise of
the middle class” as well as the idea that there was an increase in upward mobility during the
period. The work of these scholars has been largely ignored by English Studies, however, for a
Of course, a number of scholars in the field of English Studies have also revised, supplemented, and challenged
aspects of Watt’s narrative, over the last 60 years. Several comprehensive alternative narratives of the genre’s
“rise” from the early 1990s have become part of the critical canon of the period, but none has materially curbed the
dissemination of the Watt myth from our own training and our classrooms. In “Some Call It Fiction: On the
Politics of Domesticity” (1990), Nancy Armstrong, seeking to correct the sexism in the scholarship of Watt and
other men (in particular Foucault), notes that domestic goings on and the work of women writers are often
overlooked, when in fact these were contributing to the rise of the middle class through offering changing versions
of desirable women and the project of education. J. Paul Hunter, in Before Novels: The Cultural Contests of
Eighteenth-Century Fiction (1992), sought to elaborate on Watt’s argument that the novel’s distinguishing
characteristics are “realism” and “individualism” by looking at the other genres from whence the novel emerged.
Gallagher in “Nobody’s Story” expounded and adjusted Watt’s discussion of “realism” to argue that the realism in
novels was due to the fact that the main characters were drawn very particularly but in a way that they were
clearly about non-real people and thus could operate as sympathetic objects for everyone. Lennard Davis
maintained that the novel emerged from the news-novel matrix in Factual Fictions: The Origins of the English Novel
(1997). Perhaps the greatest challenge to the thinking underlying Watt’s account comes from Michael McKeon.
In The Origins of the English Novel 1640-1740 (1992), McKeon challenges the Watt myth, maintaining that the
novel’s rise is the result of epistemological shifts in thinking about truth in narrative and the morality of
individuals in seventeenth-century British society. McKeon does not see the novel as the anthem of a cohesive
new middle class, but as a space for working (dialectically) through questions such as what kind of authority or
evidence is required of narrative to permit it to signify truth to its readers? What kind of social existence or
behavior signifies an individual’s virtue to others? Upward mobility stories are part and parcel of this discourse
and reflect the shift that McKeon identifies in the notion of “truth” from “historical accuracy” to “mimetic
simulation.” McKeon’s critique of Watt’s narrative does challenge the notion that the middle class rose linearly
over the course of the eighteenth century, however it does so on a conceptual basis that speaks to the “when” (the
17th century) and “why” (epistemological shifts) of this socio-economic shift, rather than the “how” and “what.” In
this way, he does not directly take on the issue of whether or not the middle class did in fact grow in numbers, and
buy and read novels during the eighteenth century.
6
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variety of reasons such as ideological differences in its approach to research, which is manifest
in a seemingly incompatible methodology and quantitative expressions of results. Yet, the
work in these other fields is critical to our meaningful understanding of the period. Academic
scholarship is supposed to be cumulative across disciplines, each field contributing its tentative
conclusions towards answering related questions. Sequestering ourselves from current work in
the social sciences renders our conclusions blind to questions that have already been answered,
always/only taking our questions and answers from the very same pieces of evidence, literary
texts.
Only recently, has English Studies begun to tune into the value of incorporating and
building on the quantitative data and research of historians, sociologists, and economists.
Digital tools and the kinds of data gathering and analysis they enable have bridged some of the
gaps between quantitative, visual, and qualitative thinking. More broadly, digital culture has
taught us that we can look for and expect to find concrete answers to every sort of question.
William St. Clair, in The Reading Nation in the Romantic Period, 1790-1830 (2007), spends his
introduction passionately imploring the scholars of literary texts to come to terms with the fact
that their often closed circuit of analysis is fundamentally flawed in that it fails to consider
evidence of who actually read which books. How can we claim to study the impact of texts on
readers if we turn away from knowing exactly who read them? To this end, St. Clair has
collected a significant amount of quantitative data on this subject, perhaps the greatest
contribution of his book.
Below, I aim to do a miniature version of what St. Clair did, but for the earlier period of
1700-1800, for as you will see, the Watt myth is now at odds with current research. Social,
historical, and economic scholarship produced over the last sixty years significantly undercuts
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this myth and offers meaningful insight into the absence of the economic mobility through
work plot in the eighteenth-century novel.
Debunking Watt’s Myth
My engagement with sociology, history, and economics has been challenging; each
discipline has its own language, methodology, and epistemology, and there is rarely consensus
within a given field (let alone across disciplines) on any question, or even on the proper
approach to answering a question. There is no doubt, however, that some aspects of Watt’s
underlying assumptions have been addressed in other disciplines in recent years, and
understanding this work will be the best cure for the continued propagation of Watt’s the rise
of the middle class/rise of the novel myth.
Watt’s myth rests on several underlying assumptions: (1) that the size of the middle
class increased in the eighteenth century, (2) that the amount of upward mobility increased in
the eighteenth century, (3) that these new members of middle class were buying and reading
novels, and (4) that the middle class shared and/or felt that they shared similar experiences,
values, and beliefs. In the coming pages, I will discuss each of these assumptions in light of the
most current research available. To begin, what do we mean by the term middle class?
Defining “Middle Class”
According to Margaret R. Hunt’s seminal work on eighteenth-century families, The
Middling Sort: Commerce, Gender, and the Family in England, 1680-1780 (1996), the income
groups that constitute what she terms “the middling sort” includes families whose annual
income falls in the range of £50-£200. She breaks down the social structure as follows (see
table 3).
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Table 3
Summary of Eighteenth-Century Economic Groups by Income
Annual Income

Description of Financial Situation

£5-50

Laboring classes

£50-80

Lowest income that would support a certain lifestyle and level of
“independence”

£80-150

Majority of middling Sort

£150-2000

Top of middling Sort

£10,000+

Commercial people in larger urban centers

£100,000+

Wealthiest aristocrats

Source: Margaret Hunt, The Middling Sort: Commerce, Gender, and the Family in England, 16801780, U California P, 1996, pp. 15.
Historian Roy Porter, in English Society in the 18th Century (1982), offers a slightly different
breakdown of eighteenth-century social classes by income (see table 4).
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Table 4
Summary of Eighteenth-Century Economic Groups by Income
Annual Income

Description of Financial Situation

£18

Rock-bottom wages insufficient to support a family

£30-40

Bare minimum required to possibly support a family

£52

“A careful artisan family could hope to keep itself from hunger
and out of debt”
Common income level for petty bourgeoisie
Minimum to keep a gentleman

£50-100
£300+

Source: Roy Porter, English Society in the 18th Century, Penguin, 1982, pp. xv.

Despite slight differences, these two scholars (and others) seem to agree that somewhere
around an income of £50-£60 was a tipping point above which a family could support itself
without regular debt or deprivation and thus maintain a lifestyle that was not plagued by
money woes. Families with an annual income below £50 would not be considered “middle
class” for Watt’s purposes. At the upper end of the middle, Hunt and Porter seem to agree that
families with an annual income in excess of £200 are in the upper echelons of the bourgeoisie,
hovering just below the income and attendant lifestyle of a gentleman, who according to Porter,
can make it on no less than £300 annually. So, for our purposes we will say that families with
an annual income between £50 and £200 might be considered “the middling sort.”
How many were in the in “the middling sort” and did this number increase during the
eighteenth century?
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Interestingly, many social historians refer to Defoe’s sketch of the social structure in
early eighteenth-century England, as an accurate contemporary snapshot of things. He
identifies seven distinct groups by income and lifestyle:
1.

The great, who live profusely,

2.

The rich, who live plentifully,

3.

The middling sort, who live well,

4.

The working trades, who labour hard, but feel no want,

5.

The county people, farmers, etc., who fare indifferently,

6.

The poor, who fare hard,

7.

The miserable, who really pinch and suffer want. (Defoe’s Review 6, 1709)

The definitive qualitative data sets regarding the jobs and incomes of the British population in
the eighteenth century relied upon by scholars of all disciplines, however, are the social tables
compiled and published by three different men at three different moments: Gregory King
(1648-1712) a surveyor/engraver/civil servant/statistician who published a social table for the
crown in 1688, Joseph Massie (d. 1784) a political-economist who published a social table for
the year 1759, and Patrick Colquhoun (1745-1820) a Scottish businessman and statistician who
published a table in 1801-3. These tables are comprised of quantitative lists of individuals by
profession and income. Together, these three snapshots of the socio-economic order at the
beginning, middle, and the end of the eighteenth century give us a sense, albeit still a shaky and
provisional one, of the social structure and the number of individuals at each rung of the
economic ladder. These tables have been thoroughly critiqued for their many limitations but
remain the most complete quantitative picture of England’s social structure and patterns of
income distribution available for “the statistical Dark Age” that is the eighteenth century
(Lindert & Williamson 385). In 1982, two social historians, Peter Lindert and Jeffrey
Williamson revised these tables, and their revisions remain the “go-to” data set for an overview
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of the social structure in the period. As such, I have relied upon them here. (Please refer to
Appendices A, B, and C wherein I have replicated the data from these three social tables and
consult them as you read the following pages.) Each of these three social tables offers us a
snapshot of the number of families at each income level at a particular moment in time.
To ease our use of these tables, I created my own table summarizing the relevant data
from the (adjusted) King, Massie and Calquhoun tables. (Please refer to Appendix D.) Listing
the data from these three tables side by side for comparison, I divided all three sets into seven
income tranches in keeping with my discussion above: below £50, £50-60, £60-100, £100200, £200-500, £500-1000, >£1000. For each income tranche, I calculated the number of
families, percent of the total population, as well as the change in percent from the previous table.
Viewed in this way, we can begin to see what economic “classes” really existed in the
eighteenth century.
First, let’s compare the tables of King (1688) and Massie (1759). 7 Looking at these
tables, most obvious is the degree to which 1688 looks like 1759. The only change between
these two years is that by 1759 some of the people who had been earning £50-60 were now
earning £60-100. The £50-60 group decreases from 8% to 2% and the £60-100 group from 2%
to 8%. Taking into consideration the margin of error which even today would be +/-3%, the
two tables are nearly identical. In other words, according to King and Massie, for at least the
first 60 years of the eighteenth century not only was the middle class not swelling with new
members, but the social structure as a whole remained remarkably static.

7

Massie’s table was intended as an indictment of the sugar lobby and must be understood as making an argument
in its own right (Lindert and Williamson 395). He omitted from his table the building, mining, and manufacturing
trades, as well as those living in poverty; he also overestimated the numbers of families involved in manufacturing
and agriculture (Lindert and Williamson 395).
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Next, let’s look at the table of Colquhoun (1801). Comparing the work of Massie (which
we established above is nearly identical to that of King) with Colquhoun’s table, we see several
changes. The largest change occurs for the below £50 income tranche. Until 1760, about 85%
of the total population had an income below £50. In Colquhoun’s table, this segment of the
population has dropped to 48% of the total, which makes it the greatest change in any income
category in the period. The next most significant change occurs for the £50-60 income
tranche. King estimated this group at 8% of the total population, Massie dropped it to 2%, and
by Colquhoun’s calculations it has risen to 20%. The last change worth noting is in the £100200 income tranche. King and Massie estimated this group at 3%, whereas Colquhoun
estimated it had increased to 16.5% of the total population. Each of these shifts from Massie to
Calquhoun occur in income tranches that we identified as “middling”: £50-£60, £60-£100
and £100-£200. (Please refer to Appendix E, on which I color-coded the income tranches in
accordance with the definition of “the middling sort” established above.) The income tranches
of the poorest groups are colored red, the tranches of “the middling sort” are orange, and the
tranches of the wealthy are colored yellow.
Looking at the century as a whole, from King (1688) to Colquhoun (1801), those
estimated to earn from £50-£60 have increased from 8% to 20%, those estimated to earn £60£100 have increased from 2% to 10%, and those estimated to earn from £100-£200 have
increased from 3% to 16.5% of the population. Thus, in total, the ranks of the group we have
identified as “the middling sort” appear to have increased from 13% to 33.5% between 1688 and
1801. However, that these changes did not begin until after 1760 and thus after the publication
of all the novels of Defoe, Richardson, and Fielding which were the subject of Watt’s analysis.
From 1688 to 1759 the number of families included in “the middling sort” did not change; King
and Massie both estimated it at 13% of the population. In fact, these tables suggest that no
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significant change in the social structure occurred before 1760. Together, King, Massie, and
Colquhoun suggest that at some time after the 1760s, the number of families we identified as
among “the middling sort” increased from 13% to 33.5% of the total population. While this this
increase comports in size with the kind the Watt myth implied, it certainly did not come about
as a steady shift over the course of the century. At least the first two-thirds of the century are
marked by incredible socio-economic stasis; only the final third sees any socio-economic change
at all.
The Price of Novels
For the Watt myth to make sense, however, these families of the middling sort must
have purchased a great number of novels. Did they?
Of all printed materials, novels were among the most expensive. Printing a novel
required the publisher to invest/risk so much money in each venture; the risk associated with a
production run was offset by charging a high price for each unit and sometimes spreading the
book over several volumes sold sequentially. The duodecimo, which was cheaper to produce
than the octavo, was the most common form for novels after 1740 (Raven, “Commodity” 102,
105). The production costs of a new book included setting the type, paper, pressing,
covers/boarding, and advertising and might cost a printer from £45 to £100 for a run of 750
or less (St. Clair 506). Novels published in duodecimo volumes were typically priced beginning
at 3s per volume and novels could be 2-5 volumes (most often 2-3). Thus, a typical novel cost
from about 6s to 15s. (Octavo volumes were even more expensive, at about 5s per volume and
more elaborate editions that included illustrations or decorative binding were also regularly
sold at double that price.) Here are the known prices of some novels (some new and some
reprints) in the eighteenth century (see table 5).
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Table 5
Prices of Eighteenth-Century Novels
Title

Form/pages

Year

Price

1719

5s

2 duodecimo vols

1773 (catalog listing)

5s

2 vols octavo 700
pages

1726

8s6d

Robinson Crusoe 372 pages in Octavo

Gulliver’s
Travels
Tom Jones

18s
4 vols

1773 (catalog listing)

12s

2 vols at 3s each

1742

6s

2 vols 6s each

1773 (catalog listing)

David Simple

5 duodecino

1773 (catalog listing)

15s

The Man of
Feeling
Clarissa

1 vol

1773 (catalog listing)

3s

7 octavo vols

1773 (catalog listing)

35s

8 duodecimo vols

1773 (catalog listing)

24s

4 octavo vols w/
illustrations
4 duodecimos

1773 (catalog listing)

24s

1773 (catalog listing)

12s

small-larger

1773 (catalog listing)

5-8s

Joseph Andrews

Pamela

Don Quixote

Source: Robert D. Hume, “The Value of Money in Eighteenth-Century England: Incomes,
Prices, Buying Power—and Some Problems in Cultural Economics,” Huntington Library
Quarterly, vol. 77, 2015, pp. 378.
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Printers’ advertisements and catalogs indicate that alongside these costly novels, many
booksellers also sold abridged versions of novels that had already been published, which were
significantly less expensive at, say, 3-6d.
Didn’t the price of novels decrease in the last quarter of the eighteenth century?
Many in English Studies have suggested that as a result of a series of lawsuits in the
1770s, the price of novels dropped significantly, making them more available to “the middle
class.” In Donaldson v. Becket (1774), however, the court did no more than affirm the copyright
law set forth in Queen Anne’s Act (1710) that outlawed perpetual copyright and gave printers a
monopoly of 14 years from publication, with the possibility of a 14-year extension if the author
was alive at the end of it. Thus, older novels that were out of this 14 to 28-year period of
protection could now (continue to) be available for reprint and sold a lower price point. Even
though the laws had not changed, after 1774 more printers offered reprints of old novels at
market rates in the form of anthologies (that were not cheaper than a novel, but included
several for the price). Thus, the cost of each novel may have been lower than the original run,
but it was still contained in a volume that cost several shillings (Raven, “Commodity” 106). (Of
course, many printers also still claimed to hold perpetual copyrights in defiance of the law.)
These judicial holdings did not affect the price of new novels, however, only old novels that
were first published 14-28 years ago. New books written in the last quarter of the century
remained subject to monopoly pricing for a period of 14-28 years.
In addition, recent work on this issue has suggested that not only did the price of novels
not decrease in the late eighteenth century, its relative price increased due to a number of other
economic factors around wages, costs, and inflation. Using bookseller catalog lists of titles and
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prices, Raven was able to calculate the relative price of new novels from 1750-1810 which I’ve
summarized in this table (see table 6).
Table 6
Relative Prices of New Novels
Year

Relative Per Volume Value

1750

2

1755

2.2

1760

2.54

1765

2.83

1770

3.5

1780
1790

too many “significant dips”
to calculate
3.6

1795

5.5

1800

5.9

1810

6.3

Source: James Raven, “The Book as a Commodity,” The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain,
Cambridge UP, 2009, pp. 97.
Based on these calculations, novel prices seem to have experienced a discount in the decade or
so following the Donaldson decision, but they ultimately became less affordable over the course
of the century, in 1800 reaching nearly three times their relative price in 1750. Raven took
these calculations a step further. Taking into account the wage index, he calculated for each
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decade the purchasing power of consumer money. Here is a table summarizing these
calculations (see table 7).
Table 7
Relative Prices of New Novels Taking Wages into Account
Year

Relative Purchasing Power

1750

1.2

1770

0.68

1785

0.76

1800

0.415

Source: James Raven, “The Book as a Commodity,” The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain,
Cambridge UP, 2009, pp. 98.
Here we see that the power of a would-be novel purchaser’s £s decreased from 1750 to 1800,
which meant that excess income devoted to the purchase of books could purchase less and less
for the same amount as the century wore on; by 1800, the same book-buying money could
purchase only about one third of what it could at mid-century (Raven, “Commodity” 97-98).
Together, these calculations show that from 1750-1800, while the relative price of books was
increasing, the relative purchasing power of a family to buy books was falling.
Others have suggested that various technological innovations of the Industrial
Revolution made printed materials cheaper at the end of the century, however, the only such
innovation relevant to the production of books was steam power. James Watt perfected his
separate condenser and steam engine in the 1760s and 1770s, but this technology was not
introduced into the bookmaking industry until the nineteenth century. After its introduction,
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the prices of books did indeed fall and printed books did reach more potential buyers, but not
until about 1830 (Raven, “Commodity” 87). The use of steam was integrated into papermaking in 1807, and in printing itself in 1814 (Raven, “Commodity” 87). Until then, printing
was done by hand press, which might be summarized by this equation: high labor input + low
product output = high cost (Raven, “Commodity” 87). Thus, it does not appear that the high
cost of new novels decreased in the last quarter of the century as is often speculated (Raven,
“Commodity” 90).
In light of the sustained high cost of novels, who was buying and reading them?
This moves us into what is now called the history of reading: inquiry into who actually
read which texts and when and how they did that reading. The degree to which information
and awareness of the cost, print runs, sales, and consumption of texts is absent from literary
scholarship is mind-boggling to me. William St. Clair argues that this subfield is in its early
stages: “The history of reading is at the stage of astronomy before telescopes, economics before
statistics, heavily reliant on a few commonly repeated traditional narratives and favourite
anecdotes, but weak on the spade-work of basic empirical research, quantification, consolidation,
and scrutiny of primary information, upon which both narrative history and theory ought to
rest” (9-10). Like St. Clair, I firmly believe that this practical information is critical to our
understanding of the cultural work of these texts, in context. (Please refer to Appendix E, as I
address this question.) It’s safe to assume that families with an income of £50 or less (colored
in red on my table), who could only “hope to keep [themselves] from hunger and out of debt”
(Porter xv), did not possess enough disposable income to purchase anything other than
necessities. The items that dominated a laboring family’s budget were mostly food and items
necessary to keep the house running (see table 8).
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Table 8
Working-Class Expenditure Patterns in Great Britain, 1787-1854
Budget Share

1787-1796

1840-1854

Starch and farinose

43.9

35.9

Meat, fish, eggs, lard

10.6

9.9

Milk, butter, cheese

11.7

9.3

Tea, Coffee

2.6

3.1

Sugar, treacle

3.6

3.9

All other food

1.1

1.9

All food

73.5

64.0

Housing

5.8

10.5

Fuel

4.0

4.5

Soap and candles

4.4

4.5

All necessities

87.7

83.5

Ale

1.7

1.0

Tobacco

0.0

0.9

Remaining surplus

10.6

14.6

Of which: Clothing

5.2

6.0

Services

0.1

2.2

Total expenditure (£ p.a.)

£34.52

£56.68

Real expenditure per household (£ p.a.)

£31.90

£43.05

(Sample size)

(149)

(76)

Source: Sara Horrell, “Comsumption, 1700-1870,” The Cambridge Economic History of Modern
Britain, 1700-1870, Cambridge UP, 2014, pp. 256.
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As you can see, a family with an income of £50 would have only a few £s left over after
expenses and this list omits numerous additional expenses such as schooling for children, other
professional services, or any household items that might offer a bit of comfort such as a pillow
or dinnerware. With 40% of the budget devoted to the purchase of the ingredients for making
bread and surplus income that amounts to about £1 per month, I think it’s safe to say that a
family earning £50 was not buying novels at 6s each. Likewise, we can assume that the
tranches we identified as having incomes in excess of £200 a year (colored in yellow), for
whom the purchase of a novel for 5s would be less than 8% of their weekly income of 77s (for a
£200 a year salary) could definitely afford to buy a novel. The question then is which of the
other tranches of the middling sort also would have been able to afford such a purchase.
Relying on the unadjusted figures of King, Massie, and Colquhoun, Robert D. Hume
argues that book buying was really only done by the top 1% of the population (book collecting
by the top 0.5%) (375). Beyond super-cheap books like chapbooks, short abridgements of
novels, and almanacs that sold for a few pence up to a shilling, books were outside the budget of
the middling sort (Hume 375). The number of people who could afford more than an occasional
book was less than 10,000-15,000 at all points in the eighteenth century (Hume 375). In a
recent article in the Huntington Quarterly, Hume approximates the actual costs for the purchase
of the goods/experiences of the arts including books, theatre, opera, concerts, and artwork in
the eighteenth century and evaluates the relative “cost” of these things in the context of the
earnings and cost of living. Present value calculations for sums in the eighteenth century give
a better sense of just how expensive some of these items were. Using a multiplier to convert
the buying power of that period into the buying power of today, Hume calculates that for the
period of 1660 to 1760, the sum of 5s was akin to approximately £50-75 today (Hume 381-2).
Obviously, this is an amount that even today, would make novels cost prohibitive for most.
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While I have not found a social historian who directly speculates on the annual income
required for a family to regularly have the spare cash to buy a novel, some who work on the
middling sort have speculated more broadly about the lifestyle and spending habits of this
group from which we can make some educated guesses. With respect to habits of consumption,
probate inventories have been critical in understanding the material goods on which the
middling sort spent their money. Current scholarship is in agreement that the “aspirational
motivation” among the middling sort was “gentility” as opposed to “consumerism” (Horrell
241). For the bottom half of the middling sorts, the goal was simply the acquisition of items
such as eating utensils, accoutrements for drinking tea, and perhaps a luxury item such as a
mirror, curtains, or a clock (French 2007; Sneath 2009; qtd. in Horrell 241). For the top half of
the middling sort, ‘gentility’ meant the purchase of “better quality goods” for the home:
replacing worn or second-hand items such as pillows, featherbeds, or linens with better quality
ones. These families might have swapped wooden dishes for pottery or pewter, pewter
drinkware for glassware, or traded more primitive knives, candlesticks or tea sets for more
sophisticated ones (Horrell 240-1). Only the top quartile of the middling sort would have
possessed novelty goods such as watches, scissors, expensive glassware, and japanned tea trays
(Horrell 241, 249). Only the money in excess of the cost of the basic needs of the family would
be available for the possible purchase of such items. For a family of the middling sort, the list
of necessities would have been similar to, but more elaborate than, the laboring working class
budget above and might include costs associated with servants and additional services forgone
by the poor.
What income level constituted the middle of the middling sort, the annual income below
which the purchase of a novel would have been highly unlikely (or out of the question) and
above which it would have been a welcome luxury? Peter Earle, relying on various
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contemporary texts, maintains that those living on £50-100 a year have “just enough to live a
moderately genteel life and keep up some appearances” (150), and thus would not have excess
income to devote to the purchase of novels. In fact, he holds that no one earning less than
£100 per year truly qualifies as the middling sort (155) and that an income of “£200 a year or
so” marks “the middling of the middling people” (145). Hunt maintains that the mode income
of the middling sort falls in the range of £80 to £150, which would mean that somewhere
around £115 would be the mid-point (15). L.D. Schwartz in London in the Age of
Industrialization: Entrepreneurs, Labour Force and Living Conditions, 1700-1850 (1992), maintains
that £80-100 in London, especially later in the century, would be the bottom of the middling
sort which would mean that the middle of this group is somewhere well in excess of £100 (67).
Hume estimates that £200 a year is the lowest income that would support a middling
family with two servants and afford enough disposable to consider buying a book. An annual
income of £200 a year, less living expenses, would allow for about 16£ per year (27s per
month) of discretionary spending (Hume 376-7). This sum is the total amount of discretionary
spending available for all luxury items, however, not just reading material. Taking into
account all these data, I estimate, conservatively, that only families with an annual income of
£150 or more could afford to buy novels. Even with an annual income of £150, such a
purchase would likely be a rare splurge, not a recurring expense. Looking at Appendix E, we
can see that most of the families identified by the orange band as the middling sort had incomes
below£150. Only some families in the highest middling tranche, £100-200, might have been
able to afford to buy novels. This tranche increased from 3% in 1688 (and 1759) to 16.5% in
1801. If we assume, again conservatively, that one third of the families in this tranche earned
over £150, we are talking about 5.5% of the population at the top of the middling sort who
could have afforded to buy a novel in 1801. In 1688 and 1759, the £100-200 tranche was 3% of
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the population; assuming that a third of this group earned over £150 at that time, the number
of novel-buyers from the middling sort increased from 1% to 5.5% of the population over the
century. This increase in the population who could even afford to occasionally purchase a novel
is far too small to account for the genre’s “rise” as Watt maintains. The increase in numbers of
the middling sort as a whole may have been large enough to “alter the centre of gravity of the
reading public” (emphasis mine) but not the novel-buying public; only a fraction of newcomers to
the middling sort could ever afford to buy novels in the period.
Hume concludes, as I do, that novels were just too expensive for most, if not all, of the
middling sort, writing, “the degree to which a great many books were punitively expensive is
still not sufficiently acknowledged by scholars today. Big novels were direly expensive for at
least 98 percent of the population. At 3s per volume and at least two volumes, novels were out
of reach of all but the truly wealthy, except as an occasional extravagance” (Hume 413).
Multivolume novels were mostly bought by circulating libraries and in this way reached
“modestly affluent” readers “unable or unwilling” to buy them directly but able to afford
membership in a library (Hume 413). St. Clair notes, however, that circulating libraries never
reached more than about 1% of the population (241).
In addition to debunking Watt, the notion that the novel was a cultural product
consumed primarily by the elite bumps up against a monolith of scholarship built on and
around the notion the novel was a popular generic form:
To a degree that few twentieth and twenty-first century critics realize or want to admit,
much of the culture we study was aimed at and principally consumed by the top 1
percent or .5 percent of the English population, a high proportion of it in London. This
is elite culture with a vengeance. Once one gets beyond chapbooks and the cheap seats
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in the patent theaters, there are few cultural products that could be afforded by people
with income under 200£ per annum, except as rare treats. (Hume 415)
Not all those who could afford to buy a novel would buy a novel
The fact that families could have afforded to buy a novel did not, however, mean that
they ever did so. Many consumer goods were on the rise in the century and those with
sufficient disposable income to buy a book might have chosen instead to purchase other new
material goods—curtains, mirrors, mattresses, washstands, clocks, plates, utensils, cutlery,
glasses, candlesticks, bed curtains, tables, chairs, sofas, or rugs—which would go farther to
enhance the comfort and enjoyment of daily life. Even those interested in purchasing reading
material (or even books) had many other choices of texts at lower price points. Broadsides and
ballads were a ha’penny or 1d, pamphlets were not much more, chapbooks were 2-6d, and
abridged novels were 6d to 1.5s. Newer forms of popular print were also exploding in
numbers—newspapers, magazines, and texts for children, all cost less than 1s (Raven,
“Commodity” 86).
To the extent that middlers did purchase books, tastes were conservative and tended
towards religious and educational texts (e.g. a bible, a hornbook, a book of psalms, a prayer
book, a primer, or an almanac) (Raven, “Commodity” 101). Even Watt, admits that religious
texts were the most popular on the market; religious life dominated eighteenth-century culture
and thus taste in reading material (50). To the extent that middlers bought novels, they
selected treasured, staid, printings of known, respected, useful, older works, (e.g. Robinson
Crusoe or Pilgrim’s Progress) (Raven, “Commodity” 101). New novels cost more (because their
price was still controlled by the original printer) and might not have been well-known, in terms
of content or quality, as opposed to old novels, which would have cost less and been “known
quantities” in terms of content; purchasing the newest title had little caché for the middling
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sort. Plus, even middling novel-lovers could purchase scads of reprints for under 2s or less.
Like Barnes & Noble of today, eighteenth-century booksellers sold many books that were not
just published for the first time that year. Thinking about reading at a particular time must
take this reality into account; readers were and are always reading texts published in many
different years at the same time and in an infinite number of different orders (as opposed to
chronological) (Raven, “Commodity” 2). To get a sense of the little library that a family of
modest means might have developed, Thomas Dolby, a thatcher in Lincolnshire, wrote of his
childhood in the 1790s:
My library, that is to say, the library of my father's house, consisted of an old octavo
bible . . . a church prayer book, the Duche [Dyche's Guide to the English tongue, a
standard school book], and a book of pious ejaculations which belonged to my
grandfather . . . I had heard of such a book as Robinson Crusoe. I longed to see it. My
uncle . . . had it. I made repeated journeys to his house, more than three miles distant,
to beg the loan of it but it was always lent to some body or other. I was very near
having it once, for it had only been lent to somebody the evening before I got there.' (St.
Clair 507)
Thus, even to the extent that some among the middling sort could afford to and were
interested in purchasing novels, they were likely not buying them within the first few years of
their publication. How could the purchase of novels over 14-28 years after their first
publication drive the market in any meaningful way? Implicit in Watt’s argument that “middle
class” readers were driving/shaping the market and content of novels is the understanding that
novels were getting produced and immediately consumed in increasing numbers; the movement
of individuals into the novel-affording “middle class” and the act of their buying/reading
novels are synergistic events happening contemporaneously. The consumption habits of the
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small fraction of the middling sort who did purchase novels suggests, however, that the time
between publication and consumption was too attenuated for even this group to drive the
market for new novels. Thus, the Watt myth is deflated yet again.
So, who was buying new novels and driving the market for this new genre?
On the other hand, the number of new novels published did increase in the final decades
of the century, which implies that there was in fact an expanding market demand for such texts.
Who were these new buyers? Marshalling a tremendous amount of varied historical studies,
the most current research suggests that “the increasing number of new books sold represented
a notable expansion of the numbers of books bought by and for an already book-reading section
of the population, rather than simply a great expansion in book purchasing among those of
small income” (Raven, “Commodity” 100). Those who were already purchasing new, “nonessential consumables” were the ones buying new books, as well as other new commodities.
These individuals were not choosing books over other commodities, but were buying both and
more (Raven, “Commodity” 100). Thus, the economic cadre of people we are talking about was
limited to those with substantial disposable income who were already participating in a
significant way in the commodity markets generally (Raven, “Commodity” 100). Increased
traffic from the propertied classes was responsible for the transformation of the book selling
industry after mid-century (Raven, “Commodity” 102). Another observation that supports this
assertion is that fluctuations in wages (of the poor and middling sort) and increases in literacy
rates did not affect the number of new books sold (Raven, “Commodity” 100). By contrast,
increases in rents and land-generated income correspond directly to the number of books sold
(Raven, “Commodity” 100).
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The Political Stakes of Discussing Upward Mobility
We put aside discussion of one major assumption underlying the Watt myth, namely,
that there was increased upward mobility in the eighteenth century. The myth implies that the
ranks of the “middle class” swelled due to the successful climb up the income ladder of families
in the lower orders. As we have seen, there were indeed more families in 1801 with incomes
between £50-£200 (and fewer with incomes below £50), but these shifts in the social
structure were the result of a web of inter-related socio-economic factors—shifts in jobs, wages,
inflation, cost of living, population growth and geographical distribution, etc.—as opposed to
individual upward mobility. In addition, even though more families were earning more money
by 1801, apparently, there was not much of an improvement in the daily lives of most of these
families due to the complexities of these same factors.
The stakes of the debate around whether or not there was upward mobility in the
eighteenth century that increased along with the emergence and ultimate dominance of
capitalism as Britain’s economic system are high and the questions raised in this debate remain
bound up with debates around economic inequality today. In fairness to Watt, his thinking and
argument were the product of the time in which he researched and wrote—Great Britain of the
1950s. His formulation of the novel’s rise was based on “the central explanatory concept
employed by eighteenth-century social historians in the postwar period” for understanding the
emergence of the middle class: the theory of emulation (Hunt 2). The belief that the poor and
middling sort desired to make their lives more like those of the wealthy and were happily
striving towards and sometimes achieving this goal was a powerful analgesic in post-war
Britain, where the pent-up rage of the lower and middle classes who had in fact discovered that
the possibility of economic mobility foreclosed was gaining steam before it burst in the late
1960s and early 1970s.
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More broadly, the notion that upward mobility through work is an innate part of
capitalism itself is critical to its success, for it explains why the lower and middle classes do not
rise, justifying their stasis and generating a tremendous amount of political stability. Thus, the
question of whether and to what extent upward mobility exists in capitalism is a heated subject,
even today, because the promise of upward mobility provides a theoretical justification for the
economic inequality that characterizes capitalist societies. The belief that those born with little
or no money are able to rise of their own volition and achieve an economic status that matches
their worth makes it possible to tolerate the injustice that some are born poor, and it suggests
that those who remain poor have little merit. The fault of poverty, thus, rests squarely on the
shoulders of the individual and the nature of his participation in the economy; it is not an
inevitable product of the (flawed) system itself. Without upward mobility, capitalism is no
more fair than feudalism in that everyone’s economic fate is pre-determined by birth. And, thus,
the century in which worth supposedly emerged victorious from the birth vs. worth debate
feels less a victory than a bait-and-switch.
The “middle class” was not a class
Talking about groups of people who earned incomes within a particular range is quite
different from lumping all these individuals together and calling them a “class,” in the twentyfirst-century sense. Watt implies and explicitly argues that the consumers of new novels were
not a random assortment of individuals but a cohesive group, the members of which had in
common a kind of socio-economic identity: shared experiences, shared values, shared goals, and
shared aesthetic tastes. Simply glancing at the variety of professions among individuals in the
middling sort—freeholders, manufacturers, tradesmen, clergymen—it is obvious that the
lifestyles of these individuals were not similar (even within a particular occupation) in terms of
their daily experiences, geographical locations, income levels, and economic prospects. Those
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we identified as “the middling sort” are a collection of very different sorts of people, who we
have retrospectively identified as neither wealthy nor poor. This group may have enough in
common for us to discuss them collectively from a material historical perspective, with the
understanding that it included individuals with many different sorts of “identities” (e.g.
religious, geographical, professional) that kept them separate from each other in terms of
politics and culture, however, maintaining that these people identified themselves as part of a
“class” is a different sort of claim that misses that this group was not characterized by unity or
consensus (Hunt 14).
In the years since Watt’s Rise of the Novel, the notion that the size of the middle class
increased gradually over the eighteenth century has given rise to heated debate in the fields of
social history, urban history, business history and economic history, but each provides only a
“partial view” of the situation (Gauci 229). In the 1980s, the debate around the emergence of the
middle class was at the heart of a polarized debate around the degree of change versus stasis in
the period. One side saw the period as one of social and political continuities (Gregory Clark)
and one saw it as increasingly dominated by commercial folk (Paul Langford); no consensus has
been reached with respect to the “degree of social and political change at this time, but our
understanding of middling experience has been enhanced by a range of new themes and
approaches…which enliven the field” (Gauci 228).
To the extent that middling sorts increased in number during the period, there is a
general consensus around the fact that these individuals did not feel or see themselves as a
cohesive cultural or political entity, as Watt suggests. Even the work of Langford and his
followers, who champion notions of change led in part by the rise of trade, commerce and its
middling sort of practitioners, seem to concede that “there was only a very limited class
consciousness in the 18th century” (Gauci 230). Wharman, Gauci and others have gone so far
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as to refer to the period before 1780 as “ a pre-class era” (Gauci 231). Even Jonathan Barry and
Christopher Brooks’s seminal collection, The Middling Sort of People (1994), while showing “the
importance of the middling sort as an agency of change within early modern and eighteenthcentury England, did not produce any consensus with respect to the existence of a middle “class”
during this time (Gauci 230-1). Taken together all the work on the middling sort has shown
the “perils of searching for the middle class without due caution. Most historians would now
accept that social identity is a pluralistic, competitive and multi-layered concept, which defies
any easy linear development” (Gauci 232). Gauci’s summary of work on these issues over the
last decade ends by comparing the historian’s task of “finding the middle class in the 18th
century” to a quest for the holy grail (Gauci 232).
So, was there (increased) upward mobility in the eighteenth century?
What was the reality of upward mobility that is the context for these stories? The
current leading study on social mobility was recently published by economic historian Gregory
Clark in The Son Also Rises: Surnames and the History of Social Mobility (2014). Unlike previous
studies that examined only one facet of upward mobility, such as wealth, earnings, occupation,
education or longevity, Clark’s study used new data and a new methodology to determine the
rate of social mobility in eighteenth century. Clarke looked at the surnames of historically
wealthy families and measured their rate of downward mobility over the course of the century,
a rate that is mathematically equal to the rate of upward mobility of the rest of the population.
Previous studies have estimated the rate of upward mobility to be around .3 to .4, but Clark’s
study suggests that it was in fact more like .7 to .8. (This number is a ratio in which 1 would
indicate that there is no movement at all and 0 would indicate that each generation remakes
itself anew.)
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Clark’s huge team used this method to study mobility rates in other countries as well
(e.g. India, United States, Great Britain, China, Japan, and Chile) and in different historical
periods over the last 500 years. Amazingly, his team found that the rate of upward mobility
was consistent across all countries and periods. The notion that changes in economic and
social events and policies—shift to capitalism, the industrial revolution, the development of
social welfare programs, improvements in education, etc.—do not decrease the likelihood that
someone born poor will remain poor proved viscerally offensive and frightening to critics and
readers alike who found it hopeless and deterministic. Nonetheless, Clark’s work has been
widely accepted in the field of economic history as the state of the art theory of social mobility.
It provides some context for the entrenchment of Watt’s myth, indicating the degree to which
the promise/prospect of upward mobility is not only plagued by presentist concerns but also
surrounded by myth from every angle, scholarly and lay.
Final Thoughts
One point of consensus in the study of upward mobility in the period does seem to be
that digital technologies are enabling us, for the first time, to look at the question of upward
mobility and careers on a larger scale. Until recently, studies of individuals or small cohorts
produced data capable only of offering anecdotal evidence that could not easily support any
broader conclusions. The creation of databases than can amalgamate varied data through
methods of translation and standardization, as well as enable the collection and sharing of that
data, offers new solutions to many previously insurmountable hurdles. Unfortunately, it seems
that much of this new data-collecting work is being done in a later period (i.e. after 1780/1790)
for which the hurdles of data collection and preservation are lower. This work in social history
and the literary scholars who would build upon it remains to be done for the period from 17001780/90.
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If industrialization is understood to refer to the conjuncture of various factors that
resulted in the incomes of individuals rising faster than the costs of things, then that process is
one that really did not start to take off until sometime in the last few decades of the century.
The high cost of food and necessities in England retarded this process. There was a real break
around 1780 that began a sudden and radical shift reflected in innumerable social and economic
indicators. For example, the output of new novels published in London in the 1770s was 31. In
the 1780s was 38. In the 1790s it nearly doubled, growing to 66 (St. Clair 665). The
importance of this fact for our analysis is that I think scholars of the 1700-1800 period measure
the numbers at 1700 against the numbers at 1800, discover that there was an increase, and
assume that this increase occurred at a steady pace that lasted 100 years. This erroneous
assumption leads to the mistaken notion that the entire century may be understood as one
characterized by steady change, when in fact change was never slow or steady. Most of the
century was characterized by stasis and the last few decades by radical shifts.
Some have asked me how I can talk about upward mobility without talking about Marx.
The truth is that Great Britain in the eighteenth century was a pre-capitalist society in which
working individuals were just beginning to become detached from the things they made and
did not feel any kind of connection to others based solely on the amount of money they had.
The proletariat, as such, simply did not yet exist en masse or in a way that made laboring
individuals feel like they were part of a group that shared a common purpose, interests, and/or
experiences. As such, his specific arguments about upward mobility are not exactly applicable
for this period. What’s more, the eighteenth century was a period of transitions—a continued
move away from feudal structures, a move into mercantilism, and the beginning of shifts into
capitalism. Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations was published in 1776, and while it certainly
commented on developing trends in motion on a small scale, it was by no means a summary of
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the way the economy worked on a large scale. It was not until the decades after 1815 that the
Industrial Revolution “spread from a local phenomenon confined to a few industries to large
segments of the production economy” (Mokyr 459).
I do, however, rely on Marx’s idea that literature as part of the superstructure works to
keep people in the socio-economic place into which they were born in a variety of subtle and
intangible ways. Perhaps naively, or at the very least conservatively, I also believe that even
from within the superstructure, literature comes to life in the hands of each new human reader
in ways that cannot be imagined or controlled; as much as literature adds links to the
social/political/economic chains that bind us it also contains tools for their possible destruction.
It is from this perspective of viewing literature as both serving the superstructure and perhaps
planting the seeds of its undoing that I have approached my questions about upward mobility
here.
Conclusion
Thus, it seems that the upward mobility through work plot that dominated the novels of
Defoe was largely absent from the novel during its “rise” in the eighteenth century for a
number of reasons. First, “the middle class” that Watt imagined—a group of individuals who
felt connected to each other through their shared experiences, values, and dreams—simply did
not exist as such in the eighteenth century. Those whose incomes placed them above the poor
and below the rich—the middling sort—did grow in numbers over the century, but only after
the period during which the novels Watt considers were published, and more importantly, most
of this group could not afford to buy new novels anyway. New novels were among the highest
priced books on the market and only the wealthiest of the middling sort would have been able
to afford to buy one on occasion. The percent of the population who were middlers and could
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have afforded to purchase new novels grew from about 1% of the population (from 1688 to
1759) to about 5.5% of the population (in 1801); this increase happened entirely in the closing
decades of the century. Recent research suggests the uptick in the production and sale of new
novels in the period is instead largely attributable to changing tastes and increased bookbuying habits of the already wealthy. Last, the rate of social mobility in the eighteenth century
was low and remained constant throughout the century. For all these reasons, it does not
appear that Watt’s novel-reading “middle class” was driving the market for new novels. It
makes some sense then that stories of economic mobility through work did not find their way
into the pages of new novels; these social moves were not often happening and would have been
of limited interest to the wealthy who were buying them. Instead, infrequent, “strange” tales of
upward mobility demonstrate the ways in which social mobility of a few characters does not
ultimately disrupt the social order. Even in the early nineteenth century, we see Austen’s
novels working to manage the fallout from the impact that the presence of such newly wealthy
strivers has on the wealthy social circles they infiltrate. In addition, these texts reflect what
seems to have been the socio-economic reality around upward mobility in the period—there
was little of it.
Much more work needs to be done to account for the disappearance of upward mobility
through work stories like Defoe’s from the genre he helped launch, but what we know so far is
enough to lay the Watt myth to rest. The novel at mid-century was not a genre that was
bought, read by, and a reflection of the experiences of a new swelling middle class. The middle
class as such did not exist until well into the nineteenth century and the middling sorts of the
eighteenth century were likely buying and reading other kinds of printed texts, and leaving the
novels for the wealthy.
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Chapter 3
“Distresses, Trials, Misfortunes, and every interesting Event”: The Upward Mobility
through Work Plot in Travel/Life-Writing, 1719-1809
In my hunt for novels first published after Defoe’s that contained the upward mobility
through work plot, I searched Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO) for texts whose
titles contained the words —"history,” “extraordinary,” “strange,” “surprising,” “adventures,”
“famous,” “life of,” “story of,” “fortune,” “misfortune,” and “travels”—words that litter the title
pages of Defoe’s stories of upward mobility through work. These searches yielded a handful of
upward mobility through work stories, but they were not novels. Instead, these texts whose
titles promised accounts of the “extraordinary” adventures of an individual (and in particular
her/his economic and professional experiences) belonged to the genres we now call travel
literature, adventure literature, and most broadly, life-writing. Like Defoe’s novels, these texts
purport to be autobiographical, and their titles promise (albeit with a bit less detail) to deliver
the same sorts of stories, full of changes in fortune and voyages abroad. Let’s take a moment to
look at two of these texts. Below are images of the title page of Defoe’s Captain Singleton (3rd
ed. 1768) 1 (fig. 1) and of one of the texts I found through the ECCO search I described above,
History of Thomas Aram (1776) (fig. 2). Just how similar are they?

Interestingly, this reprint of Singleton is produced by a consortium of printers that includes Joseph Johnson, the
longtime friend and publisher of William Godwin, Mary Wollstonecraft, Thomas Paine, and Maria Edgeworth.

1
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Fig. 1. Title Page of Captain Singleton (1768)
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Fig. 2. Title Page of History of Thomas Aram (1776)
History of Aram promises the same sort of story as Singleton—an individual who suffers
childhood abuse, leaves Great Britain to voyage on the sea, meets with a series of adventures
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and near-escapes in a life of international trade, and works his way up the socio-economic
ladder enough to pen and publish a tale. It promises a first-person narrator who has lived to
tell his tale because, like Defoe’s heroes, he has been able to “Endure and Conquer.” Aram is a
human and now a literary testament to individual resilience in the face of life’s “Distresses,”
“Trials,” and “Misfortunes.” Beyond the cover, Aram’s story, like Defoe’s, is indeed rife with
the violence and horrors of the working poor, the painful consequences of deprivation, the
brutality of physical abuse at the hands of cruel employers, and the adventures of life aboard
ship. The story could easily be an eighteenth-century novel.
Today, the line that divides fiction from nonfiction (and thus novels from life writing) is
perceived by readers to be vital to understanding the text and its relationship to the events
described within it. Readers want to know exactly how much they can trust the thoughts and
behaviors of autobiographer to be “real,” and whether the stories hold up as practical models for
solutions to similar situations in their own lives. (Just think of James Frey’s 2006 appearance
on “The Oprah Winfrey Show” to discuss A Million Little Pieces). Today, novels declare on
their face their generic belonging.
By contrast, for many eighteenth-century texts neither its face nor its content revealed
its generic category. Furthermore, the boundary that divided novels from travel/life writing
was inchoate, subject to error, and did not necessarily fall along the axis that now separates
“truth” from “fiction.” McKeon discusses this fact in The Origins of the English Novel: 1600-1740
(1987); even the concepts underlying these terms and this distinction were in flux and would
have been of little/different/uncertain meaning to contemporary readers. A reader would have
discovered the genre of a text by its categorization by the bookseller or librarian. Encountered
outside the bookstall or lending library, a reader could not tell the genre of a text. Only the
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printer’s name on the cover might give a clue as to whether the story was a novel or a travel
narrative, that is, if the reader happened to be familiar with the printer’s reputation. Even
knowing a text’s genre did not necessarily assist the reader in sorting out the mix of “fact” and
“fancy” contained therein. These stories looked alike, sounded alike, and contained similar sorts
of plots, leaving the reader to determine for her/himself the value of each text as a potential
tool for self-help. Thus, discussion of the micro-genre of upward mobility through work stories
would be incomplete without consideration of travel/adventure/life-writing texts. Resisting
the presentist habit of separating literary analyses by genre, this project unites discussion of
novels with life-writing texts that were not only built around the same story, but printed, sold,
bought, read, and thought about alongside novels.
A number of life writing texts by more widely read and celebrated authors also
populated eighteenth-century booksellers’ tables. Although these texts often ended up next to
a pile of reprints of Defoe’s novels, many of these stories (about the working lives of individuals
that track the hero’s journey to an improved economic situation) vary from the pattern
established in Defoe’s novels and offer a different form and focus. For example, in the 1740s
Samuel Johnson penned a number of biographies of men who had worked their way up the
economic ladder through hard work. In 1744, he published the story of his friend, poet Richard
Savage, in An Account of the Life of Mr. Richard Savage (1744); in it he echoed his subject’s own
claim that like Jaque, he was born the abandoned son of a nobleman who worked his way up to
professional accomplishment (and ultimately back down to poverty). Johnson followed this
with other biographies such as The Life of Francis Drake, whose life was a true rags-to-riches
story, beginning as a farmer and ending as a knighted sea captain and explorer.
Another travel/life-writing text more well-known today, The Interesting Narrative of the
Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African (1789), a text penned in service of the
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abolitionist movement, recounts Equiano’s move from freedom to enslavement and back to
freedom. A compelling story of economic mobility, Equiano, while still enslaved, moves from
pennilessness to quite a bit of money by trading fruit and other goods on his sea voyages.
Ultimately, he purchases his own freedom for £70 with the money he has earned through his
entrepreneurial undertakings. The text and its lengthy subscriber list are further evidence of
his ascent up the economic and social ladders. Less obvious stories of upward mobility through
work are the first and second-hand accounts of sea captains like James Cook and William Bligh.
These texts do not describe the personal history of social mobility of these men of humble
beginnings, but their professional achievements serve as evidence that real men indeed worked
their way up through the ranks of the Royal Navy from seaman to captain. Last, The
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, first published in English in London in 1793, tells the story
of the son of a British emigrant to the colonies who like Defoe’s heroes (and Unca Eliza)
managed to earn a comfortable livelihood through jobs and businesses already oversubscribed
in Great Britain. These biographical texts, like the novels I discussed in chapters one and two,
render apparent the inextricable link between geographical mobility and upward mobility. In
these earlier chapters I discussed how these texts presume a different system of valuation of
material goods, ideas, and services in places/cultures outside Great Britain, an idea that implies
innumerable professional opportunities for Britons who travel there. In this chapter, our hero
travels to new and strange places inside Great Britain, highlighting the frequent link between
geographical mobility and the dissembling that can be necessary to achieve upward mobility.
As I discussed in chapter two, new novels were indeed the highest priced books
available for sale other than specially printed texts such as collector’s editions (e.g. an author’s
complete works, specially bound editions, etc.). Such texts would likely have been purchased by
those who were most well off, as opposed to the “middle class” readers Ian Watt
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imagined. Although most information on prices and sales of these texts has not been
unearthed, I was able to discover that at least some of these life writing texts were sold at a
significantly lower price. The Life, Strange Voyages and Uncommon Adventures of Ambrose
Gwinnett (1770), for example, was printed and sold by John Lever for only 6d, as opposed to the
novel’s typical 3-5s per volume. Although there is far more research to be done, it is my
suspicion that these life writing books were generally sold at a price point well below novels,
and thus purchased by and aimed at readers/book buyers who were interested in new stories
but were not wealthy. In this lower priced form of popular literature, stories of upward
mobility through work continued to proliferate over the course of the century, and rendering
them an important part of the literary history of this micro genre.
Thus far, I have argued that the fictional texts we have considered made the prospect of
upward mobility through work appear unlikely or impossible, discouraging possible strivers (to
the extent these texts made their way into their hands) and soothing the wealthy who might be
anxious about the possible impact of such upstarts on their social circle. I have attributed the
seeming impossibility of upward mobility through work in these fictional texts largely to the
way these narratives were crafted. As statistically rare as economically mobile individuals
actually were in the eighteenth century (see chapter two for a discussion of current sociohistorical research on this issue), life writing stories of upward mobility through work seem to
have made it onto the stands of booksellers in disproportionate numbers, albeit in genres other
than the novel.
Thus, while the upward mobility through work plot faded from novels after Defoe, it
continued to have an active life in the pages of eighteenth-century popular British
literature. The plot simply moved off center stage in novels and onto center stage in less
expensive texts, such as travel literature, which was by far the most popular (i.e. most
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frequently purchased from booksellers and most frequently borrowed from lending libraries)
literary genre after religious material for all but the last few years of the eighteenth century.
While time does not permit a full exploration of all forms in which this plot appears in the
travel/life-writing genre, this chapter offers a discussion of one fascinating text, The Female
Shipwright; or, the Life and Extraordinary Adventures of Mary Lacy (1773), that resonates
deeply with the aspects of the novels we have discussed thus far. My hope is that this brief
analysis will serve as a place holder for a more exhaustive study down the road.
As I discussed in chapter one, a critical aspect of upward mobility through work for the
heroes of Defoe’s novels is dissembling. Singleton, Jaque, and Moll often pretend to be
someone or something they are not in order to get away with something illegal—falsely flying
the flags of different nations on British vessels, falsely posing as subjects of another nation by
speaking different languages in foreign ports, wearing different clothes, or simply lying. Unca
Eliza is no different. The career she builds for herself in the Caribbean, like that of Captain
Singleton, rests entirely upon a sustained performance of an alternate identity. Eliza took
dissembling even a step farther in order to do the work she desired—at first completely hiding
herself in a statue and pretending to be a deity and later only partly revealing her true identity.
Like Unca Eliza, Lacy also left behind her social identity in order to work in the profession she
chose. As a young woman, Lacy passed as a man for over a decade in order to work as a ship’s
carpenter. Her autobiography enriches our consideration of the role of dissembling in
eighteenth-century upward mobility through work stories and speaks to some of the
fascinating questions I have already begun to address around the relationship between one’s
work and one’s personal identity. To what extent does one’s profession determine one’s social
identity? If we do different work in a different place, do we become someone else? Perhaps, the
most important question with respect to the social work of texts (objects which purport to
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document economic transformations) is: how do these texts capture and explain this
transformation? In this chapter, I will discuss Lacy’s story in terms of the same questions that
guided my discussion of fictional texts: How does the main character actually achieve upward
mobility through work? Does the story make it seem unlikely or impossible? What is the role
of geographical mobility in the text?
Historians have verified the following pieces of Lacy’s biography. Lacy was born in
1740 to poor parents and raised in a small town in Kent. At the age of 19, she left home and,
passed herself off as a boy named William Chandler. She enlisted in the Royal Navy, landing a
job as a carpenter’s servant and worked aboard various ships until she obtained an
apprenticeship with a shipwright at the Portsmouth dockyard. For the seven years of her
apprenticeship, she was passed to different alcoholic and irresponsible masters, who did not pay
her the wages to which she was entitled or provide her consistently with food, clothing or
lodging. She earned her certificate as a shipwright in 1770. After that, she worked as a
carpenter in Portsmouth for two more years until an attack of what historians speculate was
rheumatoid arthritis rendered her unable to work. In 1772, Lacy applied for and received a full
naval shipwright’s pension. The following year she published her autobiography in London.
Like all of Defoe’s upward mobility stories, Lacy’s story begins with an accounting of
her name, place of birth, and the socio-economic circumstances of her family:
After mentioning my maiden name, which was MARY LACY, it will be proper to
inform the reader, that I was born at Wickham, in the county of Kent, on the 12th of
January, 1740; but had not been long in the world before my mother and father agreed
to live at Ash, so that I knew little more of Wickham than I had learned from my
parents, on which account Ash might almost be reconed my native place. My father and
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mother were poor, and forced to work very hard for their bread. They had one son and
two daughters, of whom I was the eldest. (59)
The start of Lacy’s economic journey is not as bleak as that of Colonel Jacque, who slept in the
ashes at a glass factory, never knowing his own name or parents, but it is not especially
desirable either. She is possessed of a stable family, but they are “poor” and her parents are
“forced to work very hard for their bread” to support three children. Like Defoe’s povertystricken children, Lacy is also the victim of severe childhood abuse. Recalling her childhood,
Lacy writes: “I then thought my mother was my greatest enemy, for she being a very
passionate woman, used to beat me in such a manner, that the neighbors thought she would kill
me (60). Her parents were, however, able to secure her a safe and fairly easy (by her own
account) job as a domestic servant. As discussed in chapter one, job placement is one critical
economic service a family can provide for a child.
For Lacy, however, this first job did not last and was followed by a succession of others.
Lacy briefly attends a charity school where she learns to read before taking a job as a servant of
the schoolmistress. She learns to knit and work with a needle but ends up earning her daily
bread doing errands and odd jobs around town. Like Defoe’s heroes, Lacy falls into a life of
petty thievery and a circle of friends who are generally on the wrong side of the law.
Lacy does not, however, leave home to escape her poverty. Like Crusoe, she leaves her
family and home because of her “roving disposition” and dislike of being indoors (Lacy 61).
The feelings Lacy describes here are reminiscent of those Nancy Armstrong labels “excess
desire” in How Novels Think: The Limits of British Individualism, 1719-1900 (2005). Armstrong
argues that the main character’s desire to do and be something other or more than s/he was
assigned by birth drives the action of eighteenth-century novels. Consistent with Armstrong’s
notion of “excess desire,” historians of female-cross-dressers have posited that Lacy and others
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yearned to be free of the social and physical limitations that sentenced laboring-class women to
rather circumscribed domestic lives (Stark 92-95). Within the bonds of marriage, even the
legal identity of a woman was suspended; as wives, women were without access to money,
varied work, adventure, or power (Easton, “Covering” 114; Stark 92-95).
Lacy ultimately leaves Ash on an impulse: “a thought came into my head to dress myself
in men’s apparel, and set off by myself” (63). Lacy manages to realize this idea and works her
way into a career as a naval shipwright, which commanded a salary of approximately £38 per
year. This salary is modest, but for just one person without a family to support, she would
likely have been able to stay out of debt and maintain a stable lifestyle. How did she pull off
this professional, personal, and economic transformation?
The key to Lacy’s upward mobility was her successful transition from life as a woman to
life as a man. Without this external change of gender, she could not have been hired by the
Royal Navy which did not permit women in its ranks and officially forbade even the presence of
women aboard ship. 2 Amazingly, Lacy describes her transition solely as a matter of acquiring
and changing clothes:
…a thought came into my head to dress myself in men’s apparel, and set off by
myself; but where to go, I did not know, nor what I was to do when I was gone. I had
no thought what was to become of me, or what sorrow and anxiety I should bring upon
my aged father and mother by losing me; but my inclinations were still bent on leaving
home. In order to do this, I went one day into my master’s brother’s room, and there
found an old frock, an old pair of breeches, an old pair of pumps, and an old pair of
stockings; all which did very well but still was at a great loss for a hat; but then I

2 Of course, from the time this first rule first appeared in print in 1587, it was disobeyed (Stark 1-2). Wives of high
ranking officers and various female passengers regularly were permitted aboard vessels, however, no women lived
and worked as singletons on a British Naval Ship, unless they were disguised as men (Stark 1-2).
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recollected that my father had got one at home, if I could procure it unknown to my
parents; I therefore intended to get it without their knowledge: whereupon I went to my
mother’s house to ask her for a gown which I had given her the day before to mend for
me. She answered, I should have it tomorrow; But little did my poor mother know what
I wanted; for I went immediately into my father’s room, took the hat, put it under my
apron, and came downstairs; but I never said good-bye, or anything else to my mother;
but went home to my place, and packed up the things that I had got; and now only
waited an opportunity to decamp.
On the first day of May, 1759, about-six o’clock in the morning, I set off; and
when I had got out of town into the fields, I pulled off my cloaths and put on men’s,
leaving my own in a hedge; some in one place and some in another. Having thus
dressed myself in men’s habit, I went on to a place called Wingham, where a fair was
held that day. Here I wandered about til evening; then went to a public house, and
asked them to let me have a lodging that night, for which I agreed to give two-pence:
now all the money I had when I came away was no more than five-pence. Accordingly,
I went to bed, and slept very well til morning, when I got up, and began to think which
way I should go…. (63)
Remarkable as it is, this passage suggests that changing her clothes (and her geographical
location) were all that was necessary to begin life as a man. Lacy expresses no anxiety here
about being discovered to be a woman, nor does she report being harassed or even given a
strange look by a single person she encounters at the fair or the pub where she stays her first
night as a man. Apparently, her change of dress provided her with a completely new male
social identity. Historians have not discovered any images of Lacy, so we do not know what
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she looked like dressed as a woman or a man other than that her fellow seamen described her as
a “little man” (Stark 124).
In short order, Lacy, and thus her story, make their way the forty-or-so miles to
Chatham. While Lacy is lunching with some young men, a “gentleman” approaches her and
asks whether she would like to go to sea. She agrees, boards the HMS Sandwich, and speaks
with the gunner: “I told him my name was William Chandler: but God knows how that came
into my head; though it is true, my mother’s maiden name was Chandler, and my father’s name
was William Lacy; therefore I took the name of Chandler” (65). He takes her at her word and
hires her as a carpenter’s servant. She works aboard the Sandwich for two years. The Sandwich
was a new ship, launched in the spring of 1759. Lacy was one of 750 men and 99 guns aboard
ship as it patrolled the waters between Torbay, England and Brest, France. After that, she
worked as a purser’s servant aboard the HMS Royal Sovereign for two more years.
Passing as a man aboard ship involved much more than simply dressing in men’s
clothes. Critical to her ability to keep her job was hiding her own genitalia and bodily
functions from the all-male crew. Living in close quarters—sleeping, using the lavatory,
dressing, etc.—she had to make sure her body was covered at all times and find ways around
the obvious challenges posed by urination and menstruation. Lacy’s story does not mention
these issues, and little is known about how Lacy and other female seamen (sailor is the term for
workers on a merchant ship while seaman is the term for workers on ships in the navy and
marines) dealt with them (Stark 166). Historian Suzanne Stark’s book Female Tars: Women
Aboard Ship in the Age of Sail (1996) is the only in-depth study of Lacy and the other two female
seamen who penned memoirs and it she suggests that urination might have been possible by
simply waiting until the bathroom was empty (89). Stark also mentions a female seaman who
recounted attaching a tube to her person to feign urination with a penis (89). With respect to
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menstruation, she suspects that amenorrhea, which would have been quite likely in light of the
strenuous nature of the work and poor diet, could have eliminated the problem altogether
(Stark 90). Stark maintains that even if Lacy bled onto her clothes and other men saw, they
would likely attribute the blood to another medical condition; venereal disease was common
among seamen and could cause similar-looking bleeding (90). Stark also notes that the many
crowded bodies aboard ship were plagued with so many physical ailments that various
symptoms and complaints likely received little attention; the tightness of the living quarters
required seamen to maintain a kind of psychological distance from each other that diminished
the scrutiny of others (89-90).
Hiding one’s sex and gender aboard a ship in the Royal Navy would not have been as
difficult in the eighteenth century as it would be today (Stark 88-90). First, the process of
enlisting in the Royal Navy was far simpler; one needed only to give a name and make a mark
in the ship’s roll (Stark 89). When Lacy enlisted in 1759, the middle of the Seven Years’ War,
the navy was badly in need of men; press gangs abounded dragging unwilling new recruits into
service (Stark 88). After the conclusion of the Napoleonic wars, the size of the Navy shrank,
and procedures for enlistment became more rigorous; only then did verification of identity and
a physical examination become standard procedure (Stark 122). Some of the living habits of the
men on ships also made it easier for Lacy to keep her secret. Bathing was rare, and seamen did
not change their clothes for sleeping (Stark 89). Thus, Lacy was never required to remove her
clothes.
Aside from these logistical hurdles, passing as a man in order to work as a seaman also
demanded of Lacy various kinds of social performance. As a man, her relations with fellow
seamen included regular physical assaults and brutal fighting. As a carpenter’s servant, she
was expected to perform any task given her and accept any kind of treatment from her master.
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Having a fine looking servant was a source of pride for her first master, whose dangerous
megalomania is palpable in Lacy’s description of his behavior: “[h]e always caused me to clean
my own shoes as well as those that belonged to him; and if they were not done to his mind, he
would kick me with great violence. Whereupon he peremptorily expressed himself thus, You
dog, I will make you go neat and clean for you are a carpenter’s servant; and you shall appear as
such” (80). Lacy also withstood repeated attacks by a group of officers-in-training. At one
point Lacy determines that she must fight in order to survive:
Hereupon we instantly engaged, and fought a great while; but, during the combat, he
threw me with such violence cross buttocks, that were almost enough to dash my brains
out; but I never gave out, for I knew if I did, I should have one or another of them
continually upon me: therefore we kept to it with great obstinacy on both sides; and I
soon began to get the advantage of my antagonist, which all the people who knew me
perceiving, seemed greatly pleased; especially when he declined fighting any more; and
the more so, as he was looked upon as the best fighter among them. (72)
Here, not only did Lacy have to fight, she had to win to ensure her own future safety.
Working as a shipwright meant that Lacy also had to perform the part of a seaman in
her relations with women. In various situations, she was obligated to share beds with women,
some of whom were sexually aggressive. She reports that one woman “pinched me black and
blue” and another kept her “ever at her tongue’s end” (Lacy 102); all of these experiences caused
her “an uneasy night’s lodging” (Lacy 113) but may not have been too unpleasant because she
claims that they left her with a deeper understanding of how young men in similar situations
are unable to resist such “temptations” (Lacy 113).
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Lacy circulated frequently among women and was very popular. Lacy writes: “I had
plenty of sweethearts in a little time; and got myself a fine name among them. As I was
frequently walking out with some of them, the men of the yard concluded that I was a very
amorous spark when I was the company of the women” (Lacy 112). Lacy boasts of her success
with women. She explains: “Indeed, I was in general well beloved by the women, if by nobody
else” (Lacy 96) and later remarks that she “soon became a tolerable proficient in the art of
courtship” (Lacy 108). Lacy often writes about how she uses her popularity with women to
bolster the credibility of her male identity:
It appeared my master formed a strong suspicion that I had a sweetheart who lived
upon the Common, and was often talking about it, advising me to be cautious, and not
to marry til I was out of my time; and then he would give me a wedding dinner. Indeed
I often laughed to myself, when I considered that my master imagined I went a
courting; for I was acquainted with several young women, which occasioned him to
think that I was rather too familiar with them: and truly very glad I was he thought so;
for in that case he could have no mistrust of my sex. (97)
In this way, her perceived sexual prowess is not only part of her professional identity as a
seaman, but also a defense against suspicion of her true sex.
Some of Lacy’s encounters with women developed into significant relationships. Lacy
writes about two steady girlfriends, one named Betsy and another named Sarah Chase. Fellow
seamen and Lacy’s master teased that Lacy was engaged or married to each. Lacy admits that
she and Sarah “were very intimate together” (Lacy 120), but that Sarah never suspected that
Lacy was a woman. Lacy expresses sincere remorse over having to part with Sarah; she regrets
having led her on: “[T]he worst embarrassment I had involved myself in, was my being so
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intimate with Sarah” (Lacy 134). Despite her remorse, Lacy never considers revealing the true
reason for her departure.
After living aboard ships for four years, Lacy obtains an apprenticeship in Portsmouth
and is expected to board with her master. Living in the civilian home of her master forces Lacy
into a rather intimate relationship not only with him but also with his family. Lacy describes
many incidents in which the wives of her various masters flirt with her, touch her, tease her, or
abuse her. She seems to have garnered quite a lot of attention from these women. Her first
master’s wife drinks excessively, has a hot temper, and reacts violently to her own fluctuating
finances, all of which made living with her difficult. This mistress also liked her and often made
sexual advances towards her: “While I was laying the cloth my mistress would stroke me down
the face, and say, I was a clever fellow. Which expression made me blush” (Lacy 96). Another
time, Lacy writes: “My mistress observing me, came and placed herself in my lap, stroking me
down the face, telling the waterman what she would do for me” (Lacy 106). Lacy writes of her
frequent anxiety that her master will catch her with his wife and be enraged. One night, she
returns home to another odd scene of inappropriate behavior from her mistress:
In the morning I went to work as usual. But on my return home at night, my mistress
was standing at the bar, and Mrs. Cureall with her. Seeing me come in, she said to Mrs.
Cureall, Here comes my little curl-pou’d dog; he is ashamed to come and kiss me; and I
can’t say but what I was. Upon this I went backwards to consider how I should act,
provided she should say so again. After having considered how I should behave myself
on this occasion, I went in; and the very moment she saw me return, said, Why I told
you he was ashamed to come and kiss me. No, that I am not, said I. Accordingly I went
to her; and she stooped down to let me kiss her, when I perceived she was very much in
liquor; so that I was obliged to put her to bed, our maid being abed with a young man,
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who swore next morning that I had been in bed with my mistress. Indeed as I was
willing to do any thing for a quiet life, it was no wonder that such reports prevailed
among the people; though they all agreed that I acted quite right. (Lacy 126)
Sometimes the drunken, sexually aggressive behavior of Lacy’s mistress and/or master
escalated to outright violence. Figuring out exactly how to behave in these situations would
have been challenging for any young seaman and must have been only more so for Lacy: “I
must here acknowledge with truth, that the frequent quarrels and fighting between my master
and mistress made my life very uncomfortable. Their differences and skirmishes were so often
repeated, that I was obliged to take a tinder-box in my room to strike a light upon occasion,
and go down to part-them, if I could” (Lacy 126). She was also abused by her mistress in her
master’s absence. In one instance, toward the end of her seven-year term, she tried to stick up
for herself, and was cast out of the house completely, leaving her with nowhere to live:
[W]hen I came from the dock, my mistress would make me clean shoes, knives, forks,
and so all the drudgery of the house as before, But I had sometimes the courage to tell
her, that I was not put ‘prentice to be treated in such a manner: with that she catched
me by the hair of my head, and turned me out of doors; which the people observing,
asked if she was not ashamed to use me in such a rough manner? She said, I should not
come there again; though it was excessive cold weather, and I had no friend to go to.
(Lacy 128)
This conflict caused serious problems for Lacy. Her salary was too low for her to afford other
living quarters; room and board were the core of her compensation and essential for survival.
Despite periods without a bed, food, or clothes Lacy persevered and completed her seven-year
term.
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Aside from the effort and anxiety involved in disguising her physical body and the
constant social performance in her relations with others, Lacy’s journey up the economic ladder
was accomplished by performing the back-breaking professional labor required of a shipwright.
There are numerous descriptions of the demanding labor she performs as part of her work.
The first task she is assigned when she begins her apprenticeship causes her to doubt that she
can endure: “The first work I began upon was, to bore holes in the bottom of the ship called
the Thunder, which, as I was at first unacquainted with the method of doing it, proved hard
work for me. This occasioned me to think I should not be able to serve out my time without
being discovered” (Lacy 95). At another point, she must take part in the dismantling of a ship
retired from service; she describes this work as “so very difficult . . . that I strained my loins in
the attempt, the effects of which I felt very sensibly at night when I went home, for I could
hardly stand and had no appetite to my victuals. But notwithstanding my legs would scarce
support me, I continued working till the ship was quite demolished, and then we were ordered
on board the Sandwich to bring on her waling, which was very heavy (Lacy 137). Days aboard
ship lasted 11 hours and sometimes included another four or five hours of overtime.
Lacy also achieved upward mobility by successfully obtaining (and mastering) the series
of jobs necessary for a man to rise in the ranks of her chosen profession. She takes an entrylevel job at first (carpenter’s servant), and when her boss moves off the ship, she finds her way
to another position (purser’s servant). Like her first job, she is a purser’s servant for two years,
until the boatswain of the Sandwich connects her with the carpenter of the HMS Royal William,
a Mr. M’Clean, who was looking for an apprentice. Lacy wins the job, which Stark points out
was quite a coup; these positions were generally reserved for family members of the tradesman
(147). Deciding whether to take the apprenticeship, she consults the boatswain of the Royal
Sovereign, who advises: “agree to the proposal; for that it was better to have some trade, than
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none at all” (Lacy 93). Lacy hesitated to accept the apprenticeship because “the dread of being
discovered that I was a woman before the expiration of my apprenticeship, was a great
obstacle” (Lacy 93). She forges ahead, however, setting herself up in a saleable trade that
eventually qualifies her to work independently.
Perhaps most significant to her ultimate success, she simply persists. She endures a
seven-year apprenticeship and earns her shipwright’s certificate. Her description of receiving
her shipwright’s license shows just how much she believed her work performance to be bound
up with her gender performance. She writes: “I carried the certificate to the clerk of the
cheque’s office, where I was entered as a man” (Lacy 135). Lacy sees her official success in
developing a trade as part and parcel of her success in passing as a man. Her professional
credential has the added benefit of possibly shielding her from future scrutiny regarding her
gender since she has been vetted by the crown as a qualified (male) shipwright.
For all the work she performed during her years as a servant and an apprentice, she
received little or no pay. As a carpenter’s servant, Lacy’s salary was about £4 per year and her
narrative suggests that she was never paid in full. She later discovered that she could have
gone to the city of Chatham to demand her wages, but it would have been impossible for her to
leave her post (Lacy 88). As an apprentice, her wages were little more than those of a servant
and, again, she was regularly denied these due to the financial instability of her various masters.
Naval shipwrights were paid 2s 1d a day (£38 per year) and money for selling scraps of wood
(“chip”) could add a few pence a day. Although they were supposed to receive their pay
quarterly, this pay was usually at least a quarter in arrears (Stark 85).
Working for men who were often broke meant that Lacy was frequently working
without adequate food, clothing or lodging. Lacy does not mince words when she describes the
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physical hardships she endured in pursuit of her certificate. She recounts stories of working for
various masters who were unable to meet their obligations to their employees: “My master was
now become so poor, that he was not able to buy me a pair of shoes” (Lacy 131). Of another
master, Lacy explains:
I had neither cloaths to my back, nor shoes or stockings to my feet notwithstanding
which, I was frequently (even in the dead of winter) obliged to go to the dock-yard barefooted. But my hardships did not end here for the little provision I sometimes had,
would scarce enable me to go through the work of the yard; and sometimes I had none
at all. And to add to my farther miseries, as though I had not enough already, they
compelled me to lay with the most vile and abandoned wretches of all denominations,
who were in all respects the greatest blackguards that ever could be seen: so that for
five years and a half of my apprenticeship I went through a great variety of hardships as
any person in my station could possibly experience. (116)
Lacy sometimes combatted her master’s economic deficiencies by performing extra work for the
impressed men who were regularly joining their ranks. Her fellow seamen seem to have been
aware of her poverty and supported her efforts to make ends meet: “my messmates would tell
them they must pay me for it, because I had no friend in the world to help me: so that when I
had done any thing for them, one would give me a pair of stockings, another breeches, and the
rest would supply me in return with other necessaries” (Lacy 88).
Following the career path of a (male) shipwright also meant enduring the litany of
physical illnesses that plagued seamen. Lacy’s ability to survive and persist despite these
medical challenges made her climb up the economic ladder possible. During her career, Lacy
suffered from scurvy, a head injury, fevers, and arthritis among other things. She was one of
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many seamen who suffered an increased number of illnesses on board the Sandwich in the first
years after its launch, which historians have speculated may have been due to its hasty
construction with inadequately seasoned wood (Stark 140). As we saw in Roderick Random
(doubtless informed by Smollett’s own experience as a surgeon aboard the HMS Chickchester),
treatment for injuries posed a greater risk than many of the illnesses themselves. Scurvy was
easily cured by eating fruits or vegetables but its standard treatment, bloodletting, could prove
fatal. Seamen knew that a trip to the hospital could be life-threatening; as Lacy put it, a trip to
sick bay was “the only way to put a final period to my existence” (87). Lacy suffered terribly
from rheumatoid arthritis that sometimes forced her to cease working. The care she received
during her arthritic attacks included misdiagnoses, bleeding, and blistering. The sick were
treated in filthy conditions in close proximity to others infected with various contagions.
Last, Lacy’s professional upward mobility was successful simply due to luck. Numerous
situations that could have resulted in her exposure did not. Like post-Defoe upward mobility
novels such as Fanny Hill (discussed in chapter two), the central appeal of Lacy’s story is its
promise of titillating content. Lacy is clearly aware that the possibility of her discovery
provides the primary tension of her narrative. The preface to her memoir promises the text
will divulge, “The uncommon embarrassments and difficulties I struggled with during the first
four years of my service, in order to conceal my sex when at sea, where I was almost
continually in company, with 700 men …and the many narrow escapes I afterwards had…”
(Lacy 57). Few readers would have found the story nearly as compelling had Lacy been a
young man pursuing the same shipwright’s certificate. Perhaps, for this reason, she devotes
only a few pages to her childhood and life before she leaves home and only two paragraphs to
her life after she comes out as a woman and receives her pension.
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Lacy is also lucky that her secret is not discovered during her various medical
treatments. When she is treated by the doctor’s mate for a head wound he does not check her
body for bruises or undress her. As was customary, he looked only at the injured part of her
body and dressed the wound (Stark 89). Even Lacy is surprised that the doctor does not
examine her body, attributing the event to divine intervention: “As it was next to a miracle my
sex was not discovered on the above occasion, I esteemed it a singular mercy God had
prevented it at that time” (87). Likewise, when she is forced to spend several weeks in the
infirmary for several protracted illnesses, her sex is not discovered in the course of her care.
Even when she is bled while unconscious with a fever, she awakens to discover a bandage on
her arm and her secret intact.
Lacy’s professional success is also attributable to the fact that she keeps her composure
even in extremely stressful situations. For example, driven by rage into a fight with another
boy, cheered on by a crowd of young sailors thirsting for blood, she remembers to keep her
dress intact: “I went aft to the main hatch-way, and pulled off my jacket; but they wanted me to
pull off my shirt, which I would not suffer for fear of being discovered that I was a woman, and
it was with much difficulty that I could keep it on” (Lacy 72). It was luck that her breasts
stayed covered, but her own mental (and physical) strength enabled her to win the fight while
worrying that her shirt might fly up at any moment to reveal what was underneath.
Lacy is also lucky enough to avoid a slew of other situations that routinely present
themselves in the course of a seaman’s work and would have led to her detection. She avoids
being flogged (which would have required her to strip to the waist) and being sexually
assaulted by other seamen, which was common for young boys (Stark 89). She even avoids
undressing before her master when he gives her a new set of clothes:
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I must inform you what trouble I was in; for I was afraid that my master would want to
see my shirt; but my fears were soon over; for he only ordered me to put up all my
cloaths together, and carry them on board with me. Now if I had changed my linen at
his house, he would have seen my chest, and then he would have easily discovered my
sex. Accordingly, I took my things, went on board. (Lacy 68)
Lacy also luckily avoids detection when she is assigned to sleep in the same bed as other sailors.
She spends many nights in bed with a man who does not suspect her: “An unfortunate
circumstance attended me here which was, that I had a bedfellow allotted me; being obliged to
lie with the post-chaise boy, which gave me great concern; however, it was the will of God I
should not be discovered at that time, though I continued in this situation while the ship lay at
Plymouth” (Lacy 81). She’s just as lucky with other male bedfellows: “I knew not what to do in
this case: but recollecting that this young man had no suspicion of my being a woman, we went
to bed together; and lay till four o’clock in the morning, when we got up and went to dock”
(Lacy 104). And again later: “As for my fellow servant …though we lay together six months, I
was in no danger of his finding me out, as he was no sooner abed but asleep” (Lacy 105). These
are just a few of the many mentions of sharing beds with men. None of these men ever tries to
touch her or even suspects her secret.
Not only is Lacy lucky that she’s not discovered by her many male bedfellows, she is
lucky that an old acquaintance from Ash does not reveal her secret. Lacy writes:
…some men were drafted …to come on board us: amongst them was a young man that
I knew at Ash whose name was Henry Hambrook; and I was much afraid he would
know me. However, having been on board for some time, he one day came and asked, if
I did not come from Ash? Not being willing to know him, I enquired what reason he
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had for asking such question? O, said he I thought I knew you. However, I took no
farther notice of what he said concerning me: nor did he mention the matter again to
any other person, to my knowledge, though he well knew who I was. (76)
Surely, there were a number of exciting ways he might have handled this unusual intelligence.
How lucky she was that this young man decided not to reveal her secret. Lacy’s greatest stroke
of luck, however, comes when a family friend living in Portsmouth gossips about her secret.
She is suspected by her co-workers and forced to submit to a physical inspection:
The next day I went to the dock, it was whispered about that I was a woman;
which threw me into a most terrible fright believing that some of the boys were going
to search me.… the man whose name was Corbin, and his mate that taught me my
business, came and told me in a serious manner, I must go with them to be searched; for
if you don’t, said they, you will be over-haul’d by the boys. Indeed, I knew not what to
do in this case: but I considered they were very sober men, and that it was safer to trust
them than expose myself to the rudeness of the boys.
They put the question very seriously, which I as ingeniously answered, though it
made me cry so that I could scarce speak; at which declaration of mine, in plainly telling
them I was a woman, they seemed greatly surprised; and offered to take their oaths of
secrecy.
When they went back the people asked them if it was true what they had heard?
No, said they, he is a man and a half to a great many. Ay said one, I thought Chandler
could not be so great with his mistress if he was not a man. (Lacy 131-2)
Instead of revealing her secret, these men become complicit in it. For whatever reason, Lacy’s
co-workers were not eager for her to go. Perhaps she had proven her professional merit, or
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perhaps they pitied her. The text does not state that Lacy developed exceptional skills as a
shipwright or that she was especially talented, although she may have been. These men might
have reacted differently to this discovery, subjecting her to molestation, blackmail, threats, or
immediate exposure to the authorities.
From a narrative perspective, this scene in which the central tension of the story is
released might have surprised or disappointed readers. The frontispiece from an 1814 edition
of Lacy’s story gives life to these unfulfilled expectations (see fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Frontispiece from The Female Shipwright; or, Life and Extraordinary Adventures of Mary
Lacy, William M’Carty, 1814, National Maritime Museum.
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Although the brief written scene in her narrative is devoid of physical contact and her exam
occurs in private before just a few friends, this illustration shows a fellow sailor starting to
touch Lacy as if to pick her shirt off her body. The caption suggests that the revelation of her
true sex would involve some sort of public humiliation on the dock. The image, however, only
gestures towards what might have been. Lacy later discovers that she was betrayed by Mrs.
L_w, a close family friend in whom she had been confiding. Contrary to the titillating
expectations the narrative posits regarding the discovery of her secret, the person who outed
her was not a man but a woman. Unlike the story implied by this image, Lacy was never
suspected by the men with whom she worked. In addition, her ultimate discovery did not bring
a public end to her career. It brought the loyalty and protection of her male co-workers and
private pain over the loss of a friend, “As soon as I heard that Mrs. Low had told everybody
who I was, I was ready to break my heart…” (138).
Last, Lacy seeks and receives a pension for her naval service, clinching her position as a
shipwright on the economic ladder. Records show that she applied for this pension as Mary
Lacy, explaining that she had worked disguised as a man throughout her time at sea and as an
apprentice shipwright. The commission accepted her application and the secret within it,
awarding her the full shipwright’s pension of £20 per annum. While this sum is inadequate to
fully support her, it provided a solid base that she could easily supplement with £15-20 a year;
earning such a sum would not have been too difficult, even with spotty health. What’s more,
this pension legitimized her as a female shipwright. No longer would she have to pretend she
was a man. She now had the right to work as Mary Lacy, the shipwright, with the crown’s
endorsement of her experience.
Does Lacy’s story make upward mobility through work seem possible or impossible?
The piece of Lacy’s story that is most difficult to understand or perhaps believe (and also the
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most critical to its successful outcome) is her ability to pass as a man for eleven years without
discovery. Even notwithstanding the customs around bathing, sleeping, (lack of ) laundry, and
medical care that were standard aboard eighteenth-century naval vessels, maintaining her
secret required quite a bit of luck, as I’ve discussed, which of course undercuts the agency of
one who would follow in her footsteps.
The dissembling Lacy undertook was more comprehensive than that of the other
literary heroes we have discussed. She left the stability of home, family, and the potential for
steady employment to seek a life that she thought might better suit her taste and desire for
adventure. Not only that, she left behind her personal identity. Unca Eliza’s work also
demanded extensive disguise and dissembling. At first, she hid her physical body denied her
very humanity; even that performance, however, seems to have been less physically demanding
and stressful than Lacy’s because its success was more dependent on prevarication than on
concealing her physical body.
One aspect of Lacy’s text that bears on its plausibility and distinguishes it from all other
stories in this study (other than Crusoe and Ennui, discussed in chapter five) is that the hero
undertook this economic journey by choice. Lacy was not driven from her home by poverty;
she had the option of working as a domestic servant or becoming a wife and mother in Ash.
Unlike the other heroes we discussed, at any point during her professional struggles she could
have returned home to her family who loved, worried, and provided for her. Given this
economic safety net and the physical suffering she endured during her apprenticeship, it seems
likely that her economic journey may have been driven as much by the need/desire to
transition to life as a man as her need/desire to work. Although such feelings are omitted from
the text, so are feelings of her love for the work she does. The sacrifices she makes are quite
high for one who is just pursuing this course on a whim, as she claims when she sets out.
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To some extent, the cultural context in which her story appeared may have tempered
any incredulity on the part of contemporary readers. Two other cross-dressing women who
worked in the military also published autobiographies; twenty-three years before Lacy’s story
was published, Hannah Snell published The Female Soldier; or the Surprising Life and Adventures
of Hannah Snell (1750), and later Mary Anne Talbot published Life and Surprising Adventures of
Mary Anne Talbot (1809). 3 Using captains’ logs, ships musters, personal journals, and other
sources, Stark found twenty more verified accounts of women cross-dressing and working in
the Navy (82). In fact, stories of cross-dressing women appeared with regularity in a variety of
forms of print including ballads, broadsides, newspapers, other periodicals (Stark 88-106).
Broadsides cost only a farthing, ensuring that such stories reached individuals at every income
level of the literate public. For example, the broadside ballad “Young Henry of the Raging
Main” tells of a woman named Emma who dresses as a man and follows her lover to sea (Stark
99) (see fig. 4).

Stark carefully researched each detail of these three texts, and found Snell and Talbot’s accounts to be a real mix
of fact and fiction—often heavier on the fiction—and only Lacy’s story to be accurate in nearly every detail.
3
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Fig. 4. Woodcut from the broadside ballad “Young Henry of the Raging Main”; Suzanne Stark,
Female Tars: Women Aboard Ship in the Age of Sail, Pimlico, 1996, p. 99.

Other stories were passed orally, and cost nothing at all. Jean(ne) Baré, who worked as
assistant to botanist Philibert Commerson on Bougainville’s voyage from 1766-69, was
discovered to be a woman a year into the voyage. The story made its way into and out of the
mouths of readers all over Europe (Stark 91). Fraser Easton collected all the news stories on
cross-dressing that appeared in several periodicals between 1731 and 1830, and maintains that
these stories had a regular presence in this print genre throughout the period. These accounts
suggest that these women were motivated for a variety of reasons: identifying as male (Stark
95-97), chasing a male lover to sea (98-102), desire to escape traditional women’s roles (93-95),
and patriotism (Easton, “Covering 114). According to Easton, cross-dressing in order to work
at a man’s job was a real and even respected alternative for poor women without other means of
income (“Covering” 112). These stories circulated widely in periodicals such as The Daily
Advertiser, a London-based general interest daily newspaper widely disseminated in London and
the country across economic classes with a circulation of over 2,500 in 1746 and 5,000 in 1779.
Here is one such story that appeared in The Daily Advertiser on June 9, 1759:
A soldier under cure in the royal infirmary, was discovered some days ago to be a
woman. She has been three years in the service, without the smallest suspicion of her
sex; and managed matters so dexterously, that tho’ she lately married a wife, she had the
address to keep her story still a secret from the regiment. When the late draughts were
made for Germany, she expressed a great inclination to be one of them, from an ardent
desire to serve under a Prussian general. She was extremely alert in all the manual
Exercise of a soldier, was sober, and attentive to her duty: In short, till the discovery
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was made, she was always looked upon as one of the best men in the corps. (Easton,
“Covering” 101)
The presence and wide circulation of these many stories of cross-dressing, working women,
some of which (like Lacy’s) were also stories of upward mobility, bears on our thinking about
the cultural work of Lacy’s text and the general context in which all upward mobility through
work stories were consumed. The reader’s belief in the “truth” of an upward mobility story
must have affected her/his perception of the replicability of the path modeled therein and its
potential as a self-help text. Circulation of these “true” stories of working cross-dressing
women with seemingly fantastical elements that might otherwise signal to the reader that the
upward mobility path in the story belongs to the world of entertainment alone must have
disrupted this easy analysis. Stories like Lacy’s, in many ways as wild as Defoe’s, were
circulated and consumed as “true” stories of upward mobility through work.
What is the relationship between geographical mobility and economic mobility in this
story? In all of the upward mobility through work stories, the hero’s travel to a new
geographical location opened up employment possibilities that did not exist at home. The
problem for Lacy and all our heroes is that their subject position—poor, and/or lowest social
rank, and/or no family, and/or little or no education—comes with very few economic and
professional choices and outcomes. As we have seen in numerous stories thus far,
disguise/dissembling and changing geographic location are two ways for the hero (real or
fictional) to step out of the socio-economic subject position into which s/he was born. These
strategies demonstrate that jobs and opportunities exist for these heroes, but not in Great
Britain for individuals of their socio-economic background. Thus, dissembling in combination
with a geographical change can overcome these barriers and completely change the socioeconomic prospects of an individual/character.
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For Lacy, changing location/leaving home enabled her to shed the socio-economic
identity she was assigned at birth, that of a poor woman. By travelling to a new city, Lacy
could trade her female identity for that of a man which opened a new world of employment
options (and thus economic possibilities) foreclosed to women. Obviously, Lacy’s transition to
a new male identity depended upon her leaving home and entering a community of people who
did not know her as a woman. Without the ability to relocate geographically, she could not
have become a man/shipwright.
Together these stories with female heroes in all genres make clear that in British
literature there appears to be no place in the economic system of Great Britain for a woman
who wishes to make more money. For Moll, Unca Eliza, Fanny Hill, and Lacy, earning more
money required them to create a completely new identity (or many) and more or less exit the
mainstream British economy. Moll starts a new life as a planter in America, Unca Eliza creates
a job in the Caribbean that does not exist in England, Fanny Hill engages in illegal sex work
on the fringe of the economic system, and Lacy and other female seamen shed their personal
identity and re-enter the economic system as a man. Each of these moves extricates the female
hero from the mainstream British economy.
Exactly how far up the economic ladder did Lacy climb? Lacy moved from earning
approximately £1 per year (plus room and board) as a domestic servant (which could have
increased to a few pounds a year had she remained there into adulthood) to a salary of £38 per
year as a full-fledged shipwright. When she could no longer work (most likely only
temporarily) due to her disabling arthritis, she received an annual pension for life in the amount
of £20. According to Lacy’s autobiography, however, her story does not end there. She met a
man named Slade on the way home from receiving her pension, and married him. The
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courtship and marriage receive only the briefest treatment in the text, two paragraphs. She
writes:
After the lords of the admiralty had granted my superannuated pension, I
continued … at Kensington for about the space of ten months, during which time, on
going to Deptford to receive my money, I was met by one Mr. Slade, who had removed
hither from Portsmouth yard by order of the board. He had not seen me before in
women’s apparel; yet having heard of my metamorphosis, he enquired kindly after my
health, and offered his service to conduct me back to Kensington.
On the road thither, he expressed a great affection for me; and at the same time
requested me to give him my hand at the altar, allowing me a proper time to consider
his offer. Though I had repeatedly declared that I would remain single, yet afterwards
having the utmost reason to believe that there subsisted a real and mutual affection
betwixt us, and that the hand of Providence was engaged in bringing about our union, I
at length gave my consent; in consequence of which, we were married, and now enjoy
the utmost happiness the state affords; which I have the most sanguine hopes of a
continuance…. (Lacy 140)
According to this passage, Lacy’s final economic move was the surrender of her pension to her
husband by law. Since Slade was summoned by the admiralty board from the Portsmouth yard,
we can assume that he was also a shipwright. His salary of £40 per year (combined with
Lacy’s annual pension of £20) would mean this new family had an income of at least £60 per
year. If Lacy did some plain work or spinning she might earn an additional £15 per year,
which would bring the family to a total of £75 per year. Even if Lacy worked no more, £60
per year put the couple solidly in the bottom ranks of the middling sort and meant that they
could likely stay out of debt and maintain economic independence.
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This may not, however, have been the economic end point for Lacy’s real life story. My
research suggests that there is some doubt about Lacy’s work history in the years after her
story concludes. It appears that some of Mary Lacy’s purported ancestors have published the
results of their genealogical research on Wikipedia. According to this page, Lacy married
Josias Slade in 1772, published her book in 1773, and that same year gave birth to the first of
six children (Wikipedia.org/Mary_Lacy). Lacy spent the remainder of her life bearing, raising
and burying most of these children, while her husband continued to work actively as a naval
shipwright (Wikipedia.org/Mary_Lacy). She died in 1801 (Wikipedia.org/Mary_Lacy).
Stark’s research, however, suggests a different story. Unable to locate evidence of this
marriage, Stark suspects that this closing scene of marital bliss is a fabrication aimed at
quieting the anxieties of readers uncomfortable with a cross-dressing woman who does not
ultimately revert to the domestic role of a traditional woman (166-7). Stark’s research suggests
that many women who assumed male identities in the military maintained them upon return to
civilian life (96).
My own research uncovered yet another possibility. A British historian of
London/Deptford buildings and construction, Peter Guillery, stumbled upon records
suggesting that Lacy embarked on a second career of building “upmarket” speculative houses
(213). His sources show that in 1775, Lacy bought a large plot of land on High Street in
Deptford (a large town attached to the naval dockyard nearest London), for £480. Over the
next nine years, Lacy built ten homes and sold nine of them to members of the “bourgeoisie and
professional classes” (218). Guillery suggests that her clientele indicates that Lacy herself
“retained respectability” socially and economically (218). These records also show that Lacy
moved into the tenth home and lived there for many ears with a woman named Elizabeth Slade
(216). According to Guillery’s sources, Lacy died in 1795, but several of the houses she built on
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High Street, which were collectively referred to as “Slade’s Place,” still stand today (Guillery
212) (see fig. 5). (For a better view of Lacy’s remaining buildings at 104-108 High Street, try
googlemaps.com.)

Fig. 5. Photograph of #104-8 High Street Deptford, three buildings that were part of “Slade’s
Place” still standing today; Peter Guillery. “The Further Adventures of Mary Lacy.”
History Workshop Journal, March 2000, p. 212.

Guillery makes the point that this second act of Lacy’s career was the result of the
economic opportunity she created for herself by working for many years as a man. What’s
more, her rise from humble origins to head of her own real estate development business was
quite remarkable for the time. There were other female heads of building firms at the time, but
these firms were family businesses and the women were not trained carpenters like Lacy; they
were instead engaged in running the business itself, not building the houses (Guillery 214).
Guillery notes that:
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in none of these instances is it known that the woman who was running the business
had risen from poor origins to acquire building trade skill independently before going
into business. It is not clear that such a career path would have been possible without
the subterfuge that permitted it and consequent upward mobility for the truly
indomitable Mary Lacy. (218-9)
More research is necessary, but whatever the final scene of Lacy’s life, she certainly worked her
way into the male professional scene and built her own upward mobility story.
Who read this story? Thus far, I have not been able to track down the price of Lacy’s
text, or any data regarding its readership. I did, however, discover that Talbot’s story, which
was about half the length of Lacy’s, was printed as a single volume and sold for only 1s. We
might assume a similar (or even lower) price for Snell’s brief story sold 59 years earlier. Even
though Lacy’s story was longer, it was still shorter than a single volume of a novel, which
would have likely meant a price below 3s. Texts in the 1-2s range did not sell as well as those
under 6d and were out of reach for those with the smallest budget for print. At less than half
the cost of a volume of a novel, however, Lacy’s story would have been affordable for upper end
of the middling sort, to the extent they were interested in the purchase of such a text. Snell’s
story was a commercial success, and it catapulted her to a kind of mini-stardom (Stark 106).
She even appeared in a travelling show of human oddities, in which she sang a few songs
dressed in men’s clothes (Stark 107), suggesting some abiding interest in the experiences, or at
least bodies, of these female seamen among a wide audience.
Despite their varied projects, the few scholars of cross-dressing in eighteenth-century
literature—Susan Lanser, Dianne Dugaw, Rudolf Dekker and Lotte van de Pol—all maintain
that the number of reports of passing women that appeared in literature declined in the late
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eighteenth century (Easton, “Covering” 99). 4 These historians attribute this decline to British
society’s shift towards the greater sexual conformity that characterized the nineteenth century
(Easton, “Covering” 99). This conclusion has been relied upon by British historians of sexuality
such as Tim Hitchcock and queer theorists such as Susan Lanser (Easton, “Covering” 108).
Easton, who studied newspapers and periodicals, however, found that reports of female crossdressing remain relatively constant from 1730-1830 (“Covering” 110). Easton argues that the
decline in the number of reports cited by other scholars reflects the fact that they each only
studied texts of a single genre (“Covering” 110). Generic demands and conventions lend
themselves to certain kinds of stories told in a particular way; one need only imagine the
differences in the type and manner of story told in a romance, melodrama, rogue narrative,
jestbook, or picaresque tale to see why looking at the content of a single genre would give only
a partial picture of how that kind of story was represented in literature broadly (“Covering”
110). 5
Easton’s discovery seems especially apt to mention here because I have obviously
encountered a similar phenomenon in my own study. While my object—the upward mobility
through work plot—seems to disappear from one genre (the novel), it can be found to persist in
others, a fact only discoverable by expanding the scope of the project beyond twentieth-century
generic boundaries. While the upward mobility through work story declined in frequency and
centrality in eighteenth-century novels, it continued to appear in life writing as I have begun to
4In

her 1989 book, Warrior Women and Popular Balladry, 1650-1850, Dugaw collected and studied representations
of woman warriors in Anglo-American popular ballads. She concluded that representations of women warriors
(not women-workers) decline over the century as do their "ideological commitment to gender flexibility" (Easton
108). Julie Wheelwright's reception-study of the memoirs of Christian Davies, and Dekker and Pol's examination
of references to passing women that appear in the records of the Dutch East India Company complete the field of
similar work done to date, and likewise conclude that the “social phenomenon of the passing woman” rapidly
declines over the course of the century (Easton 108).
5
Easton maintains that newspapers and periodicals draw freely on a variety of conventions from a variety of
genres to shape each story and for this reason contain a broader array of stories and story types than any other
single literary genre.
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discuss here. Sold at a lower price point (or even passed by word of mouth), these stories of
upward mobility had the potential to circulate among a larger number of readers who were of
lower rank than wealthy novel-readers.
In the next chapter, I will explore another genre of popular literature that was less
expensive than new novels, in which I also discovered the continued presence of the upward
mobility through work plot: new literature for children.
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Chapter 4
“Their Fortune and Their Fame Would Fix”: Mapping the Fictions of Economic
Mobility through Work in Children’s Literature, 1719-1787
Who from a State of Rags and Care,
And Having Shoes but half a Pair;
Their Fortune and their Fame would Fix,
And Gallop in a Coach and Six.
--Title Page of The History of Goody Two-Shoes (1765 ed.)
See fortune’s scorn, but nature’s darling child,
Rock’d by the tempest, nurtur’d on the wild!
With mind unsoften’d, and an active frame,
No toils can daunt him, and no danger tame!
Though winds and waves impede his daring course,
He steers right onward, and defies their force.
--Thomas Day – Epigraph for The History of Little Jack (1800)
The definition of children’s literature varies widely in scope depending on the argument
and agenda of the literary critic wielding it. Generally, the narrowest definition includes only
literature that was written for the particular consumption of the child reader and possesses an
“imaginative” or “literary” quality that distinguishes it from instructional texts (Grenby
“Origins” 4-5). Some other critics widen the category a bit including texts that perhaps lack
this special quality but were indeed published with the intent to reach child readers. The
broadest definition includes all texts that found their way into the hands or ears of children,
regardless of their intended audience (Grenby, “Origins” 2).
Because my project aims to uncover the literary history of the microgenre of the upward
mobility through work story within eighteenth-century literature, I have adopted this last,
most inclusive definition. Accordingly, I have searched the many forms of prose literature that
historians now know were ultimately consumed by children, including some forms ostensibly
written for adult readers: instructional books (those that are religious in nature, those aimed at
teaching spelling and reading, and those that combine these aims), fairy tales, fables, abridged
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novels, chapbooks, and in the second half of the century, novels and stories intentionally
written for juvenile readers. Reading widely in these groups of texts, I found the upward
mobility through work story I sought in certain forms of early children’s literature but not
others.
My search began with the most common texts published intentionally for child readers
in the eighteenth century: instructional books. These texts, most commonly religious in nature,
were given to children as early as the middle ages. They helped the reader learn to spell, read,
and memorize hymns. Others sought to increase the reader’s exposure to religious lessons and
bible verse. Although these and other educational texts are related to my overall aim of
thinking about the cultural work of eighteenth century texts by illuminating the relationship
between their contents and the economic status of their readers, 1 they are not primarily prose
stories and fall outside the scope of this project. Likewise, the few books other than
instructional texts published especially for children in the early part of the century do not seem
to contain upward mobility stories; they most often contain riddles, rhymes, pictures, and
descriptions of animals.
I continued my search for the upward mobility through work plot in another kind of
text not specifically designed for children but certainly read by them: fairy tales and fables.
These stories, which had been passed down from generation to generation through oral
tradition, were collected and published in various volumes throughout the century. Stories of
saints and martyrs and chivalric romances re-written in simpler/shorter form may have been
entertaining and exciting for children due to their graphic descriptions and woodcuts of heroics
1

Andrea Immel has argued that the content of instructional texts reflected the economic status of their targeted
readers. She argues that texts aimed at poorer readers contained more religious messages that urge acceptance of
one’s economic lot, while those aimed at children with a bit more money offer instruction in skills of value in the
professional economic marketplace such as penmanship (739).
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and gore (Darton 33-34). Fairy stories, Aesop’s fables, chivalric romances, and stories of
religious figures do not, however, contain the upward mobility through work plot that I aim to
trace here. Fairy stories describe more fantastical ways of making fortunes than grinding out
daily labor, and saints and martyrs, for the most part, do not end up wealthy or comfortable.
Likewise, knights are not driven by economic goals and the animals in Aesop’s fables do not
engage in the kind of money-driven economy that a rags-to-riches story demands as its context.
One group of texts read by children in which I did find the upward mobility through
work story is re-prints and abridged versions of popular novels. Although not printed
especially for children, they certainly made their way into the hands of young readers and had a
consistent presence there. Interestingly, the most common of these abridged novels were some
of the economic mobility stories of Defoe we discussed in chapter one. Robinson Crusoe was by
far the most popular and reprinted of all abridged novels in the eighteenth century and the
nineteenth century as well. Moll Flanders, as well as shorter versions of Fielding’s Tom Jones
and Richardson’s Pamela appear to have been quite popular as well (St. Clair 488). As I
discussed in chapters one and two, each of these novels, with the exception of Tom Jones (which,
like Roderick Random is about a young gentleman who must kill time until reunited with his
rightful inheritance), is built around the upward mobility through work plot or some version of
it. In these chapters, I discuss at length the ways in which these texts are centered around the
upward mobility through work plot and how the main character managed to achieve her/his
economic climb.
I continued my search for the upward mobility through work plot in children’s
literature by looking at another hugely popular category of texts that found its way into the
hands of children: chapbooks. Chapbooks managed to incorporate pieces of every type of text
discussed above and more. These textual tapestries sometimes included bits that I would
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consider economic mobility through work stories. Cheap paper folded in quarters (typically 6
inches by 4 inches), stitched together in the middle and sold for a penny (or 3-4 pence for
colored or more decorated books), these short texts (usually 8-32 pages) made their way into
the hands of readers via itinerant peddlers. Ostensibly because of their flimsy construction and
the many readers who touched them, relatively few survive today. 2 The content of these books
was wide ranging and included bits and pieces of nearly every kind of printed text sold at the
time, including alphabet lessons, religious stories and prayers, biographies of criminals and
political figures, trial reports, brief dramas, heroic tales of battles and rescues, folk stories,
crime stories, poems, songs, jokes and riddles, agricultural predictions and advice, tales of the
supernatural, tools for fortune-telling, dream interpretations, tales of travel to faraway places,
and other adventures. I reviewed several hundred chapbooks, in printed collections and online
repositories, which while not an exhaustive sample was substantial enough to offer a sense of
what is now extant and what was in circulation. In these chapbooks, the upward mobility
through work plot was not terribly common, but it did seem to have a recurring presence over
time.
Studies and collections of chapbooks generally divide these little books into smaller subcategories. In the sub-category generally labeled folk tales (which I would define as stories that
relate the happening of something out of the ordinary, but within the realm of possibility,
occupying a liminal space between possible and impossible), I came across a few recurring quasi
upward mobility through work stories. One story entitled “The King and the Cobbler”
recounts the story of a king, who out in the village incognito spies a cobbler, who is always
whistling and happy. The cobbler is never given a proper name in the text; his identity is the
The largest collections of eighteenth-century British chapbooks are located at the Bodleian and Cambridge
University Libraries. The Libraries at Indiana University and McGill University also have substantial collections
of British and American chapbooks. Significant collections of Scottish chapbooks are held at the University of
Glasgow and the National Library of Scotland.
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very name of the work he does. The king approaches him, and they develop a friendship over
time. After a long absence, the cobbler misses his friend and seeks him at court where he
believes him to be a courtier. The two are reunited, the king’s identity is revealed, and the
cobbler is granted a pension of 40 marks a year, access to the King’s cellar, and the position of
courtier. Although the money he earns from making shoes does not increase his economic
standing, like Pamela, his place of employment and the personal qualities on display as he
works bring about the social connection that changes his economic fortune. There is no sense
that his exceptional professional skill caused his improved fortune. He drew the attention of
the king by means of his jollity while at work, a personal trait in no way indicative of his skill
or effort.
Another common chapbook folk story that bears mentioning here is “The History of the
Two Children in the Wood,” “The Story of the Babes in the Wood,” or other like titles. 3 In this
story, the wealthy parents of two children die, leaving their fortune in trust with an uncle until
the children reach majority. The uncle swindles the children out of their inheritance by
sending them off under the auspices of visiting distant relations. Then, the adult supposedly
transporting them leaves them in the woods to fend for themselves. They are unable to survive
alone in the forest and soon die. This story provides an interesting juxtaposition to the plot I
trace in this project. These orphan children die in the situation that often marks the beginning
of the journey up the economic ladder in other genres in the century. In the chapbook,
however, without some kind of magic or incredible luck, hard work not only fails to move these
youths up and out of poverty, it fails to keep them alive. Why does hard work fail these
children?

Chapbook and story titles vary (as do some details of the story) but the story remains materially the same in
different publications.
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For one, these children are in the woods where paid work is not available. Charity,
social/economic infrastructure, and people are also absent. In all the other upward mobility
through work stories, the orphan children engage with people and find work through those
interactions. In fact, none of the children who move up economically live in isolation; none of
the upward mobility through work stories take place in the wilderness. The rags to riches
stories I’ve collected are not stories of man vs. nature. They are stories of man vs. society.
Poor orphan heroes in economic mobility stories seek and find neighbors, mentors, and other
adults who shepherd them from childhood to professional life. The only upward mobility
through work story in which the main character is in social isolation is, of course, Robinson
Crusoe, which was certainly read alongside this chapbook tale. The most significant difference
between Crusoe and these children is that he is an adult, with experience and knowledge
gleaned from many years in society that he brought to bear on meeting his bodily needs in a
life-threatening situation. Crusoe’s situation was also different from that of these children in
that he possessed a number of tools and supplies that supported his efforts. This comparison
suggests that for impoverished orphans, the greatest chance for survival is to move to a town
or city. In cities there are more adults and more economic opportunities. The bigger the
economy, the greater the child’s chance of success (that is, of course, if the child is industrious
and virtuous).
In the sub-group of chapbooks labeled biographies, I encountered many stories of
famous men built around their rise to fame and/or fortune through their work. These stories,
appeared and re-appeared throughout the eighteenth century (as well as before and after) in
various versions that differ slightly from each other. One such biography is “The History of Sir
Richard Whittington Thrice Lord Mayor of London,” which tells the story of a man of humble
means, who lived so poorly he had rats in his home. He bought a cat to eat them and then made
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money selling cats to others with the same problem, eventually becoming the mayor of London.
Interestingly, Richard Whittington was a real person who was in fact the mayor of London.
He was, however, born into a wealthy family and well off throughout his life. He was sent to
London to work as a merchant in his youth. There, he grew very rich as a mercer with royal
patronage, eventually becoming mayor of London in 1397, 1406, and 1419. The facts of
Wittington’s life were altered for the chapbook, giving his biography a different shape,
ostensibly to please chapbook buyers and sell more books. Why was the life of this wealthy
politician turned into a scrappy, entrepreneurial, rags to riches tale? The choice is especially
odd considering some readers may have already known that he did not work his way up to
political celebrity from humble origins but was born into privilege.
Another upward mobility through work story entitled, “The History of Jack of
Newbury Called the Clothier of England,” also changes the story of a man born rich into one of
an exciting rise to fortune. The real person is said to have been the largest clothier in England
during the reigns of Henry VII and Henry VIII. The chapbook story of his life, however,
reports that he was apprenticed to a rich clothier in Newbury, married his master’s widow,
engaged in various heroic acts, and won money. The story strains credulity in that a youth
apprenticed to such a trade was not typically from a poor family, but more likely the second or
third son of a family of the middling sort or lower gentry. Why did this story change? Did the
author and/or chapbook salesman change it or did it change through years of oral transmission?
Last, the chapbook entitled, “A Brief Relation of the Adventures of M. Bamfyeld Moore Carew
for more than Forty Years Past the King of the Beggars,” tells the story of another man who
was a historically verified person. In the chapbook biography, he finds success as a
trickster/gypsy/hustler in England. This story, however, comports more with the historical
details of his life, than the two I discussed above. Carew was in fact born into a family wealthy
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enough to send him to school but he ran away when he got in trouble there. He did become a
king of gypsies but was arrested and ended up hustling in America. He returned to England
where he died in 1770. Clearly, the author found his mostly illegal professional work more
interesting fodder for his story than these other pieces.
It is noteworthy that all three of these upward mobility stories are fictionalized versions
of the lives of real men who were already born rich. We saw the same phenomenon in the
genre of life writing which we discussed in chapter three. In that genre we also saw the reverse:
men born poor but reported to have been born into the aristocracy. Whether it was the effect
of years of oral retellings or the decision of the chapbook’s author, the transformation of these
stories certainly reflects some demand for upward mobility tales. While these are just three out
of hundreds of recurring stories in eighteenth century chapbooks, their persistent reappearance certainly demonstrates the existence of a market for and sustained interest in
stories of well-known/famous men who worked their way up to economic good fortune.
Because the authors of these upward mobility through work stories could just as easily have
penned such stories about fictitious famous individuals, yet chose to alter the stories of real men
instead, we can deduce that the fame and reputation of these men must have given these stories
some of their appeal to chapbook buyers. The real stories of these men (stories of privileged
men who did interesting things but were always well-off) were not published, nor were
economic mobility through work stories of fictitious men. Clearly, there is appeal to the idea
that someone who rises to fortune did so without the support of birth and is able to achieve
some form of greatness. As we discussed in chapter three, these stories now labeled
travel/adventure stories or life-writing found a consistent market throughout the century at a
price point below new novels. There are other chapbooks, like “The King and the Cobbler,”
that suggest that escaping one’s occupation (and its economic prospects) is indeed a wild event
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worthy of a story. A chapbook called “The World Turned Upside Down; or, the Folly of Man
Exemplified in Twelve Comical Relations upon Uncommon Subjects” contains illustrations of
various super-natural events with a comical and/or ironic aspect, each of which turns nature
and personal fortune on its head—an ox turns into a farmer, an old soldier turns into a nurse, a
cook is roasted, an ox turns into a butcher, a horse turns into a groom. Woodcuts of these
reversals each with a caption below summarizing the image fill the book, along with a woodcut
of the wheel of fortune—a symbol of one’s ever-changing fortune. Likewise, in the story of
Fortunatus, a story that seems to have been reprinted quite often, the main character does work
himself up from destitution to the station of a high-level servant. This job likely carries a tiny
salary of a few pounds a year, but the story only really begins when he leaves that job and
receives a magic purse from the Goddess of Fortune. In all these stories, magic and chance are
the forces that bring an individual riches, not hard work.
Besides chapbooks, I also found the upward mobility through work plot to be a
consistent presence in new books written especially for children. In the 1740’s, several London
publishers including John Newbery (1713-1767), today the most well-known of this group
outside the sub-field of eighteenth-century children’s literature, began producing books with
young audiences in mind. Newbery has been credited as the first individual to make a
successful living by publishing books for children, although many scholars have noted that he
made most of his money selling patent medicines and texts for adults. In 1744, Newbery
published A Little Pretty Pocket-Book Intended for the Instruction and Amusement of Little Master
Tommy and Pretty Miss Polly (c.1744), a book thought of as the first book written especially for
the entertainment of children. This text does not contain an upward mobility story but
illustrates the notion that the book business was changing; the book was sold with a ball for
boys and a pincushion for girls and instructions for them to put a pin in the black side when
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they are bad and one in the red side when good. (Townshend and Darton compare the
significance of the publication of this book for the rise of children’s literature to the Battle of
Hastings in British political history!) In 1765, Newbery published (and may have authored)
another wildly popular book for children, which often claims the title of the first novel
published for children: The History of Little Goody Two-Shoes.
Compared with new novels for adults, which sold at a premium for 3s to 5s per volume
for a simple edition, many new books printed for children in the second half of the eighteenth
century were far less expensive. Newbery’s watershed Little Pretty Pocket Book was sold for just
6d, 8d with a ball or pincushion. The list of “Newbery’s New Publications” in 1800 printed by
Newbery’s nephew’s widow, Elizabeth, who then ran the business, makes plain that most texts
they printed were inexpensive. Of the 44 texts offered for sale, 37 were priced at 6d or below.
The least expensive texts broke down as follows: six different texts for 6d, eight varied texts
for 3d, ten different texts for 2d, and 12 different ones for 1d each (Hunt 59). Texts sold at 12d would have been affordable to all but the very poorest readers. Five additional texts were
priced from 1-2s, and only two were very costly at over 10s each: Chronological Tables of the
English History and Roman History.
The fact that so many texts would have been affordable to lower income buyers does
not mean, however, that those with a limited budget for luxuries would have chosen to
purchase them (Hunt 59). As I discussed in chapter two, Raven and others have argued that
individuals who had little disposable income allotted to the purchase of books and other
luxuries tended to purchase texts other than new novels or texts for children; their tastes
tended towards more practical and well-known works such as a bible, a common spelling book,
an older hymn book, a reprint of Pilgrim’s Progress, etc. Although the increase in new printed
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material for children over the course of the eighteenth century is well documented, the work to
discover who purchased and read these new texts remains to be done.
Literary critics and historians of children’s literature such as Harvey Darton, John
Townsend, and Peter Hunt generally account for the marked increase in the production of
books for children in the eighteenth century to the confluence of several factors. First,
circulation of the philosophical ideas of Locke and later Rousseau coupled with shifts towards
secularity (and thus away from Puritanical beliefs and anxieties around the sinfulness of
children) “softened” attitudes towards the education and treatment of children. These shifts
drew attention to the possibly detrimental effect on the reader of reading about immoral adults
in compromising scenarios (material which littered the pages of traditional literature), opening
up a space for more constructive juvenile reading material. Second, changes in publishing,
especially the rise of a special fiction for adults (the novel), created a “logical gap” for a special
fiction for children (Townsend 13). Third, the size of the potential market for children’s books
expanded over the course of the century. Population growth (as well as dropping infant
mortality rates and improved fertility rates) caused a marked increase in the number of living
children mid-century (Townsend 15).
At the same time, literacy rates increased, which is attributed to an increase in the
number of new schools in the second half of the century (Kinnell 7). These social changes
added up to more literate, living children (a.k.a. readers) hungry for printed pages (Kinnell 8).
Last, the most significant factor contributing to the “rise” of children’s literature in the
eighteenth century is the “rise” of the “middle class.” Grand narratives of the early history of
children’s literature are generally just an extension of the Watt myth regarding the rise of the
novel. Many critical historians of the period do little other than regurgitate Watt’s socio-
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political formulation of the period, as if this narrative describes equally well the history of
children’s literature.
In this way, the Watt myth, which I discussed at length in chapter two, has significantly
shaped critical/historical interpretations of children’s texts. The “rise of the novel” and the
“rise of children’s literature” are generally understood as the product of the very same historical
shifts; literature for children is a reflection of the same new “middle class” reading public.
Townsend’s brief account of the birth of children’s literature is just one example of how the
discussion of the history of this new genre is often conflated with the Watt myth. He writes:
The 1740s are commonly regarded as the decade in which the English novel and the
English children’s book got under way. It seems clear that the beginnings of both are
connected not only with new ways of thought but also with the rise and growing
refinement of the middle classes in the eighteenth century.… A growing number of
people had the time, the money, the education and the inclination to be readers of books.
(13)
Like critics of the novel, historians of children’s literature also claim that upward mobility
stories are plentiful among the new books for children because these stories reflect not only the
values, expectations, and hopes of this newly minted class, but also an emerging social reality:
increased economic mobility (Darton 5).
Thus, the current critical/conceptual frame for reading eighteenth-century texts written for
children is that the genre is an outgrowth of a new group of “middle class” book purchasers
who drove the trade. This critical understanding has yielded many inaccurate arguments and
assumptions that extend beyond the economic profile of the book purchasers to the content of
the texts themselves. Like critics of the novel, children’s literature critics see the influence of
“the new middle class” in texts where it is not, and generally overestimate the size, power, and
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cohesiveness of this new group. These critics project onto this new group of “middle class”
book readers/buyers the social and economic values that defined the nineteenth and twentiethcentury industrial middle class—that merit should triumph over privilege, that upward
mobility was possible through hard work, and that dogged individualism and self-reliance were
the keys to economic success. These presentist (or at least nineteenth-century) projections
have generated distorted readings of these texts, which as I discussed in chapter two, were
published at a time when the “middle class” as we now know it, was virtually nonexistent—not
large, not growing at a rapid rate, not unified socially or politically, and not identifying as a
group.
For example, in The Making of the Modern Child: Children’s Literature and Childhood in the
Late Eighteenth Century (2003), Andrew O’Malley argues that eighteenth-century chapbooks
contained upward mobility stories in which the hero achieved wild economic success through
entertaining displays of cunning and guile (19). 4 O’Malley sees chapbooks as having been
aimed at and consumed by a poor and rural “plebian” readership, who found mirrored in these
texts their own “fantasies of miraculous social advancement” and “subversions of the social
order” (19). He argues that these plots persisted at mid-century but thereafter underwent
significant ideological revisions. Identifying chapbooks of John Newbery and John Marshall as
“transitional,” he argues that these printers maintained the “plebian” themes and plots of earlier
chapbooks but revised them to incorporate/reflect more “middle class” values of industry, thrift,
and hard work. For example, “Jack the Giant Killer” became “The History of Jack and the
Giants,” in which young Jack no longer relies on luck and supernatural assistance to climb the
economic and social ladder but models “industry, obedience, and book-learning as the keys to
These stories were one type among many other kinds of stories, including those about “’[d]evils, and angels,
scoundrels and heroes, love and hate, murders, deathbed statements, witchcraft, riddles, tragedy, romance, song,
jests, fairy tales, religion, shipwrecks, confessions, fables, hymns, speeches, executions, and all that goes to make up
life, real and unreal’” (O’Malley 19).
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success in life” (23). Such editorial adjustments, argues O’Malley, better reflected the values of
the growing “middle class” who purchased and read a greater number of chapbooks as the
century wore on. The influence of “middle class” values rendered later eighteenth-century
chapbooks ‘hybrid’ texts mixing “plebian” and “middle class” elements. O’Malley maintains
that stories of dramatic economic advancement disappeared in the last decade of the eighteenth
century in response to fears emerging from the horrors of the French Revolution. Anti-Jacobin
authors such as Hannah Moore, Sarah Trimmer, and Maria Edgeworth, O’Malley writes,
replace stories of upward mobility with stories of poor individuals who are content with their
lot in life. Lessons on how to be happy in one’s assigned social and economic station by being
ethical and honest came to dominate the market. While I agree with O’Malley’s underlying
assumption that printed texts generally became a commodity of increasing appeal to a wider
number of consumers by the end of the century, in chapter two I challenge his assumption
(built on Watt’s) that this increase occurred steadily over the course of the entire century,
arguing instead that it was largely limited to the last decade or two. Furthermore, O’Malley’s
labeling of certain values such as hard work and the desire to escape poverty as characteristic of
“the middle class” mistakenly assumes that such a group existed as early as mid-century. Last,
while it is true that Edgeworth’s upwardly mobile heroes do not move too far up the economic
ladder, she is certainly not in lockstep ideologically with Trimmer and More as O’Malley
suggests. As I discuss in chapter five, in Edgeworth’s stories, poor characters do not learn to
be more content with their economic situation and its hardships but work hard to escape them.
Most recently, Matthew Grenby in The Child Reader, 1700-1840 (2011) devoted some
pages to the rise of the “middle class” and its relationship to the content of children’s books,
also echoing and relying on the Watt myth. He makes clear that the causes of the development
and publication of new kinds of children’s literature in the eighteenth century were many;
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different social, economic, intellectual shifts that occurred during the century may have
contributed to the appearance and increasing popularity of this new genre of literature—the
evolution of thinking about the self, the mind and childhood; changes in the philosophy and
availability of education; changes in the book trade; the increasing popularity of the novel as a
new genre; and changes in the economic profiles of potential book buyers (Grenby,
“Introduction” 9). Nonetheless, he argues that perhaps the most significant cause of the
development of a new literature for children in the eighteenth century was the increase in the
number and income of individuals in the “middle class” and cites Watt in support of this
assertion (Grenby, “Introduction” 9). Grenby notes that Watt’s argument has been questioned,
but goes on to reiterate that the “increasing affluence of certain sections of society was certainly
a determinant of the expansion of the market for print” (Grenby, “Introduction” 9). Without
offering any historical data to support the notion that there was a new group of individuals who
now had more disposable income and that they spent this income on new books, he relies on
generalizations about the increased attractiveness of the volumes and the general rise in
consumer culture over the century to insist that this new group was called “the middle class”
and longed to see themselves in the pages of the new books they were buying (Grenby,
“Introduction” 9). Grenby further argues that these two major changes (the “rise in class
consciousness” and the “spending power” of this newly minted “middle class”) spawned other
crucial social developments regarding upward mobility and its relationship to literature for
children. He argues that these new texts for children fed
. . . the growth of the perception that social elevation was actually possible, even
purchasable. Education, and educational books for children, were naturally regarded as
one possible motor of social mobility—a point succinctly encapsulated in this 1808 title:
The Alphabet of Goody Two-Shoes, by Learning of Which She Soon Got Rich. To educate a
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child became an investment, the potential returns of social prestige and prosperity easily
outweighing the initial outlay. And, social advancement is one of the principal themes
of eighteenth-century children’s books. John Newbery’s original History of Little Goody
Two-Shoes (1765), for example, dramatizes not fairy tale hopes of sudden, random, social
elevation, but the possibility of advancement through education and hard work. The
characteristics that lead to advancement are not the traditional moral virtues of
Cinderella, but the much more commercial qualities of the successful businessman or
wise housewife: diligence, thrift, caution, honesty. (Grenby, “Introduction” 9)
In fairness to Grenby, this argument is brief and elsewhere he is not so quick to rely so heavily
on Watt, Andrea Immel, and others whose readings are based on a belief in the emergence of a
new cadre of wealthier people, who were buying new books. Grenby’s strength as a scholar lies
in his work (and focus) on the literary history of the publication of texts as opposed to their
socio-economic history. Here, however, he does reiterate this old, misinformed chunk of
literary interpretation (that I have argued in chapter two is based on false premises),
reinscribing it as a legitimate piece of the history of children’s literature.
As I discussed in chapter two, social and economic historians of the eighteenth century
agree that the “middle class” simply did not exist in terms of numbers or socioeconomic/cultural cohesiveness until well into the nineteenth century. Thus, seeking evidence
of the existence of “middle class” values, desires, or experiences in eighteenth century texts is a
misguided endeavor driven by nineteenth, twentieth, or twenty-first century concerns.
Likewise, while upward mobility was a persistent theme in children’s literature, it was by no
means a dominant one. Although one upward mobility story was very successful (Goody TwoShoes), social advancement (ostensibly a common experience of the new “middle class”) was not
a common storyline. Grenby argues that numerous stories show the possibility of advancement
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through education and hard work when in fact the few texts that do address this theme suggest
that such mobility remained fundamentally outside the control of the individual who would
achieve it. By contrast, these early children’s stories show fictional climbs up the economic
ladder to be fraught, limited in their economic potential, and generally entangled with stories of
inheritance or divine intervention which undercut the idea of individual agency. As such, these
texts were unlikely to be used as self-help tools for others longing for greater wealth. Thus,
Grenby’s argument that stories of upward mobility in eighteenth-century children’s literature
disseminated the idea that social advancement was more likely is untenable; even the few
stories that did exist were read in the context of a world in which socio-economic advancement
was statistically rare and did not increase. What’s more, Grenby maintains that the personal
qualities that lead characters to advancement are not the traditional ones displayed by
Cinderella, but a more “commercial” set of characteristics such as “diligence,” “thrift,” “caution,”
and “honesty.” First, “diligence” and “honesty” are no more than traditional values. Second,
“thrift” and “caution” are qualities little seen in these tales. The few characters who do achieve
upward mobility display the same moral virtues that have always characterized (underdog)
heroes, but find that these are not enough for serious financial gain; for that one needs
assistance from a wealthy individual or God.
A close look at three long stories for children that we would now label novels gives a
sense of how upward mobility through work operates in this new genre. What work do these
children find and do that enables them to climb the economic ladder? I will look first at the
text with the claim of being the first novel written for children, The History of Little Goody TwoShoes, published by Newbery in 1765. Second, I’ll look at two popular novels written by
Thomas Day, The History of Little Jack (1787) and The History of Sanford and Merton (1783-7).
Last, I’ll look at another popular novel, The Little Wanderers; or, the Surprising History and
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Miraculous Adventures of Two Pretty Orphans (1786) by J. Richardson, published by Newbery at
nearly the same chronological moment. These texts seriously undercut Grenby’s arguments
and assumptions and support an alternate set of conclusions about upward mobility and its
appearance in children’s literature.
Two-Shoes tells the story of Margery, who after becoming an orphan, works hard not
only to feed and clothe but also educate herself. As an adolescent, she begins tutoring other
youngsters in reading and writing, devising fun games to help them learn and practice with
letters and words. She has difficulty maintaining economic independence through this work
and gratefully accepts charity where given. For example, Margery did not have enough money
for shoes and proudly displayed a pair she received as a gift, hence the book’s title. Before long,
she is a teenager and her reputation in the community for her pedagogical prowess and good
moral character win her the position as the head of a dame school. After working as school
mistress for some time, Margery’s good deeds bring her into contact with an ill man, whom she
nurses. Charmed by her kindness, he pursues her after his recovery and they marry. When he
dies a few years later, Margery inherits his vast fortune.
A great number of pages within Margery’s story are devoted to another upward
mobility through work story. Margery tells her pupil, Sally, the tale of a man named Mr.
Lovewell, who was born in Bath and "apprenticed to a laborious trade in London" (82). (Such
an apprenticeship means that he was likely born into a family who also worked in a trade.)
Finding this work "too hard for him" (82), he got permission to leave his master and "hired
himself as a common servant to a merchant in the City" (82). Here, unlike other servants, he
did not pass his time drinking and indulging in "schemes of pleasure" but in "improving his
mind" and becoming good at every task he was assigned. He did such a fine job at his work in
the stable that in short order, his master singled him out for "[s]obriety, honesty, and the
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regard he paid to his master's interest" and moved him to his counting house (82). Here Mr.
Lovewell became so "useful" and "faithful" to his merchant master that he married his
niece. When his master/uncle dies, Lovewell’s self-made fortune is increased dramatically by
the inheritance of his uncle’s fleet of ships.
His luck does not last though; his ships are lost, and he is soon bankrupt. As a
consequence of his ruin, he is forced to send his children to live with relations abroad. The boat
carrying his son to Florence is shipwrecked. The boat carrying his daughter to Barbados is
captured by pirates. Now, poor Lovewell moves to the country and attempts to make a living
at husbandry with his remaining daughter and wife. This poor family is soon rescued from a
life of boiled cabbage dinners, however, by the return of their son who survived the shipwreck
after all. He returns home in a chariot, a "Gentleman richly dressed” (92-3). Lovewell’s
daughter also returns a wealthy woman; the pirates who took her ship protected her and
carried her to Manilla, where she was courted by a gentleman who died before they were
married, but left her his fortune. Thus, Lovewell’s two children managed to make their way
from poverty to wealth like their father before them.
Believe it or not, there are two other stories of upward mobility through work
embedded in Two-Shoes. 5 Margery’s brother, Tom Two-Shoes, is the hero of his own miniupward mobility story. A shipwreck cast away, he ends up in South Africa. There he enters an
area called “Utopia” where he solves a riddle to reveal a buried chest of gold. In addition, the
man who buried the gold was a philosopher who “had acquired a fortune by commerce”
(Appendix K4). Another upward mobility story!
The story includes a third additional story of upward mobility, but it is not through work. Pastor Williams tells
the story of a woman named Jane Giles, who was accused of witchcraft because in his words she was “very poor,
very old, and live[d] in a neighborhood where the people [we]re void of common sense” (127). Her neighbors
changed their attitude towards her when she unexpectedly inherited £5,000 upon the death of her brother. After
her inheritance, people called her Lady Giles and she spent her life using her new wealth to help others.
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To date, scholars of children’s literature engage only infrequently with its eighteenthcentury history, focusing instead on its development in the nineteenth, twentieth, and twentyfirst centuries. Typically, only critics who have undertaken grand narratives of the genre, such
as Grenby, Townsend, Kinnell, and others have attended to Two-Shoes at all beyond simply
mentioning its name and publication date. Even these grand narratives, however, devote few
pages to the eighteenth-century history of the genre and discuss Two-Shoes with little more
than a facsimile of its title page, brief plot summary, and mention of its incredible popularity
and lingering fame within the Newbery stable of texts (e.g. Kinnell 31-2).
The story’s five upward mobility through work stories, however, render it worthy of
more attention in this study. By what means did these five characters manage to achieve
upward mobility? Margery, an orphan, educates herself in conventional school book skills and
on her own merit lands a stable but extremely low-paying job as a school mistress before
inheriting a large fortune through marriage. Lovewell is born into a family of laborers, works
his way into a well-paying job as an accountant, inherits a fortune through marriage, loses it,
then regains it through his two children. Lovewell’s son makes a fortune through trade in the
East Indies and his daughter through marriage in Manilla. Last, Margery’s brother, Tom, a
castaway like Crusoe, stumbles into wealth when he discovers a treasure chest in South Africa.
The reader then stumbles into a final upward mobility story in the appendix, which reveals that
the man who left the treasure chest that Tom discovers, himself made his fortune through
“commerce.” Taken together, these five paths to wealth illuminate a few recurring ideas.
First, these stories suggest that through hard work one can indeed move up the
economic ladder, but not too far. As the stories of Margery and Lovewell demonstrate, one can
work one’s way into a salary of some sort, but to acquire a fortune one must marry/inherit it
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from someone who is already wealthy. 6 Margery moved from destitution to a position as head
of a dame school. In this position, Margery’s salary would have been the sum of the weekly fees
paid by the students to attend. Extrapolating backwards from data compiled by a committee of
the Statistical Society of London in 1843 (Cockburn, et al. 228-9), I estimate that the average
amount paid by each student in a dame school outside London in 1765 would have been
approximately 1-2p per week. The average number of children in each school would have been
about 15. Thus, Margery’s annual income assuming 15 students paying 2d a week, would only
have been £6.5 per year. Even if I estimate her salary by assuming double that number of
children paying 3p a week each, her salary is only about £20 per annum, which is still
exceedingly low and would have meant a hardscrabble life for her. The position would have
carried little or no social prestige either. Dame schools catered to all but the poorest families.
They were not well-respected and often filled with children under the age of five, which meant
that they functioned more as day-care centers than educational facilities (Cockburn, et al. 2289). By the mid-nineteenth century, children who had attended dame schools were lucky if they
left with even the ability to spell (Cockburn, et al. 228-9). Lovewell would have made
significantly more as an accountant for a successful sea trader/merchant. Based on Massie’s
table, I estimate that his salary was perhaps £75 per year, comparable to that of a clerk. Thus,
these characters were by no means wealthy. Margery’s salary is downright abysmal, and the
£75 Lovewell earned to support a family of five would have placed him at the bottom of the
middling sort. Lovewell’s son and the mysterious philosopher who left behind the treasure
chest exceed middling success by amassing great fortunes, but notably did so outside of Great
Like Pamela, Lovewell’s rise to major wealth occurred from forging a social connection with his employer. His
actual labor did not generate this increase in his net worth, but it did put him in a place where he proved himself a
worthy individual and gained access to individuals in different social networks. His marriage into that family that
won him wealth in excess of his accountant’s salary, which was the most he could earn on his own.
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Britain and the means by which they did so are left rather vague. Of Tom’s professional
endeavors, we learn only that he found his way to the East Indies and into the world of “trade,”
“where in a little time he made a large fortune” (92-3); this is quite an accomplishment for a
teenager. Likewise, the mysterious “Arabian philosopher” who buried his treasure was “well
acquainted with nature and with trade” and as such made a fortune through “commerce” (151).
The text leaves the reader wondering whether these characters made their money through
hard work, chance, or possibly corrupt means. No one in Two-Shoes works her/his way up to a
large fortune in Great Britain; the best one can do in this fictional version of Great Britain is to
earn a moderate salary working for someone else or leave the country and hope for the best.
Taken together, these five stories hardly suggest that the harder one works the more money
one makes.
As I mentioned, critical attention to Two-Shoes generally centers around a discussion of
its title page. On this title page appears an epigraph that Grenby and Townsend maintain
espouses a recurring trope of Newbery’s and other children’s texts. Without discussing any
story in the text other than Margery’s, critics maintain that the message of the text is that
education and hard work will produce monetary reward (18). Margery herself echoes the
sentiment of the title page, and these critical interpretations of the book; after recounting the
story of Lovewell, she offers her pupil the following lesson: "See what honesty and industry
will do for us. Half the great men in London, I am told, have made themselves by this means,
and who would but be honest and industrious, when it is so much our interest and duty" (82-3).
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Not only does Margery’s claim that “[h]alf the great men in London” made fortunes
through “honesty and industry” fly in the face of current social history of the period 7 but also
the text itself undercuts this message. The financial “reward” Margery receives near the end of
the story (her marital inheritance) is not a product of her hard work as a teacher. What’s more,
the salary she did earn in exchange for her labor as a teacher was certainly not a princely sum
or gift. Margery’s work history supports the notion that hard work produces not “great”
fortunes, but a wage that may not even lift one from poverty. The possession of great wealth is
a situation that the text suggests is detrimental to one’s happiness and well-being. The verse
inscribed inside the lid of the treasure chest that makes Tom a rich man suggests that the
economic goal for each man should not be to amass a fortune at all:
That gold, properly employ’d,
May dispense blessings,
And promote the happiness of mortals;
But when hoarded up,
Or misapply’d,
Is but trash, that makes Mankind miserable.
Remember the unprofitable Servant,
Who hid his Talent in a Napkin;
And the Profligate Son,
Who squander’d away his subsistence and
fed with the Swine.

The current leading theory in the field of social history is based on the work of Gregory Clark, who showed that
the families who were wealthy at the beginning of the century were the very same families who were wealthy at
the end of the century, and the rate of upward mobility for the rest of the population was decidedly low. See
chapter two for a full discussion of this research.
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As thou hast got the Golden Head,
Observe the Golden Mean,
Be Good and be happy. (Appendix K3)
These lines offer a prophesy; money that is not “properly employ’d” or is “misapply’d” will
bring misery. One such error in funds allocation is clearly “hoard[ing it] up” or having more
than one needs to satisfy the necessities of life. Like Crusoe’s father, the inscription advocates
for “the Golden Mean,” a concept and expression borrowed from ancient Greek philosophy; this
middle way between the extremes of poverty and wealth not only brings peace/happiness but
also offers a virtuous way of life. This message might explain in part why Newbery choses to
have Margery and Lovewell only climb the ladder to middling sorts of vocations. It does not,
however, explain how or why Margery inherited a grand fortune from her husband or why
Lovewell’s two children managed to avoid misfortune after acquiring their wealth. The story
urges aiming for that sweet spot between absurd wealth and crushing poverty, but every single
upwardly mobile character ends up with a vast fortune, which the reader understands to be part
of the story’s happy ending.
Second, these seven stories of upward mobility collectively suggest that even if you
manage to work your way up to economic stability, fortune (its gain or loss) is ultimately
outside your control and in the hands of God. Although Lovewell is praised for his "[s]obriety”
and “honesty,” he loses his fortune almost as soon as he gains it. The fleet of ships he inherits
from his father-in-law do not return home from their trade voyages; four are lost at sea and
nine are captured by the French. In addition, three foreign merchants on whom he relied,
themselves fail. Margery implies that Lovewell, himself, may have been to blame for this
misfortune: “After some years successful trading, he thought his circumstances sufficient to
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insure his own ships, or, in other words, to sends[sic] his ships and goods to sea without being
insured by others, as is customary among merchants” (84). She tells her pupil that his creditors
were “angry with him for the imprudent step of not insuring his ships” (85). Lovewell’s selfinsurance was adequate, however, to cover the loss of the first four ships; only the loss of the
second nine due to political circumstances and the failure of merchants far away actually ruined
him. Lovewell’s contribution to his own losses is thus overshadowed by the causes of his
misfortune that were beyond his control. The ultimate cause of his financial destruction was
not his business decision, but to God’s unfavorable judgment of and response to it. Margery
implies that God viewed Lovewell’s decision unfavorably, cautioning her young students that,
“the Lord is about your paths, and about your bed, and Spieth out all your ways” (144).
Margery also credits God with Lovewell’s return to good fortune: "You see, my dear Sally, how
wonderfully these people were preserved, and made happy after such extreme distress; we are
therefore never to despair, even under the greatest misfortunes, for God almighty is allpowerful, and can deliver us at any time" (94).
Contemporary readers would have recognized the mix of human and supernatural
causes attributed to Lovewell’s misfortune as typical of the varied beliefs about success/failure
in business. As historian Margaret Hunt explains in The Middling Sort: Commerce, Gender and
the Family in England, 1680-1780, “The realm of commerce was an ill-understood and
understandably fearful place to seventeenth and eighteenth-century people, but it was one that,
in theory, also offered impressive opportunities for social mobility and personal and dynastic
enrichment” (45). Hunt maintains that the eighteenth century saw a shift away from the
attribution of success or failure in trade to “remote, occult, or unknowable” causes to the
“immoral” or “imprudent” behavior of the failed person (35) such as “extravagance, lack of
industry, inattention to one’s accounts, keeping bad company, lending to or supporting people
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who are untrustworthy or in declining circumstances, drunkenness, illicit sexual activity, and
maintaining extravagant family members, especially sons (37).
Whether readers believed as Margery suggests that God delivered Lovewell from
disaster, or ruined him in the first place, God is indeed “all-powerful” and clearly has ultimate
control over financial outcomes. (We will see even more of this understanding of God in the
discussion of The Little Wanderers.) This notion that God has ultimate control over the
fortunes of individuals, rewarding their goodness (and by implication punishing their badness),
deprives the individual of any sustained agency with respect to his financial success. Are we to
believe that the single decision (to not insure his ships) of an industrious, honest man rendered
him unworthy of continued good fortune? If so, the level of scrutiny and involvement of God
in the lives of individuals is so incredibly high that maintaining his favor requires a seemingly
impossible level of behavioral perfection; the standard proved unmanageable even for the
honest, industrious Lovewell. The story’s explicit lesson teaches that being good, honest, and
industrious will win you the protection of God, but clearly, that protection is not dependable or
complete. Even being and remaining hard-working and industrious will not always protect you
from God’s wrath or the vicissitudes of life.
Twenty years after Two-Shoes, Thomas Day wrote The History of Little Jack (1787), a
true upward mobility through work story that is in conversation with Two-Shoes in significant
ways. Grand narratives of the period, which constitute the only scholarship from the last 50
years on Day’s work, view Day’s role in the development of literature for children as rather
different from that of Newbery. While Newbery is generally celebrated for his success in the
business of producing children’s literature, Day is mentioned by Darton, Townsend, and
Kinnell in the context of educational philosophers such as the Edgeworths, Rousseau, and
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Barbauld. Even the grand narratives that discuss Day, however, do little more than note the
popularity of Sanford and Merton, summarize its loose plot, and generally note Day’s echo of
Rousseauvian ideas.
The young heroes of Goody Two-Shoes and Little Jack move up the economic ladder
through their own initiative and autodidacticism. Margery taught herself not only to read and
write but also how to teach others, turning her own knowledge into a saleable skill. The
creation of value in herself as a commodity in her local market (making herself a teacher, as
opposed to just a smart, literate person) enabled her to earn a wage, low that it was. Little Jack
also finds his way into increasing amounts of money by teaching himself various skills that he’s
exposed to most often by chance.
Little Jack begins when Jack is a baby abandoned on the doorstep of an old soldier, who
earns a meagre living opening a gate for travelers. This soldier raises Jack and teaches him to
read and write before he dies when Jack is twelve. Alone and destitute, Jack finds his way to
town and to a blacksmith’s shop. He is hired and quickly becomes known for his diligent work
and propensity to fight with other boys. A rich lady, who has seen his hard work first-hand,
hires him to work on her estate when he is fired from the blacksmith’s shop for fighting.
Working in her stables, he learns as much as he can about all the trades he is exposed to: horsetraining, horseshoeing, saddle-making, running a stable, and medical care for horses. Not only
does he educate himself in all these trades, but also he befriends the rich lady’s nephew and sits
in on his private tutoring in writing and geography. Ultimately, he is dismissed from this
house for fighting (but this time with the reader’s sympathy because he is defending himself
and a puppy against the cruelty of a bully). Upon his dismissal, he enlists in the military and is
sent to the Cormo Islands (a fictional name that does not appear to correspond to the historical
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name of any actual islands). There he is accidentally separated from his fellow soldiers and
survives on the island alone for several months, until an English ship picks him up. (The
episode reads like a brief Robinson Crusoe.) He next lands in a “remote part of India,” the
hostage of “Tartars.” He uses his knowledge of horses and their care to win the favor of the
kahn, who bestows upon him valuable gifts worth enough to buy his passage back to England.
At home in Plymouth, Jack returns to the blacksmith shop and again takes up the iron trade
with his former boss. He soon becomes his partner and improves the business, making it one of
the most respected iron shops in the county. His new income is not specified, but I estimate
that it is approximately £100-200 per year. He buys back the moor where he once lived with
his adopted father and builds a “small but convenient house” on the very spot where their
humble hut once stood. In this new residence, he assumes the duties of a benevolent gentleman;
he is kind to his neighbors, whom he often entertains at his home for dinner.
Jack’s dinners for his neighbors, however, come with a lesson about the possibility of
upward mobility through work. The narrator states that during these dinners Jack “frequently
relate[s] his own story, in order to prove that it is of very little consequence how a man comes
into the world provided he behaves well, and discharge[s] his duty when he is in it” (105).
Jack’s view of his own life as a story with a lesson about the possibility of upward mobility for
the low-born invites the reader to see it the same way. The effect of this lesson about the
triumph of worth (or at least industriousness) over birth would be different for wealthy and
poor listeners/readers. The text does not offer other evidence of the way Jack the blacksmith is
perceived by his new neighbors, dinner guests, or anyone else. The text stops short of
discussing his new social status beyond the broadest strokes. Instead, the text concludes with a
heavy-handed statement of what the reader should have learned from Jack’s story:
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… a violent disposition, prone to anger, and unwilling to listen to reason, always brings
a man into misfortune; for it is not only unreasonable but unchristian. An useful lesson
may be thus learned from the history of Little Jack; if our conduct be sober and honest,
if we firmly and steadily persevere, without yielding to weakness and lamentation, and
above all, if we place our trust in God’s Mercy through our blessed redeemer, and
endeavour to discover and perform his will, we are likely to obtain a comfortable
condition here.… (107)
Here, Jack’s misfortune is attributed to his pugilistic inclinations, but this lesson is undercut by
the fact that Jack does not actually suffer misfortune when he fights. When he is dismissed
from the blacksmith’s shop for fighting, he gets a good, steady position working for a wealthy
woman, where he develops various equine skills that later prove useful. When he is fired from
that position for fighting, he joins the military and serves briefly in India, where he is respected
by the local leader and community. Neither of these experiences causes him to suffer, in fact,
each seems to provide about the same level of engagement or satisfaction as his ultimate work
as a blacksmith. What’s more, Jack does seem to have conquered his bad temper while he is at
his second job, but this personal growth brings about the very same outcome, dismissal. Only
the cultivation of his skills in a professional craft ultimately enable him to succeed. He climbs
the economic ladder not by becoming a better person, displaying “thrift” and “caution,” or even
controlling his temper, but by becoming a better blacksmith. Jack works hard and makes the
most of his on-the-job training (as opposed to formal schooling), honing his skills as an artisan.
At no point in the story does Jack mention his own faith in God or God’s providence. The
text’s mix of individual and godly reasons to explain Jack’s early lack of financial success, again,
reflects the general interest in understanding the reasons for success and failure in business
among the middling sort (Hunt 36).
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Like Margery’s, Jack’s is a true story of upward mobility through work, but Jack’s final
job is far more lucrative than Margery’s. The amount of money he earns as a blacksmith/small
business owner affords him the lifestyle of a gentleman—purchasing lands outside the city,
building a home, employing servants, and entertaining guests in his home for dinner. Jack’s
income of perhaps £100-200 a year far exceeds that of Margery, who ekes out life in poverty
on under £20 per year.
Jack earns the opportunities that he gets by capitalizing on the skills he has developed,
climbing economically without charity from a rich person. The wealthy lady does offer him a
job when he is fired from the blacksmith’s shop, but she does so because he is a good worker,
which serves her own interests as much as his. She offers him no special treatment while he is
an employee and does not hesitate to dismiss him when he fights with another young man, even
though his cause was justified. Like Margery, it is his actual merit (as opposed to the charity of
others) that enables him to earn money through working.
The set piece of Jack’s time as a prisoner of war among the “Tartars” echoes a recurring
theme of upward mobility through work stories. Outside Great Britain, one may leverage to
great financial advantage skills that garner little economic reward at home. Of course, these
stories of successfully leveraging low-level skills abroad are based on a portrayal of all societies
outside Great Britain as having been unable to discover even the most basic bits of knowledge
that a common subject of the British crown takes for granted. The skills he picked up as a kid
in a blacksmith’s shop and as a stable boy—veterinary medicine, blacksmithing, saddle-making,
and horse training—are sufficient to win him attention, favor, and reward from the kahn,
implicitly suggesting that the knowledge and skills of the locals were far below even those of a
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former stable boy. In fact, Jack’s skills are so highly esteemed that the kahn loads him with
gifts. This is the first lump of capital Jack earns and it is enough for him to buy his way home.
Day was also working on another story for children at the same time he wrote Little
Jack, The History of Sandford and Merton (vol 1 1783, vol. 2 1786, vol. 3 1789). Although Jack
sold well, Sanford was a best seller that far outshined it in terms of sales and popularity; Sanford
was a bestseller for over a hundred years, long after Jack was forgotten. While it is possible
that Jack was less expensive than Sanford (the prices of these texts have yet to be recovered) it
is more likely that Sanford’s wild popularity at the same chronological moment as Jack offers
some evidence about the tastes of the wealthy, who purchased new books. As I discussed in
chapter two, historical/sociological research suggests that predominantly wealthy individuals
were the purchasers of costly new books such as novels. Day’s books were published by Joseph
Johnson and likely sold at novel prices. That said, they are a bit shorter than full length novels
and likely consisted of only one volume. I estimate that their price would be in the 2-3s range.
Poverty stricken orphans like Jack would lack the disposable income required to purchase this
story.
Sanford is not, however, an upward mobility story. Quite the opposite, it is a story
about how to be good and happy in the economic “station” in which one is born. As such,
Sanford is worthy of brief discussion here because it addresses in depth a theme touched on in
Jack that recurs frequently in upward mobility tales: that the economic position most likely to
produce the greatest happiness lies between wealth and poverty. The story follows two boys,
Harry Sanders and Tommy Merton, born on opposite sides of the track(tor)s. When the story
opens, Tommy is a wealthy, spoiled, selfish, unhappy, mean-spirited, trouble-making son of a
landed gentleman. Harry Sanders is by comparison a poor (but not impoverished), hard-
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working, generous, sensitive, content, kind-hearted, do-gooder son of a local farmer. A chance
encounter between Harry and Tommy’s father made him see that he wanted his own boy to be
more like Harry; accordingly, he sent Tommy to live with the local clergyman educating Harry
and later with Harry’s family on their farm. Tommy’s life on the farm changes him into a boy
much like Harry. At the story’s end, Tommy’s transformation is so complete that not only is
he now a generous, hard-working do-gooder but also programmed to stay that way as an adult.
Lest the reader miss the lesson that one’s habits and lifestyle shape one’s personality and more
specifically, that the greater the level of luxury in one’s life the worse one’s character, the
clergyman who educated Tommy and Harry tells a story that reinforces it. In this story, a poor
boy like Harry and a wealthy boy like Tommy switch homes and lives; the heartier lifestyle
transforms the wealthy boy into a better, more-contented person and the life of leisure makes
the poor boy a spoiled, unhappy brat. Sound familiar?
The idea that luxury breeds unhappiness and malevolence is further reinforced in a
soliloquy by Harry’s father who has chosen to live without luxury and models the happiness
one can hope to achieve by this choice. Whereas Crusoe’s father discusses the suffering that
greater wealth causes, Harry’s father focuses on the erosion of personal character it causes. 8
Harry’s father explains to Tommy’s father how and why he is content in his present financial
situation, and not desirous of having more money. In fact, the exchange is sparked by the
attempt of Tommy’s father to compensate Harry’s father generously for having taken Tommy
into their home for many months. Harry’s father refuses the large cash gift, explaining that he
has achieved the level of economic comfort he desires and believes that having more money
would decrease his quality of life:
This text does not address the sort of necessary and habitual sacrifice of personal virtue (i.e. repeated
engagement in criminal behavior) that can accompany life in poverty, an idea fully explored in Defoe’s stories.
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‘Thank you, again and again,’ replied the farmer; ‘but the whole generation of the
Sandfords have been brought up to labour with their own hands for these hundred years;
and during all that time there has not been a dishonest person, a gentleman, or a
madman amongst us. And shall I be the first to break the customs of the family, and
perhaps bring down a curse on all our heads? What could I have more if I were a lord
or a macaroni, as I think you call them? I have plenty of victuals and work, good firing,
clothes, warm house, a little for the poor, and, between you and I, something perhaps in
a corner to set my children off with if they behave well. Ah! neighbour, neighbour, if
you did but know the pleasure of holding plough after a good team of horses, and then
going tired to bed, perhaps you'd wish to have been brought up a farmer too. But, in
one word, as well as a thousand, I shall never forget the extraordinary kindness of your
offer; but if you would not ruin a whole family of innocent people that love you, e'en
consent to leave us as we are.’ (104-5)
This speech is similar to the lecture of Crusoe’s father in which he champions the middle
station in an effort to dissuade him from setting off in search of greater riches and adventure.
This explanation reveals that the Sandford family has been improving their lot through the
generations and has reached a level of ease and comfort that Harry’s father believes maximizes
personal happiness. He does not want to move further up economically, associating an increase
wealth with a decline in quality of life rather than an improvement.
These stories of wealth causing unhealthy habits and unhappiness, however, generally
seem to have been written by wealthier authors. Day, Edgeworth, and Newbery were far more
comfortable financially than Defoe, whose upward mobility narratives are filled with the
suffering, deprivation, and precariousness of poverty. The trouble with even the comfort level
that Harry’s father has achieved is that any protracted lack of income could quickly render his
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family insolvent. Plagues, crop failures, theft, illness, death, and other losses regularly occur in
upward mobility stories and eighteenth-century life. These stories (and especially those of
Defoe) make clear that accumulated wealth is the only buffer against additional collateral loss
in the face of a blow to the economic functioning of one’s self or one’s family. I would argue
that the reader’s awareness of this fact is one reason why so many authors choose to end the
story of their long-suffering hero with a financial windfall. Moll, Fanny Hill, Margery,
Lovewell, and others come into significant sums of money that radically supplement the modest
salaries/savings they amassed on their own. Making a comfortable living with a small nest egg
is fine, but if the worker is compromised that comfortable lifestyle quickly turns to desperation.
Neither Moll nor any other character who has worked hard for money would turn down a
windfall that might one day protect her/him from destruction by the “winds and waves.”
The Little Wanderers; or, the Surprising History and Miraculous Adventures of Two Pretty
Orphans (1786) is an upward mobility story published around the same time as Jack and Sanford
that seems to have eluded critical attention. Written by J. Richardson, a printer about whom
little is known, the story recounts the adventures of two children, Tommy and Maria, who are
the offspring of “a wealthy merchant who had acquired an ample fortune with an unblemished
character” (8). They are orphaned at ages eight and six, respectively, but remain wealthy and
receive schooling tailored to their class and likely futures; Maria receives a “female education”
and Tommy “was taught everything that might qualify him for trade and commerce” (11).
They carry on in their privileged lifestyle until a greedy uncle sends them to the West Indies
where they will surely be lost or perish so that he can claim their fortune. On the boat to the
West Indies, however, the children encounter an odd man named Senex, who acts as their
protector. He first saves them from the boat’s wreck, then keeps them safe when they are
rescued by “Indians” with whom they live happily for a year. He likewise guards them when
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they are picked up and travel/live for three months with a band of itinerant (and sometimes
violent) “Arab” robbers. In “a city on the Red Sea,” the children are arrested and sentenced to
death for crimes committed by these robbers, but Senex successfully pleads their case and has
them released. Here, Senex wins the post of Prime Minister, obtains the post of Under
Secretary for Tommy, and sets Maria up as First Maid of Honor to the Queen. As Prime
Minister, Senex quickly rids the government of corrupt officials, ends unemployment, and
reinvigorates the economy. Although the children are thriving, happy, and wealthy, Senex
packs them into a ship loaded with their valuables, which is soon captured by Algerines.
Tommy and Maria are sold into slavery. Senex, however, ensures they are purchased by a
royal family (who treats them well and employs them as tutors for their children) and in short
order obtains their freedom. Upon their return to England, Senex reveals that he is actually an
angel, who has both saved the children from and contributed to their hardships since they first
left England. He sends them to London where they are reconciled with their contrite uncle and
their old fortune. Their original inheritance combined with “what they brought back from
Africa” amounts to a “princely fortune” (93). The story closes with a summary of the
subsequent history of the orphans. They found spouses, married for merit over money, and
“retired to the country, having purchased two magnificent houses in the neighborhoods of each
other, where they lived highly respected by all the neighboring gentry, and had the prayers of
the poor people for miles round them” (94).
In terms of the finances of the children, this story is a downward (loss of original
fortune), then upward (making money through political posts in Arabia), then downward (sold
into slavery in Algiers), then upward (given monetary gifts as beloved teachers/servants in
Algiers), then further upward mobility (reconciled with original inheritance) story. Like
Crusoe, they begin lives with a family and economic security. Unlike most of the upwardly
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mobile heroes in these stories, these children are never alone, without adult
support/supervision. Even without their parents, they have a holy, magical, wise, generous,
effective parent figure who shepherds them through the wild vicissitudes of fortune in the
world beyond England. With this protection and guidance (not to mention a fine education),
they never become hustlers like other impoverished orphans, never really suffer, nor do they
have a net worth of zero for long. Also, unlike other upwardly mobile heroes, they never need
to create a fortune. Like Roderick Random, these children only needed to be reconciled with
the wealth they were born with.
Unlike Roderick, however, they do manage to earn quite a bit of money and respect
from the communities in which they live during the years they are separated from their
inheritance. They did so by selling/using skills they learned at home. Tommy, Maria, and
Senex leverage their education and skill set to greatest possible advantage in each of the three
places where they reside during their wanderings. During the Wanderers’ one and a half year
stay among the “Indians” (exactly where, it is not clear), Senex discovered that his hosts
“procured their corn from other states at a very great distance, without knowing how to raise it
themselves” (32). Senex took it upon himself to have them plant a corn crop and “set them
about cultivating their lands in the best manner their rough implements would admit of” (32).
Before Senex and the children left they witnessed the first “rich” harvest of corn. Of course, the
“Indians” were “exceedingly sorry to part with strangers, who had been of such infinite service
to their little state” (34). Like so many others, this text suggests that even the most basic
information from home is a valuable commodity elsewhere. Even growing their own corn is
out of reach for this community of farmers. These locals needed instruction from a stranger on
how to plant a crop their neighbors grew already and found Senex’s corn lesson of “infinite
service.” Their farming tools are described as “rough” hindrances to productivity as opposed to
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simply different kinds of tools made in a different way for a different purpose. The
condescension with which the knowledge and capacities of this group are described contributes
to the text’s implicit argument that outside England the world is on a slower path towards the
exact same goals. Although here the group trades information for hospitality as opposed to
cash, the implication seems to be that subsequent travelers might easily sell similar skills
abroad.
Next, they live among “Arabs” in a “City on the Red Sea.” Here, Senex wins political
appointments for himself and the children by entering a contest to cure the sick king. The
king’s illness has brought him near death and no one in the kingdom has been able to treat his
swollen leg, which has brought him near death. Senex has him up and walking within a week.
Once Senex is Prime Minister of the Arabian kingdom of King Sapiens, he quickly cleanses the
government of corrupt officials. He also solves the unemployment problem by (1) putting
people to work cutting down trees, (2) building small vessels with the timber, and (3) farming
lands that had lain fallow. In so doing, he creates a new booming economy for the seaport.
Thanks to his ideas, “the country in a few years assumed a new face” (68). Beggars and robbers
disappeared, the economy was booming, and the King was respected far and wide. Tommy is
Senex’s right-hand-man in all these endeavors and credited with skill commensurate with the
achievements of his boss. Even when these children are later enslaved by Algerines, they are
revered as wise teachers among members of the royal family. The notion that these youths are
teachers valued by the wealthiest family in Algiers who has access to an unlimited number of
books and other educational resources, reinforcing the idea that the world outside England
needs and wants to be taught and otherwise “helped.”
The orphans’ career trajectory abroad stands for the proposition that there are better
jobs to be had and more money to be made by English people in places far away from home.
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The knowledge Tommy gained from his formal education in the areas of accounting and
business, as well as his personal experience as the son of a trader, were certainly useful but did
not qualify him for a high-level government post. Nowhere does the text suggest that this
teenager possessed outstanding skills or intelligence. Their brilliance did not make them a
success abroad, only their ability to compete in what is portrayed as a labor market with less
competition, information, innovation, and talent than the one they left behind. Even in these
less competitive markets, the children only obtained their posts through the intervention of an
angel.
There is another rags-to-riches story in The Wanderers. During Senex’s tenure as Prime
Minister, Ahmet and his band of itinerant “Arab” robbers, the group Senex and the children
traveled with for three months, are arrested and sentenced to death. Senex uses his political
influence to persuade the king that they are only guilty of crimes of necessity. Pleading their
case, Senex argues that they were forced to commit robbery in the absence of viable
employment, a situation caused by the mismanagement and corruption of the King’s
government before Senex entered office. Senex persuades the king to pardon these men and
appoint Ahmet to the post of “Superintendent of Imports and Exports and All Things
Regarding Trade and Commerce” (79). Senex places the other “robbers” in various
governmental posts and departments. Upon Senex’s departure, Ahmet assumes the vacant post
of Prime Minister and his associates are promoted as well. The story of the
economic/social/political rise of these men demonstrates that even the most under-privileged,
social outlaw can rise given the right opportunity, while also taking a jab at the
ineffective/destructive nature of different political and economic systems.
Like the political/economic/social system in which Defoe’s heroes operate, this story
world damns some individuals to a life of crime out of which they cannot/will not escape
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without the intervention of someone more powerful. This powerful person can pull such
individuals out of their situation by giving them a new job, financial support, or better yet
changing the entire economic system in the land. It is worth noting, however, that Ahmet and
his followers were given especially intellectually stimulating, prestigious, and lucrative political
posts. Would their fate have been the same if they had been given jobs that make far less
money, entail little intellectual rigor, and did not include a significant step up socially? What
would have happened if they had been given jobs as shopkeeper’s assistants or household
servants?
The narrator of The Wanderers explains the story’s lesson as follows: “…there is a
Divine Being, who penetrates into all our actions, and who frequently frustrates the attempts of
the wicked, and preserves the innocent from the hand of the destroyer” (13). This formulation
links financial success and failure to the quality of one’s character, not one’s work product.
Senex explains that the ups and downs the children suffered were part of an extended lesson to
teach them to bear changes in fortune with equanimity and resist attachment to material
comforts. Senex maintains that he brought about some or all of the many “alarming revers[als]
of fortune” (76) that shape the plot in order to teach the children to meet the “shocks of fortune”
with only a “sigh” (11); in this regard their character needed adjustment. Thus, all the
“unhappy wanderings of Maria and Tommy,” as Senex later explains, were an “unavoidable” (78) consequence of this character defect. Viewed in this way, the children were themselves the
cause of their financial turbulence. However, because Senex orchestrated most of their
adventures, the story suggests that any agency on the part of the children, or any human actor,
is ultimately trumped by the intervention of supernatural power.
The story also suggests that divine intervention in the financial affairs of individuals is
extensive and the principles of its operation confusing. Senex explains that he caused the
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children to lose their money to teach them a lesson, but did they really need that lesson?
Senex’s judgment that these 10 and 12-year-old children who were reported to be only good
needed a protracted, traumatic character lesson seems odd. Even their ability to adjust and find
happiness in in one or two different countries was not enough to demonstrate to Senex that
they possessed this quality. Where is the guardian angel of good orphan children who were
born poor and most certainly do not value riches (having never had them)? Is God in the lives
of these children who need help more than Tommy and Maria, some of whom would have been
readers of this story? This text, like the others, raises more questions than it answers for a
reader seeking to understand the logic or justice of economic fortune, which is in keeping with
the cultural uncertainty around these ideas in the period.
The preface states quite clearly that the aim of this text is not to inspire orphans to
journey up the economic ladder but to activate a child’s gratefulness for and obedience to
her/his parents. The text aims to affect its young readers by making them “see what a terrible
thing it is to be left an orphan, and how thankful little children ought to be, who are so happy
as to have good parents to watch and admonish them” (A4). Printed and offered for sale by
Newbery at the price of 3d, this text would have been affordable to some families with incomes
below £50 per year. A far more economically diverse range of readers could afford to purchase
this text than could afford those of Day. Targeting individuals working hard for their living,
the message to be grateful for what one already has is clearly the opposite of encouraging
reader to work towards a brighter economic future.
The children in The Wanderers were shown to be powerless in another way as well: by
virtue of their minority. They needed help to avoid victimization by adults who were wrong
(bandits), evil (uncle), or unwilling to listen to them (judicial system). Only Senex’s protection
kept them from ending up like the “Babes in the Woods.” In this way, The Wanderers echoes
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one lesson from this chapbook tale: children are too naïve to succeed in the world alone. They
are at the mercy of adults and will perish without the constant and careful attention of an adult
who can protect them from life’s perils in any setting. This portrait of youth’s helplessness is
quite the opposite of the resilience and agency displayed by Jack and Margery.
The sheer paucity of texts that include stories of individual upward mobility shows that
this was not a principal theme of eighteenth-century children’s literature. The dearth of texts
with this plot also comports with what we already know about the period, which is that upward
mobility (by any means) was not a common occurrence in the world outside the text.
Nonetheless, do these few texts suggest that economic upward mobility through work as
modeled therein might be possible for an ambitious reader unaware of the odd against her/him
to replicate? Yes, and no.
First, all of the characters whose work is described in some detail—Margery, Lovewell,
Harry, Jack, Tommy and Maria—display old fashioned, Cinderella-like qualities of hard work
and persistence in the face of personal and economic hardship, qualities that can be emulated.
Little mention is anywhere made of the commercial qualities of “caution” and “thrift” that
Grenby identifies as critical to economic success in these early stories for children, except
perhaps Margery’s implication that Lovewell, who ended up wealthy, may not have possessed
them. Margery, Lovewell, and Jack worked their way up to better jobs through their own hard
work and merit without assistance from anyone. The economic climb of The Little Wanderers,
however, is on its face not replicable in these same kinds of ways. Tommy and Maria’s ultimate
good fortune was the doing of an angel, which no individual could count on. Plus, they
possessed a fortune made by their parents at the beginning and end of their story. As I’ve
discussed, this story brings to light the possible ways in which Senexes among us might always
already be intervening in the affairs and fortunes of mortals. This possibility, which is also a
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stated lesson (if not the central stated lesson) of Two-Shoes and Jack, eliminates any real
certainty that one’s efforts to improve one’s fortunes would work out. One might, like Jack,
stand up to a bully, or, like Lovewell, make a mistake in judgment, or, like the Wanderers,
simply enjoy the comfort of the money earned and as a result lose everything. These texts
continually emphasize the difficulty of keeping wealth even if one is lucky enough to acquire it.
Margery is the only character able to sustain her wealth, without a subsequent loss of fortune.
Then again, her marriage occurs near the end of the book, leaving her little time to lose it. I
wonder, if Margery hadn’t married, what would have happened when she grew too old to work?
What’s more, Margery came from a family that was not poor, but fell onto hard times due to
things outside its control; thus, even in the only story in which the heroine achieves economic
stability without suffering a reversal, her backstory is a constant reminder of the precarity of
fortune over a lifetime.
Another way that upward mobility as presented in these stories does not lend itself to
replication is the uncertainty around now much money one can actually make. As this
collection of stories shows, hard work will get you anywhere from poverty to the middling sort:
in other words, somewhere or nowhere. Margery earns under £20 per year and Lovewell
earns maybe £75 per year before he marries. Jaque earns most, approximately £100-200. In
addition, it is not clear what work one should try to do. Teaching is the only trade one could
teach oneself entirely, but it is the least lucrative. Smithing is a trade and not available to most
due to the difficulty of getting an apprenticeship, and other logistical hurdles. Accounting
presents itself in these stories as a profession one learns after being hired as an accountant,
which puts it out of reach for most. Lovewell’s son manages to make “a fortune” through “trade”
but since he made it as a youth, in “a little time,” it is doubtful that persistent hard work (the
one commodity a would be economic climber would posess) was a big part of his success. We
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are not told whether the “Arabian philosopher” made his fortune in “commerce” through hard
work or some other scheme. What’s more, even hoping for a windfall is fraught. Excessive
wealth is presented as a thing that often does more harm than good. Lovewell, Harry, Tommy,
and Maria all suffer as a result of the detrimental effect of their wealth on their character. Thus,
any aspiration of happiness must stop short of great wealth.
In this cluster of texts, it does seem that one has the greatest chance of professional
success working abroad. We see that the possibility of earning more money (and perhaps
achieving upward mobility) exists only for those brave enough (or (un)lucky enough) to
travel/live overseas. Every single large fortune made in these stories is made through work
carried out beyond the borders of Great Britain. Even Margery’s husband made his money in
“trade.” These stories teach that even the most basic skills of a British subject are valued and
well remunerated in every faraway land. Thus, the role of geographical mobility in upward
mobility through work, here, is significant. It is the only way out of what appears to be a real
lack of economic opportunity at home. The Wanderers explores in greatest detail the
profitability of selling one’s skills and knowledge outside England. In three locations, Senex
and the children win the generosity, respect, and wealth of others with whom they share their
knowledge. Sharing simple tidbits of information like how to plant corn or shoe horses can fill
one’s pockets with gold, not to mention one’s head with praise. Even the suggestion that a
teenager without any work experience could have held the post of Under Secretary would have
been a joke in England. In the fictional story world of West Africa, however, Tommy’s skill set
was sufficient to perform his duties well. Even though his professional course and success were
orchestrated by a guardian angel, the reader’s familiarity with these foreign lands was so
minimal that his wild success might have been enough to encourage others to follow in his
footsteps.
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Of course, these fictional stories of success are built upon the idea that every person in
every single society outside Great Britain possesses a child-like ignorance of even the most
mundane aspects of daily life at home and is desirous of British “enlightenment.” This insidious
assumption, which readers now recognize as central to the ethos of British Imperialism would
have been imbibed unknowingly by contemporary readers. Ironically, The Little Wanderers
gives lip service to debunking the racial prejudices of readers. Directly addressing the reader,
the narrator explains: “[y]ou must not suppose, my pretty readers, that those whom they call
savages are devoid of every feeling of generosity and humanity, since some of them possess a
nobleness of heart that is unknown to many who call themselves polished and refined” (35). In
innumerable ways, this bit of advice commits the sorts of crimes it claims to help the reader
avoid. Labeling others as “savages,” labeling Britons as “polished and refined,” framing the
relationship between Britons and others as a “savage”/“polished and refined” binary, placing
Britain in a position of authority to interpret the behavior and thoughts of others, etc.—all
teach cultural and racial prejudice and superiority. This lesson in this form, however, is quite
effective at making the inhabitants of foreign lands seem less intimidating to young readers
who someday might wish to make a fortune by selling their knowledge among them.
Although the circulation (size and number of print runs), cost, and thus the economic
profiles of the readers for all of these texts remain uncertain, the circulation of texts like The
Little Wanderers casts the gravest doubt on the foundations of self-reliance and control over
one’s fate that Jack and Two-Shoes posit. All the texts reflect an ambivalence about the power
of individual agency vs. the level and nature of God’s involvement in one’s economic fortune
and that ambivalence is laid bare and tested in these stories of an individual’s economic mobility.
A text like Wanderers stands as a reminder that the reader’s belief that God is pulling the
strings of individual fortunes shakes the very foundation on which individual economic agency
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rests. If the individual is without agency, these texts are without the power to help readers to
help themselves.
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Chapter 5
Stories to “incite a spirit of industry”: Economic Mobility in the Fiction of Maria
Edgeworth
In this final chapter, we look at the work of Maria Edgeworth (1767-1849), whose
oeuvre brings together discussions from the previous chapters in many ways. In the context of
this study, Edgeworth was a significant and unique author not only because she published
numerous stories of upward mobility through work but also because she was a popular writer
in two of the genres I have focused on: stories for children and novels for adults. 1 Her upward
mobility through work stories generate some fascinating observations about the ways in which
this plot transformed depending upon the genre in which it appeared. In chapter one, I first
highlighted the operation of the upward mobility through work story in the novels of Daniel
Defoe. As I discussed in chapter two, aside from Defoe, eighteenth-century novelists did not
select this plot as a central one; in the novels where the plot did appear, it was radically
sidelined or revised. Thus, the upward mobility plot all but disappeared from the novel during
the century in which this new genre took shape, contrary to current critical narratives which
suggest that the plot had wide appeal in the period due to increased social mobility and the
growth of the middle class. Despite its retreat in the expensive genre of the novel, this
storyline persisted, however, in other emerging genres, as I discussed in chapters three and
four. The plot persisted in life writing, chapbooks, and children’s literature, which speaks to
the power and appeal of this plotline to readers who spent less money on printed texts.
This chapter also continues the discussion begun in chapter one around the idea that
stories of upward mobility through work suggest a direct link between geographical mobility
and economic mobility. Across all genres, calculations of the distance travelled and money

She also published in the genre of life-writing, completing the lengthy second volume of her father’s
autobiography, which he began before his death.
1
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earned show that the greater the amount of geographical travel undertaken by the hero, the
greater the amount of money s/he earns. The bulk of this quantitative analysis and the maps I
constructed to illustrate this point appear in my digital project. In this chapter, I will first
explore the path to upward mobility through work as it is presented in Edgeworth’s stories for
children and then move on to consider the ways this path differed in her texts for adult
audiences.
Edgeworth, whose name has been all but forgotten outside academic circles, sold far
more books and was a far better known and celebrated author for children and adults in her
lifetime than her contemporary Jane Austen. A distant acquaintance and source of professional
inspiration for Austen, Edgeworth used the upward mobility through work plot in a rather
different way. Whereas Austen embeds the individual economic mobility plot in the backstory
or background of her novels, Edgeworth, like Defoe, foregrounds this story by making the
main character’s journey from poverty to financial security the center of her texts. Also like
Defoe, Edgeworth wrote such stories in multiple (albeit a different set of) genres, which include
stories for children, stories for young adults, socio-political essays, treatises, and novels. A
close look at Edgeworth’s upward mobility through work texts enriches our discussion of the
fate of this plot in the genres of children’s literature and the novel.
By the early nineteenth century, Edgeworth was not only a celebrated author of fiction,
but also a well-respected educational theorist. Edgeworth joined her father Richard Lovell
Edgeworth (1744-1817) in his project of educating Maria’s twenty-two siblings and recording
observations made in the process. This data and experience became the basis of Practical
Education (1798), perhaps the most widely read and influential treatise for the education of
children from preschool through primary school for at least a century in Great Britain and
America. In it, the Edgeworths build on the educational theories of John Locke (1632-1704)
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and Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), arguing that a child’s early experiences are the
greatest predictor of adult character and success; in childhood, ideas and experiences are so
easily linked, creating the beliefs, feelings, and habits (helpful and harmful) that shape an
individual forever. As such, a child’s education is not simply a collection of lessons in reading
and arithmetic but the totality of a child’s experience. The Edgeworths urge parents to think
of their role as curators of childhood experiences, carefully including only those which will
produce good children. Exposures to stories, toys, work, ideas, formal lessons, and people must
be dilligently managed; careless exposure to individuals who serve as bad examples and
tolerance for bad habits must be avoided. The epigraph for every edition of The Parent’s
Assistant captures the significance of childhood education as the Edgeworth’s view it: “Tis
Education forms the common mind, Just as the twig is bent the Tree’s inclined.—Pope.’”
“Common” in this context of course refers to the everyday: the innumerable automatic thoughts
and reactions to people and experiences that make up one’s character.
In 1809, Edgeworth worked with her father on another educational treatise, Essays in
Professional Education, a volume devoted to the subject of how to educate sons of the gentry and
aristocracy in a way that is likely to lead them to a particular profession—medicine, law, clergy,
military, politics—as a means of enhancing the economic prosperity and social responsibility of
the individual and his family. A socio-economic primer, Essays (like Practical Education)
contains many extended anecdotes of economic mobility—inspirational, instructional, and
cautionary.
Master of explicitly didactic texts on how to teach and how one learns, Edgeworth’s
published collections of stories were explicitly (in prefaces penned by her father or herself) and
implicitly part of her larger educational project. Her stories provided teaching material for
parents and children and the characters within them modeled the ways in which early
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childhood education (as she understood it) shapes individual character and determines adult
happiness and success. These stories show children learning from experiences, constructive
and destructive, the result of the parents’ intentional teaching and accidental neglect,
respectively. These stories reached readers with the understanding that they flowed from the
pen of an author with expertise in education theory and practice (her authorship of Practical
Education is generally announced on the title page of her works), which not only distinguished
her work from that of other contemporary writers of novels and popular fiction, but perhaps
carried some weight in the larger context of debates surrounding the potentially detrimental
effects of fiction and the novel on the reader. Of all of Edgeworth’s fiction, her stories for
children were by far the most often reprinted and widely read.
Edgeworth penned stories of a main character’s upward mobility through work aimed
at every age group of readers: six lengthy stories for parents and young children in The Parent’s
Assistant (1796); a tale for all ages entitled “Lame Jervas” in Popular Tales (1804); a novella for
adults entitled Ennui, or Memoirs of the Earl of Glenthorn, in the first volume of Tales of
Fashionable Life (1809); a lengthy novel for adults on the related theme announced by its title
Patronage (1814); and a story published in three novel-length volumes aimed at children (1801),
young adults (1814), and adults (1825) that follows the characters “Harry” and “Lucy” as they
move from childhood to adulthood. These texts reflect a significant variety not only in terms
of genre and the age demographic of her target audience, but also in terms of the plots
themselves. Their heroes originate in different socio-economic positions (struggling but
independent shopkeeper, horribly impoverished mine-worker, and wealthy nobleman). They
pursue different kinds of work to move up (pigeon training, engineering, becoming a lawyer).
Their stories unfold in different types of settings (small English country towns, India, Dublin,
wealthy estates in Ireland and England) and they end in rather different socio-economic
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positions (country inn-keeper, wealthy gentleman, and cash poor but land rich nobleman).
Nevertheless, these stories share certain elements that unite them ideologically and enable us to
read them as varied expressions of certain recurring ideas about the path to and impossibility of
upward mobility through work in the fictional worlds of Edgeworth. For purposes of clarity
and space, we will limit our discussion to a few children’s stories of upward mobility through
work that first appeared in the third edition of The Parent’s Assistant (1800) (“The Orphans,”
“The Basket Woman,” “Lazy Lawrence,” and “The White Pigeon,”), the novel Ennui, from Tales
of Fashionable Life (1809), and “Lame Jervas,” from Popular Tales (1804).
For those unfamiliar with The Parent’s Assistant, I offer brief summaries of the
children’s stories I will discuss. In “The Orphans,” four recently orphaned children struggle to
make ends meet doing odd jobs and living in the ruins of a crumbling castle, until through the
assistance of wealthy friends, they develop a small business manufacturing cloth shoes and
move to a cheerful new house. In “The Basket Woman,” Paul and his sister Anne work
diligently at the task of placing stones behind the wheels of coaches that rest atop a nearby hill
in hopes that passengers throw a few pence out the window in sympathy/appreciation. When a
wealthy gentleman throws them a guinea, the children follow him into town to return it,
believing it was a mistake. They are right, and the wealthy gentleman rewards them by
offering to pay a local woman who sells woven goods to train them in her craft. In “Lazy
Lawrence,” Jem’s parents are ill and cannot pay the rent, so the family must sell its beloved cow.
Jem impresses a wealthy neighbor with his work ethic and she hires him to work in her garden.
When she needs a mat for her doorstep, Jem teaches himself to make one and gives it to her.
She loves it and helps him sell more to her friends, which earns him more than enough money
to save the cow and pay the rent. Last, in “The White Pidgeon,” Brian O’Neill, who recently
moved to a small town in Ireland with parents who lost their land and savings, overhears a
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carpenter and the richest man in town blaming a neighbor for breaking windows in a newly
built house. Brian shares with them information that exculpates the neighbor, begs them not to
kill a pigeon (another suspect), and explains that he, unknowingly, caused the damage and will
pay for it with his sixpence-a-day salary. Brian keeps the pigeon, trains it, and uses it to start a
carrier-pigeon business. He later uses the bird to foil a plot to rob the rich man, who in turn
rewards his family with a new profession (and built-in residence) running the newly built town
inn, of course called “The White Pigeon.” Despite surface differences in plot, these stories
suggest that there is only one way for poor children to work their way out of poverty in
Edgeworth’s stories. To climb the economic ladder, a poor child must: (1) be honest, (2) be
industrious, and (3) receive help from a rich person. In the pages that follow, I will discuss
these three requirements for upward mobility and show how they operate in these stories.
First, only poor children who are honest and industrious will succeed in improving their
economic lot. The adjectives “honest,” “hard-working,” and “industrious” are repeated over and
over to describe the hero before her/his rise, and countless scenes highlight the main
character’s possession of these traits. “The Orphans” is fairly representative of the lengths
(literal and figurative) these texts go to in order to show the reader that the heroes possess
these qualities. In this story, the omniscient narrator reports that Mary, the eldest sibling, is
known to be “honest” because upon her mother’s death she carefully paid off her mother’s debts
through spinning work, winning the respect of the community. The schoolmistress offers firsthand testimony about Mary’s honest nature. She “particularly commends Mary’s honesty, in
having immediately paid all her mother’s debts to the utmost farthing, as far as money would
go” (428). Edmund, the next oldest sibling, is also unusually honest:
One day, after [Edmund] had waited a great while at a gentleman’s house for an answer
to a letter, he was so impatient to get home that he ran off without it. When he was
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questioned by Gilbert why he did not bring an answer, he did not attempt to make any
excuse; he did not say, ‘There was no answer, please your honour’ or, ‘They bid me not wait’
etc.; but he told exactly the truth; and though Gilbert scolded him for being so
impatient as not to wait, yet his telling the truth was more to the boy’s advantage than
any excuse he could have made. After this he was always believed when he said, ‘There
was no answer’ or, ‘They bid me not wait’; for Gilbert knew that he would not tell a lie to
save himself from being scolded. (431)
As a result of this act of honesty, Gilbert the footman recommends him for a more stable and
lucrative job with a wealthy family “because he knew him to be an industrious, honest, goodnatured lad, who always told the truth” (430).
This trope—acting honestly to one’s own detriment—is replicated in every one of
Edgeworth’s upward mobility through work stories. Brian O’Neill in “The White Pidgeon”
confesses to breaking a window, a crime for which he would never have been discovered and
offers information to help a man who previously beat him undeservedly. In “The BasketWoman,” desperately poor Paul and Anne return a guinea they were given to its owner, afraid
it was a mistake. In “Lazy Lawrence,” Jem offers to split a cash gift intended only for him with
a man he barely knows to honor his promise to share half of his profits. Even in Ennui, the
main character begins his professional climb with the self-sacrificing decision to pass his title
and wealth to their rightful owner.
Industriousness is the second quality that all economically mobile characters in
Edgeworth stories must possess. The word “industriousness” is used five times in “The
Orphans” to describe this striving group of siblings. These characters are always at work,
actively looking for work, and eager and able to work if any opportunity presents itself.
Edmund’s hardworking nature is described like this:
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Edmund was not yet nine; but he was a stout-grown healthy boy, and well disposed to
work. He had been used to bring home turf from the bog on his back, to lead car-horses,
and often to go on errands for gentlemen’s families, who paid him a sixpence or a
shilling, according to the distance which he went: so that Edmund, by some or other of
these little employments, was, as he said, likely enough to earn his bread; and he told
Mary to have a good heart, for that he should every year grow able to do more and
more. . . . (425)
The family is shown to be united in hard work, together producing shoes for sale. In this
family endeavor, each child has a particular job in the production process, like a miniature
version of Adam Smith’s pin factory, but with a greater share of delight:
Mary . . . went on with her little manufacture with increased activity. Peggy and Anne
platted the packthread, and basted the vamps and linings together ready for her.
Edmund . . . took his share in the manufactory. It was his business to hammer the soles
flat: and as soon as he came home every morning he performed his task with so much
cheerfulness and sang so merrily at his work, that the hour of his arrival was always an
hour of joy to the family. (433)
The text goes so far as to suggest that working (as opposed to idleness) breeds happiness and is
as delightful and fun as play itself. It is not only a quality to admire but also one to cultivate in
oneself for the sheer joy it brings:
Several of the children who went to [the teacher’s] school were delighted with the sight
of Mary's present, and went to the little manufactory at Rossmore Castle, to find out
how these shoes were made. Some went from curiosity, others from idleness; but when
they saw how happy the little shoemakers seemed whilst busy at work, they longed to
take some share in what was going forward. One begged Mary to let her plat some
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packthread for the soles; another helped Peggy and Anne to baste in the linings; and all
who could get employment were pleased, for the idle ones were shoved out of the way.
It became a custom with the children of the village to resort to the old castle at their
play hours; and it was surprising to see how much was done by ten or twelve of them,
each doing but a little at a time. (433)
The main character’s work ethic is often highlighted by means of contrast with the
“idleness” (a quality, like dishonesty, shown to ultimately doom its possessor) of a minor
character. For example, in “Lazy Lawrence,” Jem is contrasted with the titular Lawrence who
lies to avoid doing any sort of work, preferring to nap and gamble with neighborhood
troublemakers. Brian O’Neill is contrasted with the gang of youths who steal to earn money.
The orphans are contrasted with Goody Grope, an old woman who refuses to work in hopes
that she will stumble upon a pot of gold.
For Edgeworth, industriousness includes not only working hard but also always trying
to perform the task at hand even better. Every child who is upwardly mobile in Edgeworth’s
stories comes up with some innovation to improve her/his work. In “The Basket-Woman,”
when Paul gets injured in this work, he immediately sets about developing a better method for
his task:
‘I’ve thought of a good thing for tomorrow. I shall never be hurt again, if you will be so
good as to give me the old handle of the broken crutch, grandmother, and the block of
wood that lies in the chimney-corner, and that is of no use. I’ll make it of some use, if I
may have it.’ … Paul went to work immediately, and fastened one end of the pole into
the block of wood, so as to make something like a dry-rubbing brush. ‘Look
grandmamma, look at my scotcher. I call this thing my scotcher,’ said Paul, ‘because I
shall always scotch the wheels with it. I shall never pinch my fingers again; my hands,
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you see will be safe at the end of this long stick; and , sister Anne, you need not be at the
trouble of carrying any more stones after me up the hill; we shall never want stones
anymore. My scotcher will do without anything else, I hope. I wish it was morning,
and that a carriage would come, that I might run up the hill and try my scotcher.’
(460)
Similarly, in “The Orphans,” Mary began her shoe business in an effort to help Edmond
improve his performance at his new job as a domestic servant:
But there was one thing which was at first rather disagreeable to him: he was obliged to
wear shoes and stockings, and they hurt his feet. Besides this, when he waited at dinner
he made such a noise in walking that his fellow-servants laughed at him. He told his
sister Mary of his distress, and she made for him, after many trials, a pair of cloth shoes,
with soles of platted hemp.* (The author has seen a pair of shoes, such as are here
described, made in a few hours.) In these he could walk without making the least noise;
and as these shoes could not be worn out of doors, he was always sure to change them
before he went out; and consequently he had always clean shoes to wear in the house. It
was soon remarked by the men-servants that he had left off clumping so heavily, and it
was observed by the maids that he never dirtied the stairs or passages with his shoes.
(432)
Even these shoes, which were already invented only so that Edmund could do his job even
better (like Paul’s “scotcher”), are further improved by the other children, who are constantly
trying to come up with new ways of enhancing their own work product.
Her brother advised her to try platted packthread instead of hemp for the soles; and she
found that this looked more neat than the hemp soles, and was likely to last longer. She
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platted the packthread together in strands of about half an inch thick, and these were
served firmly together at the bottom of the shoe. (432)
Similarly, in “Lazy Lawrence,” Jem is so hardworking and industrious that when he discovers
that the rich woman he gardens for is upset that the door mat she ordered did not come, he
takes it upon himself to figure out how to make one for her. Pages and pages of the text are
devoted to describing the different techniques Jem tries to weave this mat for his mistress.
Needless to say, his mistress is surprised and pleased by his efforts.
Lest any reader remark that the economic climb of the hard-working, industrious and
honest children in her stories is akin to winning the lottery, Edgeworth includes a foil who
eschews hard work. This character notably has the opposite habits, attitude, and ethos of her
heroes and blames his own misfortune on bad luck, seeing all of life as a game of chance.
(Edgeworth later devotes an entire story to this idea, “Murad the Unlucky,” which appears in
Popular Tales.) For example, in “The Orphans,” the children stumble upon a pot of gold in the
ruined castle where they live and, of course, return it to the landlord. Soon after, a greedy,
nasty beggar woman named Goody Grope comes to extort money from Mary in exchange for
not digging up their collapsing castle home in search of more gold. Goody Grope, who wishes
to win money rather than earn it, waits idly for wealth to come to her. At the story’s end, all in
the community (except Goody Grope who laments her own “bad luck”) are happy for the
children and understand that their improved fortune is “a reward for their honesty”
(446). These are the closing words of the tale. 2
In addition, Edgeworth often also includes in her stories a character who earns money unethically, and often this
character is Jewish. Edgeworth’s Jewish characters are often involved in pawning goods, willing to trade in stolen
goods. Accompanying these anti-Semitic vignettes are often illustrations labeled simply, “the jew,” which depict a
figure hunched over money at a counting table in shadow. In “The Orphans” it is “the jew broker” who rats out
the real thief. In “The Little Merchants,” the store of “the Jew” is the only place where Pietro can go to try to sell
the diamond encrusted cross that he stole from a wealthy woman. Here also “the Jew’s store” becomes the hideout
and meeting spot for the gang of robbers who all ultimately end up in jail. Harboring criminals and engaging in
the possession and sale of stolen goods is the business of this character, and he is ultimately punished alongside the
robbers by eviction from the city of Naples. The offensive, anti-Semitic nature of Edgeworth’s work was
2
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Every Edgeworth character who achieves economic mobility through work is not only
honest and industrious but also receives assistance from a rich person. Interestingly, it is often
the very act of self-sacrificing honesty that I discussed earlier, which brings the hero into
contact with the wealthy person who will help. This connection ultimately makes possible the
child’s escape from poverty and climb up the economic ladder: Brian O’Neill’s honesty brings
him to the attention of Mr. Somerville who owns most of the town and ultimately gives his
family a new inn to run; Paul and Anne’s honest act impresses a well-off gentleman who offers
to pay for their lessons in weaving; Jem’s honesty with an acquaintance results in his
introduction to the wealthy woman who hires him and guides him to a new vocation of mat
weaving.
In these stories, a wealthy stranger’s chance encounter with the honesty and poverty of
the child engages the rich person emotionally in the realities of economic hardship s/he suffers
and that emotion proves financially lucrative for the child. Although these rich patrons
sometimes provide considerable financial support to poor main characters (most often by hiring
them or subsidizing their housing), no rich person ever simply hands cash to a poor person in
an Edgeworth upward mobility story. The most common form of support is assistance
developing a new trade and connecting the new product with a market of buyers. For example,
in “Lazy Lawrence,” Jem’s employer sees in the woven mat he makes for her that he is on to a
potential money-maker. Accordingly, she not only instructs him to make more mats but also
releases him from his gardening duties and offers to sell them for him. She tells him, “Spend
your time no more in weeding in my garden, you can employ yourself much better; you shall
eventually brought to her attention by her friend Rachel Mordecai Lazarus, among others. In her letters,
Edgeworth expressed remorse over these sins and wrote the novel Helen (1834), which aims to celebrate the
heroism of a Jewish woman and her family, as an act of contrition. Before that date, however, Edgeworth’s “Jewish”
characters make a real point about upward mobility in Edgeworth’s fiction, through their brief appearances and
sketches. In the worlds of her fiction, their unfortunate fate offers a warning that ill-gotten gains are ultimately
discovered and stripped away. The number and nature of the secret crimes committed by these unethical
characters leave them vulnerable to discovery and without an honest friend to assist them.
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have the reward of your industry. Make as many more such mats as you can, and I will take
care and dispose of them for you” (36). Jem continues to improve the speed of his
manufacturing and the quality of his product in the coming days and in short order delivers to
his mistress 18 more mats. She sells these for two shillings each to her wealthy friends who
come over for dinner. Considering the mats cost him nothing to make, a profit of 36s (nearly
£2) for two weeks of work reflects a cottage-industry with real economic potential. Spotting a
saleable product, coaching the poor character to a new line of work, and marketing the new
product are the sort of entrepreneurial help that rich patrons provide the rising poor in
Edgeworth’s stories over and over.
The wealthy sisters who discover the children in “The Orphans” offer similar help. At
first, they support the children in the work they are already doing by giving them additional
materials for spinning and hiring Mary to do plain work. This does not, however, have a
significant impact on the current or future financial picture of the children. When Mary and
her siblings begin making and selling soft shoes, Isabelle and her sister buy them and get their
friends to buy them, again supporting their industry as customers:
Isabelle and Caroline disposed of them for her amongst their acquaintance, and got
three shillings a pair for them. The young ladies, as soon as they had collected the
money, walked to the old castle, where they found everything neat and clean as usual.
They had great pleasure in giving to this industrious girl the reward of her ingenuity,
which she received with some surprise and more gratitude. (432)
With this product, Isabelle and Caroline increase the orphans’ revenue by becoming good
customers and then take their involvement much further. They advertise the product among
their friends and act as distributors and salesmen. Perhaps most important, they recognize that
the economic potential for this product is greater than for Mary’s spinning and, like career
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coaches, advise her to pursue it. “They advised her to continue the shoemaking trade, as they
found the shoes were liked, and they knew that they could have a sale for them at the
Repository in Dublin” (433). These rich patrons use their experience in a wealthier socioeconomic circle (which includes experience in Dublin and its commercial markets) to expand
the economic horizons of the orphans well beyond their own geographical experience. Sales in
Dublin, over 30 miles away from the town where this story takes place (Navan, County Meath)
and nearly a day’s travel in 1800, would mean that the orphans could participate in a larger
regional or even national Irish market beyond all the people and places the children have ever
known.
Likewise, the rich man to whom Paul and Anne return the shilling in “The Basket
Woman” rewards them for their honesty by offering to pay a basket-weaving-peddler-woman
to train them in her craft; the assumption is that this new skill will enable them to leave their
current employment (providing an unrequested service, which is just a shade above begging),
and earn a bit more money. The geographical range of their work is the same, however;
formerly they sold their service to the individuals passing through town in carriages and their
new wares would target the same clientele. The Basket Woman herself is the model for this
new career; in the course of the story, we see her sell woven mats to a cook at the local inn for
use in the kitchen and straw shoes and trinkets to a wealthy family passing through town as
souvenirs. Due to its location 30 miles north of London, Dunstable was a popular resting place
for travelers with considerable tourist traffic. This meant a steady stream of potential new
customers as well as a great number of busy inns and public houses to whom and in which
these wares might be sold. A cottage-industry in Dunstable, which was also a market town,
had a real likelihood of sustained success.
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The sheer number of times that Edgeworth returns to this upward mobility through
work plot suggests that she is on some level interested in the move of individuals from the state
of economic desperation to one of economic independence. She seemingly frees her poor heroes
on two different levels: freedom from immediate want and freedom from dependence in
satisfying that want on an ongoing basis by giving them a new career. Her heroes are typically
self-employed at the end of their career transformation. Closer scrutiny of the economic
endpoints of these characters, however, reveals another feature that defines the path to upward
mobility through work in Edgeworth’s stories. While these children do move up the economic
ladder, they do not move up too far.
Edgeworth does not directly discuss annual incomes, but her texts contain clues that
make possible some educated guesses. In “The Orphans,” we are given the following hints
about the income of the children when the story opens. Mary spins “nine cuts a day,” which
might earn her £15-20 per annum, if she maintained that pace all year and sold everything she
produced. Peggy and Anne, the six and seven-year-olds, earn two pence apiece per day cutting
up rags in a paper mill, which amounts to approximately £5 a year if they worked six days a
week, 52 weeks a year (which is unlikely). Edmund does errands and day labor in the
neighborhood earning “fourpence a day” which “just earns him his bread” (a loaf cost
approximately 4d), which adds up to an annual income of approximately £5 a year, if he
worked six days a week, 52 weeks a year (which is unlikely). Thus, when the story opens, the
little family together earns an estimated £25-30 per annum. At the conclusion of the story,
each of the children has a different job and a different income. Edmund, who is now a houseboy for Isabelle and Caroline’s family at the vicarage, earns perhaps £2-4 per annum plus room
and board, slightly more than he earned picking up odd jobs and day-laboring but now with
board, the potential for raises, and far more stability. Peggy, Anne, and Mary all work together
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in their “little manufactory” producing soft-soled shoes at 3s a pair, which would earn an
estimated £39-54 per annum if they manufactured five to seven pairs a week and sold them all.
In total, the children earn an estimated £44-58 per annum at the end of the story. Jem in
“Lazy Lawrence” was without income when the story opened. Jem’s first job gardening earned
him a salary of 6d a day (3s a week, or about £8 per year). Selling mats, he earns 36s for two
weeks of work, which would make for an annual income of about £47 per year. However, it
seems unlikely that in his small town, he could find enough free materials, and new customers
to continue at this rate. I would estimate that his current market (which seems to consist only
of local wealthy women) will be saturated in short order and he might only be able to sell his
mats at a much-reduced pace going forward. The town’s close proximity to Bristol, however,
opens up the possibility of expanding his market reach but this step would require overcoming
significant logistical and cost hurdles.
The family in “The Basket Woman” earns approximately £20-30 a year all together
when the story opens. The children earn an estimated £5 per annum putting stones behind the
carriages (10 carriages a day, and not every day at half pence per carriage) and their
grandmother earns in the neighborhood of £15-25 a year spinning. At the end of the story the
children are training to sell woven products for an income of perhaps £20-25 a year, which
would boost the family income to £35-50 a year. The family at the center of “The White
Pidgeon,” also ends with an estimated income of £50-60 per annum (likely closer to the lower
end based on the small size of the town), having started as shopkeepers with limited
merchandise for sale earning perhaps under £40 per year. The starting and ending incomes of
these characters are summarized in the chart below (see table 9).
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Table 9
Starting and Ending Incomes of Characters in The Parent’s Assistant
Title

Est. Starting Annual Income

Est. Ending Annual Income

Lazy Lawrence

£0-8

£47

The Basket Woman

£20-30

£35-50

The Orphans

£25-30

£44-58

The White Pigeon

£40

£50-60

As you can see, each of these families ends with an income of roughly £50, which puts
them at the very bottom of what historian Margaret Hunt refers to as “the middling sort.” As
discussed in chapter two, historians of the period agree that the annual family income that
enables a measure of “independence” distinct from a life of poverty (in which there is daily
uncertainty over whether there will be food, shelter, or clothing for each member) is in the
neighborhood of £50 a year. As Roy Porter writes, “[a] careful artisan family could hope to
keep itself from hunger and out of debt on a pound a week” (xv). Historians generally concur
that with an annual income of £50 a year, families are independent with some measure of ease
that distinguishes them from the hardscrabble life of those earning less; they remain hundreds
or thousands of pounds away from the annual incomes of the upper gentry and aristocracy.
Additional details about the material living conditions of these characters at the
beginnings and endings of their stories are consistent with my income estimates. These
children now have their basic human needs met, but little comfort beyond that. For example, in
“The Basket Woman,” the children long for money to buy a blanket for their arthritic
grandmother although they do not even have one for themselves. The gentleman to whom
they return the guinea at the end of the story buys them a blanket for her at their request, but
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this is the only material improvement in their lives mentioned in the text. The orphans remain
child laborers, working long hours without any hint that they might be able to return to school
when the story ends. Jem has earned the two guineas he needs to cover the overdue rent and
keep a roof over the head of his sick mother, but nothing more. There is no scene in any of the
children’s stories in which any of the children buy a pastry, or toy, or any kind of pleasurable
luxury item with their new income. Even the new work these children find is demanding. The
orphans run a busy mini-shoe factory in their home that has Mary working under constant
pressure:
Mary had presently employment enough upon her hands. Orders came to her for shoes
from many families in the neighbourhood, and she could not get them finished fast
enough. She, however, in the midst of her hurry, found time to make a very pretty pair,
with neat roses, as a present for her schoolmistress, who, now that she saw her pupil in
a good way of business, consented to receive the amount of her old debt. (433)
Mary has earned enough to pay off an old debt accrued at her mother’s death several years ago,
but getting out of debt does not mean luxury or even the ability to slow down the pace and
intensity of work for these very young children. Likewise, Paul and Anne in “The BasketWoman” are learning to weave, but have not mastered the skill yet; we are to believe that they
will follow in the footsteps of the basket woman herself, who wanders the streets and public
houses selling her wares to tourists, but does not seem particularly financially well-off
herself. Jem from “Lazy Lawrence” has a possible woven-mat business, with unknown longterm potential due to the small scale of his current market, much like the orphans’ shoe
business. Finally, in “The White Pidgeon,” it seems Brian will continue to work full time for
his parents who run an inn of unknown size, with an unknown amount of traffic, and thus an
unknown amount of profit. At the end of Edgeworth’s stories, the children may no longer have
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to worry about the potential loss of food or shelter each day but remain obliged to a life of
rather hard work, generally with their hands. The orphans have enough money to survive
without desperation (after years of desperation, of course) but their economic reward is
certainly not equal/proportional to the amount they have suffered and/or the amount they
work. In fact, the economic situation they find themselves in at the end of the story is not
radically better than it was before. These are not rags to riches tales. They are rags to used
clothes tales, at best.
Even the economic progress these young characters do achieve is contingent in many
ways. The mild (or promised) prosperity at the ends of these stories gives rise to many
questions about its future and sustainability. The majority of the children are small-time, selfemployed small business owners—the orphans make cloth shoes, Paul and Anne produce
woven goods, Jem weaves mats, and the O’Neills run an inn—whose product varies in value
with market demand. The maintenance of the income they achieve at the ends of their stories
would require expanding their market, since they live in a tiny town that will quickly be
saturated with their goods. Isabella’s comment that the orphans might sell their shoes at the
Dublin Repository offers one possible solution to this problem, but there is no sign that the
orphans have the mindset or ability to hire more workers, travel to Dublin, or increase
production. Plus, these moves would cost money and entail some economic risk. While Jem
does seem to possess ambition and a can-do attitude, selling wares in a big city would demand
business acumen he does not seem to possess.
The O’Neills in “The White Pidgeon” run an inn at the end of their story, so they are in
a slightly different situation. Depending on the financial arrangement they have with Mr.
Somerville (the landlord) regarding rent and profit (these details are omitted), they might do
quite well, or not. But, again, their success depends on factors beyond their control. Are there
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other inns? How many travelers come through this town? Does that number fluctuate by
season? Will it change as years go by? Answers to these questions are left out of the story.
The ending financials of the children are contingent in yet another way. In most of
these stories, the material and economic situation of the children has improved not only because
of an increase in income but also because they have moved into a new house paid for by a rich
patron. Thus, even after all their hard work, these individuals only attain financial security
through a combination of supported self-employment and private charity: private charity that is
not guaranteed to continue. For example, the rent-free new home that Mr. Harvey provides for
the orphans is a significant component of their improved economic situation. Paying rent for
their original home broke them economically and left them homeless at the beginning of the
story. The text explicitly states that Mr. Harvey will only continue to provide housing for the
children “as long as Mary or her sisters should carry on in it any useful business” (445). This
arrangement is fundamentally contingent. Its continuation depends upon the children’s ability
to work. What happens if Mary gets sick and the children can no longer carry on this
business? What if people stop buying their shoes or another complication forces the children to
close their home factory? Even the assessment of whether the children have satisfied the
condition of his continued support—whether they have carried on “any useful business”—is
entirely at the discretion of Mr. Harvey. Plus, the whole charitable arrangement is dependent
upon Mr. Harvey’s own continued economic prosperity; he must be able to continue to afford to
lose the value of renting that house, retain ownership, and pay for upkeep. Thus, the financial
circumstances of the children at the story’s end and their prospects for increased future
prosperity are far less optimistic than they might seem at first. Edgeworth could have chosen
to end her story when the orphans had earned enough money to buy the nice house that Mr.
Harvey lends them. Likewise, Mr. Harvey could have given them the house outright or some
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other kind of gift. Instead, we leave these children in an improved but tenuous financial
situation.
Despite the assistance of the rich patron, these texts state in no uncertain terms that the
merit of the characters enabled their upward mobility. This merit, however, is personal, not
professional, and it is judged by one random wealthy person, not the market. Mr. Harvey offers
the children a place to live because he thinks they deserve it, not in exchange for their labor.
This twisted meritocracy robs the children of their agency and befuddles the supposedly direct
relationship between the quality and nature of work put in and the economic reward that comes
out.
These children have not found a situation in which they are able to control the amount
of money they earn and thus control their economic destiny. This distinction is important
because it robs them of their economic independence and agency. Although these
children/families end in a better economic position than when their stories opened, they remain
vulnerable to a return to poverty because they cannot control their economic bottom line.
Despite a few more pounds, these children are distinctly immobile, economically.
Edgeworth also published stories of upward mobility through work for adults.
Although Edgeworth wrote successful novels such as Castle Rackrent (1800), Belinda (1801), and
Leonora (1806), she rejected the genre of the novel for her stories of upward mobility through
work, choosing instead the genre of the tale for both Ennui and “Lame Jervas.” The tale claims
its origins in the French philosophic tradition and her choice reflects a self-conscious distancing
of these texts from the tradition of the British novel. As it was used and developed by Voltaire
and others, the philosophic tale was a form that represented the journey of an individual from
ignorance to enlightenment. Unlike the novel which more or less followed the main character’s
adventures wherever they led and was governed by her/his somewhat stable subjectivity, the
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tale traced the internal psychological and intellectual transformation of the mind of the hero
(Cracuin xviii).
The story of upward mobility captured in Ennui bears some striking similarities to
Edgeworth’s stories for children. For those unfamiliar with this text, I offer a brief
summary. The text is framed as a memoir, written by the Earl of Glenthorn. Glenthorn is
born into extreme wealth and a portfolio of valuable land assets that includes estates in
England and Ireland. Having lost both parents at a young age, he was “[b]red up in luxurious
indolence” (143) and badly educated by lazy, corrupt tutors. As a result of his wealth and early
education, he suffers from ennui. Glenthorn seeks relief from this affliction by gambling, eating,
filing lawsuits, marrying, managing his estate, travelling, and even helping others, but always
slipped back into indolence. Three-fourths of the way through the novel Glenthorn learns he
was “switched at nurse” and is in fact the son of his Irish nurse-maid. The man he believed to
be his Irish foster-brother, the blacksmith Christy O’Donohoe, is the true Earl
of Glenthorn. Upon this discovery, he abdicates his title and wealth, passing it to Christy. In
short order, Christy self-destructs and loses his son in a fire that destroys Glenthorn castle.
Glenthorn embarks upon a five-year course of study and apprenticeship in law, and his story
ends with his call to the bar and the promise of a successful career as a Dublin barrister. He
also carries the promise of the hand of Cecilia Delamere, the woman he loves, who also happens
to be the next legal heir to the Glenthorn estate.
When Glenthorn turns his title and money over to Christy, he accepts an annual
stipend of £300 a year (the minimum required to keep a gentleman according to historian Roy
Porter). With this stipend, Glenthorn immediately moves up the economic ladder from abject
poverty to the income level of the lower gentry. Thus, Glenthorn’s problem, unlike the other
economically mobile heroes we have considered, is not poverty. He begins his professional
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adventures with an income already beyond that of the middling sort. Instead, Glenthorn’s
problem is repairing the damage to his reputation and character caused by ennui.
A cautionary tale, Glenthorn’s “memoir” is Edgeworth’s spin on a core lesson in the
literary discourse around upward mobility through work: having too much money is dangerous.
We first encountered this lesson in the words of Crusoe’s father, who lectures his son on the
wisdom of “the middle way” as the income level most likely to produce happiness (Defoe,
Crusoe 3-4). We again encountered the warning against the evils of excessive wealth on the lid
of a treasure chest in John Newbery’s Little Goody Two-Shoes (1765), in the mouth of Harry’s
father in Thomas Day’s Sanford and Merton (1783-9), and in the lessons of Senex, in The Little
Wanderers (1786). This warning, so critical for the ultimate success and happiness of one
working towards upward mobility, might be distilled as follows: beware of great wealth for it
causes great suffering. Notably, each character who delivered this warning was not wealthy;
these characters had avoided this pitfall altogether by choosing a life of more modest means. In
Ennui, however, we explore this lesson from the perspective of a wealthy character, who lived
through the very nightmare these other characters only imagined.
Glenthorn makes clear that ennui is caused by the laziness and uselessness that
accompanies excessive wealth. He speaks of his psychological symptoms as a disease that
afflicts only the rich. He describes the disease as follows:
“Whilst yet a boy, I began to feel the dreadful symptoms of that mental malady which
baffles the skill of medicine, and for which wealth can purchase only temporary
alleviation. For this complaint there is no precise English name; but, alas! The foreign
term is not naturalized in England. Among the higher classes, whether in the wealthy
or the fashionable world, who is unacquainted with ennui? At first, I was unconscious of
being subject to this disease; I felt that something was the matter with me, but I did not
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know what: yet the symptoms were sufficiently marked. I was afflicted with frequent
fits of fidgeting, yawning, and stretching, with a constant restlessness of mind and body;
an aversion to the place I was in, or the thing I was doing, or other to that which was
passing before my eyes, for I was never doing anything; I had an utter abhorrence and
an incapacity of voluntary exertion. Unless roused by external stimulus, I sank into
that kind of apathy, and vacancy of ideas, vulgarly known by the name of a brown study.
If confined in a room by more than half an hour by bad weather or other contrarieties, I
would pace backwards and forwards, like the restless cavia in his den, with a fretful,
unmeaning pertinacity. I felt an insatiable longing for something new, and a childish
love of locomotion. (144)
This psychological affliction of ennui, which Glenthorn describes above as common “[a]mong
the higher classes,” causes him great personal suffering from which he can get no relief,
eventually attempting suicide.
This problem of too much wealth also causes broader social problems. The
deterioration of character that comes from “habitual indolence” is detrimental to others over
whom the wealthy have power. Although Glenthorn did not hold political office, he sketches
the corrupting power of wealth on the hearts and minds of politicians. Glenthorn muses: “I
thank god that I was not born an emperor, or I might have become a monster. Though not in
the least inclined to cruelty, I might have acquired the taste for it, merely for desire of the
emotion which real tragedies excite. Fortunately, I was only an earl and an epicure” (153-4).
Invoking the horrors of the French Revolution and the Irish Rebellion of 1798, he goes so far
as to suggest that ennui can be even more dangerous: “perhaps ennui might have had a share in
creating revolutions” (249).
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The character deterioration caused by excess wealth also poses local economic problems.
Glenthorn is the landlord of a large estate, and socially (if not legally) responsible for the lives
of many. Matters of wages, rents, price-fixing, and education, (to name just a few) demand
careful consideration. In the hands of a cruel estate manager, decisions around these issues can
compromise the happiness and success of hundreds of tenants. The corruption of a landlord’s
good character means a significant loss of leadership for the community, whom the text argues
benefits in a variety of ways from having a fine landlord. Setting aside the condescending,
paternalistic assumptions about the Irish on which this version of the landlord-tenant
relationship are based, the text makes it clear that Glenthorn’s neglect of his duties as landlord
had a ripple effect in the economics of the small community around his estate and by
implication on all of Ireland, which is filled with nearly identical landlords and estates.
Edgeworth understands character in almost existential terms, however, as a function of
one’s behaviors as opposed to an intangible inner quality. Thus, character is malleable and can
be changed or improved by simply putting oneself in a different situation and/or acting
different. She shares this belief with Thomas Day, a dear friend of Edgeworth’s father, who
explored this idea at length in Sanford and Merton (1783-9), discussed in chapter four. By this
logic, Glenthorn’s problem of excess wealth, in particular the “habitual indolence” and “want of
occupation” it breeds, can be solved. The solution is simply “occupation” and the occupation
Glenthorn choses for the reformation of his character is the profession of law. The second half
of the novel is devoted to the re-education of Glenthorn through the process of training for this
new career.
Most critics read Ennui similarly, as an extended illustration of the Edgeworths’ beliefs
with respect to education and character. Ennui’s “switched at nurse” narrative device
demonstrates through the lives of two characters at once that one is not born with worth, but
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develops it over time as the result of education/experience (Butler, Myers, Ó Gallchoir,
Trumpener). Most recently, Deborah Weiss has argued that the change Glenthorn undergoes
in the second half of the novel can be understood as his adoption of “the ideals of middle class
professionalism” an allegory urging the social re-education of the aristocracy along the lines of
“the new value system of the professional middle class” (16). While I agree that Glenthorn
undergoes a character makeover and his underlying disease is presented as systemic within the
aristocracy, I question Weiss’s attempt to cast Glenthorn’s personal evolution as the process of
embracing “middle-class” “values” and “ideals.” As I discussed at length in chapter two, even by
1809, the individuals who historians would consider part of “the middling sort” were far from a
unified group. The individuals who had more money than laborers struggling to make ends
meet and less money than the gentry and aristocracy lived lives of staggering variety. The
individuals in this assortment did not yet see themselves as part of a socio-economic group, nor
did they share “values” or “ideals” in any meaningful way until the second half of the nineteenth
century. Weiss’s preoccupation with nineteenth and twentieth-century notions of “the middle
class” (reading Glenthorn as “forg[ing] his identity as a middle-class professional” and Lord
Y— as seeking to teach him “middle class” values) ignores the ways in which Glenthorn’s
experience training for the bar and the messages of his mentor Lord Y— are in fact a display of
the benefits of aristocratic privilege.
Although Glenthorn’s youth of excess is a far cry from the deprivation of Edgeworth’s
child-heroes, increasing his earned income demanded the same things: honesty,
industriousness, and the receipt of help from a wealthy patron. Unlike the other children in
Edgeworth’s stories who were honest and hard working when their stories began, Glenthorn
must change and cultivate these qualities.
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Edgeworth documents Glenthorn’s transformation from indolence to industriousness in
several ways. First, the process of Glenthorn’s study and preparation for the bar shows him to
be a diligent laborer. Professional Education sets forth the necessary personal qualities for a
career in law and makes clear that only those capable of hard work will succeed. The training
program involves three stages, which can only be completed by individuals with “habits of
application and exertion” (349-50). Glenthorn completes these stages—extensive reading, an
apprenticeship, and residence at the Inns of Court—proving himself capable of this “hard labor”
(Ennui 297). His dedication to his studies transforms his habitual indolence into
industriousness. Glenthorn’s own reflections on his transformation are evidence of this shift in
his character:
When I found myself surrounded with books, and reading assiduously day and night, I
could scarcely believe in my own identity; I could scarcely imagine that I was the same
person, who, but a few months before this time, lolled upon a sofa half the day, and
found it an intolerable labour to read or think for half an hour together. Such is the
power of motive! (306)
Second, like Edgeworth’s juvenile heroes, Glenthorn must be honest. The text makes
clear that his decision to reveal his true identity and abdicate his title is an act that requires
unusual and admirable honesty. Because his birth mother dies shortly after revealing her secret
to him, Glenthorn has the opportunity to bury the information and continue his aristocratic life.
He elects, however, to reveal his true identity at her funeral:
It was the first time in my life that I had ever spoken before numbers. I declared myself
to be the son of the poor woman whom we had just interred. And, when I pointed to the
real Earl of Glenthorn, and when I declared that I relinquished to him his hereditary
title and lawful property, my auditors looked alternatively at me and at my foster-
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brother, seeming to think it impossible that a man, with face and hands so black as
Christy’s usually were known to be, could become an earl. (289)
After this performance, Glenthorn repeatedly praises himself for this decision. He recounts
with disbelief that “after having lived till the age of seven-and-twenty, in every kind of luxury, I
voluntarily gave up the fortune I enjoyed, the moment I discovered that it was not justly mine”
(289). Others see this act as admirable as well. For example, Christy says, “if it had not been
for his generosity to tell it me … even if I had found out by a miracle…he could, had he been so
inclined, have kept me out of all by the law, but god bless him he’s and honest man … and done
that which many a lord in his place would not have done. . . . Any man, you see, may be made a
lord; but a gentleman, a man must make himself. (290). This turn of phrase faintly echoes an
idea held by Defoe’s Colonel Jaque, who aspires to be a gentleman and triumphs over birth by
means of worth (which he supposes comes from high birth). Lady Delamere also notes the
unusual generosity of his decision. Glenthorn reports that she tells him that he “had acted very
generously” and that “few in my place would have thought themselves bound to give up
possession of an estate which I had so long been taught to believe was my own” (302). Even
Lord Y— signs on as Glenthorn’s mentor because he hears about Glenthorn’s self-sacrificing
act of honesty. In fact, it is he who suggests that Glenthorn pursue a career in law, sentencing
him to the “five years of hard labor” (297) that change him from indolent to industrious before
the readers’ eyes.
The third thing every upwardly mobile Edgeworth hero needs for success is the help of
a rich patron. Like Edgeworth’s other heroes, Glenthorn wins the help of his primary mentor,
Lord Y—, through his self-sacrificing act of honesty in abdicating his title. Unlike the poor
heroes in The Parent’s Assistant, however, Glenthorn has been raised wealthy and has
innumerable wealthy social connections who offer him support. The amount of help he receives,
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therefore, is far greater than that which the poor children receive despite their greater need.
To begin, Christy also offers Glenthorn free residence at one of the "magnificent houses" of the
family in London, or the English countryside (285). Like Edgeworth’s children, Glenthorn
accepts this free lodging, although it’s far grander than their meager residences.
When Glenthorn reaches his new home, he receives from Christy another valuable gift that
would have been completely out of reach for Glenthorn on £300 a year and certainly for a poor
man or even member of the lower gentry attempting to prepare for the bar, namely, the entire
contents of the library at Glenthorn castle. This collection contained many of the costly tomes
he needed to complete his studies, each one purchased at a cost of several pounds.
The help Glenthorn receives from wealthy friends does not stop there. Even
though he lost his title and fortune, he retains connections with individuals who he only knew
as a result of having once been a member of the upper class. This social capital (precisely what
Edgeworth’s child-heroes who grew up poor lack), turns quickly into professional capital, when
these individuals connect him with existing members of the bar. For example, Mr. Devereaux,
an old friend from his days as master of Glenthorn Castle:
was acquainted with almost all the men of eminence at the Irish bar; men who are not
mere lawyers, but persons of literature, or agreeable manners, and gentlemanlike
habits. Mr. Devereaux wrote to his friends so warmly in my favour, that, instead of
finding myself a stranger in Dublin, my only difficulty was how to avoid the numerous
invitations which tempted me from my studies. Those gentlemen of the bar who were
intimate with Mr. Devereaux honoured me with particular attention, and their society
was peculiarly useful, as well as agreeable, to me: they directed my industry to the best
and shortest means of preparing myself for their profession; they put into my hands the
best books; told me all that experience had taught them of the art of distinguishing, in
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the mass of law-precedents, the useful from the useless: instructed me in the methods of
indexing and common-placing; and gave me all those advantages, which solitary
students so often want, and the want of which so often makes the study of the law
appear an endless maze without a plan. (306)
How different is the assistance Glenthorn received in his climb up the professional ladder from
that of Edgeworth’s orphans? This list of benefits Glenthorn reaped from his social
connections is amazing. Not only was he handed this built-in professional network, but also it
served him in every possible way almost immediately. This web of professionals saved him
time and energy by helping him study just what he needed. They taught him how to read and
use the texts he studied more efficiently and usefully, and taught him particulars of the practice
that he could not otherwise have learned. Glenthorn acknowledges that preparation for the bar
without such assistance can be, "an endless maze without a plan," or, in other words, nearly
impossible for anyone who began life in impoverished economic and social circumstances. This
is a path only open to individuals with a gentleman's network and a baseline income.
Through his ex-wife, Glenthorn receives further help. He connects with a priest who
persuades his brother, "one of the most eminent special pleaders in London" (315) to take
Glenthorn on as an apprentice. Glenthorn concedes that becoming one of his students would
not have been possible for someone without significant wealth at his disposal, and that the
kindness and care with which this mentor educated him was beyond purchase: "if I had given
him the largest salary that could have been offered by the most opulent of his pupils, I could
not have met with more attention, or have been instructed with more zeal than I was, by my
new friend, the special pleader" (315). On top of all that, this mentor turns out to be not only a
willing practitioner and teacher, but a gifted one as well:
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My special pleader was not a mere man of forms and law rigamaroles; he knew the
reason for the forms he used: he had not only a technical, but a rational knowledge of his
business; and, what is still more uncommon, he knew how to teach what he had
learnt. He did not merely set me down at a desk, and leave me skins after skins of
parchment to pore over in bewildered and hopeless stupidity; he did not use me like a
mere copying machine, to copy sheet after sheet for him, every morning from nine till
four, and again every evening from five till ten. Mine was a law tutor of a superior
sort. Whenever he could, he gave me a clue to guide me through the labyrinth; and
when no reason could be devised for what the law directs, he never puzzled me by
attempting to explain what could not be explained; he did not insist upon the total
surrender of my rational faculties, but with wonderful liberality would allow me to call
nonsense, nonsense; and would, after two or three hours’ hard scrivening, as the case
might require---for this I thank him more than all the rest---permit me to yawn, stretch,
and pity myself, and curse the useless repetitions of lawyers, sinking under the weight
of declarations, and replications, and double pleas, and dilatory pleas; 'Of horse pleas, traverses,
demurrers, Jeofails, imparlances, and errors. Averments, bars, and profestandoes.' (306)
Through his elite social connections, Glenthorn ends up with the best possible mentor, better
than any he could have afforded with £300 a year. As these details suggest, Glenthorn's
upward journey would not be replicable by any reader who was not raised in wealth and
privilege and in current possession of an annual income greater than his. Thus, to the extent
that this text can be viewed as a self-help model, it is certainly limited to wealthy gentlemen.
Wealthy social connections also provide a safety net for Glenthorn that Edgeworth’s
other impoverished heroes lack. Lord Y at one point in his five-year course of study advises
Glenthorn: “Persevere—deserve success; and trust the rest, not to fortune but to your friends”
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(317). Here, Lord Y—has put his finger on the true benefit of wealth and rank and the
difficulty of poverty and low birth when it comes to economic mobility. Wealth held by one’s
family, friends, or self provides a buffer against the ups and downs of life. Deserving success
was not enough for the impoverished children of Edgeworth’s stories or the thousands of poor
living all over Great Britain at the time of this novel’s publication. Only wealth or the
connection to it insulates one from the vicissitudes of life. Defoe’s heroes learned this lesson
the hard way, which explains why these sharp survivors make only a superficial nod to ethical
change, knowing that ethics are just another luxury of the rich.
In Edgeworth’s stories for children, the poor characters have few social connections of
any kind and just one single connection to the world of wealth enables them to rise;
Glenthorn’s climb requires tremendous support from a bevy of individuals. Is this a comment
on what is required for a man of Glenthorn’s breeding to rise? Is the implication that a wealthy
person does not possess the same measure of personal resources a poor child does? One thing
is certain, Glenthorn, who begins with the most resources and receives the most help develops
a career with a higher income and greater long-term stability than Edgeworth’s heroes of
humbler origins. Here we see that receiving more help results in earning far more money.
Glenthorn’s move up is not a story of individual pluck and self-help but of the power of social
connections.
The story of Christy’s descent into debauchery (which includes the tragic death of his
son Johnny (heir to the Glenthorn estate) and the destruction of Glenthorn castle) is an
additional mini-cautionary tale with the same lesson. Taking possession of the Glenthorn
estate meant a change in situation and habit for Christy; for Edgeworth, the habits that come
with too much money and “want of occupation,” as we have already been taught, are destructive.
The situation that caused Glenthorn so much misery in the first half of the novel likewise
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caused Christy’s quick dissipation. Glenthorn recounts that after Christy moved into
Glenthorn castle: “[e]verything went on as usual, except that Christy, instead of being at the
forge, was almost everyday at the wiskey-shop” (286). Here is a true upward mobility story (by
an odd sort of inheritance) that shows how wealth turns a happy, hardworking man into a
drunk and homeless divorcé. Watching his deterioration unfold, we see from yet another
perspective the destructive power of wealth. The text closes with a letter from Christy to
Glenthorn, informing him that he is relinquishing the estate and returning to the iron forge,
where he hopes to “forget at my work what has passed” (322). He explains that “…nothing in
life but misfortunes has happened” since he took over as Lord Glenthorn: “[t]he castle’s burnt
down all to the ground, and my Johnny’s dead, and I wish I was in dead his place. The occasion
of his death was owing to drink, which he fell into from getting too much money, and nothing
to do---and a snuff of a candle” (321-22). The experiential re-education of Christy O’Donohoe
as an aristocrat rendered him as useless and miserable as the first Lord Glenthorn at the
beginning of the novel.
Perhaps the most radical and successful upward mobility story of all is the back story of
Ellinor and Glenthorn. Glenthorn, who was born the son of an Irish nursemaid managed to
end his story as the true Earl of Glenthorn. The heroics of this upward mobility feat, however,
belong to Ellinor, Glenthorn’s birth mother. Although outside the timeline covered in the
novel, Ellinor committed a major fraud, making her infant son heir of the Glenthorn estate and
stealing and raising the true Earl of Glenthorn as her own. She found a way to extract her son
from the subject position into which he was born and devoted a lifetime of dissembling and
deceit to carrying it out. Singlehandedly, Ellinor assisted Glenthorn in shedding his low-born
Irish identity and taking an English one of high rank, moves that dropped Glenthorn into a
completely different place in the economic system. Interestingly, the mark that identified the
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body of the true Earl of Glenthorn was a scar on his forehead, long concealed by the filth of
Christy’s work as a blacksmith; another reminder of the myriad ways in which work and
disguise are ever linked.
Ennui’s plot has a different shape from those of Defoe’s stories. Rather than a move
from poverty to greater wealth, Glenthorn moves from extreme wealth to a net worth of zero
to an income of £300 a year and through marriage back to the extreme wealth with which he
started. His admission to the bar does carry with it the prospect of a sizeable income of
perhaps £350 a year, but his legal training was not simply an economic shift. Five years of
hard work has earned him a good reputation in his new field and rendered him a viable
marriage partner for Lady Delamere whose guardian, Lord Y—, insisted that any man she
marry had the capacity to support her economically.
In 1804, Edgeworth published Popular Tales, a collection of tales explicitly aimed at an
audience other than those who held the highest social ranks. Richard Lovell Edgeworth
penned the preface, and explained:
Burke supposes there are eighty-thousand readers in Great Britain, nearly 1/100th of its
inhabitants! Out of those we may calculate that ten thousand are nobility, clergy, or
gentlemen of the learned professions. Of the seventy thousand readers which remain,
there are many who might be amused and instructed by books which were not
professedly adapted to the classes that have been enumerated. With this view, the
following volumes have been composed. The title POPULAR TALES has been chosen,
not as a presumptuous and premature claim to popularity, but from the wish that they
may be current beyond circles which are sometimes exclusively considered as polite. (2)
Whether the price of the collection kept it out of the hands of any of the 70,000 readers who
might have desired to purchase this text, we do not know; no one has yet discovered the prices
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of Edgeworth’s texts (more on this later). However, this note also offers insight into the
audience of Edgeworth’s other collections such as Tales of Fashionable Life, which she clearly
believes is comprised of the “nobility, clergy or gentlemen of the learned professions” (1).
In “Lame Jervas,” the eponymous main character begins life entirely underground,
working as the lowest, youngest, most abused boy in a Cornish tin mine. He tells the mine
owner of a plot to keep from him a newly discovered vein and is rewarded with extraction from
the mine and transplant to the home of a wealthy gentleman in Exeter. There, Jervas develops
and shares his knowledge of mining and obtains a post touring England with a science lecturer,
then another teaching at a British school in Madras. From Madras, he journeys to the court of
Tipoo Sultan in Mysore who hires him to tutor his son, then to work (in a supervisory capacity)
on his metal and diamond mines. At the completion of each job, Jervas receives significant
compensation and returns home to Cornwall an unrecognizable, rich gentleman where he
recounts the exciting story of his career to wealthy friends of the mine owner who first helped
him.
Like Edgeworth’s other child heroes, Jervas’s self-sacrificing act of honesty gets him
discovered by the wealthy mine owner who becomes his patron. When he overhears some
fellow miners planning to conceal a newly discovered vein, they threaten Jervas with death if he
betrays them. Jervas risks his life to tell the owner, Mr. R—. His honesty thus proven, Jervas
shows himself to be hardworking and industrious in his new home, the house of Mr. R—'s
friend, Mr. Y—, in the countryside. When Mr. Y—'s children express interest in Jervas’s
mining experiences, he takes it upon himself to design and build an elaborate three-dimensional
model of a mine to better illustrate his subject matter to his young audience. This diorama
(with moving mechanical parts and figures) and his explanation of it are so clever that Mr. Y—
invites his friends and their families to view it. One of these gentleman offers to get Jervas the
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job teaching in Madras. This job leads him to his next job and so on. All the while, Jervas is
reading, researching, and learning everything he can about mine operation and design. His
autodidacticism renders him an amateur engineer. In India, this informal training is sufficient
to win him a job designing and overseeing the construction of diamond mines in Mysore for
Tipoo Sultan.
Like some other novels I’ve discussed, Jervas’s geographical mobility and transplant to
the professional marketplace of India transformed his engineering skills from amateur to
professional. At home, his skills landed him a job as a side-kick on a professor’s lecture circuit
and in India the same skills landed him royal company as well as extensive earnings. It is the
distance from Great Britain that enabled Jervas to leverage his skills more effectively in an
economic market that operated more to his advantage that the one at home.
Do Edgeworth’s stories make upward mobility seem possible/replicable for the reader?
Not really. While it might be possible for a reader to become more honest and industrious, the
self-sacrificing act of honesty required to gain the attention of a rich patron is impractical and
irresponsible. It demands a heroic level of devotion to the notion of honesty that risks the
survival of one’s family. In “The Orphans,” Edmund confesses to his boss that he did not
complete the errand he was hired for rather than lie to cover his failing. Not only would lying
have been necessary to save him from being scolded but also it would have been necessary to
guarantee that he not lose his job. His tiny, juvenile family depended on the pennies he earned
from these errands, and if he lost this employment, the family would be in still greater
peril. Brian O’Neill in “The White Pidgeon” confesses to accidentally and unknowingly
breaking a window offers his salary to pay for it, and then offers information exculpating a man
who previously beat him for a crime he didn’t commit. In “The Basket-Woman,” desperately
poor children seek to return the only guinea they have ever seen to the man who threw it
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carelessly out his window because they figured it was thrown in error. Likewise, in “Lazy
Lawrence,” Jem offers to give half of a personal, charitable gift he receives from a rich woman
for his good character to honor a promise to a sailor he just met to share half of all of his profits
from selling a parcel of stones. These acts of honesty not only require the poor character to
stick his neck out to help a wealthier stranger but also carry the frightening risk of shame or
punishment. What’s more, these acts of honesty operate to the immediate economic detriment
of the poor character, putting them in a position where they might lose much needed money or
even owe money they don’t have—paying for broken windows, losing the sale of goods,
handing over a guinea. This makes such an act of honesty all the more unlikely, irresponsible
and even dangerous for characters whose families are teetering on the brink of starvation and
homelessness. Even Glenthorn’s honest act is viewed as amazing and admirable and he had far
less at stake than these poor children. For them, the risk is too high and the chance of success
too low to make such a sacrifice; no reader with good sense would emulate this behavior.
Even if the hero wanted to win the assistance of a rich patron, these stories emphasize
that such a connection cannot be sought by the riser. This life-changing encounter between
rich and poor is completely a function of chance. In no way can the poor person orchestrate it
or bring it about of his own volition. The children in “The Orphans” grieve at their mother’s
graveside, suffering in horrendous poverty for many months before Isabella and Caroline first
notice them. Like the other children in these tales who pass months and years living as honest,
hardworking, and industrious children, they remain poor until the chance connection with a
patron. Even in “Lame Jervas,” when Jervas has decided he wants to connect to and speak with
his rich employer to try to do him a service, he has no ability to make it happen. After
discovering the conspiracy of his fellow miners, Jervas desires to simply speak with his master.
Jervas cannot seek out his master, but must await his appearance; as he waits anxiously, he
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explains, “If I did but hear the sound of his voice at a distance, my heart beat violently” (64).
Jervas recounts, “One day, as he was coming near the place where I was at work, he took no
notice that I fixed my eyes very earnestly upon him” (65). Not only does the master not see
him, but also his corrupt superiors conspire to prevent their ever meeting, sending Jervas on an
errand every time he’s near. Jervas nearly gives up and resigns himself to die over this secret,
but then, “As I was coming back, however, it was my good fortune to meet my master by
himself in one of the galleries. I told him my secret and my fears” (66). The corrupt miners
had planned to kill him that very night, so had Jervas not bumped into his master alone, he
would have perished despite his good intention, and honesty. Clearly, no level of honesty is
enough to guarantee an economic rise; only a lucky encounter with a rich patron that allows
you to display that honesty can free you from the prison of poverty. The opportunity to show a
rich person your honesty is a matter of chance, not effort (and certainly not merit), like an actor
being “discovered” while working as a waiter, as opposed to at an acting audition.
Here is a world in which the poor hero who is honest, hardworking and industrious is
also naïve, vulnerable, and disenfranchised. These strivers are nearly sabotaged by the
dishonesty of others and powerless to exculpate themselves. These would-be risers are often in
need of saving by others both rich and poor. They make it out of these scrapes a little worse
for the wear, but their lesson is not lost on the reader: the world is full of wolves and an honest
young hero is merely a lamb. In each of these upward mobility stories, the riser faces a similar
obstacle; the main character is economically victimized by the unethical conduct of others. The
poor hero is ill-equipped to advocate effectively for her/himself. For example, when the
orphans find a pot of gold coins in the ruined castle, their rich patrons Isabella and Caroline
help them to assess their value. With “some knowledge of chemistry” they clean them with
nitric acid and identify them as collectable in some reference book. The suggestion that poor,
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uneducated children would not even have known that the pot of gold coins they found was
valuable is not subtle. The omniscient narrator explains, “It is not only by their superior riches,
but it is yet more by their superior knowledge, that persons in the higher rank of life may assist
those in a lower condition” (4). (This anecdote is also part of the Edgeworth pitch for teaching
sciences in the public schools: subjects they believed would be of greater use in the lives of the
poor and middling sort, instead of Latin and Greek, which would prepare them for university.)
The wealthy girls also marked the coins, which later proves critical in absolving the children of
the presumption that they had stolen them. Likewise, in Paul and Anne’s attempt to return the
guinea to its rightful owner in “The Basket-Woman,” the children naively hand it over to a
high-ranking servant who uses it to buy himself a fancy dinner. The Basket Woman, herself,
boldly reveals the servant’s crime to the wealthy gentleman who then rights the situation
bringing his servant to justice. In “Lazy Lawrence,” Jem shows his savings to Lazy Lawrence
who collaborates with a band of thieves to rob him. The wife of a sailor who gifted him a silver
penny (which was among the coins stolen) vouches for him and he is redeemed in the eyes of his
new rich benefactor. Even in “Lame Jervas,” Jervas is saved from murder at the hands of his coworkers by the owner of the mine who plucks him from his bed in the middle of the night.
As I discussed in chapter two, it is difficult to discuss the social work of a text (or series
of texts, or the work of an author for that matter) without discussing its readership.
Unfortunately, the spadework has not been done yet with respect to the sales prices of
Edgeworth’s texts. Marilyn Butler, who married a distant relation of Edgeworth and wrote the
authoritative Edgeworth biography (albeit a sample of rather shoddy scholarship) did not take
up this piece of research. Leslie F. Chard and Gerald P. Tyson, the two scholars who worked
on Edgeworth’s long-time publisher Joseph Johnson, have died and with them an unpublished
list of every title (and perhaps its price) that Johnson produced. There has been a recent flicker
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of interest around the discovery and publication of Johnson’s letter book in 2016 but that text
does not contain the sales and pricing information I seek. This lacuna of scholarly research is
surprising to me in light of Johnson’s well documented significance as a publisher of “radical”
texts during the Romantic Period, printing and selling the works of Tom Paine, Mary
Wollstonecraft, William Blake, and many others.
What I have been able to piece together is that Edgeworth’s texts for children—The
Parent’s Assistant, Moral Tales, Early Lessons, and Popular Tales (her collection aimed at a less
affluent highly ranked readership)—earned her the least money as an author. Joseph Johnson
paid Edgeworth £120, £200, £50, and £300 respectively for these. He generally paid much
more for her novels: Castle Rackrent (£100), Belinda (£300), Tales of Fashionable Life vol 1
(£900), Tales of Fashionable Life vol 2 (£1050), Patronage (£2100), Harrington and Ormond
(£1150). Even after she parted with Johnson, Edgeworth managed to command £1000 for
Helen which was a commercial failure in 1834. As I discussed in chapter two, the sale price for
the first edition of a novel was significantly higher than that of other books. According to
calculations made by Leslie Chard, the average price of a Joseph Johnson imprint in the 1790s
depended upon its genre. Books of “juvenilia” sold for an average of 62p whereas works of
“literature: fiction” sold for almost double that at an average of 106p (Chard 100). (These
calculations of the mean average of prices are of little value, however, other than to give a
general sense that children’s materials were cheaper than novels for adults since several very
expensive collectable editions can throw off the whole average.) Chard’s research also shows
that the majority of Johnson’s business (78%) in the 1790s was the publication of first editions
(Chard 100). One can deduce that despite the cost of printing, the printer could make more
money on the sale of the first edition of a novel than on the first edition of a work for children.
Of course, since the price paid for a text was agreed upon before its publication and thus before
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its success was known, the sum paid to the author reflects the success of the previous works
rather than the value of the current one. Edgeworth’s success was at its peak around the time
of the publication of Patronage in 1814, for which Johnson’s nephew unwisely paid her £2100.
(The book did not sell well.) Each of these products was first published in a multi-volume
format, likely at novel prices of 3s or more per volume. Tales of Fashionable Life, for example,
consisted of three volumes in its first part published in 1809 and three volumes in its second
part in 1812; acquiring the whole work would have cost at least 1L10s and thus was far out of
reach for all but the wealthiest book buyers. That said, by 1810, reprints of illustrated editions
of some of her collections for children such as Popular Tales (1804), Early Lessons, The Parent’s
Assistant (1798) and even Practical Education (1796) were sold in a single volume priced at 3s6d
each, which would put each collection into the price range of a single volume of a novel, but
still many times the cost of a reprint of an abridged version of Crusoe for 6d. In fact, the preface
to Popular Tales explicitly states that it aims to appeal to readers of varied professional (and
thus financial) backgrounds, implying some belief that an upward mobility through work plot
would please this group. The extent to which this aim was accomplished, however, would
likely have depended more on the text’s cost than its content.
Due to their pricing, we can guess that Edgeworth’s novels were not bought or read by
paupers looking to climb the economic ladder but by landowners and perhaps some
professionals and merchants, all of whom play the role of helping the poor characters in her
stories. These stories do not urge the desperate poor to be assertive, but the comfortable
wealthy to practice and odd sort of charity to poor people that might include giving gifts of
cloth or yarn, selling poor people’s handicrafts to friends, renting out a property at a discount,
identifying a handicraft with market potential, cleaning and identifying old coins, buying the
handicrafts of the poor, and writing letters. Each of these things is at best not especially
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generous (writing a letter to reveal the dishonesty of a land manager, hiring a poor person to
do plain work) and at worst, simply self-serving (getting gold back to its rich owner, instead of
encouraging the owner to sharing it with the honest paupers who found it), obtaining
agreement from poor people to remain productive, and enjoying luxury shoes). The orphans’
decision to return to Mr. Harvey the pot of gold coins found in the ruined castle suggests to a
wealthy reader that kindness to the poor will literally pay off. Again, the charity benefits the
charitable somehow more than it benefits the poor.
In Upward Mobility and the Common Good (2010), Bruce Robbins looks at upward
mobility stories of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, arguing that while we think of them
as stories of self-reliant individuals, at the heart of each such story is a rather charged
relationship between the poor striver and the wealthy mentor/benefactor. As such, the cultural
work that these stories have done in America is less about inspiring poor individuals to try to
move up the ladder and more about teaching privileged readers the importance of responsibility
for the poor. While devoid of the emotionally and sometimes sexually “charged” relationship at
the core of the texts Robbins has curated, Edgeworth’s texts are aimed at teaching wealthy
readers about their responsibilities to the poor. Edgeworth made explicitly clear in her
prefaces that she intended her Irish novels in particular to (re)educate Anglo-Irish landlords on
the subject of their relationship with their tenants and the local poor, a relationship she
believed should be marked on the landlord’s side by charity, generosity and assistance at every
turn, and on the other side by loyalty, hard-work, and honesty. All these benefits are offered
without cost to each.
The Edgeworths believed in the power of texts to bring about true change in the
behavior of readers. As I discussed above, Edgeworth saw character (good or bad) as the sum
of one’s actions and those actions an outgrowth of the experiences and situation in which one
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finds/places oneself. In this way, character can be changed simply by changing one’s
experiences. For Edgeworth, texts were part of that experience and as such had the power to
bring about individual and collective change. As her father explained in the preface to Tales of
Fashionable Life: “[w]hat we feel, and see, and hear, and read, affects our conduct from the
moment when we begin till the moment when we cease to think. It has therefore been my
daughter’s aim to promote, by all her writings, the progress of education from the cradle to the
grave” (141). This philosophy of education locates so much power in written texts. The prices
of these texts, however, meant that the individuals these texts could change were already quite
wealthy. The lesson aimed at these wealthy readers regarding the upward mobility of the poor
seems to be that whether these poor young characters and their real-world counterparts
manage to climb the economic ladder is not up to them. Poor children may be the main
characters of Edgeworth’s upward mobility stories, but the wealthy patron is the true hero for
her readers to emulate.
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Conclusion
I conclude with consideration of the same questions that inspired and guided this study.
How does upward mobility through work operate in these texts? Do these stories make
upward mobility appear to be possible/replicable by a reader? What is the relationship
between economic mobility and geographical mobility? Looking at this collection of texts, each
of which contains a story (or several) of a character’s upward mobility through work, we begin
to see the contours of this micro genre. Representing a wide variety of genres, authors, price
points, target audiences, and chronological moments, it appears that there are several ideas that
recur in nearly all eighteenth-century stories of upward mobility through work.
How does upward mobility through work operate in these texts?
Each economic climb begins with a hero in poverty and social isolation, which drives
her/his need to work. Whether the hero’s network of support faded away at birth, or was left
behind, s/he operates alone, and her/his economic journey is encumbered by a lack of financial,
material, and emotional backup. Without a financial or social safety net, these heroes are at the
mercy of fortune, which can be an obstacle or a key to financial success. These main characters
suffer terribly, yet they find ways to continue working and earning increasingly more money.
Those that make it to higher economic ground possess an uncommon resilience best
exemplified by Defoe’s heroes or Mary Lacy. In her career journey, Lacy endured horrible
working conditions, brutal labor, lack of pay, physical abuse, and illness while managing to
keep her sex hidden. She possessed the strength necessary to withstand seemingly
innumerable threats to her person (and finances) and, like Defoe’s fictional characters, kept
going. Lacy’s story (and life-writing texts generally) differ from their fictional counterparts in
that narratively they dwell more on the realities of bodily/physical limitations than on
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moments of triumph. Lacy suffered several disabling attacks of Rheumatoid Arthritis, which
she describes in some detail. Did Singleton and Jacques never get sick?
Many of the adult main characters are involved in some kind of deceit, dissembling, or
disguise in the course of their economic journey. For Defoe’s heroes, various forms of lying and
identity shifting are integral to financial success. Disguise was the reason the real Christy
O’Donohoe became Lord Glenthorn. For Lacy, disguise and dissembling were the most
extreme, requiring the abdication of her name and gender. For the heroes whose stories begin
when they are children and end when they are adults, financial transformation always entails
shape-shifting and brings about personal transformation as well. These heroes wind up with
lives that are fairly different from those they began with; they have new families, plenty of
money, and a home base. By contrast, the children who remain children throughout their
stories persist unchanged in the face of misfortune (aside from minor adjustments). This
consistency of character is a hallmark of their goodness and a key to their financial
achievements. At the ends of her stories, Edgeworth’s children continue lives remarkably like
those they lived when their stories began, aside from doing slightly different work with their
hands and earning a bit more money.
Do these stories make upward mobility appear to be possible/replicable by a reader?
Together these stories make upward mobility seem possible but unlikely and rare.
Where it does happen, it happens because the character somehow manages to break out of the
socio-economic circumstances assigned to her/him at birth, circumstances which created
her/his poverty and prevented its cure. The only way a character escapes her/his socioeconomic fate is if s/he removes her/himself from her/his assigned subject position and
assumes a different one. If the character remains in Great Britain, such a move is possible in
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only one of two ways: through deceit/disguise/dissembling or by receiving help from a rich
patron.
Moll dresses as a widow, Jaque passes himself off as an honest worker, Fanny Hill
pretends to be a virgin, Unca Eliza pretends to be a god, and Lacy lives as a man. These
changes in outward appearance open new opportunities to make money that were not available
to these characters. These characters leave behind their original economic limitations and
function as different people with different economic possibilities. These conceits enable these
workers to play different roles in the drama of the British economy long enough to gain some
financial traction.
The second way these characters achieve upward mobility is through the help of a
wealthy patron. This help could take the form of employment, entrepreneurial coaching, free
lodging, letters of recommendation, raw materials for work (thread to spin or land to plant), or
money for education. The rich person might even go so far as to simply pluck the poor child
from his place of birth under cover of night and drop him into a completely new family, like Mr.
R-- did for Jervas. Each of these interventions adjusts the sails of the poor person, moving
them into a different economic trajectory. Sometimes this help comes from a supernatural
source; god might send a guardian angel for protection or fortune might place a chest of
forgotten treasure in plain sight.
The characters who remain in Great Britain (working with help of a disguise/deceit or
accepting the help of a rich patron) do not rise farther than the bottom of the middling sort;
even that elevation comes with strings attached. Edgeworth’s heroes, for example, learn how
to produce handicrafts that are as flimsy and ephemeral as the income they generate. Moll and
Fanny Hill are the only characters to amass a real nest egg through work in London, but the
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personal cost of the (illegal) work they do is high and even the £850 these women accumulate
will not guarantee safety from poverty indefinitely.
What’s more, obtaining the help of a wealthy patron is shown to be highly unlikely and
the use of deceit/disguise/dissembling quite dangerous. In the case of dissembling/disguise,
neither the vicissitudes of life nor the reactions of other people can be predicted, leaving one
open to shame, arrest, servitude, or murder. Will your shirt fly up revealing woman’s breasts?
Will the captain of the ship take your bribe? Will the shopkeeper recognize you? Will your
religious converts discover that you’ve deceived them and retaliate? In the case of help from a
wealthy patron, one’s final financial situation remains contingent upon continued support. In
the case of divine intervention, its appearance is so unpredictable that it fails to shield one from
most of life’s ups and downs, and any attempt to understand (and benefit from) the connection
between one’s behavior and financial fortune is futile. All this adds up to the notion that while
there are routes to greener financial pastures in Great Britain, accessing them remains
impossible for all but a few.
The shift in beliefs about the cause(s) of financial disaster (from the supernatural to
one’s own conduct) that occurred during the eighteenth century, ironically, brought no more
agency to the individual in controlling her/his economic fate because the supposed cause and
its effects remained disconnected. For example, Lovewell was a good man, industrious and
honest, but his story suggests that a single decision not to seek outside insurance on his ships
(which seemed reasonable considering his vast fortune), decimated his finances, family, and
home. Cautionary tales like this that attempt to translate broad ideas about causality into
specific examples raise more questions than they answer. As such, upward mobility through
work remains elusive for a reader seeking practical guidance. Self-help and financial success
remain squarely outside the power of the main character and, by implication, the reader as well.
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What is the relationship between economic mobility and geographical mobility?
There is a third way characters manage to remove themselves from their assigned
subject position and its bleak financial prospects: leaving Great Britain and working abroad.
Often undertaken in combination with deceit/disguise, physical movement of one’s body to a
place outside Great Britain enables the striver to enter and participate in the global political
economy from a different point. Defoe’s heroes, Unca Eliza, Lovewell’s son, the children in The
Little Wanderers, and Jervas all avail themselves of this strategy, and it is no coincidence that
they earn the most money of all the heroes in this collection. These characters of rather
humble origins, education, resources, and professional skills earn fortunes abroad because the
world beyond Great Britain consists of an infinite number of markets that prize highly even the
most basic knowledge, skills, and information from Britain. Underlying these story worlds in
which all things British are overvalued are the assumptions that drove British Imperialism: that
all places outside Western Europe are “behind” Great Britain (socially, intellectually,
economically, scientifically, and politically) and eager for help to “improve,” “progress,” and
replicate Great Britain. The upside of these Imperialist assumptions for characters seeking
upward mobility through work is that low-level professional skills of little or no value at home
can be leveraged elsewhere for a profit on par with a trained expert at home. As the maps of
their career journeys reveal, the farther a character travels from Great Britain the more rarefied
British outputs become and the more money s/he makes. Even though Defoe and Edgeworth
lived a century apart and any literary critic would struggle to find similarities between them,
their upward mobility stories reveal a place where their ideas indeed overlap: poor characters
earn more money by working abroad. Although the cost of passage overseas on a merchant
ship was not affordable for most who would have considered leaving, Defoe describes in detail
three ways in which a poor person could overcome this obstacle: transportation as a convict,
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indentured servitude, and shipwreck/mutiny. At least one of these options for beginning life
abroad is available to every poor individual, free of charge. In addition, these faraway places
are blessed with an overabundance of natural resources like gold, silver, ivory, and precious
stones simply lying around, awaiting collection by any who ventures there. These stories
certainly plant the seeds of the Imperialist fantasy that in every country outside England there
are fortunes to be made or found.
Despite the global reach of some of the stories, the characters that achieve upward
mobility within them are almost exclusively white. There are few upwardly mobile characters
of color in this collection of stories. The “Arab” men in The Little Wanderers climb the
economic ladder through the help of a white guardian angel and only find success in their home
country. The “Arabian” philosopher in Goody Two-Shoes, who died before the story opened,
made a fortune in “trade,” but it ends up in the hands of little white Tom Two-Shoes! Last,
Unca Eliza, whose parentage was half Native American, increased her fortune abroad but chose
to remain there, realizing there was no better place for her at home.
In the context of eighteenth-century British exploration and expansion, it is difficult to
overstate the degree to which these narratives are crafted in ways that inculcate the ideas on
which British Imperialist attitudes were built. Written in the first person, these tales invite the
reader to identify with the narrator and her/his point of view. Sympathy for the poor white
narrator’s cause is cultivated by detailing her/his suffering as a victim of poverty s/he had no
hand in creating, and then tracking her/his perilous journey to a foreign land; the main
character’s hard work to create economic opportunity engenders further empathy and along
with it the sense that s/he has fairly earned any success. Stories in which the poor disguise
themselves to get jobs, suffer while futilely awaiting help from the rich, or are driven from their
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homes to work in foreign lands imply a compelling indictment of the British economy, or at
least absolve the heroes of any sins. With few if any means of increasing their earnings or
escaping poverty, who can blame them for trying to improve their lot in life?
In addition, these stories flatten all characters indigenous to these foreign lands,
describing them only by means of racial stereotypes and paternalistic metaphors; they are
denied proper names and their individual bodies are lumped together to create a monolith of
brown Otherness. At the same time, these British narrators fail to consider the impact of their
actions on others (either as pirates or plantation owners). All description of speech and actions
of Others is filtered through the point of view of the British narrator. The reader is never
invited into the thoughts of any other character. These texts, also, uniformly decline to engage
with the discourse around slavery even though each of Defoe’s characters works with, owns, or
buys slaves. Even Defoe’s Colonel Jaque, in which the main character labors alongside slaves for
several years, addresses slavery only to offer a philosophical discussion of the ineffectiveness of
physical abuse in maximizing the productivity of slaves.
Unfortunately, it turns out that this grim literary portrait of social mobility in the
period is more in keeping with eighteenth-century social and economic reality, than twentiethcentury critical interpretations of these texts suggest. Current socio-economic research
suggests that upward mobility was very low and remained constant over the course of the
century. The middling sorts were small in number (just 13% of the population in 1760),
especially relative to the number of people who were poor (85% of the population in 1760).
Even though the middling sort had increased in number significantly by 1801, those who could
afford to purchase a novel were only a small fraction of that group (no more than 3% of the
population in 1760 and no more than 13.5% of the population in 1801). Thus, while modest
gains in the ranks of the middling sort may have “altered the centre of gravity of the reading
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public” (Watt 48), they do not account for the novel’s rise; reading is not the same as buying
new novels. New novels were among the most expensive forms of print in a marketplace
flooded with new print forms and beyond reach for all but the wealthiest slice of the middling
sort. Recent research in the history of reading suggests that increased interest in book
collecting (and in the view that books were desired luxury commodities that conveyed status)
among the wealthy accounts for the increase in sales of new novels.
Literary scholars studying the emergence of the novel and children’s literature in the
eighteenth century have long maintained that the “rise” of these new genres is directly
attributable to a corresponding “rise” in the number of individuals in the middle class.
Beginning with Watt, critics have held that these genres emerged and gained popularity
because they received economic and cultural support from individuals who had recently moved
up the economic ladder from poor to “middle class.” The novel has been read as the anthem of
“the middle class,” reflecting this experience and mirroring the values, beliefs, and social
identity of this new socio-economic group. The widespread distillation of Watt’s argument
imputes a twentieth-century understanding of “the middle class” to the eighteenth-century
middling sort and is simply out of step with current social and economic research of the period.
This understanding has caused critics and their students alike to see social/economic elements
in these texts that are not there.
Critics likewise fall prey to the trap of assuming that the social and economic changes
that did occur between 1700 and 1800 did so at a gradual, steady pace. Every social and
economic indicator suggests, however, that shifts in the social structure did not happen at a
uniform pace over the course of the century, but somewhat abruptly in the last quarter, or at
least after 1760. Over half the century was marked more by stasis than by change.
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This literary history of upward mobility stories across multiple genres has unexpectedly
blown open the accepted narrative of the rise of the novel as a function of the rise of “the middle
class.” I hope that providing updated social and economic research will correct some critical
misunderstandings and create space for a fresh look at some aspects of the eighteenth-century
novel, children’s literature, and life writing. Also, I hope that my engagement with social
science research, data driven concerns, and the digital representation of my ideas might
encourage further interdisciplinary scholarship in the eighteenth century. We should be
working with a thorough and consistent awareness of relevant work in other disciplines instead
of occasionally borrowing concepts from other fields on an ad hoc basis. Our work should be
informed by current research and our interpretations of literary texts based on the newest
discoveries about their contexts.
Today, we understand more the ways in which local economic opportunities are closely
linked to the economies and politics of far-away nations. The geographical location of the
working subject in the world today (like in these texts) determines her/his original economic
situation, access to resources (raw materials, transportation, education, markets, etc.), the
nature and number of jobs available, and the potential income associated with each job. As
much as this historical project looks back, it is undertaken in the context of twenty-first
century discussions of the global political economy, economic inequality, poverty relief, social
mobility, and the presence/absence/disappearance/emergence of the middle class in free
market economies, as well as an awareness of the stakes of debates around these issues. One
need only recall the resistance generated by the Occupy movement, which spread to over
eighty countries world-wide. Carrying signs that read, “We are the 99%,” protestors sought to
highlight income disparity between the few and the many and the absence of social mobility.
Taking aim at different targets in each community, protesters across the globe were united in
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their argument that most people are powerless in an economic and political system in which
power is concentrated in the hands of a wealthy few.
In closing, this study begs the question: if there is and always has been so little social
mobility (and even less upward mobility through work), why did this storyline persist in
various literary genres? Perhaps it is simply because it is a statistically rare and interesting
happening that offers a frame for an entertaining story of adventure. Based on Gregory Clark’s
research (which demonstrates that the rate of social mobility is and has always been low
regardless of geographical and temporal boundaries), the constant but infrequent number of
these stories makes some sense. Perhaps also, it is because every story that ostensibly
celebrates the individual agency driving upward mobility through work also makes the case
that such a climb is nearly impossible. Thus, each of these stories is at once an upward mobility
and an anti-upward mobility story whose ambivalence cannot help but draw some attention to
the economic inequality inherent in the British (and every) economic system. These stories
decline an outright critique of a system that clearly fails to serve the interests of the poor, while
serving the interests of the rich. Instead, they placate the rich and poor alike by suggesting
that upward mobility is at once too rare to threaten the existing social order yet extant enough
to offer hope for the hardworking, meritorious poor. Thus, thinking about the cultural work of
these stories in terms of the reader’s perception of whether they entertained or offered useful
advice is not enough. As the process of georeferencing the texts of Defoe and Edgeworth
shows, these tales of upward mobility through work are littered with vagueness, inaccuracies,
and imaginary elements. Any reader’s attempt to chart a course up the economic ladder in
reliance on these stories must have proved as slippery and futile as my attempt to locate
Crusoe’s island. Thus, the cultural work of these texts is more about the ways in which they
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ultimately show why nearly every character and nearly every reader remains in the socioeconomic situation in which s/he was born.
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Appendix A
King's Revised Social Table for England and Wales, 1688
No of
Families

Title, Profession, or Occupation
A.

B.

C.

High Titles and Skills
Temporal Lords
Spiritual Lords
Baronets
Knights
Esquires
Gentlemen
Persons in Offices
Persons in Offices (lesser)
Persons in the Law
Clergy Men
Clergy Men (lesser)
Persons in Science and Liberal Arts
TOTAL

Annual Family
income (in £)

200
26
800
600
3,000
15,000
5,000
5,000
8,062
2,000
10,000
12,898
62,586

6060
1300
1500
800
562.5
280
240
120
154
72
50
60

Commerce
Merchants & Traders
M & T by sea
M & T by sea (lesser)
M & T by land
M & T by land (lesser)
Shopkeep. & radesmen
TOTAL

2,000
8,000
3,264
13,057
101,704
128,025

400
200
400
200
45

Industry and the building Trades
Artizans & handycrafts
Manufacturers
Manufacturing Trades
Mining
Building Trades
TOTAL

60,000
6,745
162,863
14,240
73,018
256,866

200

264

38
15
25

No of
Families

Title, Profession, or Occupation
D.

E.

F.

Agriculture (excluding laborers)
Freeholders
Freeholders (lesser)
Farmers
TOTAL
Military and Maritime (excluding traders)
Naval Officers
Military Officers
Common Seamen
Common Soldiers
TOTAL
Labourers and the poor
Labour people and outservants
Cottagers & Paupers
Vagrants
TOTAL

27,569
96,490
103,382
227,440

91
55
42.5

5,000
4,000
50,000
35,000
94,000

80
60
20
14

284,997
313,183
23,489
621,669

TOTAL FAMILY HEADS (including vagrants)
TOTAL POPULATION

Annual Family
income (in £)

15
6.5
2
39.18 all family average

1,390,586
5,500,520

Source: Lindert, Peter H., and Jeffrey G. Williamson, "Revising England's Social Tables 1688-1812,"
Explorations in Economic History , vol 19, 1982, p. 393.
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Appendix B
Massie's Revised Social Table for England and Wales, 1759
Title, Profession, or Occupation
A.

B.

No of Families

High Titles and Professions
Temporal Lords
Temporal Lords
Temporal Lords
Temporal Lords
Spiritual Lords
Baronets
Knights
Esquires
Gentlemen
Gentlemen
Gentlemen
Gentlemen
Clergymen, superior
Clergymen, inferior
persons professing law
persons professing liberal arts
civil officers
TOTAL
Commerce
Merchants
Merchants
Merchants
Tradesmen
Tradesmen
Tradesmen
Tradesmen
Tradesmen
Inkeepers and ale-sellers
Inkeepers and ale-sellers
Cottagers (greater)
TOTAL
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Average Family
Income (in £)

10
20
40
80
160
320
640
800
1,600
3,200
4,800
6,400
2,000
9,000
12,000
18,000
16,000
75,070

26,940
13,470
10,776
8,082
5,388
2,694
1,347
1,078
808
539
404
269
100
50
200
60
60

1,000
2,000
10,000
2,500
5,000
10,000
20,000
125,000
2,000
3,000
20,000
200,500

600
400
200
400
200
100
70
40
100
70
40

Title, Profession, or Occupation
C.

D.

E.

F.

No of Families

Average Family
Income (in £)

Industry and Building
Master Manufacturers
Master Manufacturers
Master Manufacturers
Master Manufacturers
Manufacturers of wood, iron, etc. (London)
Manufacturers of wood, iron, etc. (Country)
Manufacturers of Wool, Silk, etc. (London)
Manufacturers of Wool, Silk, etc. (Country)
Building Trades (London)
Building Trades (Country)
Mining
TOTAL

2,500
5,000
10,000
62,500
9,854
70,384
9,853
70,384
3,910
107,567
14,300
366,252

200
100
70
40
41.25
25
41.25
25
41.25
25
23

Agriculture
Freeholders
Freeholders
Freeholders
Farmers
Farmers
Farmers
Farmers
Husbandmen
TOTAL

20,124
40,249
80,498
3,354
6,708
13,417
80,498
134,160
379,008

152
76
38
150
100
70
40
16

6,000
2,000
60,000
18,000
86,000

80
100
20
14

20,000
200,000
20
178,892
13,418
432,310

27.5
16.25
20
7
3.2

1,539,140
6,309,470

46.37

Military and Maritime (excluding traders)
Naval Officers
Military Officers
Common seamen, fishermen
Common Soldiers
TOTAL
Labourers and the Poor
Labourers, London
Labourers, Country
Ale-sellers, cottagers, lesser
Cottagers & Paupers
Vagrants
TOTAL
ALL FAMILIES
TOTAL POPULATION 1755

Source: Lindert, Peter H., and Jeffrey G. Williamson, "Revising England's Social Tables
1688-1812," Explorations in Economic History , vol 19, 1982, pp. 396-7.
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Appendix C
Colquhoun's Revised Social Table for England and Wales, 1801-1803
No of
Families

Title, Profession, or Occupation
A.

B.

C.

Avg. Family
Income (in £)

High Titles and Professions
Temporal Peers and Peeresses
Spiritual Lords or Bishops
Baronets
Knights
Esquires
Gentlemen and Ladies Living on Income
Persons in higher civil offices
Persons in lesser offices
Eminent Clergymen
Lesser Clergymen
Dissenting Clergymen & itinerant Preachers
Persons of the Law, judges, down to clerks
Persons educating youth in universities and chief schools
Persons in the education of youth of both sexes, etc.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Persons employed in theatrical pursuits
Persons keeping houses for lunatics
TOTAL

287
26
540
350
6,000
20,000
2,000
10,500
1,000
10,000
2,500
11,000
500
20,000
16,300
1,000
40
102,043

8,000
4,000
3,000
1,500
1,500
700
800
200
500
120
120
350
600
150
260
200
500

Commerce
Eminaet merchants, bankers, etc.
Lesser merchants, trading by sea
Shopkeepers and tradesmen dealing in goods
Clerks and shopmen, to merchants, manufacturers, shopkeepers, etc.
Ship-owners, letting ships for freight only
Principal warehousemen, selling by wholesale
Inkeepers and publicans, licensed
Hawkers, pedlars, duffers, etc.
TOTAL

2,000
13,000
74,500
60,000
5,000
500
50,000
800
205,800

2,600
800
150
75
500
800
100
40

Industry and Building
Manufactures employing capital in all branches, etc
Persons employing capital in building and repairing ships, etc.

25,000
300

800
700

Persons employing capital as tailors, mantuamakers, milliners, etc.

25,000

150

5,000

200

445,726
40,000
541,026

55
40

Persons employing professional skill and capital as engineers, surveyors,
and master-builders, etc.
Umbrella and parasol makers, lace workers, etc.
Artisans, handicrafts, mechanics, and laborers, employed in manufactures,
buildings, and works of every kind
Laboring people in mines, canals, etc.
TOTAL
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No of
Families

Title, Profession, or Occupation
D.

E.

Agriculture
Freeholders of the better sort
Lesser Freeholders
Farmers
TOTAL
Maritime and Military (excluding traders)
Naval Officers, marine officers, surgeons, etc.
Military Officers, including surgeons, etc.
Marines and seamen in the navy and revenue
Seamen in the merchant service, fisheries, rivers, canals, etc.
Common soldiers, including non-commissioned officers and militia
TOTAL

F.

Laborers and the Poor
Laboring People in husbandry, including earnings of the females
Paupers, producing from their own labors in misc. employments
Vagrants, gypsies, rogues and vagabonds, theives, swindlers, coiners of
base money, in and out of prisons, and common prostitutes (including
wives and children)
TOTAL

G.

Confined Income Earners
Persons imprisoned of debts
Confined lunatics

Avg. Family
Income (in £)

40,000
120,000
160,000
320,000

200
90
120

7,000
13,064
52,906
49,393

149
139
38
40

121,985
244,348

29

340,000
260,179

31
10

175,218
775,397

10

2000
2500

GRAND TOTAL OF FAMILIES
TOTAL POPULATION
PERSONS PER FAMILY

2,193,114
9,142,000
4.17

Source: Lindert, Peter H., and Jeffrey G. Williamson, "Revising England's Social Tables 1688-1812,"
Explorations in Economic History , vol 19, 1982, pp. 400-1.
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Appendix D
Composite Summary of King, Massie, and Colquhoun
King (1688)

Ann. Income
(in £)

<50
>50-60
>60-100
>100-200
>200-500
>500-1000
>1000

Massie (1759)

Colquhoun (1801-03)

Tot. Pop.
5,500,520
(1688)

Tot. Pop.
6,309,470
(1755)

Percent of
Number
1,390,586
of families total families1

Percent of
1,539,140
total
families2

Change in
% from
King

85%
2%
8%
3%
1%
0.37%
0.10%

1%
-6%
6%
0%
0%
0.07%
0.03%

1,171,876
113,388
34,568
40,864
20,000
3600
1026

84%
8%
2%
3%
1%
0.30%
0.07%

Number
of families

1,308,218
34,000
120,374
52,798
15700
5800
2070

Tot. Pop.
9,142,000

Number
of families

1,079,496
445,726
230,000
368,564
33,340
61,300
9,203

1. Assumes 3.96 persons per family
2. Assumes 4.09 persons per family
3. Assumes 4.17 persons per family

Source: Lindert, Peter H., and Jeffrey G. Williamson, "Revising England's Social Tables 1688-1812,"
Explorations in Economic History , vol 19, 1982.
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Percent of
2,227,629
total
families3

48%
20%
10%
16.50%
1.40%
2.70%
0.40%

Change in Change in
% from
% from
Massie
King

37%
18%
2%
13.50%
0.40%
2.33%
0.30%

36%
12%
8%
13.50%
0.40%
2.40%
0.33%

Appendix E
Composite Summary of King, Massie, and Colquhoun with Color
King (1688)

Cost of typical 3
vol novel at 3s5s per vol as a %
of weekly income
= 9-15s

79%-32%
65%-26%
39%-16%
19%-8%
Summary
3%-2%
<2%

King
(Lindert
1982 Rev.)

weekly
income

19s
23s
38s
38.5-77s
192s
385s
>385s

Ann. Income
(in £)

<50
>50-60
>60-100
>100-200
>200-500
>500-1000
>1000

Total Pop.
5,500,520
(1688)

Percent
Number of of 1,390,586
Families total families1

1,171,876
113,388
34,568
40,864
20,000
3600
1026

84%
8%
2%
3%
1%
0.30%
0.07%

Massie (1759)

Massie
(Lindert
1982 Rev.)

Colquhoun (1801-03)

Colquhoun
(Lindert
1982 Rev.)

Total Pop.
6,309,470
(1755)

Percent of Change in
1,539,140
% from
Number of
King
Families total families2

1,308,218
34,000
120,374
52,798
15700
5800
2070

85%
2%
8%
3%
1%
0.37%
0.10%

1%
-6%
6%
0%
0%
0.07%
0.03%

Total Pop.
9,142,000

Percent of
2,227,629
Number of
Families total families3

1,079,496
445,726
230,000
368,564
33,340
61,300
9,203

48%
20%
10%
16.50%
1.40%
2.70%
0.40%

1. Assumes 3.96 persons per family
2. Assumes 4.09 persons per family
3. Assumes 4.17 persons per family

Source: Lindert, Peter H., and Jeffrey G. Williamson, "Revising England's Social Tables 1688-1812," Explorations in Economic History , vol 19, 1982.
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Change
in %
from
Massie

Change
in %
from
King

37%
18%
2%
13.50%
0.40%
2.33%
0.30%

36%
12%
8%
13.50%
0.40%
2.40%
0.33%
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